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FOREWORD 
 

 

These proceedings contain the papers of the 20th International Conference on e-Society 

(ES 2022) and 18th International Conference on Mobile Learning (ML 2022), organised 

by the International Association for Development of the Information Society, held 

virtually during 12-14 March 2022. Due to the unprecedented situation caused by the 

COVID-19 pandemic, this year the conferences were hosted virtually. 

 
The e-Society 2022 conference aims to address the main issues of concern within  

the Information Society. This conference covers both the technical as well as the  

non-technical aspects of the Information Society. Broad areas of interest are:  

• e-Government / e-Governance 

• e-Business / e-Commerce 

• Technology and Society 

• e-Learning 

• New Media and E-Society 

• e-Health 

• Information Systems 

• Information Management  

• COVID-19 & Digital Transformation 

 

The Mobile Learning 2022 Conference seeks to provide a forum for the presentation 

and discussion of mobile learning research which illustrate developments in the field.  

In particular, but not exclusively, we aim to explore the theme of mobile learning under 

the following topics: 

• Learning analytics and mobile learning 

• Cloud computing and mobile learning 

• Pedagogical approaches, models and theories for mLearning 

• mLearning in and across formal and informal settings 

• Strategies and challenges for integrating mLearning in broader educational 

scenarios 

• User Studies in mLearning 

• Learner mobility and transitions afforded by mlearning 

• Socio-cultural context and implications of mLearning 

• Mobile social media and user generated content 

• Enabling mLearning technologies, applications and uses 

• Evaluation and assessment of mLearning 

• Research methods, ethics and implementation of mLearning 

• Innovative mLearning approaches 

• Tools, technologies and platforms for mLearning 

• mlearning: where to next and how? 

 

 

 

 



 x 

These events received 152 submissions from more than 28 countries. Each submission 

has been anonymously reviewed by an average of 4 independent reviewers, to ensure 

the final high standard of the accepted submissions. Out of the papers submitted, 27 

received blind referee ratings that signified acceptability for publication as full papers 

(acceptance rate of 18%), while some others were published as short and reflection 

papers. The best papers will be selected for publishing as extended versions in the 

Interactive Technology and Smart Education (ITSE) journal (ISSN: 1741-5659) and 

also in the IADIS International Journal on WWW/Internet (ISSN: 1645-7641). 

 
In addition to the papers’ presentations, the conference also included one keynote 

presentation by Professor Pedro Isaias (Information Systems & Technology 

Management School, The University of New South Wales, Australia) and a Special 

Talk by Wilson Ramon Hernandez Parraci (Ph.D. Student, Northern Illinois University, 

USA). 

 
As we all know, a conference requires the effort of many individuals and this year we 

faced a new challenge that brought us more together. We would like to thank all 

members of the Program Committee for their hard work in reviewing and selecting the 

papers that appear in this book. We would also like to thank all the authors who have 

submitted their papers to this conference. We wish to thank all members of our 

organizing committee. 

 
Last but not least, we hope that everybody enjoyed the presentations, and we invite all 

participants for next year’s edition of the International Conference on e-Society and 

Mobile Learning. 
 

 

Piet Kommers, University of Twente, The Netherlands 

ES 2022 Program Chair 
 
Inmaculada Arnedillo Sánchez, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland 

ML 2022 Program Chair 
 

Pedro Isaías, Information Systems & Technology Management School, The University 

of New South Wales, Australia 

ES 2022 and ML 2022 Conference Chair 
 

 

March 2022 
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MOVING FORWARD IN THE DIGITAL SOCIETY: 

A CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE ROLE OF INNOVATIVE 

TECHNOLOGIES AND TRENDS 

 

 

 
Professor Pedro Isaias 

Information Systems & Technology Management School,  

The University of New South Wales, Australia 

 

 

Abstract 

 
As the digital society matures it is shaped by the unprecedented swiftness at which 

technology and innovation evolves and the ubiquitousness of digital technologies in all 

areas of society. The digitalisation of society is becoming more inclusive and more 

focused on sustainability to ensure that progress is all-encompassing and viable. As the 

benefits of an evolved digital society become more evident, concerns such as bridging 

the digital divide, creating awareness about misinformation/disinformation, ensuring the 

affordability of technology and promoting the development of digital skills assume an 

even greater importance. This talk will focus on the contribution that innovative 

technologies such as artificial intelligence, robotics, 3D printing, internet of things and 

5G are making toward the advancement of the digitalisation of society, with a critical 

stance that examines the benefits as well as their challenges. In addition, it will discuss 

the current technological trends transforming key areas like smart cities, e-health, digital 

marketing and e-government and reflect about inclusivity and the future of the digital 

society. 
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SPECIAL TALK 
 

 

 

 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APP TO IMPROVE ESL 

LEARNING 

 

 
Wilson Ramon Hernandez Parraci 

Ph.D. Student, Northern Illinois University, USA 

 

 

Abstract 

 

The purpose of this study is to explore the beliefs and experiences, of using varied 

language learning applications to improve the English language proficiency, in a group 

of six ESL learners and teachers, who study and teach English in a vocational institution 

in Colombia. For the current study, I used a phenomenological approach. The data was 

collected through the implementation of six online semi-structured interviews. The 

interviews were conducted in Spanish, the native language of the participants, then, 

translated into English. Findings show that Colombian ESL students prefer intuitive, 

accessible, interactive, didactic, engaging, attractive, and learner centered language 

applications, and endorse the possibilities to use Artificial Intelligence AI systems 

(chatbots) to improve the functionality of language learning apps. Further research 

should promote the design of affordable AI technologies to be used in impoverished 

educational context. Second, it is highly recommendable to promote the design of 

offline language applications to solve the lack of internet or wi-fi connections in most of 

our ESL students’ homes. Third, we recommend that applications designers should have 

in mind the socio-economic status of ESL students in low economic conditions. Finally, 

future research should study ESL students’ academic achievements using technology. 

 

KEYWORDS 

Artificial Intelligence, Chatbot, ESL, Language Learning Application, 

Phenomenological Approach. 
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USABILITY AND USER EXPERIENCE IN OPEN 

COMMUNITY WEB PORTALS: A CASE STUDY IN SMART 

PORTS DOMAIN 

Shabnam Kazemi, Deniz Cetinkaya, Gernot Liebchen and Reza Sahandi 
Department of Computing and Informatics, Bournemouth University 

Talbot Campus, Poole, United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT 

Open community web portals and information sharing platforms have been widely used to generate and share knowledge. 

Recent advances in technology and growing interest in crowdsourcing tools have helped to improve the technical 

competency and quality of these platforms. However, usability and user experience aspects are still challenging as satisfying 

the needs of different users is an open problem for such systems. This paper presents a case study of the user experience 

improvement of an open community web portal that facilitates information sharing in the context of smart ports domain. 

The case study employed data collection methods such as surveys and focus group meetings coupled with usability tests to 

collect feedback. User scenarios were designed and tested on the SPEED (Smart Ports Entrepreneurial Ecosystem 

Development) open community portal. Feedback around the user interface of the portal was mostly positive. There have 

been minor improvements in the navigation of the portal. Findings and lessons learnt are presented in this paper. 

KEYWORDS 

Usability, User Experience, Smart Posts Web Portal, Usability of Web Systems, Human Computer Interaction 

1. INTRODUCTION

The constant striving towards efficiency, innovation and global competition is putting pressure on businesses 

and their software providers to shift from desktop software to web applications or web portals. According to 

Stoffel and Cunningham (2005), Web portal is “…a single-point, integrated, multi-channel, user-personalised, 

user customisable Internet site providing access to information, people, and processes”. Web portals have been 

widely implemented and used for different purposes for many years (Sampson and Manouselis, 2005). This 

popularity of web applications and web portals to promote consistent web presences and provisions of services 

brings however some challenges, such as how to motivate user participation and how to engage users (Brakel, 

2003, Butler et al., 2002, Faliagka et al., 2015, Li and Jiang, 2019, Ridings and Gefen, 2004, Spallek et al., 

2008). 

Principal ways of encouraging web portal users’ interactions and influencing their behaviours are connected 

to characteristics such as content (contained business related information or access to external information 

resources), design (providing users with the pleasant, usable, and stable environment), personalisation 

capabilities (serving users’ specific preference and needs), and formation of virtual communities (bringing 

together users with similar interests and needs) (Butler et al., 2010, Sampson and Manouselis, 2005, Zhou, 

2003). That means that usability attributes result in increasing engagement (Nam, 2014), higher quality 

information (Attfield et al., 2011), richer user experiences (Li and Jiang, 2019), and improved opportunities to 

ask or receive clarification on resources (Arthana et al., 2019, Maligat et al., 2020, Rohayati et al., 2018, 

Sampson and Manouselis, 2005, Zarish et al., 2019). User experience and usability features have played a 

significant role in stimulating engagement and formation of users’ expectations (Li and Jiang, 2019, Ekaterina, 

2017, Butler et al., 2010). 

As the need for usable web portals for potential and new users is still demanding (Oliha, 2020, Oliha, 2014, 

Frøkjær et al., 2000, Liao et al., 2011), we present an empirical study about the usability and user experience 

of web portals in this paper. A case study evaluating the usability and user experience of the SPEED (Smart 

International Conferences e-Society 2022 and Mobile Learning 2022
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Ports Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Development) open community Web portal is presented. This ideation 

platform has been developed to build a network community connecting high-tech start-ups with large and 

complex ports across four European countries, namely Belgium, France, the Netherlands and the UK. Focus 

group meetings were applied to examine the ease of use, community focus, information benefits, and navigation 

of the portal. The case study provided us with important lessons learnt which will be useful for portal 

developers. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: paper continues with a brief discussion of related 

literature in the next section. Section 3 presents the details of the case study followed by the lessons learnt in 

Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and recommends potential future work. 

2. BACKGROUND

Sales portals, customer portals solutions, intranet portals, and all other information portals allow users to 

connect to one another and provide a richer user experience such as peer commenting, and social networking 

(Benz et al., 2020, Butler et al., 2010). Past research has shown that individuals use web portals to save time 

and cost when sharing information (Benz et al., 2020, Guo et al., 2018). Web portals often require users to 

create user profiles in order to enable users to share knowledge or to participate in social networking activities 

(Benz et al., 2020). Once registered, users are more encouraged to be involved if they benefit from the resources 

and business focus networking (Hann et al., 2007).  

Usability testing on various organisational web portals have indicated that engagement is heavily influenced 

by a portal’s context (Al-Debei, 2013), consistent user interface (Axelsson, 2012) and its associated process 

flow (Attfield et al., 2011). To be precise, ease of use, information benefits, accessibility to resources, content 

creditability, usefulness, trustworthiness, accuracy, clarity, information architecture and its integration to 

external content providers and easy navigation could affect an individual’s decision in engaging with a portal 

or not (Feledi et al., 2013, Kakol et al., 2017, Maligat et al., 2020),  

For instance, the usability evaluation of an Indonesian cultural heritage crowdsourcing information 

platform has shown that low workflow efficiency affected users’ satisfaction negatively (Arthana et al., 2019). 

Similarly, the test plan of a multimedia platform that promotes communication and information sharing among 

educators, parents and children indicated a couple of usability issues, such as navigation (lack of back button), 

commenting and editing profiles failures, which affected its users’ attitude (Laranjeiro et al., 2017). 

In another study by Shayganmehr and Montazer (2019), the importance of age on using e-government 

websites was demonstrated that pop-up notifications and advertisements on the homepage were annoying only 

to elderlies. This means that care need to be taken not to take users’ willingness to engage with a system for 

granted, and it highlights the importance of usability investigations and improvements of web portals. In this 

study, we identified the best practices from the literature and applied the most common principles during the 

early phases of the development. Then we employed usability testing and focus group methods to improve the 

user experience. Next section explains the case study and outcomes of the focus group meetings. 

3. CASE STUDY

The SPEED portal is an open community information portal, and its main purpose has been the promotion of 
innovation and efficiency in the smart port domain by building an ecosystem for smart port app development. 
This open community platform provides services to port stakeholders (such as port authorities, customs and 
excises), logistic companies (including ships, road, train), technology entrepreneurs, start-ups, students and 
members of the public. 

The information shared on the portal is divided in the following main categories: 
• Port Logistics Challenges: Accumulate and display ideas for further development.
• Smart Port Technologies: Existing software and hardware technologies that help improving port

logistic systems. 
• Business Profiles: Company profiles in the seaport domain.
• Events: SPEED project events (e.g., seminars, webinars, and hackathons).
• Proof-of-Concept Solutions: Feasible software and hardware proposals and principles.
• Ongoing Research and Additional Output: Published and ongoing research studies.
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The home page provides links to all of these categories and easy navigation to different pages such as Help 

or Registration pages. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the main page below.  

Figure 1. Screenshot of the SPEED Portal homepage 

As part of the portal’s development the overall quality of the portal’s user experience was assessed. This 

assessment consisted of a survey covering various parts of the portal including portal engagement, a survey 

covering the general web experiences, and subsequent usability testing of the portal. 

Many of the outcomes were helpful in improving the portal’s user experience. There were, however, a few 

questions raised that resulted from the usability testing phase. For instance, the workflow that was considered 

for the port logistics challenges was not clear to the users. Similarly, users found the portal’s navigation difficult 

due to the vocabulary choices; for example, users were often confused with terms like “Ideas” as they were 

used for all six categories (challenges, solutions, events, etc.), or “Conversation” to discover the ports 

connected to the portal. This terminology was result of adopting an already existing crowdsourcing providers 
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functionality. Usability testing certainly could have helped to address some of these issues before users 

encountered them. However, the development was only as good as our ability to anticipate users’ behaviours, 

and a thorough usability testing would have helped us to represent the content in a manner that was not 

confusing to the users. 

Focus group meetings were viewed as a viable supplement to open discussion and improve user experience 

as it is a valuable way to engage in conversation with users in order to establish users’ expectations. Conducting 

focus group meetings was in essence taking a step back to reassess users’ expectations of the navigation of the 

platform. This assisted us to limit the impact of potentially biased usability task designs and clarifying 

underlying assumptions. 

In the literature, it is often stated that using multiple methods for collecting user feedback provides a better, 

more complete, picture of the user experience. For example, Nielsen (1997), suggests observation to 

supplement focus groups and Oldham (2008) proposes focus groups, usability testing, and surveys can be used 

effectively together to discover both how users think and how they navigate a web site. Hence, focus groups 

were viewed as a unique opportunity to assess the quality of usability features of the SPEED open community 

portal through collecting qualitative feedback from users about their web experiences. 

The focus group had eight members consisting of partners from the SPEED project from both industry and 

ports community as well as academics in relevant disciplines (SPEEDProject, 2021). In addition, our team 

from Bournemouth University (BU) and one IT support member of the crowdsourcing solution provider 

attended all focus group meetings. We held three sessions in April, May and June last year. All meetings were 

run remotely via Zoom due to the constraints posed by the Covid 19 pandemic, and since the members were 

based in different European countries, namely in the UK, Belgium and the Netherlands. 

The focus group sessions were moderated by one of the senior software developers from our team who had 

experience moderating usability testing. A planning session was conducted by the BU team to formulate the 

questions, and to design the protocol in two parts. Part one focused on the SPEED Portal User Interface, and 

part two focused on the SPEED Portal Increasing Engagement Ideas. 

3.1 SPEED Portal User Interface 

For the first part, we shared the link of the Web portal (SPEEDPortal, 2021) with the focus group members, 

and we asked them to register as well as to sign a consent form. While the instructions were explained to all 

members in the meeting, an eight-question survey was shared via Mentimeter (https://www.mentimeter.com) 

to get the participants’ anonymous feedback about the portal. We gave the users some pre-defined tasks and 

asked their opinion of the usability of the portal. Figure 2 presents the questions and the initial results for the 

Mentimeter survey. 

3.2 SPEED Portal Increasing Engagement Ideas 

In the second part, ideas for engagement and publicising were collected via Padlet (https://padlet.com). 

Suggestions were collected and listed under multiple categories which were shared with the members for their 

approval to have a consensus. Figure 3 shows a sample Padlet entry. We collected over 25 responses suggesting 

various improvements for better user experience. 
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Figure 2. Mentimeter anonymous results 

Figure 3. Sample Padlet entry 

We needed to run a second short survey to agree on a few points where focus group members had different 
opinions. For example, while a number of users suggested an approval stage in the workflow for adding new 
content, some participants did not agree. Due to the platform is designed to be an open community platform we 
needed to clarify these points. Figure 4 shows a sample question about the workflow on the portal. As a result, 
a private stage is added in the workflow for automatic approval of the content but with a flexibility to be able to 
unpublish content by the admin. 
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Figure 4. Sample survey question 

With our experiments and focus group feedback, we could redesign different parts of the system and 

improve the user experience. Next section presents the lessons learnt and summarises the improvements done. 

4. LESSONS LEARNT

As a result of our interactions with the different stakeholders, we included aspects in the portal which could 

have been neglected if we would not have sought the input of key stakeholders. The following list of changes 

were specifically taken on: 

• Improving the Help topics and user guidelines

• Revising the workflow for adding new content

• Explaining the aim of the portal on the main page

• Revising the text and messages to be more clear

• Changing the language to call to action

• Improving the layout

• Adding an Events section for project related events

• Adding links between the submitted ideas

• Social media integration

• Getting feedback from the portal users

• Improving the navigation between pages

These can be roughly divided into overlapping lessons categories related to: 

• Content and functionality (Adding an Events section for project related events, Adding links

between the submitted ideas*, Social media integration, Getting feedback from the portal users*),

• Visual layout and presentation (Changing the language to call to action, Improving the layout),

and

• Understandability and navigation (Improving the help topics and user guidelines, Revising the

workflow for adding new content, Explaining the aim of the portal on the main page, Adding links

between the submitted ideas*, Improving the navigation between pages).

Some of the aspects taken forward are related to two lesson categories, namely "Adding links between the 

submitted ideas", which can be considered as adding functionality and aiding navigation (indicated with a *). 

"Getting feedback from the portal user" is a functionality that can easily be integrated, but it also aids a positive 

feedback loop, which will hopefully ensure further user engagement. 

A few suggestions were agreed to be postponed or not implemented. This was either due to the fact that it 

was not possible to implement given underlying platform limitations, or not needed at that time. For example, 

adding a calendar view for the events, and adding an idea category filter were not required. However, social 

media integration could not be fully implemented due to technical limitations, so considered as future work. 

Action items were listed and shared with the stakeholders. The BU team members and the IT support team 

members have implemented the changes incrementally where focus group members had a chance to check and 

provide feedback during the update. The overall goal throughout the implementation was to maintain some 

common goals of usability as much as feasible which include but are not limited to: 
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• Presentation of information and choices in a clear and concise way,

• Reducing ambiguity,

• Increasing consistency,

• Allowing user control over preferences,

• Aiming for minimalist design, and

• Placement of important items in relevant areas, etc.

Finally, areas of improvement were applied in response to feedback collected in both focus groups and 

usability testing, and invitees were given the opportunity to provide feedback as a follow-up measure to see if 

the changes met their expectations. The focus group members were satisfied with the portal’s user interface, 

content, workflow and functions. Further usability tests have been carried out by inviting technology providers 

and challenge owners to use the portal. The portal is now stable and consistently used with continuous feedback 

and minor updates. The inclusion of the stakeholders clearly helped to identify issues with a portal that was 

created by professional developers. 

5. CONCLUSION

User feedback on web portals’ design and more importantly, understanding how users interact with the 

knowledge sharing platforms are significant to realise the issues that users may encounter when visiting a 

portal. In this study, data collected through focus group meetings and usability testing helped to improve the 

usability and user experience of the portal so that users were satisfied with the portal’s context, user interface, 

and its associated process flow. As such, the study presents a real-world example of improving an information 

sharing portal. Navigation and accessibility to the portal’s information were straightforward. We believe that 

outcomes and lessons learnt could be helpful in designing future knowledge sharing web portals. It could be 

argued that the use case of the portal may be a very niche one, but the ultimate purpose of the portal is to share 

information, and to collect feedback and contributions. That means that this ultimate purpose will be the same 

as the purposes of many web portals. Whilst lessons learnt about functionality may be less generally applicable, 

the lessons learnt about navigation, accessibility are important ones to consider. Since this may depend on the 

targeted user group, a similar practicable approach as taken in this case study is recommended when improving 

the usability of an information sharing platform, namely by employing focus group studies or similar open 

feedback channels. Variations may occur depending on the user group and the purpose of a portal, but the 

ultimate experience of a portal can only be judged by the portal's users themselves, and not by the developers 

even if they are experienced usability experts. As a future work, we would like to revise the content 

management approach to have a more flexible method. We are also planning to increase the visibility of the 

portal and to extend the application domain so that it has more impact. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the increasing use of technology in the 21st century, most people must access the Internet every day, and the new 

generation of young people has even greater access to the Internet than previous generations had. This study investigated 

parents’ views on risky online behaviors and positive technological development (PTD) among early adolescents in Hong 

Kong. Additionally, it explored the influence of parenting styles on the Internet use of early adolescents. The sample 

consisted of 11 parents from six families (five fathers and six mothers) whose children were 11- to 15-year-old 

adolescents from six secondary schools. This study used semi-structured interviews to elicit the parents’ views and 

conducted thematic analysis to analyze the interview data. The results indicate that early adolescents participated in few 

risky online behaviors but exhibited significant PTD. Three relationships, which were mediated by a variety of factors, 

such as personal interests and peer influence, were identified between risky online behaviors and PTD. Parents limiting 

their children’s online activity often led to their children refusing to share the Internet content they consume with their 

parents. When parents allowed their children to use the Internet without any restrictions, the children either indulged in or 

self-regulated their Internet use. The parenting styles of the parents in each family were consistent. However, the mothers 

generally spent more time with their children than did the fathers and were more familiar with their children’s Internet 

use habits. Herein, we propose some specific suggestions for schools and parents to reduce adolescents’ online  

risk-taking and promote PTD. 

KEYWORDS 

Parents, Early Adolescents, Risky Online Behaviors, Positive Technological Development 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous studies have been conducted on risky online behaviors among adolescents (Chan et al., 2014; Lau 

& Yuen, 2013; Wong et al., 2014). However, little research has explored the positive technological 

development (PTD) of adolescents and how it is related to their risky online behaviors. Few studies have 

investigated how parenting styles affect the Internet use of youth or distinguished the influence of fathers and 

mothers on the Internet use of adolescents (Shek et al., 2018). Furthermore, studies have tended to investigate 

risky online behaviors on the basis of self-reported questionnaires completed by adolescents (Gámez-Guadix 

et al., 2016). To fill these gaps in the literature, this study elicited parents’ views on risky online behaviors 

and PTD among Hong Kong early adolescents. It also explored the influence of parenting styles on the 

Internet use of early adolescents. The research questions were as follows: “In what risky online behaviors do 

early adolescents engage?”, “How do early adolescents use technology positively?”, “What relationships 

exist between risky online behaviors and PTD in early adolescents?”, and “How do parenting styles affect 

early adolescents’ Internet use?” 

This study focused on early adolescents because they experience drastic physical, social, emotional, and 

cognitive changes as they transition from childhood to adolescence. During this transition, adolescents 

develop a stronger sense of individuality and a desire for self-exploration, including on the Internet, but are 

vulnerable to online risk-taking due to changes in brain structure and hormones (Smith et al., 2013). Guiding 

early adolescents in proper use of the Internet is therefore paramount. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Risky Online Behaviors 

Risky behaviors can be defined as “behaviors that are associated with some probability of a maladaptive 

outcome—that is, an outcome that can impede the acquisition of culturally-accepted goals” (Defoe, 2021,  

p. 2) and risky online behaviors refer to such behaviors in online settings. Risk exposure and self-control are 

the two key predictors of risky behaviors during adolescence. The changing physical and social environment 

in which adolescents live can either protect them from or expose them to various risks. Risky online 

behaviors occur in a variety of forms, and the risks adolescents encounter online can be broadly classified 

into four categories: content risks (e.g., exposure to illegal and harmful content), contact risks (e.g., contact 

with strangers and cyberbullying), commercial risks (e.g., illegal downloading), and privacy risks  

(e.g., exposure of personal information and intrusion of privacy) (Livingstone & Haddon, 2008). Studies 

have reported that Hong Kong early adolescents engage in risky online behaviors such as committing 

unauthorized acts, Internet addiction, engaging in online plagiarism, consuming online pornography, and 

cyberbullying (Chan et al., 2014; Lau & Yuen, 2013; Wong et al., 2014). 

2.2 PTD 

Herein, “positive” is used to describe valuable attributes and events that contribute to the self-improvement 

and social development of adolescents (Bers et al., 2012). Although scholars originally postulated that six 

developmental assets (competence, confidence, caring, connection, character, and contribution) are 

associated with PTD (Bers et al., 2012), we discuss PTD from the perspective of three dimensions, which 

were validated in a previous study involving Hong Kong early adolescents (Lau, 2015) and are defined as 

follows: 

1. perceived technological self-efficacy, which refers to an individual’s ability to confidently use new 

technologies; 

2. technological contribution, which refers to an individual’s ideas to make meaningful contributions to 

the society by using technology; and 

3. social uses of technology, which refers to an individual’s ability to use technology to express care to or 

to connect and build relationships with others. 

2.3 Influence of Parenting Styles on Children’s Internet Use 

Parenting styles have been widely categorized as authoritative, authoritarian, permissive, or neglectful 

(Baumrind, 1971; Maccoby & Martin, 1983). Moilanen et al. (2015) demonstrated that authoritarian and 

permissive parenting inhibit self-regulation among adolescents whereas authoritative parenting promotes 

self-regulation among adolescents. In addition, parental overprotection has been associated with problematic 

Internet and social media use (Koronczai et al., 2020). Lee and Chae (2007) found that parental warmth leads 

to greater Internet use for educational purposes and more positive Internet behaviors. Özgur (2019) reported 

that adolescents from families with warm, authoritative, and authoritarian parenting styles were less 

dependent on online games than were adolescents from families with other parenting styles. 

3. METHOD 

3.1 Participants and Procedure 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 11 parents (five fathers and six mothers) from six families 

whose children were 11- to 15-year-old adolescents from six secondary schools in Hong Kong. Informed 
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consent was obtained from the respective schools and parents before data collection. In view of the pandemic 

situation at the time of the interviews, the interviews were conducted over Zoom and transcribed for data 

analysis. The interviews consisted of questions in two sections. The questions in the first section were related 

to the demographic information and Internet use of the parents’ children. The second section evaluated the 

parents’ views concerning children’s risky online behaviors and PTD and their relationships and their 

parenting styles in relation to their children’s Internet use by using four predetermined open-ended questions 

corresponding to the aforementioned research questions. Prompt questions were used throughout the 

interviews to encourage parents to expand on their ideas if necessary. Because of the scope of the paper, we 

herein report only the findings related to the parents’ responses to the four predetermined research questions. 

Both the fathers and mothers of the families involved were present for their respective interviews, with the 

exception of one family, the father of which could not participate due to work obligations outside Hong 

Kong; only the mother was interviewed. 

3.2 Information about the Early Adolescents and their Internet Use 

The adolescent children of the six families interviewed comprised five boys and one girl aged from 11 to 15 

years. Over half (70%) of the children had used computers/the Internet for 3 years or less at the time of the 

interviews, and most (83%) of them considered their computer proficiency to be fair or good. All of the 

children possessed smartphones. Most (83%) of them spent less than 5 hours per day using computers/the 

Internet at home for online lessons, and most (83%) of them spent less than 3 hours per day using 

computers/the Internet at home for learning other than online lessons. All of the children spent less than 3 

hours per day using computers/the Internet at home for entertainment and social networking. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The qualitative data gathered from the semi-structured interviews were thematically analyzed, which 

involved (1) familiarization with the data, (2) coding, (3) theme identification, (4) theme review, (5) theme 

naming, and (6) write-up (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Both deductive and inductive coding were used to analyze 

the data. Deductive coding was appropriate for the data related to preconceived themes derived from theories, 

such as those concerning PTD and parenting styles. In this study, PTD was conceptualized using the three 

dimensions of perceived technological self-efficacy, technological contribution, and social uses of 

technology (Lau, 2015), and parenting styles was conceptualized through categorization as authoritative, 

authoritarian, permissive, or neglectful (Baumrind, 1971; Maccoby & Martin, 1983). Inductive coding was 

necessary for the themes that emerged naturalistically from the data without any theories. 

4. RESULTS 

Thematic analysis revealed the themes and subthemes presented in the following subsections. Direct quotes 

from the interviewed parents are provided to illustrate the identified themes and subthemes and demonstrate 

how the results were derived. 

4.1 Few Risky Online Behaviors 

Overall, the adolescents from the six families engaged in few risky online behaviors. The parents of two of 

the families said that their children did not engage in any risky online behaviors. However, the father of 

Family 4 stated that his child was a victim of cyberbullying by his classmates and had also discovered that 

his child had accessed inappropriate age-restricted pages to watch adult content: 

“He has been bullied by others. When he was the chairman of the class committee, I don’t know if his 

classmates did it for fun or what, but they would abuse him verbally.” Father, Family 4. 

“Sometimes we see him watching some adult content. He usually watches on the phone but seldom on the 
computer.” Father, Family 4. 
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Some of the parents mentioned that their children relied too much on electronic devices and exhibited 

Internet dependency. This sparked worries about their children’s ability to communicate face-to-face in the 

future. One parent observed that his child’s body language was less expressive in everyday conversation 

since he used technology to communicate. 

“He uses technology to do something, and he becomes overreliant on it. He cannot communicate with others 
through the iPad for his whole life; he must interact with others face-to-face. I think he has started using less 
body language. Using the iPad affects him so much. I think the main negative effect is overreliance.” Father, 

Family 4. 

4.2 Significant PTD 

Regarding perceived technological self-efficacy, all the parents claimed that their children exhibited high 

self-efficacy when using the Internet: 

“I think using technology is beneficial to him. He is confident. When he uses technology, he is faster than 
when he reads books.” Father, Family 4. 

Adolescents can explore the Internet confidently without their parents’ assistance. The parents of two 

families said that their children were more familiar with the use of computers, smartphones, and software 

than they were and that they are unable to assist with their children’s use of the Internet. Instead, they had to 

seek assistance from their children when they were faced with computer-related problems. 

“Even if we want to help, our son is much better than us at using computers. In fact, we cannot help him, 
but he helps us. He often confidently says ‘Let me handle this issue’ when we encounter computer trouble.” 

Father, Family 2. 

We found that the adolescents were willing to try using different online applications and new 

technologies to help them develop their own interests. During the COVID-19 pandemic, young people have 

independently explored and determined ways to improve learning and maintain classmate relationships by 

using the Internet—for instance, setting up online study groups on Zoom. The daughter of Family 6 used an 

iPad app to create music independently as a hobby. 

Regarding technological contribution, several parents said that their children recorded videos and posted 

them on platforms like YouTube to express themselves and share content with others. The contents of the 

videos include community events, cooking, scenery, and daily life.  

“He records some incidents that happen in the community or makes some videos and uploads them to 
YouTube. He has been to Kwun Tong Promenade; he thought the scenery was beautiful. He said he wants 
more people to watch his videos. He said that if he can record it, then others can view it.” Mother, Family 1. 

“When his mother makes cakes, he takes photos and posts them on platforms like YouTube so that others 
can see. He wants to express that he has had this experience.” Father, Family 4. 

Regarding social uses of technology, adolescents maintain relationships with family through the Internet. 

The mother of Family 1 indicated that she and her son maintained social bonds with relatives by using the 

Internet. They keep in touch with the son’s father and grandparents, who live in Mainland China, by using 

social media tools such as WeChat and through voice calls or video calls. 

“He also chats with his father on video calls. His father is in the Mainland now and cannot come back to 
Hong Kong, and his grandparents also live in the Mainland. We always keep in contact with each other 
through WeChat.” Mother, Family 1. 

Some of the parents also said that their adolescent children used the Internet to maintain relationships 

with classmates and would use various social media tools to do so. The mother of Family 4 indicated that her 

son organized meetings with his classmates and interacted with his classmates through study and discussion 

groups on Google Meet and Zoom. For example, to prepare for an English examination, her son organized 

study sessions, during which he and his classmates expressed mutual support. 

“He can use the iPad to read spontaneously. He uses it to communicate with his classmates through 
Zoom. Several classmates discuss what they want to discuss in a group; they learn from each other.” Mother, 

Family 4. 

Apart from using the Internet to connect with relatives and classmates, adolescents also use the Internet to 

connect with teachers. The son of Family 2 collected video clips of his primary school life and made a 

compilation video as a gift for his teacher. 
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4.3 Multiple Relationships between Risky Online Behaviors and PTD 

Interviews with the parents of some families revealed that their children exhibited PTD more often than they 

engaged in negative Internet behaviors. Some of the parents reported that their children exhibited an equal 

degree of positive and negative online behaviors, and others reported that their children exhibited either 

positive or negative behaviors. Some of the parents mentioned that other factors may influence adolescents’ 

Internet use in daily life, including the degree to which they engage risky online behaviors or exhibit PTD. 

The first factor is the tendency of young people to have various interests and engage in other meaningful 

activities, which attract them away from risky online behaviors. The father of Family 2 expressed that 

because his son spent more time on his hobbies, he was more involved in extracurricular activities and was 

less likely to engage in online risk-taking. 

“But in daily life, some factors affect his computer use. My son has many hobbies, and he cares about his 
academic results. He wants to achieve good performance in these endeavors, which pulls him away from the 
computer. This is a positive factor, and its impact is larger than when he uses the computer for other 
purposes.” Father, Family 2. 

The second factor is the influence of adolescents’ peers. Some of the parents pointed out that their 

children’s use of the Internet was influenced by their peers. Some of the parents indicated that their children 

were so strongly influenced by their friends that they often watched the videos recommended by their friends, 

even if they were not enthusiastic about doing so. 

“He is largely affected by peers and is familiar with the trends. Although he is not keen on it, sometimes 
he shows us some Korean pop stars or funny YouTube videos. We believe that he knows about those things 
because of his friends.” Father, Family 2. 

“His friends send some links to him through WhatsApp, related to bullying at school or some bad stories 
in society. If others do not send it to him, he does not search for this kind of information, because he does not 
like it.” Father, Family 5. 

4.4 Internet Parenting Styles 

4.4.1 Parental Control and Monitoring 

The interviews revealed that some of the parents restricted how long and how often their children could use 

the Internet. Some of the parents set up specific rules for their children; for example, their children could only 

play games on their smartphones for a few hours on a holiday and must allow their parents to see the content 

they access on the Internet. Some of the parents even reported taking away their children’s devices if their 

children broke any of their rules or continued playing on their phone at inappropriate times. 

The mother of Family 5 said that they usually monitored their son’s Internet use rather than letting him 

explore freely and tried their best to filter information before passing it on to their children. They claimed 

that although their son is mostly willing to comply with their rules, he often hides the content of his 

WhatsApp chats with classmates from them. 

“When he finds some interesting apps or games, he asks us to help him download them because we have 
activated the parental control on his phone. He needs our approval before he can download any apps.” 

Mother, Family 5 

Some of the parents also mentioned that their adolescent children had become more protective of their 

privacy and were sometimes reluctant to tell them what content they consumed online. The parents tended to 

agree that they should respect their children and that checking the contents of their children's phones 

constituted an invasion of privacy. The father of Family 5 said that they respected their son’s privacy because 

their son had already grown up. 

“He has grown up; I have to respect his privacy. If I want to set an example and teach him to understand 
privacy issues, I need to show him that I respect his privacy. I need to let him know that his father respects 
his privacy. However, if he oversteps on some issues, I will speak to him: ‘I read the chat on your phone, I 
did not intend to do that.’” Father, Family 5. 
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4.4.2 Parental Permissiveness and Negligence 

Some of the parents had less parental control than others and set hardly any rules for their children’s Internet 

use. The father of Family 4 described his parenting style as permissive and reported that he could not control 

his son’s excessive Internet use. 

“If we do not monitor him, he would seize the chance to play games . . . even if we scold him, he still does it . 
. . Once he comes back home, he immediately goes for the iPad. I must keep it from him and not let him touch 
it.” Father, Family 4. 

The mother of Family 3 did not impose any restrictions on her child’s computer use and trusted his  

self-regulation. Nevertheless, he engaged in various Internet behaviors and exhibited strong self-discipline 

compared with the other children whose parents adopted a permissive parenting style. 

“I have not needed to pay much attention to his behaviors ever since he was very young. We could not 
help with his homework; he relied on himself.” Mother, Family 3. 

4.4.3 Consistency between Maternal and Paternal Parenting Styles 

In this study, the father and mother of each family exhibited consistent parenting styles and agreed on the 

children’s education. The mothers were generally more involved in their children’s Internet use than were the 

fathers, especially in the family in which the father traveled for work while the mother was a full-time 

housewife who was, therefore, responsible for childcare. In two of the six families we interviewed, the 

mothers reported that they spent more time with their children than did their children’s fathers and were more 

familiar with their children’s Internet use habits. In one of the families, the mother answered more questions 

than did the father during the second half of the interview. 

5. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Three relationships between risky online behaviors and PTD among early adolescents were identified in the 

present study: some of the adolescents exhibited PTD more often than they engaged in risky online 

behaviors, some exhibited the same extent of PTD and risky online behaviors, and some exhibited either PTD 

or risky online behaviors. Furthermore, these relationships were mediated by a variety of factors, such as 

personal interests and peer influence. This study revealed that some of the parents restricted their children’s 

online behaviors, which resulted in their children refusing to share the Internet content they consumed with 

their parents. When the parents allowed their children to use the Internet without any restrictions, the children 

either indulged in or self-regulated their Internet use. These findings are in line with those reported in prior 

studies (Moilanen et al., 2015; Özgur, 2019). The present study also indicated that fathers and mothers played 

distinct roles in guiding their adolescent children’s’ Internet use. The mothers generally spent more time with 

their children than did the fathers and were more familiar with their children’s Internet use habits. However, 

each pair of parents adopted consistent parenting styles. 

Online risk-taking is common among early adolescents. Schools and parents are both responsible for 

educating youth regarding Internet use because home and school are two critical environments for adolescent 

development (Smyth & Darmody, 2021). Schools should plan curricula designed to educate students on 

critical thinking skills and discourage risky online behaviors to enable adolescents to make proper decisions 

when confronted with inappropriate online content. Schools should work closely with parents to implement 

effective interventions for youth and organize workshops to teach parents knowledge and skills of Internet 

parenting. 

Previous studies have reported that parental mediation strategies are effective in cultivating adolescents’ 

self-regulation skills (Eisenberg et al., 2005). For restrictive mediation, Lin and Chen (2016) suggested that 

parents should adopt appropriate disciplinary methods. In a healthy family relationship, parents can openly 

discuss and formulate reasonable rules for Internet use, such as restricting the consumption of violent and 

pornographic videos and the amount of time spent on games and entertainment, with their children. The 

parent–child relationship and parental behaviors strongly influence adolescent behaviors (Liu et al., 2013). If 

parents engage in high-risk behaviors, their children may also choose to engage in those behaviors. Parents 

should be aware of the exemplary role that they play in the lives of their children. When enforcing Internet 

use rules with their children, parents should also follow their own rules. Parents should clearly communicate 

their expectations for Internet use with their children; for example, if parents ask their children not to use 
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their mobile phones when eating, those parents should follow the same rule. Parents must respect the privacy 

of and demonstrate their trust in their adolescent children rather than interfering excessively in their 

children’s online behaviors. However, if the parents of adolescents who exhibit poor self-discipline and high 

Internet dependence want to use monitoring software to guide their children’s Internet use, they should focus 

on determining how often their children surf the Internet and talk to others rather than focus on the details of 

their children’s content consumption and online interactions (Ghosh et al., 2018). 

For active mediation, high parental responsiveness and acceptance cultivate an open, warm, and caring 

environment in which adolescents are more willing to disclose information to their parents (Smetana et al., 

2006). This helps protect young people from risky online behaviors and enables them to navigate the digital 

world more safely and wisely. Rather than prohibiting negative behaviors, parents may encourage positive 

behaviors (Blackwell et al., 2016). Parents may discuss with their adolescent children what they can 

accomplish with technology, encourage them to develop technological self-efficacy, and teach them how to 

use the Internet to care for others and contribute to society. Furthermore, parents may adopt appropriate 

parental mediation strategies depending on their children’s characteristics and provide opportunities for 

children to enhance their self-regulation and emotion regulation skills (Chen & Chng, 2016). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigated risky online behavior and PTD among Hong Kong early adolescents and how 

parenting styles affect early adolescents’ online behaviors. Schools should develop relevant curricula to 

educate students on positive Internet use and collaborate with parents to nurture adolescents. Parents should 

adopt appropriate mediation strategies to help children use the Internet positively. 

The present study has some limitations that must be addressed in the future. Only one of the adolescents 

discussed was female; future studies should involve an equal number of boys and girls. In our sample, the 

fathers and mothers in each of the six families adopted the same parenting styles; therefore, we were unable 

to compare the views of such families with those of families that adopt inconsistent parenting styles. Future 

studies should include families with inconsistent parenting styles for comparison. This study relied on data 

from semi-structured interviews conducted with parents; ethnographic research is necessary to observe how 

parents and adolescents behave and interact in authentic family settings.  
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ABSTRACT 

Recently deepfake have become the most popular. Although it has also positive uses in many industries, it is a big threat 

to societies. So, concerns remain over the dark side of this technology. Since there are few studies evaluating different 

aspects of deep fakes& their benefits, threats, and methods to combat this technology. We tried to provide a complete 

overview of deepfake detection methods, the opportunities & threats of this technology. We performed a systematic 

search using the keywords in the online databases including PubMed, Scopus, Science Direct, and Web of Science. All 

the related papers and documents published in English were retrieved from 2015 through July 2021. Our search strategy 

included several combinations of keywords including: “Deep fake”, “fake reality”, “artificial intelligence”, Generative 

Adversarial Networks (GAN), “Videos”, and “programming". A review of studies showed that entertainment was the 

most mentioned use of deepfake technology. According to the findings, creating non-consensual pornography and threat 

to privacy and democracy was significant in the menace category. Also uses for malicious purposes, the spread of false 

information and manipulated news and, the threat to social security were the other mentioned threats in several articles. 
Deepfakes are new technologies and they are still developing. We have found in our added studies that 

deepfake has good potential for improvement and helping. Besides its various opportunities, we know that it 

can be pretty much harmful. It’s mostly used in Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). 

KEYWORDS 

Deepfake, Technology, Opportunity, Threat, Solution  

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of new cameras and smart phone technologies and increased reach on social media, large 

number of digital images and videos has been created and are added on the internet very fast (Li and Lyu, 

2018, Yu et al., 2019). This has led to the creation of various image editing software’s and technologies  

(Yu et al., 2019). 

By the use of artificial intelligence (AI) applications, fake videos can be made. By merging or replacing 

images and videos, facial mapping technology and AI could help swapping the face of a person on a video 

into the face of another person (Westerlund, 2019, Chawla, 2019, Maras and Alexandrou, 2019). 

Many popular applications including: Face app, Fake app, Snapchat, Zao and deep nude app with face 

swapping features are widely used. Some make it difficult to distinguish between real and fake photos or 

videos (Öhman, 2019). The fake videos and misinformation can quickly reach millions of people through 

social media and can impact millions of users and society (Figueira and Oliveira, 2017). 

This technology has benefits and threats. It has positive uses in educational media, medical and social 

field, advertising and branding (Vaccaro et al.). In The film industry, special face editing, special effects and 

even new movies, starring dead actors can be made by assistance of deep fake technology (Yu et al., 2019, 
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Westerlund, 2019). Deep fake has also threats to political system, society and national security. by interfering 

in elections, and affecting on lives of public figures including celebrities, for example, by replacing their face 

in porn videos (Floridi, 2018, Hasan and Salah, 2019). 

In recent years’ deep fake have become most popular. Although it has also positive uses in many 

industries, it is a big threat to the societies. So, concerns remain over the dark side of this technology. Since 

there are few studies evaluating different aspects of deep fakes and its benefits, threats and methods to 

combat this technology. We tried to provide a complete overview of deepfake detection methods, the 

opportunities and threats of this technology. 

2. METHODS 

This study was a narrative review of current evidence conducted in July 2021. The authors investigated the 

threats and opportunities and detection methods of new deep fakes.  

2.1 Data Sources  

We performed a systematic search using the keywords in the online databases including PubMed, Scopus, 

Science Direct, and Web of Science. All the related papers and documents published in English were 

retrieved from 2015 through July 2021.Our search strategy included several combinations of keywords 

including: “Deep fake”, “fake reality”, “artificial intelligence”, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), 

“Videos”, and “programming". 

2.2 Study Selection  

The most relevant studies by titles and abstracts were retrieved by three independent investigators. The full 

content of the retrieved papers was reviewed, and the most relevant papers were selected based on the 

eligibility criteria. The relevant data were extracted and organized in tables. The peer-reviewed original 

papers published in English that meet the eligibility criteria were included in the final report. The exclusion 

criteria were as follows: non-English papers, unavailability of the full-text document, and duplicated results 

in databases.  

3. RESULTS 

In this study, 348 documents were gathered using a systematic search strategy. After a primary review of 

retrieved articles, 192 duplicates were removed, and the title and abstract of the remaining 156 resources 

were reviewed. After applying the selection criteria, 103articles were excluded, and only 43 articles met the 

inclusion criteria and were included in the final review.  
These studies were conducted in USA (n=26) Italy(n=3), Switzerland(n=2), China(n=2), Taiwan(n=2), 

India(n=1), Spain(n=1), Germany(n=1), Malaysia(n=1), UAE(n=1), South Korea(n=1), Ethiopia(n=1), 

England (n=1). 

A total of 43 articles from multiple databases were selected. We used the data extraction sheet to 

summarize the information of the authors, type of article (e.g., case series), publication date, and country of 

origin. Two independent investigators gathered this information and further organized them in the Tables. All 

the selected articles were cross-checked by other authors to ensure no duplications or overlap exists in the 

content. Two independent researchers evaluated the quality of articles and the risk of bias. A third 

independent investigator was consulted to resolve probable differences of thoughts in either case. The full 

text of select articles was fully read and the key findings were extracted.  

Review of studies showed that entertainment was the most mentioned use of the deep fake technology. 

Besides that, Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR), human face generation, 

photorealisticvscenery generation, creating Animation were also noticeably seen in the mentioned studies. 

According to the findings, create non-consensual pornography and Threat to privacy and democracy was 
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significant in the menace category. Also Uses for malicious purposes, the spread of false information and 

manipulated news and, threat to social security were the other mentioned threats in several articles (Table 1). 

Studies have revealed that different techniques have been used to identify fake information content from real, 

each with a different solution techniques framework, such as, biometric-based forensic, large margin cosine 

loss function (LMCL), using inconsistent head poses and etc. However, according to the findings, the basis of 

most solution techniques is the use of convolution neural network (CNN).  

4. DISCUSSION 

Understanding this new form of media requires first understanding what deepfakes are and how they are 

created. As mentioned, the word is a combination of “deep (learning)” and “fake (content). It’s important to 

know that; deep fake is not just a mixture of two videos. Instead, it is far more complex than that. It is a 

model of artificial intelligence (Wagner and Blewer, 2019). According to the use of artificial intelligence 

(AI) in this technology, it will develop daily, and also it will be more prevalent. With applications like "Face 

app", "Fake app", Snapchat, Zao, and etc. it is more likely that deepfakes spread worldwide. In addition, it is 

much easier to use deep fake for normal people.  

In this study, we have evaluated this technology in three different categories, which are opportunities, 

threats, and diagnosis techniques of “deepfakes”. The result indicates that one of the most common 

opportunities and usage of deepfake is producing parody videos for entertainment. Parody, to the degree, that 

it is perceived as a parody by its planned audience, sends the message that it is not the original, thus cannot 

form a false statement of fact (Gerstner, 2020). Similar to our study, Brian D. et al, suggest that deepfake can 

not only be used for making parody videos, but also for use in pointed attacks against individuals or 

institutions (Dolhansky et al., 2020b). 

This analysis supports the theory that one of the other important opportunities of deepfake, is its usage in 

Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). In addition to our findings, Deressa W. et al, have also 

found that Deepfakes can be used for the creation of hyper-realistic Computer Generated Imagery (CGI), 

Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), Education, Animation, Arts, and Cinema (Wodajo and 

Atnafu, 2021). Deepfakes have several other opportunities as well like, educational purposes, animation 

creation, etc. it has also immense potential in the health care system. For example, the technological 

improvements that have resulted in deepfakes are readily applicable to different aspects of plastic surgery, 

posing both profits and troubles to patients, providers, and future research (Crystal et al., 2020).  

Deepfake is a new technology and it is still unknown, for this reason besides having opportunities it can 

be abused. So, it is certain that deepfake can have many unknown threats, which we indicate the most 

important ones. The data suggest that creating non-consensual pornography is the most mentioned threat in 

our added studies. It was the first use of deepfakes, and continues to pose a threat mostly to women, ranging 

from celebrities to journalists, and those that simply draw unwanted attention (Agarwal et al., 2020a). 

Another significant threat is that deepfake can be used for nefarious purposes. Andrei O. J. Kwok et al, 

believes that the Malicious use of this technology for fraud, falsification, and abuse created more hazards 

than opportunities for various investors (Kwok and Koh, 2021). We have also other threats in our added 

studies, like Creation and spread of false information and manipulated news, a threat to social security, a 

threat to privacy and democracy, etc. 

In addition to opportunities and threats, we have found that several different methods for diagnosing 

deepfake exist. We have to diagnose deepfake, to prevent fraud and abuse of this technology. Agarwal S.  

et al, have found a novel way to detect deepfake. They have shown that a combination of a facial and 

behavioral biometric is highly efficient at detecting these face-swap deep fakes. Unlike many other methods, 

this approach is less susceptible to counterattack and generalizes well to previously unseen deep fakes with 

previously unnoticed people (Agarwal et al., 2020a). Another way to distinguish deepfake from real videos is 

Dynamic Prototype Network (DPNet). Loc T. et al, propose this new method (DPNet). DPNet works by first 

learning the typical representations of the temporal variations within the hidden space, by grouping the  

patch-wise representation of real video closer together while pushing those of fake videos farther away(Trinh 

et al., 2021). Last but not least, we should improve our methods to detect deepfakes. 
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Table 1. Frequency of deep fake opportunities and threats 

 

Type of  Threats Frequency  Type of Opportunities Frequency 

Create non-consensual pornography  25 producing parody videos for entertainment 12 

Threat to privacy and democracy 24 Can be used Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented 

Reality(AR) 

6 

Used for nefarious / malicious  purposes 23 can be used to create animation 5 

Creation and spread of false information and 

manipulated news 

23 can be synthetic video generation for movies, 

storytelling and modern-day streaming services. 

5 

Threat to social security 20 can be used for education 4 

Lead to misrepresentation, confusion, and erosion of 
trust 

17 applicable to facets of plastic surgery 1 

threat to the trustworthiness of digital information 15 The museum uses to recreate an immersive visitor 

interaction 

1 

Manipulate public opinions and harm society 14 realistic rendition of videos celebrity in 

advertisements and destination marketing, without 

the celebrity having actually to perform 

1 

Used to create political distress 14 creating voices who have lost theirs 1 

Commit small to large-scale fraud 13 updating episodes of movies without reshooting 
those 

1 

Disrupt democratic elections 12 the ability to add deceased actors into new movies 1 

Reduce the amount of information that videos carry 

to viewers 

9 can be used to create realistic videos of events that 

happened, but that were not actually recorded. 

1 

Abuse created more perils than opportunities for 
various stakeholders 

9 can be used to create extremely accurate 
reenactments of historical events. 

1 

Use for unethical purposes and defamation of people 8 content that was originally recorded in one 

language can be more seamlessly dubbed into 
another language 

1 

can be utilized to alter the identity of a person in a 

video 

6 Face-swapping can be used to allow vulnerable 

people to speak the truth while preserving their 
anonymity. 

1 

Can lead to serious legal consequences 5 realistic video lectures can be created just using 

the sound recording of the lecture and a few still 

photographs of the lecturer 

1 

Creating uncertainty of video evidence to make legal 

verdicts 

5 can enhance visitor learning engagement and 

experience in galleries 

1 

phishing 5 used for creation of hyper-realistic Computer 

Generated Imagery (CGI) 

1 

Creating serious threat to Knowledge 5 offer companies user co-innovation opportunities 1 

Creation of fraudulent social media profiles 4 photorealistic scenery generation 1 

Used for dating scams 4 can help in automating game design 1 

Sow civil unrest 3 presents immense potential in healthcare 1 

Hacking voice based authentication systems 3 has proven to offer significant diagnostic benefits 1 

Used to create blackmail someone 3 In tourism, useful in advertising and marketing 
content creation 

1 

Use for act of interpreting information that mimics 

reality 

3   

Fuel dis-information campaigns 3   

Use in targeted attacks against individuals or 

institutions 

2   

Logical-access voice spoofing 2   

Impersonate voices 2   

Serving as authentic representations matters 1   

Disrupting in intellectual property 1   

Intentional infliction of emotional distress (IIED) 1   

Used to fake terrorism events 1   

Fake surveillance videos 1   

Create chaos in financial markets by creating fake 
news 

1   

Threat biometric access control 1   
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5. CONCLUSION 

Deepfakes are new technologies and they are still developing. We have found in our added studies that 

deepfake has good potential for improvement and helping. Beside its various opportunities we know that it 

can be pretty much harmful. It’s mostly used in Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). It can 

also be used to improve the health care system and the education system. But, it is still unknown and it can be 

harmful such as making non-consensual pornography. Currently, we are trying to expand our techniques to 

detect deepfake from reality so we can reduce its threats. 
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FROM DEEPFAKE TO DEEP-USEFUL:  

RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH A SYSTEMATIC 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nikolaos Misirlis and Harris Bin Munawar 
HAN University of Applied Sciences, 6826CC, R31, Arhnem, The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

Deepfake videos are defined as a resulting media from the synthesis of different persons’ images and videos – mostly 

faces-, replacing a real one. The easy spread of such videos leads to elevate misinformation and represents a threat to 

society and democracy today. The present study aims to collect and analyze the relevant literature through a systematic 

procedure. We present 27 articles from scientific databases revealing threats for the society, democracies, the political life 

but presents as well advantages of this technology in entertainment, gaming, education, and public life. The research 

indicates high scientific interest in deepfake detection algorithms as well as the ethical aspect of such technology. This 

article covers the scientific gap since, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic literature review in the 

field. 

A discussion has already started among academics and practitioners concerning the spread of fake news. The next step of 

fake news considers the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms that create hyper-realistic videos, 

called deepfake. Deepfake technology is continuously attracting the attention of scholars the last 3 years more and more.  

The importance on conducting research to this field derives from the necessity to understand the theory. The first 

contextual approach is related to the epistemological points-of-view of the concept. The second one is related to the 

phenomenological disadvantages of the field. Despite that, the authors will try to focus not only on the disadvantages of 

the field but also on the positive aspects of the technology. 

KEYWORDS 

Deepfake, Literature Review, Videos 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A discussion has already started among academics and practitioners concerning the spread of fake news 

(Durall et al., 2019, Korshunov and Marcel, 2018). The next step of fake news considers the use of artificial 

intelligence and machine learning algorithms that create hyper-realistic videos, called deepfake. Deepfake 

technology is continuously attracting the attention of scholars the last 3 years more and more.  

Deepfake videos make their presence in almost every aspect of life. From politicians to celebrities, 

normal people, urban legend lovers and conspiracy theorists, all seem to be threatened or involved to the 

deepfake phenomenon. The vast majority of deepfake videos are related to pornography. A recent research 

from Deeptracelabs (deeptracelabs.com) indicated that 96% of deepfake videos are found to contain fake 

pornographic content with celebrities, attracting more that 134 million views. Only a smaller number of 

deepfake videos is related to politicians. The aforementioned research of Deeptrace found that more than 

14000 deepfake videos were circulated online last year, respect to almost 8000 in 2018. The same research 

indicates that deepfake videos are not restricted to porn industry and politics, even if these two categories 

dominate the field. Together with the porn industry and the politics, criminals use artificial intelligence in 

order to impersonate CEOs voice and scam people (Stehouwer et al., 2019).  

User-friendly apps render very easy to create and share deepfakes videos. Social media, especially 

content-sharing platforms, contribute to the ease in spreading these videos. Due to this fact several academics 

define the era we live a “post-truth” era, where the line between real and fake is extremely thin (Yatid, 2019, 

Neves et al., 2019, Sabir et al., 2019).  
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The study of deepfakes is important for both scholars and practitioners. Even though, scholarly research 

has only recently started to study the field with the literature to be still sparse (Öhman, 2019). The present 

research aims to cover this gap by reviewing the articles related only to deepfake from scholar databases. 

Previous research (Stehouwer et al., 2019)is conducted in the field, only by reviewing magazines’  

(non-academic) articles. The originality of this paper consist to the fact that this is the first systematic 

literature review for deepfake-only related articles from scientific-only databases.  

The article is structured as follows. After the introduction, the methodology followed for the review is 

analyzed. Consequently, the major findings of the research are presented as well as the upcoming threats of 

the deepfake technology. Furthermore, the opportunities and the positive aspects from the use of deepfakes 

are discussed. The study concludes with future implications and limitations.  

The importance on conducting research to this field derives from the necessity to understand the theory. 

The first contextual approach is related to the epistemological points-of-view of the concept. The second one 

is related to the phenomenological disadvantages of the field. Despite that, the authors will try to focus not 

only on the disadvantages of the field but also on the positive aspects of the technology. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The Cochrane method is used for the systematic literature review and the findings are presented in accord 

with the PRISMA guidelines (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses). 

Google Scholar, EBSCO, Scopus and ScienceDirect were first searched, until January 2020, using a search 

strategy based on one single keyword and its possible combinations – Deepfake OR ‘Deep fake’. The search 

strategy was then applied to each of the aforementioned databases, all articles were downloaded and merged 

into a single library in order to check for duplicate articles.  

2.1 Results and Study Characteristics 

The initial research returned 859 articles. After the duplicates removal, 825 articles were remained. From 

them, 784 articles were excluded due to several reasons, mostly irrelevance. The title of the articles were 

relevant to the topic discussed (deepfake), but after the first read, there was no relevance with our research.  

Furthermore, articles from: Newspapers, citations, websites, blogs, vlogs, theses or dissertations, annual 

reports, white papers from companies, non-English journals, editorials, posters and presentations, eBooks, 

interviews and preprints were excluded from our research. The originality of our research is based on the fact 

that, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first literature review of scientific articles, therefore any other 

type of article should be excluded from the analysis. The topic is relatively new and academic search engines 

show results that should not be included to an academic literature review. As a consequence, from a vast 

amount of results (n=859), we finally are able to take into consideration only 3.1% of those. From the 

remaining 41 articles, 14 were excluded after the first screen due to irrelevance. Only 27 articles met the 

inclusion criteria (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart depicting the study selection process 

All 27 articles were published either in 2018 (n=5, 18.5%) or in 2019 (n=22, 81.5%). This metric by itself 

can be interpret as an index how much ‘young’ the topic is and explain the low number of publications. This 

field of science is in its infancy. Practitioners and R&Ds from companies are ahead, with Academia to follow 

in this case. This observation by itself enforces the fact that more research needs to be done, not only on the 

technological aspects of the field but also from a sociological – philosophical perspective. 59% of the articles 

come from American institutions (63% if we consider a UK/USA collaboration on an article). Other 

countries’ institutions that contribute the research are Australia, Portugal together with Spain, Germany, 

United Arab Emirates and Taiwan with only one article for each country (3.7%) and Switzerland,  

The Netherlands, Italy with 2 articles (7.4%). Table 1 summarizes the 27 articles studied. For each article, the 

topics, the tools and the methods used are briefly explained.    

Table 1. Topics covered by the articles of the review, including country of the authors’ affiliation and year of publication 

Author(s) & Year Country Topics  Tools and/ or methodology* 

Akhtar and Dasgupta (2019) USA Comparative experimental 

investigation & Face authenticity  

Face manipulation detection 

Diakopoulos and Johnson (2019) USA US 2020 electoral integrity and 

ethical issues  

Scenarios development 

Westling (2019) USA Emerging technologies and online 

platform regulations  

- 

Hasan and Salah (2019) UAE Deepfake detection. Use of 

Ethereum smart contracts to trace 

and track the provenance and 

history of digital content to its 

original source 

Blockchain-based 

Hsu et al. (2020) Taiwan Forgery detection and 

identification.  

deep learning-based approach 

Chesney and Citron (2018) USA Risks for democracy and national 

security 

- 
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Author(s) & Year Country Topics  Tools and/ or methodology* 

Kozemczak (2019) USA Risks for democracy - 

Nguyen et al. (2019) Australia Threats to privacy, democracy and 

national security  

Literature review on deepfake 

detection 

Amerini et al. (2019) Italy Adoption of optical flow fields to 

exploit possible inter-frame 

dissimilarities  

Forensic technique able to 

discern between fake and 

original videos 

Güera and Delp (2018) USA Use of convolutional neural 

network (CNN) to extract frame-

level features 

Train a recurrent neural 

network (RNN) 

Korshunov and Marcel (2018) Switzerland Deepfake detection – tampering 

detection 

Algorithms’ evaluation 

Dixon Jr (2019) USA Effects of deepfake in political 

campaigns, business interests and 

video evidence in court rooms 

- 

Koopman et al. (2018) The Netherlands Forensic challenges Detection of 

deepfake manipulation through  

Photo Response non 

Uniformity (PRNU) model 

Maras and Alexandrou (2019) USA Pornographic images analysis - 

Farish (2019) UK, USA UK’s legislation analysis - 

Yang et al. (2019) USA Exposition of AI-generated fake 

face images or videos  

Error revealing  

Li et al. (2018) USA Eye-blinking detection for deepfake 

video detection  

- 

Öhman (2019) UK Ethical aspects of deepfake. 

Analysis of the pervert’s dilemma 

(deepfake vs. private sexual 

fantasy)  

- 

Stehouwer et al. (2019) USA Detection of digital face 

manipulation 

Use of databases with 

numerous types of facial 

forgeries 

Agarwal et al. (2019) USA Threats to democracy & national 

security   

Forensic technique for facial 

expressions and movements 

Neves et al. (2019) Portugal, Spain Face-synthesis detection system.  Use of free datasets 

Sabir et al. (2019) USA Deepfake detection Faceforensics++ 

Metaxas (2018) USA Ethical policies and epistemological 

education 

Definition for deepfakes, 

classification of deepfake types 

and identification of risks and 

opportunities 

Dolhansky et al. (2019) 

 

USA Deepfake video detection  DFDC datasets 

Wagner and Blewer (2019) USA deepfake videos evaluation on 

enforcing gendered disparities 

within visual information 

- 

Durall et al. (2019) Germany Deepfake video detection  Classical frequency domain 

analysis. Image forensics and 

forgery detection 

Korshunov and Marcel (2019) Switzerland Deepfake detection VidTIMIT database 

* n/a tool or methodology when the topis is self-explanatory 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Major Findings and Characteristics of the Articles  

Regarding the topics in each article, deepfake detection articles dominate the literature with 15 papers to be 

focused completely on this topic. 6 articles are focusing on the risks and threats to society and democracy and 

2 consider strictly the ethical aspects of the topic. Regarding the threats, the following 4 are the most 

discussed in research today, namely: politics, technological skepticism, outdated legal framework, use of 

celebrities, and not only, to pornographic-related videos and threats for the democracy and our society. The 

following paragraphs will sum up the findings of the research.  

3.2 Threats and Risks 

The speed of disinformation spread seems to be one of the worst threats of Democracy today (Agarwal et al., 

2019, Chesney and Citron, 2018, Kozemczak, 2019, Nguyen et al., 2019). Social media facilitate this process 

by spreading information among users who prefer to share without first verifying the content (Dekker et al., 

2020, Stover, 2018, Wirth, 2019). When deepfakes are used in order to criticize and satirize public figures or 

politicians, it’s too obvious to understand the fake content. But the line between what is real and what can 

harm the society is still indistinct. It is under dispute whether deepfake technology will facilitate or not the 

overall structure of the society. An obvious satire on politicians and parodies could be also accepted, if 

unharmful, but what happens when deepfake videos affect the global stock market by creating rumors or 

even worst, when deepfakes involve terrorist actions?  

Since deepfake videos represent a rather new technology, the legal legislation is still weak. To the best of 

our knowledge, California is the only state in US that already signed a legislation that makes distribution of 

digital material related to deepfake, illegal, 60 days before elections (TÉCNICO, 2014). Maybe, more states 

need to follow California’s paradigm, especially now that the US elections approach. The latest research of 

Deeptracelabs indicates that 96% of deepfake videos concern pornography, but it is easy to misuse porn for 

political purposes. The case of Rana Ayyub is showing clearly that the distinction between politics and 

pornography is difficult to define.  

Another threat of deepfake is related to citizens’ trust towards information, technology, journalism and 

even democracy. Citizens are losing trust in institutions, becoming more and more tech-skeptic and apathetic 

- what's called “information apocalypse” and “reality apathy” (Stover, 2018, Wirth, 2019). As a result of 

this lack of confidence in the media, citizens will perceive as fake news even those cases which are true only 

because they are convinced that what did not fit their opinion must be fake.  

Though expected, most of the articles focus on the ‘dark’ side of this technology. The present study, even 

though it recognizes how serious the misuse of technology can be, will analyze some positive aspects of 

deepfake and propose future implications of this technology. The reviewed literature focused almost 

exclusively on the ‘dark’ side of this technology and systematically ignored its positive, ethical or beneficial 

future applications and societal implications. This result was in line with the expectations of the authors of 

this study. The outcome is discussed in more detail in the next section.  

4. DISCUSSION 

The discourse in the reviewed literature almost entirely consists of the risks, threats and challenges of 

deepfake technology, and ignores some beneficial ways in which it can contribute to the fields of 

entertainment, education, healthcare and business. The authors argue that this indicates a bias. This is 

especially noticeable in our study because we excluded journalistic publications from the review.  

A comparable review by Westerlund (2019) has a section about the benefits of deepfake technology that 

exclusively sites non-academic publications. 
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Based on examples of specific applications of deepfake and adjacent technology in academic 

publications, the researchers will point out some of the potential beneficial uses of such technology ignored 

in present academic literature. 

In the entertainment sector, applications of deepfake technology are not limited to pornography. 

Filmmakers can also benefit from this technology with realistic depictions of actors who are not available, or 

even dead, such as the brief appearance of Peter Cushing in the 2016 Star Wars film Rogue One, and James 

Dean being featured in the 2020 film Finding Jack (Monroe, 2020). The Dali Museum in Florida features a 

deepfake of the iconic surrealist painter to engage its visitors (Mihailova, 2021) and is a telling example of 

the application of deepfake technology for education, especially history education. These examples of virtual 

immortality also open doors for a critical look at identity and subjectivity. 

In the health sector, research has shown that Augmented and Virtual Reality simulations have significant 

potential benefits in the areas of mental health and pain management (for example: Riva et al. (2019). A 2020 

south Korean documentary showed the gratitude of a mother who was able to meet, in virtual reality, her 

daughter who had died four years prior (Stein, 2021). Deepfake technology can enhance virtual reality  and 

thus improve such interventions (Bose and Aarabi, 2019). 

In the business sector, as sales move online, returns have significant financial implications for businesses 

and have consequences relating to the environment and logistics (Cullinane et al., 2019). Virtual try-ons help 

reduce such returns (Hwangbo et al., 2020) but there are limitations in the use of virtual reality technology 

for this purpose (Boletsis and Karahasanovic, 2020). Advancements in deepfake technology can help 

improve the possibility of trying on clothing and cosmetics on your own virtual image before buying. This 

will eventually mean lesser need for human supermodels, who usually fall in a narrow range of body types 

and skin tones. The use of deepfake technology to make popular footballer David Beckham speak nine 

languages in the Malaria Must Die campaign indicates that its use in marketing is not necessarily deceptive 

(de Ruiter, 2021). 

5. CONCLUSION 

This is the first systematic review of deepfake-related articles publish only in scientific journals. The research 

revealed only 27 relevant articles that fit the field of study, due to the fact that the field itself is in its infancy. 

All articles are related to the negative aspect of the deepfake technology, though there is still ground to pave 

and look for opportunities. The present literature review present a solid base for future researchers to build 

more complete review in the years to come. Together with this, the authors of the present study want to focus 

on the positive  implications of deepfake technology in society that will be formed from more responsible 

and active citizens, in order to enforce even more the democracy around the globe. Deepfakes are only a tool, 

like knifes are. It is up to citizens, scientists and practitioners to transform this knife from a deadly weapon to 

a scalpel that will benefit the society.   
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ABSTRACT 

The pandemic initiated an extensive and sudden digital transformation in the society. It forced parents and children to take 

a digital surge in their lives. The aim of our survey is to explore to what extend children’s online behavior has changed 

during the pandemic, to study whether demographic factors and digital literacy of parents, are associated with the changes 

observed, and lastly to explore to what extend parents are familiar with age and content classification systems online, which 

will allow them to make informed decisions about media content consumed by their children. The study reveals that a 

significant percentage of parents (29.8%) report changes in the online habits of their children. Furthermore, our research 

affirms that digital literacy of parents is the key to overcome potential online risks of children, especially during the 

pandemic. Notably, the age group 9-12 is the age group, which shows the biggest percentage of parents noticing changes 

in their child’s online habits. Finally, it is revealed that parents were unprepared to follow this fast transformation pace, 

and only a low percentages of them appears to be familiar with age (49.8%) and content classification systems (27.9%) 

online.  

KEYWORDS 

Survey, Pandemic, Covid-19, Children Online Behavior, Parental Guidance, Digital Literacy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Living conditions at home have changed suddenly and profoundly by the COVID-19 outbreak causing such 

problems as mandatory lockdown, the need to home educate, and disparities in physical and mental health of 

children (Jiao, et al., 2020) (Montag & Elhai, 2020) (Vessey & Betz, 2020) (Spinelli, et al., 2020) (Dunton, et 

al., 2020) (Roe, et al., 2021). Moreover, the pandemic initiated an extensive, sudden and dramatic digital 

transformation in the society (Iivari, et al., 2020). It forced parents and children to take an extraordinary digital 

leap in their everyday life and practices, including children’s education. Abruptly children’s education was 

transformed from a traditional classroom procedure to a remote, digital one. An entire generation of children 

had to start managing and mastering with digital tools to participate in their compulsory education. This 

required significant adjustments not only from children and their teachers, but also from their families. 

According to the European survey of (Vuorikari, et al., 2020) more than two-thirds of the responding parents 

in all participating countries would need more guidelines on how to support children with online education 

activities. 

Parents were not trained to embrace online learning which made them resist or event reject online education. 

The reasons behind this according to (Dong, et al., 2020) were the shortcomings of online learning, young 

children’s inadequate self-regulation, and their lack of time and professional knowledge in supporting 

children’s online training. 

Additionally, certain scholars report that online learning during the pandemic failed to enhance students’ 

motivation and attention (Wong, 2020). This is due to a lack of supervision and strategy from people closest 

to them, including parents, teachers, and a supportive environment, which would play an essential role in online 
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learning. On top of that, the adoption of online-based learning also involved internet connections, which 

affected the quality of learning (Lemay, et al., 2021). 

A percentage of 71.7% of the families that took part in a survey from (Eyimaya & Irmak, 2021) highlight 

that screen-time of children has increased during the pandemic. The latter study reported that gender, age, 

household income, mother’s employment status, family’s screen time rules, and inconsistent parenting 

practices emerged as significant predictors for children’s screen time model. 

According to a study from (Pavlenko & Pavlenko, 2020), digital literacy of family members with preschool 

children was found to be the key to positive experiences during COVID-19. Thus, now more than ever, digital 

literacy plays an important role in order to avoid and overcome online risks with the support of parental 

regulations for children’s online involvement (Daskalaki, et al., 2020) (Livingstone & Helsper, 2008). 

2. THE PRESENT STUDY 

By taking into consideration all the aforementioned scholar reports, the present study aims to put another piece 

in the complex puzzle of the impact that the pandemic had on the online behavior of children and parents. Thus, 

we are primarily focused on examining to what extent children’s online habits changed due to the outbreak of 

COVID-19, from the perspective of the parents. Apart from the fact that screen time has increased, which was 

inevitable due to homeschooling, we aim to understand in which ways these changes occurred, which leads us 

to our first research question: 

Research Question 1. If and to what extent has children’s online behavior changed due to the COVID-19 

outbreak, according to their parents perspective. 

Moreover, we seek to understand how several factors, including demographics and the digital literacy of 

parents, are associated with children’s online behavior during the pandemic. We make the hypothesis that 

variables like children’s age, gender, online parental control, discussion frequency about online safety, and 

other variables, are not necessarily associated with changes parents observed in the online behavior of their 

children. This leads us to our second research question: 

Research Question 2. By exploring different factors, including demographics and digital literacy of parents, 

can we make any assumptions about the association of these factors and changes that parents observe in the 

online behavior of their children? 

Lastly, we aim to evaluate whether parents know how to use age classification systems and associated 

content descriptors that would allow them to make good informed decisions about media content their children 

could consume without causing any harm. Accordingly, our third research question arises as follows: 

Research Question 3. To what extent are parents familiar with age classification systems and content 

descriptors that will allow them to make a good informed decision about whether their child should watch 

and/or engage with the media content without posing any harm? 

3. METHODS 

3.1 Participants and Procedure 

The responses of the survey were collected anonymously with the method of Computer-Assisted Web 

Interviewing, via online questionnaires. The survey took place from November 16, 2020 until January 5, 2021. 

During data collection, Greece was in a lockdown state due to COVID-19, and schools (public and private) 

were practicing distance learning via online platforms. Greece entered lockdown for the first time early March 

2020, which included Stay-at-home orders, total movement control, and the closure of schools. Until May 

2021, schools opened and closed locally according to epidemiological data of the municipality they operate2 

(Hale, et al., 2021). 

 
2 https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus/country/greece 
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The participants of the survey were clearly informed throughout the study that participation in this research 

was voluntary. Each participant was asked at the beginning of the questionnaire to select which of his/her 

children he/she would consider as the subject for the survey questions. 

A total of 1750 parents completed the online survey. Table 1 presents the demographic information of the 

participants. The vast majority of the participants are Female (83.6%). As far as the participants’ age is 

concerned, most of the parents are 40-49 years old (56.2%), then 30-39 years old (30.7%), followed by ages 

50-59 (11.6%), ages 20-29 (1%) and lastly ages 60 and older (0.5%). Children’s ages, that parents considered 

as the subject of the survey questions, are mostly 9-12 y.o. (40.6%), then 6-8 y.o. (22.4%), followed by 13-15 

y.o. (18.5%), then children 15 y.o. and older (9.1%) and lastly children 3-5 y.o. (7.7%). Most parents declare 

to have over 10 years of online activity (65.9%) and a Higher Education degree (64.3%). The gender of 

children, which parents considered as the subject of the survey, was 46.3% Girls and 53.7% Boys. 

Table 1. Demographic information of the sample 

Measure Participants N % 

Age 

20-29 y.o. 17 1 

30-39 y.o. 538 30.7 

40-49 y.o. 983 56.2 

50-59 y.o. 203 11.6 

60+  9 0.5 

 Total 1750 100 

Participants’ 

Gender 

Female 1463 1 

Male 287 30.7 

 Total 1750 100 

Participants’ 

Children Age 

3-5 y.o. 134 7.7 

6-8 y.o. 392 22.4 

9-12 y.o. 710 40.6 

13-15 y.o. 324 18.5 

15+ 160 9.1 

 Total 1720 98.3 

Participants’ 

Children Gender 

Girls 811 46.3 

Boys 939 53.7 

 Total 1750 100 

Educational Level 

Gymnasium Certificate 60 3.4 

High-school Certificate 568 32.2 

Higher Education 1126 64.3 

 Total 1750 100 

Years of online 
activity 

<2 38 2.2 

2-4 years 121 6.9 

5-10 438 25.0 

>10 years 1153 65.9 

 Total 1750 100 

Residence 
City (population>10,000) 1208 69.0 

Village (population<10,000) 542 31.0 

 Total 1750 100 

3.2 Questionnaire and Measures 

The online questionnaire was released with specific guidelines on how to be filled. It was specially designed to 

derive conclusions on how online use and online behavior has shifted during the pandemic, in order to draw 

recommendations for various stakeholders / target groups such as: 

• Parents: Concerning the need for improved parental supervision and possibly improved awareness 

raising and parental understanding, especially during the pandemic. 

• Schools: Concerning the degree of guidance provided by educators and the level of readiness in 

confronting emerging risks during the pandemic. Involvement of schools in digital safety education 
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(cultivation of vigilance, assistance in resilience development), and digital literacy acquired by 

existing curricula. 

• State/Ministry of Education: Concerning educational strategies that could be applied during the 

pandemic to support both parents and children. 

The questionnaire contained both quantitative (close-ended) and qualitative (open-ended) questions. In total 

it consists of 28 questions, from which 19 where multiple choice, three Likert, one open-ended, and seven were 

demographic questions. By using qualitative research, we seek to explain different perspectives of parents and 

to uncover trends in thought. The questionnaire was divided into three thematic parts. The first part explored 

parental supervision, parental digital literacy, and parent-child relationship with respect to internet use. Table 

2 shows all questions, measures, and frequencies for this first part of the questionnaire. 

The second part of the questionnaire explored parental familiarity with audiovisual age classification 

systems and their knowledge on how to use tools and methods that would help them rate audiovisual media 

content (e.g. online gaming, audiovisual streaming content, etc.). Table 3 shows the questions, the measures, 

and the frequencies of the second part of the questionnaire. This part of the questionnaire also explored parental 

digital literacy with a focus to age classification system in media. 

Finally, the third part contained demographic questions. Table 1 shows the demographic questions of the 

questionnaire, together with the frequencies. 

It should also be noted that a specific statement “My child does not have online interaction” was added as 

an answer to some of the question, and denotes that the child is not left alone to interact with applications or 

persons online, but rather the parents choose what the child will watch or engage with, while online. In other 

words, the child is a passive receiver of the online content, and the parents choose and interact for the child. 

This is more applicable for small children, who consume online products, but have no other interactions online. 

Last, but not least, all the questions and answers of the questionnaire were written in Greek. 

Assumptions of statistical tests were considered prior to analyses. All statistical tests were conducted using 

the SPSS software, version 27.0. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Results of the Evaluation of Changes Observed Since the Outbreak of the 

Pandemic 

In the preliminary assessment of the data, the Shapiro Wilk test results rejected the null hypothesis of normality 

for all the variables of the dataset. This means that the distributions of our variables are statistically significantly 

different from a normal distributions (Sig < .001), thus non-parametric tests are applied in the main analysis. 

Regarding the statistical analysis of the responses of the parents, we see in Table 2 that 29.8% (N=521) of all 

parents have noticed changes in their child’s online habits after the outbreak of the pandemic  

(Table 2 - Pandemic variable). We have analyzed the free text answers of the next open ended question “Would 

you please describe what kind of changes have you noticed during the pandemic?”, only for those parents who 

answered positively in the previous question, and grouped the similar answers together. According to the 

responses 84% (N=363) say that their children have noticeable increase in the time they spend online, 8% 

(N=36) of parents say their children are feeling more anxious and distressed, 5% (N=22) say their children 

make excessive use of the internet (they refer to it as internet addiction), and 3% (N=13) say their children are 

playing either more online games or they started to play online games while they did not before. 
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Table 2. Questions and frequencies of the first part of the questionnaire 

Questions Variable 
name 

(Grouped) Responses N % 

Have you noticed any change in your child’s 
online habits after the outbreak of the 
pandemic? 

Pandemic 

Variable 

My child doesn’t have online interactions 403 23.0 
No 826 47.2 

Yes 521 29.8 

If yes, would you please describe what kind 
of changes you have noticed during the 
pandemic? (open ended question) 

Changes 

Variable 

My child spends more time online 363 84 
My child is more anxious and distressed 36 8 

My child makes excessive use 22 5 

My child plays more games online 13 3 

Do you feel in control of your child’s online 

activity? 
Control 

Variable 

No 226 12.9 
Partially 848 48.5 

Yes 676 38.6 

What worries you most about your child’s 

online activity?(multiple choice) 
Worries 

Variable 

Excessive use 1119 63.9 

Personal data exposure 497 28.4 
Bad Influences from the internet 1199 68.5 

Malware 247 14.1 

Online reputation 172 9.8 

Stranger danger 561 32.1 

Are you using parental control software? 
Parental 

Control 
Variable 

I would like to, but I don’t know how 319 18.2 

No 574 32.8 

Partially 363 20.7 

Yes 494 28.2  

Have you set limits on how much time your 
child is allowed to spend on the computer on 
a daily basis? 

Limits 

Variable 

No 328 18.7 

Yes 1422 81.3 

At what age did your child start using the 
internet? 

Starting  age 

Variable 

3-5 374 21.4 

6-8 657 37.5 
9-11 539 30.8 

12-14 363 9.5 

>=15 494 0.8 

At what age did your child acquire its own 
social media profile? 

SM profile 
Variable 

I am not allowing it 976 56 

5-7 7 0 
8-10 125 7 

11-13 482 28 

14-15 131 7 

>=16 29 2 

Does your child trust you with personal 
information about the internet (such as SM 
passwords or online interactions)? 

Trust 

Variable 

My child doesn’t have online interactions 680 38.9 
No 196 11.2 

Yes 874 49.9 

How often do you discuss with your child 
about online safety? 

Discussion 

Variable 

Never 51 2.9 
Rarely 229 13.1 

Occasionally 972 55.5 

Very Often 498 28.5 

Do you feel you have enough knowledge to 
advise your child on how to stay safe online 

Knowledge 
Variable 

I don’t know 407 23.3 

No 388 22.2 

Yes 955 54.6 

How often do you seek information about 
online safety? 

Awareness 
Variable 

Rarely 412 24 

Occasionally 1080 62 

Very Often 258 15 

Can you tell with whom your child is 
chatting online? Chatting 

Variable 

My child doesn’t have online interactions 628 35.9 
No 196 11.2 
Yes 926 52.9 

 

Apart from the quantitative results, we also observed that a lot of the free text answers in the question 
“Would you please describe what kind of changes have you noticed during the pandemic?” reveal emotional 
distress from parents. For instance, one mother says about her 15-year-old daughter that “Of course! Our 
children are required to be in front of a screen all day! Which makes it impossible for us to monitor their media 
use, so your questionnaire is invalid! Open the schools and then we talk again!”. A father says about his 12 
year-old daughter “She is glued to her cellphone since the first lockdown”, and a mother says about her 15 
year-old son that “Now he doesn’t even go to bathroom without his cellphone”. This reveals that dealing with 
the quarantine is a particularly stressful experience for parents who must balance personal life, work, and 
raising children, being left alone without other resources. According to (Spinelli, et al., 2020) this situation 
puts parents at a higher risk of experiencing distress, potentially impairing their ability to be supportive 
caregivers. 
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Table 3. Questions and frequencies of the second part of the questionnaire 

Questions Variable name Responses N % 
Are you aware of age classification 
systems on the internet, e.g. PEGI scale 
for online games? 

Age Classification 

No 871 49.8 

Yes 879 50.2 

Are you aware of what the following 
descriptive content symbols from PEGI 
scale signify? 

Content 

Classification 

No 1262 72.1 

Yes 488 27.9 

When your child watches audiovisual 
content online, would you like to be 
aware of the potential harmful content 
contained in this video/game? 

Content Rating 

I don’t know 34 1.9 
No 30 1.7 

Yes 1686 96.3 

When your child watches audiovisual 
content online, would you like to be 
aware of the age rating so that you make 
an informed decision to allow it or not? 

Age Rating 

I don’t know 32 1.8 
No 12 0.7 

Yes 1706 7.5 

Would you rather have age rating 
(e.g.8+) or content rating (e.g. violence) 
or both? 

Preferences 

Age Rating 114 6.5 

Content Rating 149 8.5 

Both 1487 85.0 

Do you believe that age classifications 
provide enough information for parents 
to keep their children safe from 
potentially harmful content? 

Enough Information 

I don’t know 196 11.2 
No 396 22.6 

Yes 1158 66.2 

At what age did your child start using 
the internet? Experience 

Never 1586 90.6 

Rarely 122 7.0 

Regularly 35 2.0 

Often 7 0.4 

 

Additionally, in the question “What worries you most about your child’s online activity” (Table 2- Worries 
variable), parents mostly answer “Bad influences from the internet” (68.5%) and “Excessive use” (63.9%). On 
the other hand, “Stranger Danger” receives 32.1% (Table 2), which is small compared to the two 
aforementioned worries of the parents. All these kind of responses reveal a very difficult situation parents are 
positioned in, with their new roles as educators and full-time entertainers (Attavar, 2021). 

Subsequently, we conducted Pearson’s Chi-square test of independence to determine whether there exists 
association between variables. All the variables that we report meet the conditions that each observation is 
independent of all the others, no more than 20% of the expected counts are less than 5, and all individual 
expected counts are 1 or greater (Yates, et al., 1999). 

Specifically, we focused on the distribution of the variable of the question “Have you noticed any changes 
in your child’s online habits after the outbreak of the pandemic?” which we will call the “Pandemic variable” 
(Table 2). Our Null Hypothesis (H0) is that the pandemic variable is independent of all the other variables in 
the demographics Table 1 and Table 2. In other words, make the hypothesis (H0) that there is no association 
between the pandemic variable and the other variables mentioned in Table 1 and Table 2. 

What we observed from our analysis, is that the pandemic variable is indeed dependent of the participant’s 
children age, thus we reject the Null Hypothesis between those two variables x2(8, 1720) = 413.740, p < .001. 
The effect size of this finding is moderately strong (V = .347, where V stands for Cramer’s V). By comparing 
children’s ages of parents who observe changes in their child’s online habits, we see that the ones who observe 
changes have higher percentages for children aged 9-12 (48.6%), ages 13-15 (24.5%), and ages 6-8 (16%). 
Thus we conclude that 6-15 year-olds have been affected from the pandemic according to the results, with the 
age group 9-12 being the mostly affected (Figure 1). 

Results of the Spearman’s rho correlation proved significant positive association (Sig. two tailed) between 
children’s age and: 

• Starting age variable rS = .634, p < .001, C.I. 95% [.604, .663], N = 1720 

• Social Media (SM) profile variable rS = .701, p < .001, C.I. 95% [.676, .725], N = 1750 

• Parent’s age rS = .461, p = .000, C.I.95% [.422, .499], N = 1750 
We conducted chi-square test analysis to examine if the pandemic variable and the above mentioned 

variables are independent. After our analysis we reject the Null Hypothesis (H0) for all the below mentioned 
variables. Namely: 

• The Pandemic variable is associated with the starting age variable with moderate association between 
variables x2(8, 1750) = 145.743, p < .001, V = .290 

• The pandemic variable is associated with the SM profile variable with moderately strong association 
x2(10, 1750) = 357.944, p < .001, V = .320 
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• The pandemic variable is associated with the discussions variable with small effect size  
x2(6, 1750) = 52.885, p < .001, V = .123 

• The pandemic variable is associated with the knowledge variable with small effect size  
x2(4, 1750) = 20.473, p < .001, V = .076 

• The Pandemic variable is also associated with the trust variable with strong association between 
variables x2(4, 1750) = 635.133, p < .001, V = .426 

As we observe from the cross tab statistics of the pandemic variable and the starting age variable, parents 

who have responded that they have noticed change in their child’s online habits after the outbreak of the 

pandemic, are more likely to have answered that their child started to use the internet between 9-11 y.o. (35.9% 

vs. 33.7%) and 3-5 y.o. (17.1% vs. 15.0%), compared to parents that have not noticed change. On the other 

hand parents who responded that have not noticed any change during the pandemic, are more likely to have 

answered that their child started to use the internet between 6-8 y.o. (37.9% vs. 35.9%), 12-14 y.o. (12.2% vs. 

10.7%), and 15+ y.o. (1.2% vs. 0.4%).  

Moreover, comparing the percentages from the cross tab statistics of the pandemic variable and the SM 

profile variable, we see that parents who observe changes in their child’s online habits say in high percentage 

that they do not allow their children to have their own social media (44.3% vs. 43.6%), they answer that they 

have started a social media profile at 11-13 y.o. (38.4% vs. 33.5%), then 8-10 y.o. (9.8% vs. 8.7%). Contrarily, 

parents who claim that their children have not been affected by the pandemic give higher percentages for ages 

14-15 y.o. (11.5% vs.5.8%) and 16+ y.o. (2.2%vs. 1.3%). This observation is also inline with our previous 

finding that younger children seem to be more affected by the pandemic, because as we can see from 

Spearman’s rho correlation there is a positive association between children’s age and SM profile variable. This 

reveals that the older the child is, the older it created its own SM profile and the younger a child is the younger 

it created a SM profile. This also shows that the average age of children opening a profile in SM tends to decline 

over the years (Daskalaki, et al., 2020). 

What’s more, the chi-square test between the pandemic variable and the discussion variable  

x2(6, 1750) = 52.885, p < .001, V = .123 indicates also that parents who answer that they noticed changes in 

their child’s online habits after the outbreak of the pandemic have higher score in the answer that they rarely 

discuss online safety with their child compared to parents who do not notice changes after the pandemic (12.3% 

vs. 10.9%). On the other hand, parents who answer that they have not noticed changes have higher score in 

answers “Occasionally” (57.3% vs 56.2%) and “Very Often” (30.1% vs. 29.9%). Authors in (Wang, et al., 

2020) also support that good parenting practices gain significance during the lockdown at home. 

Figure 1. Comparison between the answers of the question if the children of the participants have changed their online 

behavior during the pandemic and the ages of the children (Cross-tabulation analysis between Pandemic variable and 

Children's age variable) 
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On top of that, the chi-square test between the pandemic variable and the knowledge variable x2(4, 1750) 

= 20.473, p < .001, V = .076 indicates that parents who answer that they have enough knowledge to advise 

their child on how to stay safe online, report less that their child has been affected by the pandemic (28.6% vs. 

37.1%). 

These two last findings, about the discussion variable and the knowledge variable, reveal that digital literacy 

of parents may be the key to help overcome potential online risks of the children, especially during the 

pandemic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Comparison between the gender of the participants and if they are aware of the age classification systems and 

descriptive symbols 

Furthermore, the chi-square test between the pandemic variable and the control variable  

x2(6, 1750) = 294.922, p < .001, V = .290 revealed that there is a moderate association between the two 

variables. In this case, our Null Hypothesis is also rejected. According to cross-tabulation analysis between the 

two variables, parents who have answered that they have noticed change in their child’s online habits after the 

outbreak of the pandemic are more likely to have answered that they are partially in control of the activity of 

their children (59.9% vs. 51.5%) or that they have no control of their child’s online activity (16.1% vs. 14.6%). 

By conducting chi-square test between the children’s age variable and the control variable we reject the H0, 

concluding that there is indeed association between these variables too x2  (12, 1750) = 280.099, p<.001,  

V = .233. In specific, what we observe from Figure 3 is that parents of children aged 3-5 (57.5%) and 6-8 

(49.2%), say that they are in control of what their children do online. Parents of children aged 9-12 mostly 

respond that they are partially in control (54.6%), but there is still a high percentage of parents (33.7%) who 

respond that they are in control. Parents of children aged 13-15 and 15+ mostly answer that they are partially 

in control (58.6% and 54.4%) but a high percentage of them also reports that they are not in control (20.7% 

and 31.3%) (Figure 3). 

Finally, from the chi-square test between the pandemic variable and child’s gen-der variable, we retain the 

null hypotheses that the two variables are independent x2 (2, 1750) = .097, p = .953, thus there is no association 

between the variables. 

4.2 Results of the Evaluation of Parents Knowledge about Audiovisual Tools 
and Ratings for Parental Control 

In the second part of our study, we examined to what extent parents know how to use age and descriptive 
content classification systems. The goal of a classification system is to provide parents advanced knowledge 
about media productions (on-demand-video, video games, etc.), that would allow them to make a good 
informed decision about whether their child should watch and/or engage with the media content without posing 
any harm (Gentile, 2008) (Gentile, et al., 2011) (Gentile, et al., 2005) (Bushman & Cantor, 2003). 
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From our analysis, we see that half of the parents (49.8%) do not know the existence of age classification 

systems such as the PEGI system (Konzack, 2012). What’s more, the vast majority of them (72.1%) is not 

aware of what the descriptive content symbols of the PEGI system indicate (Table 3). At the same time, almost 

all parents wish to be informed about age ratings and potentially harmful content that is contained in the 

audiovisual content their children engage with (97.5% and 96.3%). The vast majority would prefer to have 

both kind of information provided, that is age ratings combined with content ratings (85.0%).  

On the other hand, 22.6% of parents believe that classifications systems do not provide enough information 

for parents to keep their children safe from potentially harmful content (Table 3). 

By conducting chi-square test between Participants’ gender and the classification systems variable we reject 

the Ho, because we find that there is association between the gender of the parents and if they are familiar with 

the age classification systems x2 (1, 1750) = 17.984, p < .001, V = .0.101. Specifically, what we observe is that 

the majority of male participants (Fathers) have responded that they are aware of age classification systems 

(like the PEGI scale) at 61.7%. On the other hand the majority of female participants (Mothers) have responded 

that the are not aware of the age classification systems at 52% (Figure 2). This observation might be based on 

the fact that males play more online games than females, so they are more familiar with age classification 

systems (Daskalaki, et al., 2020) (Chen, et al., 2018) (McKinnon-Crowley, 2020). 

Moreover, we came to the conclusion that parents who have more than 10 years of experience online, are 

more familiar with age classification systems than parents who have less experience. This conclusion was 

drawn from the chi-square test between the online experience of the participants (Years of online activity form 

Table 1) and the age classification variable from Table 3. Specifically, we reject the Ho, as the  

x2 (3, 1750) = 38.299, p < .001, V = .148, which indicates that there is association between these variables. 

From Figure 4 we see that the more online experience one has (in years) the more familiar she is with age 

classification systems. Only participants who have reported to have more than 10 years of experience, report 

in majority that they are aware of age classification system (55.2%). 

The overall picture drawn, is that a big percentage of parents are not aware of important tools that could 

help them in the parental mediation task of their children, especially during the pandemic, although the majority 

of the them report to be savvy users and of higher education (65.9% over 10 years of online activity and 64.3% 

have college or bachelor degree) (Table 1). 

Figure 3. Comparison between children's age and if parents are in control of their online activity (Cross-tabulation 

analysis between children's age variable and control variable) 
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Figure 4. Comparison between the years of online experience of the participants (in years) and if they are aware of the 

age classification systems (Cross-tabulation analysis between years of online activity variable and the classification 

systems variable) 

These finding reveal that there is a need for more effort on awareness raising and tools that could help 

parents choose what is best for their child, regarding online activities. Furthermore, it reveals that parent are 

not digitally literate when it comes to content classification systems. 

5. LIMITATIONS 

The underrepresentation of male participants might limit the generalization of the findings. On the other hand, 

the over-representation of female participants is a pattern that we come across regularly, as the audience 

demographics of the awareness platform of the Greek Safer Internet Center (SIC) comprises of approx. 65% 

Females and 35%Males. Furthermore, the followers of the social media accounts of the Greek SIC are 70% 

Females and 30% Males. As indicated from other researches (Connell, et al., 2015) mothers spend more time 

with their children than fathers on both weekdays and weekend days. Not surprisingly, the more time the parent 

reported spending with the child, the more likely they were to co-use media. Furthermore, other studies show 

that fathers tend to have less parental concerns compared to mothers (Yosi, 2020) (Pratt, et al., 2019). Lastly, 

the study is prone to certain biases, as data are self-reported from parents. 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Our survey showed that there is a high percentage of parents (29.8%) that report changes in the online habits 

of their children during the pandemic. Hence, the answer to our first research question is that a fair amount of 

parents, have noticed changes in the online behavior of their children. From a qualitative perspective, we 

indicated that some parents’ responses reveal emotional distress, because of the complicated situation parents 

are positioned in, with their new roles during the pandemic, as educators and full-time entertainers. 

Regarding our second research question, our research revealed that those parents who reported that they 

discuss more with their child about online safety have lower chances of reporting that their child has been 

affected by the pandemic. Moreover, we showed that parents who answer that report to have enough knowledge 

to advise their child on how to stay safe online, report less that their child has been affected by the pandemic. 

Overall, our research affirms that digital literacy of parents might be the key to overcome potential online risks 

of children, especially during the pandemic. 
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Another factor that has been proven crucial on how children coped with the pandemic was demographic 

factor and specifically the age of the child. Children aged 6-15 years old, seem to be more affected from the 

pandemic compared to children 3-5 and children 15+ years old. Notably, the age group 9-12, appears to be the 

age group, which shows the biggest percentage of parents noticing change in their child’s online habits after 

the outbreak of the pandemic. What’s more, the age group 9-12, is admittedly the crucial age where children 

make the first outbreak to the online world. For this specific age group, parents who report that they do not 

have the control or parents who report partially in control of the online activities of their children are more than 

parents who say that they are in control of the online activity of their children. The latter was not the case for 

the younger age groups. 

For the older age groups 13-15 and 15+, parents who respond that they are not in control of their children 

online activities are more than parents who say that they are, regardless of the pandemic variable. Moreover, 

our research showed that the gender of the child and the residence (city or village) is independent of whether a 

child is more or less affected by the circumstances of the pandemic. 

These findings reveal that the lockdown measures that have been taken from countries, due to the  

COVID-19 pandemic, accelerated the turning point where parents were in control of the online activities of 

their children and then began to lose it. This faster pace of changing of the online behavior of children, left 

parents unprepared and thus unable to react at the same pace. 

Just as importantly, regarding our third research question, parents seem to be incompetent to make good 

informed decision about what is appropriate for their children online. This is obvious from the low percentages 

of parents reporting being aware of age and content classification systems online, but also from the fact that 

51% of parents don’t use parental control systems, either because they are not aware of how to use them or 

because they choose not to use them. Our statistical analysis showed that parents who have more than ten years 

of online experience but also male participants, are more familiar with age classification systems. 

To conclude with, the COVID-19 pandemic initiated an extensive, sudden and dramatic digital 

transformation in the society. The pandemic forced children, to take an extraordinary digital leap. This required 

significant adjustments from the entire society. Parents had to take the lead in this sudden, unexpected digital 

transformation of children’s basic education, without being prepared for it. In our survey, we showed that there 

is a need to put more effort on awareness raising on tools that could help parents choosing what is best for their 

child, regarding their online activities. 
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ABSTRACT 

During disaster evacuation, fear or panic can force evacuees to make irrational decisions. The final goal of our project is 

the development of a navigation system that provide routes where evacuees go through reassured. The aim of this study is 

to improve the model created by our previous study. In the first stage of this study, we considered the user’s attributes as 

additional factors in the fear estimation model, and also constructed the fear estimation model by nonlinearizing the 

model, i.e., Random Forest Regression and Support Vector Regression. By comparing the results with the previous 

model, we verified whether the improvement in model accuracy could be measured. The results showed that the model 

created by Random Forest Regression was the most versatile and the most accurate. In the second stage, in order to 

evaluate whether the proposed revised method improves the accuracy of the model, we conducted cognitive experiments 

using the route with the revised model and the shortest route. The results show that the mean value of the level of fear is 

lower for the revised method than for the shortest path. It is expected that the pedestrian navigation system based on the 

proposed method can provide routes where users can evacuate reassured, avoiding places where they may feel great fears. 

KEYWORDS 

Disaster Evacuation, Anxiety, Emotion Modeling, Reassured, Disaster Mitigation, Intelligent Transport Systems 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A problem that arises when disaster victims evacuate is that they do not know where to go. In the Kumamoto 

earthquake, some evacuees took refuge in places that were not designated by the local government. This 

made it difficult for the government to know the whereabouts of the evacuees (Funakoshi and Hatayama, 

2017). In order to solve this problem and facilitate evacuation, evacuation support tools are needed that allow 

disaster evacuees to obtain appropriate information. Bernardini et al. (2019) analyzed behavioral data on 

earthquakes that occurred in New Zealand, Italy, and Japan. They noted that effective support for evacuees’ 

decision-making should be provided to improve community resilience and personal safety, and identified 

individual device-based support tools as one of the main solutions. 

Disaster navigation system has become popular as one of the tools to support disaster evacuation. In the 

disaster navigation systems available in the market, the route by the shortest distance is used to guide the 

route from the current location to the evacuation site. There are three problems with this method, considering 

the actual situation of evacuation. The first is that when a large-scale disaster occurs, building collapse and 

fire may occur together. In the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake of 1995 as well as the Great East Japan 

Earthquake of 2011, many roads were blocked due to collapsed buildings (Yamamoto et al., 2017). During a 

disaster evacuation, road blockage is expected to make it difficult for navigation users to take the shortest 

route. No et al. (2020) present a method for assigning evacuation routes that considers both exposure to 

hazards and walking distance by estimating the danger zone of building collapse and incorporating it as a 

travel cost when crossing the road network. 
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The second problem is the occurrence of traffic jams and accidents that lead to increased evacuation time 

during disasters. There is no guarantee that the method of providing the shortest distance will be able to cope 

with the intense transportation demand during evacuation, nor is there any guarantee that there will not be 

intersections that become bottlenecks for accidents. Campos et al. (2012) proposed a method which applies a 

heuristic algorithm that iteratively defines two independent routes from the disaster area to each shelter, using 

the travel time and capacity of the transportation network as parameters, and assigns vehicle flows in the 

evacuation plan. 

Third, even if a certain route is actually passable, the user may feel fear from the appearance of the road 

and avoid passing that road. In the 1964 Niigata earthquake, it was reported that evacuation was delayed due 

to fear of evacuation routes (Horiguti and Kosaka, 1984). A support tool that may be useful in solving this 

problem is a navigation application that guides evacuees to a route where they will not feel fear during 

evacuation activities. This study focused on this third problem. 

As a tool to prevent panic among evacuees during disaster evacuation, the ultimate goal of this project is 

to develop a pedestrian navigation system that provides safe routes through which evacuees can avoid places 

where they feel great fear (Furukawa and Liu, 2018). Furukawa (2021) has created a model that 

quantitatively evaluates the fear that people feel during evacuation actions depending on the road conditions, 

with the goal of providing evacuees with a route that does not cause fear. The model they developed predicts 

the level of fear using multiple regression analysis, i.e., linear model, where the coefficient of determination 

is only 0.297 at the highest, which is a problem because it does not sufficiently predict the level of fear.  

The purpose of this study is to improve the model proposed by Furukawa (2021) by addressing the 

significant individual differences in fear estimation and the limitations of the linear model. In the first stage 

of this study, we considered the user’s attributes as additional factors in the fear estimation model, and also 

constructed the fear estimation model by nonlinearizing the model. In the second stage, in order to evaluate 

whether the proposed revised method improves the accuracy of the model, we conducted cognitive 

experiments using the route with the revised model and the shortest route. 

2. BASIC IDEA OF EVACUATION ROUTE PLANNING 

We proposed an evacuation route planning method that provides a safe route through which evacuees can 

avoid spots (man-made and natural structures and areas) that may cause them great fear (Furukawa and Liu, 

2018). Figure 1 shows the situation assumed in the definition of the revised method. 

 

 

Figure 1. The situation assumed for the definition of the revised cost function 

This method consists of three groups of models. The first group of models is a fear estimation model that 

estimates the user’s fear level of physical factors (spots) on the route that may cause fear in evacuees. The 

second set of models estimates the allowable evacuation delay time based on the fear level estimated by the 

first set of models. In this method, the allowable delay time (Matsuda, et al., 2004) is used as the additional 

time that a user can tolerate to bypass a spot that causes great fear for the user. The third model is a cost 

function defined by equations (1) and (2). 
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 (2) 
 

[time for the path with a fear spot] : 
 

[original cost] : 
 

 

[the revised cost of the detour path] : 

Time required to walk the path with a fear spot. 

 

Physical distance of the path with a fear spot. The distance 

is used for the conventional route planning method. 

 

The revised cost for the detour path, which is the path to 

avoid the fear spot. 
 

As the value of the detour route increases for the user, i.e., as the acceptable delay time increases, the 

value of the revised cost becomes smaller. If the detour has a spot, the revised cost is used instead of the 

original cost. This cost function allows the fear of pedestrians to be considered in route planning. 

3. PREVIOUS WORK AND OUR TARGETS 

The aim of our previous work was identification of additional factors, along routes to improve the fear 
estimation model (Furukawa, 2021). A questionnaire survey was conducted to seek capable candidates of 
additional factors, and “size of the largest signboards” was selected as a new candidate. The second step was 
validation of the factors and the model through a cognitive experiment. 360-degree videos and a  
head-mounted display was used to display the images to the participants. The effectiveness of the new fear 
factor “size of the largest signboard” and creating a model group by segmentation were confirmed. The two 
modifications reduced the root mean square error of the fear estimation by 4.7% from the result without 
them. Also, the mean absolute error of the estimation decreased 8.6%.   

The model developed in the previous study has a low coefficient of determination of 0.297, which is 
insufficient to be used for actual route guidance. Therefore, in this study, we took two approaches to improve 
the accuracy of the model. 

The first is to add a new factor to the model that considers individual differences. From the data obtained 
in the previous study (Furukawa, 2021), it was assumed that individual differences were the cause of the low 
accuracy of the model. In order to improve the accuracy of the model, it is necessary to incorporate into the 
model factors related to individual differences that were not used in the previous study. 

The second is the nonlinearity of the fear estimation model. In the previous study (Furukawa, 2021), the 
multiple regression analysis used to create the model is a linear model, and thus its representational capability 
is limited. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the average fear level of 20 participants in the experiment 
and the road width for 8 road locations without buildings among the data obtained in the previous study. 
 

 

Figure 2. Relationship between road width and average fear level on roads without buildings 

Figure 2 shows that the relationship between road width and average fear level is not linear. Therefore, if 
a multiple regression analysis is used to create the model, it is possible that the fear level cannot be expressed 
accurately. In order to solve this problem, this study aims to improve the accuracy of the model by applying a 
nonlinear model as the model creation method. Specifically, we will create models using the nonlinear 
regression models Random Forest Regression and Support Vector Regression, and select an appropriate 
model by comparing the results. 
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4. REFINEMENT OF THE FEAR ESTIMATION MODEL 

4.1 Introduction of User Attributes to the Fear Estimation Model 

In the fear evaluation model created by Furukawa (2021), the number of factors used to create the model was 

too small to create a sufficient fear evaluation model to be used as a navigation system. Therefore, in the 

model created in this study, individual differences are expressed by increasing the number of attributes used 

in the model. In the previous study, only road conditions were used to create the model. Preliminary research 

(Koshimizu, 2019) revealed that the fear of evacuation can be estimated by using the user attributes, so this 

study creates a fear evaluation model using “road conditions” and “user attributes.” 

In addition to “road width,” “signboard,” and “building,” which have been used in previous studies, this 

study newly added “overhead wires,” “train bridge,” and “bridge” as factors. The three newly used factors 

were found to have an effect on the fear of disaster evacuation from the previous study. Therefore, these 

factors can be used to estimate the degree of fear, and were adopted as new road conditions in this study. 

The following three user attributes were selected as factors for the new model. The reasons for the 

selection of each factor are explained below. 

(1) Frequency of visiting the downtown area 

This is used as a factor because preliminary research (Koshimizu, 2019) revealed that it has an impact on 

the fear of disaster evacuation. This is considered to be an attribute that indicates the user’s physical strength 

and extroversion. 

(2) Average value of user’s fear of the “road with a train bridge” measured in the VR environment 

In our preliminary study (Koshimizu, 2019), we found that the distribution of the participants’ response 

fear of the six points of “roads with train bridges” was biased from the fear data obtained from the 

experiments in the VR environment and in the field. We used VR images and a head-mounted display, which 

is a display for VR viewing, as the environment to display the images to be evaluated to the participants. We 

believe that adding “the average value of the user’s fear of ‘road with a train bridge’ measured in the VR 

environment” as a new user attribute will improve the representational ability of the model for roads with 

train bridges. 

(3) Average value of user’s fear of the “road with bridge” measured in the VR environment 

From the preliminary study (Koshimizu, 2019) as well as (2), we found that there was a bias in the 

distribution of the participants' response fear of the four “roads with bridges” locations. In order to make it 

possible to express this bias of the fear level, we added “the average value of the user’s fear level toward 

‘road with a bridge’ measured in the VR environment” as a user attribute. 

4.2 Nonlinearization of the Fear Estimation Model 

In this study, we created and compared fear evaluation models using the three methods shown below. The 

three models selected were Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), which is a linear model used in previous 

studies, and Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Random Forest Regression (RFR), which are nonlinear 

models that are expected to improve model accuracy. We used scikit-learn, an open source machine learning 

library in Python, to implement the three evaluation models to be compared. MLR, SVR, and RFR were 

implemented using the scikit-learn modules model.LinearRegression, sklearn.svm.SVR, and 

sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestRegressor, respectively. 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Fifteen participants in their twenties were subjected to the experiment. The average age was 22.53 years old, 

the highest age was 24 years old, and the lowest age was 20 years old. Ethical considerations were considered 

in the design of this experiment, which was approved by the ethics review board of our organization. The 

participants were paid for their participation in the experiment. 
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Participants in the experiment were asked to view 360-degree images of roads at 50 locations in Chiyoda 

Ward, Tokyo, using VR, and to respond to the degree of fear they felt when passing through the roads on a 

five-point scale. The participants were asked to rate their level of fear when passing through the roads on a 

five-point scale: 0: not fearful, 1: slightly fearful, 2: fearful but passable, 3: fearful and would like to avoid 

passing through, 4: very fearful and would not pass through. 

We compared the results of MLR, SVR, and RFR using the response data of fear level obtained from the 

experiment. Using 5-fold cross validation, the coefficient of determination and root mean squared error 

(RMSE) values for each model were calculated. The results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. From Tables 1 

and 2, RFR took the highest value for the coefficient of determination, and also took the lowest value for 

RMSE. This result shows that RFR is the most suitable model for fear prediction. Therefore, the fear 

evaluation model using RFR is adopted in this study. 

Table 1. Results of the coefficient of determination for test data 

Type of the model Average 

MLR 0.304 

SVR 0.281 

RFR 0.490 

Table 2. Results of the RMSE for test data 

Type of the model Average 

MLR 0.913 

SVR 0.934 

RFR 0.783 

5. A COGNITIVE EXPERIMENT FOR VALIDATION OF THE REVISED 

MODEL FOR FEAR ESTIMATION 

A cognitive experiment was conducted to verify whether fear during evacuation behavior was reduced in the 

route created using the revised fear evaluation model and whether it was appropriate as an evacuation route. 

We asked the participants to walk from the same starting point to the destination point using both the 

“shortest route” and the “route created by the revised method.” We compared the fear level data obtained in 

each trial. 

5.1 Flow of the Cognitive Experiment 

(1) In order to collect the user attributes “the average value of the user’s fear of the road with a train bridge” 

and “the average value of the user’s fear of the road with a bridge” measured in the VR environment in 

advance, the users were asked to answer the fear level at eight points using the VR environment. 

(2) Move to the starting point of the walking experiment and ask the participants to walk from the starting 

point to the destination point in the “shortest path.” 

(3) Have the participants return to the starting point again, and walk from the starting point to the destination 

point using the “path created by the revised method.” 

(4) After arriving at the destination, the participants are interviewed to get their opinions about the route. 

 

In order to take into account the effect of the order of the experiments, the order of (2) and (3) was 

switched depending on the participants. 

5.2 Environmental Conditions of the Experiment 

In this experiment, it is necessary to collect the data of fear of the road in the VR environment in advance. To 

collect the data in advance, we used HTC VIVE, a VR terminal. 
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We developed a navigation application using “ArcGIS Runtime SDK for Android” to show the route used 

in the walking experiment to the experiment participants. This application can create a route that passes 

through multiple specified points, and it can create a route that passes through all the nodes obtained by the 

Dijkstra method. In addition, the current location can be displayed on the map, so the application can be used 

in the same way as other navigation applications in the market. 

The walking experiment was conducted around Chuo Ward, Tokyo. The starting point was the Kyobashi 

Trust Tower, and the destination point was the Seven-Eleven Kayabacho Station East Exit Store. The 

location was selected to cover the road conditions used in the model. According to the National Institute of 

Land and Infrastructure Management (NILIM), the critical walking distance for evacuation is reported to be 

2.0 km (NILIM, 2006). Therefore, the starting point and the destination point were selected so that the route 

used in this experiment would be within 2.0 km. 

The participants of the experiment were 10 in their 20’ s. Ethical considerations have been considered in 

the design of this experiment, which has been approved by the ethics review board of our organization. We 

paid the participants for the experiment. 

The routes were created using the user attribute data obtained from the participants in the experiment. The 

route created in this experiment was the same for all the participants in the experiment. The difference 

between the route and the shortest route is that the route is centered on the main street (wide street). 

5.3 Data Acquired and Results of Analysis 

We summarize the results of the evaluation of the degree of fear of all nodes for each path. Figure 3 is a  

box-and-whisker diagram showing the distribution of fear levels for the shortest route (29 nodes) and Figure 

4 for the revised route (30 nodes). In the box-and-whisker diagrams, the x-axis shows the numbers of the 

points of the roads passed in the experiment and the y-axis shows the distribution of the fear of the 15 

participants' responses to the corresponding roads. 

The maximum value for both routes is compared. In the shortest route, there was a participant who 

answered “4”, which is the maximum fear level, but in the revised route, the maximum fear level was “3.” 

This is because the revised route avoided the road spot that recorded the fear level of 4 in the shortest route. 

This result indicates that the route using the revised method can avoid the route that is prone to extreme fear. 

Table 3 shows the analysis of the data for each route. Table 3 shows that the mean value is lower for the 

revised method than for the shortest path. This result shows that the revised method is able to reduce the fear 

felt throughout the entire path. 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of the fear level answered by the experimental participants in the shortest route 
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Figure 4. Distribution of the fear level answered by the participants of the experiment for the route created by the revised 

method 

Table 3. Results of statistical analysis on the level of fear for each route 

 The shortest route The route created by 

the revised model 

Average 1.802 1.137 

Standard deviation 0.084 0.748 

t-test p = 2.2e-16 

5.4 Discussion 

Through comparison experiments for both the shortest path and the path using the revised model, we 

confirmed that the model created by the proposed method can be used to create a path that avoids fearful road 

spots. However, when compared to the shortest route, the road becomes longer instead of reducing the fear 

level. In a situation where aftershocks are possible, there would be users who would consider it risky to walk 

for a longer time. It is necessary to make some adjustments to the length of the path. 

After walking both routes, the participants were asked which route they would prefer to take in the event 

of a disaster evacuation. 9 out of 10 participants chose the revised route. From this result, we can conclude 

that our method is able to create an evacuation route that is more appropriate than the shortest route for many 

users. 

We tested the accuracy of the RF model using the responses of fear level for each road obtained in the 

evaluation experiment, and found that the coefficient of determination was 0.08. The reason for the low 

model accuracy may be due to the different districts. In the model validation experiment in Section 4, we 

used the same road data around Chiyoda Ward as the training data as the test data. However, in the 

evaluation experiment conducted in this section, the evaluation of roads in the office district around Chuo 

Ward was used, and it is thought that the value of the coefficient of determination became lower due to the 

different districts. It was confirmed that in order to make the method more versatile, it is necessary to build 

the model with various locations with different conditions. 

Another limitation of this study is that the participants are limited to young university students. Since the 

basic usefulness of the proposed method has been confirmed, it is necessary to expand the target group of 

participants. Currently, we are planning to conduct a study with elderly people. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The final goal of our project is the development of a navigation system that provide routes where evacuees go 

through reassured. The aim of this study is to improve the model created by our previous study. In the first 

stage of this study, we considered the user’s attributes as additional factors in the fear estimation model, and 
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also constructed the fear estimation model by nonlinearizing the model, i.e., Random Forest Regression and 

Support Vector Regression. By comparing the results with the previous model, we verified whether the 

improvement in model accuracy could be measured. The results showed that the model created by Random 

Forest Regression was the most versatile and the most accurate. In the second stage, in order to evaluate 

whether the proposed revised method improves the accuracy of the model, we conducted cognitive 

experiments using the route with the revised model and the shortest route. The results show that the mean 

value of the level of fear is lower for the revised method than for the shortest path, and that the revised 

method is able to reduce the fear felt throughout the entire path. 

From the results, it also was found that the versatility of the model needs to be improved. There is a 

possibility that the currently created regression model is only suitable for the roads in Chiyoda Ward. To 

solve this problem, we can expect to create a model with sufficient generality by using data from various 

different streets. 

It is expected that the pedestrian navigation system based on the proposed method can provide routes 

where users can evacuate reassured, avoiding places where they may feel great fears. 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, Internet of Things (IoT) systems have become widespread. In the medical and health fields, the number 

of systems that use IoT to detect and diagnose patient abnormalities is increasing. Even if an abnormality in a patient is 

detected by such a system, it may actually be due to an abnormality in a component, such as the IoT. Therefore, when an 

abnormality in a patient is detected, we have developed a method to determine whether the abnormality is a patient 

abnormality or an abnormality in any part of the detection system using a Bayesian network. In addition, it was 

confirmed that by applying this method to a patient abnormality detection system using an under-sheet-type multi-vital 

IoT monitor in hospital, it is possible to isolate the cause of the abnormality appropriately and efficiently. 

KEYWORDS 

Bayesian Network, Medical IoT, Patient Abnormality, Cause Isolation 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, Internet of Things (IoT) systems have become increasingly widespread. In the medical and 

health fields as well, systems that use IoT to detect and diagnose patient abnormalities are increasing. Even if 

an abnormality in a patient is detected by such a system, the abnormality may actually be due to an 

abnormality in a component, such as the IoT. Therefore, when an abnormality in the patient is detected, it is 

necessary to have a method by which to determine whether the cause is an abnormality in the patient or any 

of the component abnormalities. The authors have developed a method for isolating the cause using a 

Bayesian network. At the same time, we have solidified the concept of a system referred to as the Integrated 

Abnormality Detection/Guide System, which is the target of the proposed method. This system consists of a 

patient abnormality diagnosis subsystem and an abnormality cause isolation subsystem. The patient 

abnormality diagnosis subsystem indicates to a nurse the patient to be treated first, and the abnormality cause 

isolation subsystem indicates to the remote maintenance (RM) personnel the component to be maintained 

next. 

An experiment was conducted in which the proposed method was trial-applied to the abnormality cause 

isolation subsystem, targeting the under-sheet-type multi-vital IoT monitor as an IoT component for detecting 

patient abnormalities. As a result, it became clear that the proposed method can appropriately and efficiently 

isolate the cause of an abnormality. 

Various methods have been proposed (for example, Lo, Flaus and Adrot (2019), Cai, Huang and Xie 

(2017), Chiremsel, Said and Chiremsel (2016), Tanwar (2020), Sasaki et al. (2018)) including methods using 

a Bayesian network, for isolating components that cause abnormalities when there is an abnormality in the 

system. However, there has been no proposal of a method for isolating the cause using a Bayesian network 

for medical IoT systems that monitor patient abnormalities. 

In addition, in order to properly respond to the requirements of the system, the proposed method has the 

following characteristics. 

(Characteristic 1) The proposed method has a mechanism that does not require an inappropriate flow of 

information, such as patient privacy information between the nurse, who is the manager of abnormal 

information, and RM personnel. 
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(Characteristic 2) If each patient or component is treated as one node of the Bayesian network, then the 

model becomes complicated, and the calculation takes time due to the large number of nodes. Therefore, the 

proposed Bayesian network treats them as one node or two nodes and identifies which patient or which 

component with which the node is associated before and after the calculation. 

(Characteristic 3) In the proposed method, it is presumed that abnormal alerts may be issued for many 

patients at the same time due to component abnormalities. Therefore, we decided to treat the abnormal alarm 

of one patient and the simultaneous abnormal alarm of one or more other patients as separate nodes.  

By doing so, it can be expected that the cause of the failure can be appropriately and efficiently isolated. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce an overview of a Bayesian 

network and the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) program used for its modeling and 

simulation, whereas Section 3 outlines the under-the-sheet-type multi-vital IoT monitor used as an example 

medical IoT system in the present study. Section 4 describes the integrated monitoring/abnormality guide 

system concept, and Section 5 describes the Bayesian-based network abnormality cause isolation method and 

its trial application results. Finally, we conclude the present paper in Section 6. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE BAYESIAN NETWORK AND WEKA 

A Bayesian network is defined in Nguyen and Do (2009) as “a probabilistic graphical model that represents a 

set of variables and their conditional dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG).” 

The example of a sprinkler is often used to explain a Bayesian network, as shown in Figure 1.  

The Bayesian network in this figure is composed of nodes and edges that represent causal relationships, and a 

conditional probability table (CPT) is provided for each node. These CPTs describe the probability for each 

condition composed of the values taken by the parent (upstream) node. 

In the figure example, T represents true, and F represents false. Moreover, there are three nodes: RAIN 

(whether it has rained), SPRINKLER (whether the sprinkler has operated), and GRASS WET (whether the 

lawn is wet). In addition, edges (arrows) are drawn for each of these nodes. The edge from RAIN to 

SPRINKLER represents the cause and effect that “raining or not raining affects the probability that the 

sprinkler will operate”. From the bottom line of the CPT in the upper-left corner of the figure, it can be seen 

that the “probability that the sprinkler will operate when it rains” is 0.01 (1%). Since it is useless to operate a 

sprinkler on a rainy day, the strongest assumption is that the sprinkler will not be operated under such 

conditions. 

Figure 1. Example of a Bayesian network 
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The structure modeling and probability of such a Bayesian network can be obtained by inputting data or 

can be determined by human subjective judgment. In the present study, the human subjective judgment 

method is adopted because this method targets a system that will be operated in the future. 

If a Bayesian network can be modeled in this manner, then it is possible to obtain the probability value of 

the event “cause” when the “result” is known. For example, when the lawn is found to be wet, the probability 

of rain can be calculated. This probability value is sometimes called the posterior probability. In addition, 

when the result is known, both the knowledge and the event probability that causes the knowledge are 

obtained. This is sometimes called a simulation. 

As defined in Holmes, Donkin and Witten (1994), Weka is machine learning software developed at the 

University of Waikato in New Zealand that is written in Java. Since one of the machine learning functions is 

a Bayesian network, Weka can be used to model and simulate a Bayesian network. 

3. OVERVIEW OF THE UNDER-SHEET-TYPE MULTI-VITAL IOT 

MONITOR 

 

The IoT component targeted here is an under-sheet-type multi-vital IoT monitor (See Figure 2) shown in 

Takano and Ueno (2019). Monitoring is performed by installing the sensor under the bed sheet of the patient 

and using the sensor to measure his or her electrocardiogram, whether he or she is in or out of bed, his or her 

breathing condition, blood pressure, etc. The sensor also alerts the nursing staff if the sensor detects any 

abnormalities. This monitor can be used in hospitals and long-term care facilities. 

In typical systems of this type, even if a patient abnormality alert has been issued, the alert is often traced 

to a component abnormality, such as a hardware failure, a program bug, a program change caused by a virus, 

or something similar. Therefore, a mechanism that can distinguish between patient and component 

abnormalities is needed, and if the cause of an abnormality is found to be component-related, then the same 

mechanism should be capable of estimating the cause and identifying the components that are most likely to be 

responsible for the alert. 

4. CONCEPT OF INTEGRATED MONITORING/ABNORMALITY GUIDE 

SYSTEM 

The integrated monitoring/abnormality guide system based on the proposed method for the under-sheet-type 

multi-vital IoT monitor proposed herein is designed for in-facility and RM servers and will be configured as 

shown in Figure 3. This system will be operated as follows: 

Figure 2. Under-sheet-type multi-vital IoT monitor 
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(1) The patient monitoring function of each under-sheet-type multi-vital IoT monitor (hereinafter 

referred to as the IoT monitor) in the hospital is used to measure the electrocardiogram, blood 

pressure, respiratory status, bed leaving status, and so on, of the patient. The result is then sent to 

the in-facility server by LAN together with the component ID. 

(2) The in-facility server uses the patient abnormality diagnosis function to determine whether a patient 

has an abnormality based on the measurement results of the vital data of the patient. 

(3) If it is determined that there is an abnormality, then the component ID used by the patient with the 

abnormality is sent to the RM server. 
(4) At the same time, an alert including the component ID, the corresponding room number, the patient 

ID, the type of abnormality, etc., is sent to the terminal of the corresponding nurse using wireless 
LAN. 

(5) When a warning indicating the abnormality of the patient arrives, the nurse goes to the corresponding 
patient and checks whether there is any abnormality. If the patient is normal, then input the following 
information from the nurse terminal into the in-facility server: 

(a) There was a patient abnormality alert, but there was no patient abnormality. 
(b) The component ID corresponding to the target patient. 

(6) The in-facility server sends the input result from the nurse to the RM server. 
(7) The RM server has an abnormality cause isolation subsystem using Weka based on the Bayesian 

network. If a false alert about the abnormality of a patient is received, then the posterior probability 
of failure of each component in situations in which the results are known is calculated. 

(8) The subsystem notifies the RM personnel of the component ID with a large posterior probability 
value that causes it as the component to be maintained next. The RM personnel checks whether the 
component is abnormal or normal and inputs the status to the system.  

The methods described in (7) and (8) will be explained in more detail in the next section. 
Here, the abnormality of the patient was not sent to the RM server, although (a) a patient abnormality alert 

was raised for the patient (despite the patient being normal), and (b) the component ID of the component used 
for the patient is input. This prevents patient privacy information that RM personnel should not know from 
being sent to the RM server. This corresponds to Characteristic 1 mentioned in Section 1. 

 

 
Figure 3. Configuration of the integrated monitoring abnormality guide system 
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5. BAYESIAN-NETWORK-BASED ABNORMALITY CAUSE ISOLATION 

METHOD AND ITS TRIAL APPLICATION RESULTS 

5.1 Proposed Method 

 

In this section, we provide a more detailed explanation of the functions of the abnormality cause isolation 

subsystem implemented in the RM server of the proposed integrated monitoring/abnormality guide system 

(see Figure 3). This subsystem consists of (a) an input processing unit, (b) a Bayesian network processing 

program, and (c) a display unit. Here, Weka is used as the Bayesian network processing program. 

As a result, we modeled the Bayesian network as shown in Figure 4. There are nine nodes in this model. 

The following five causes are the causes of abnormalities:  Abnormality of the in-facility server,  Patient 

abnormality using IoT monitor i,  Patient abnormality using IoT monitor j,  Output error of IoT monitor i, 

 Output error of IoT monitor j. The results are  Abnormal alert for a single patient and  Simultaneous 

abnormality alerts for multiple patients. The conditional probability tables of the nodes are described in 

Figures 5 and 6. These values are based on the following assumptions. 

Patient Abnormality Occurrence Probability > IoT Monitor Abnormality Occurrence Probability > Server 

Abnormality Occurrence Probability 

 

  
 

Figure 4. Abnormality cause isolation subsystem 

Figure 5. Conditional probability  

table (1) 

Figure 6. Conditional probability  

table (2) 
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In Bayesian networks, the conditions for entering one child node from multiple parent nodes are 

represented by OR conditions. However, considering simultaneous failures, it is necessary to use AND 

conditions, as in  and . Therefore, we decided to introduce the pseudo-conditional probabilities shown in 

the lower-right corner of Figure 5, referring to the method described in Reference [3]. This is to achieve 

Characteristic 3, as described in Section 1. 

In addition, since one hospital has many patients and many monitors corresponding to each patient, 

treating them as a node complicates the model and takes time to calculate. Therefore, the Bayesian network 

model considered herein uses a method of treating them as one or two nodes and associating the node as an 

individual patient or component before and after calculation. This is to achieve Characteristic 2, as described 

in Section 1. 

5.2 Application Results 

  
 

  
 
 

 

The output results regarding the prior probabilities of each node are as shown in Figure 7 when the above 

Bayesian network structure and conditional probabilities are input to Weka. Here, T represents the 

probability of occurrence in the case of True, and F represents the probability of occurrence in the case of 

False. Node  is described as T0200, which indicates that the probability of being True is 0.02, i.e., 2%, and 

indicates that the probability of being False is 0.98, i.e., 98%. 

In addition, the posterior probabilities of each node calculated using Weka when there is an abnormality 

alert for a single patient, as shown in node , are as shown in Fig 8. Here, among nodes , , and , which 

are the inputs to node , the posterior probability is the largest for  Patient abnormality using IoT monitor 

i, as shown in Figure 8, and the value of the probability is 61.85%.  

 

Figure 7. Prior probabilities for each node Figure 8. Posterior probabilities for each node 

when there is an anomaly alert for a single 

patient 

Figure 9. Posterior probabilities for each node when 

there is an anomaly alert for a single patient and this 

patient is not anomalous 

Figure 10. Posterior probabilities for each node 

when there are simultaneous anomaly alerts for 

multiple patients 
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In this situation, if the nurse confirms that there is no abnormality in the patient corresponding to IoT 

monitor i, the state of node  can be fixed as False. Therefore, the probability of occurrence of other nodes is 

as shown in Figure 9. From this, it can be seen that, among the nodes  and , the node with the highest 

posterior probability is the output error of IoT monitor i in . Let the RM personnel know this result and 

perform maintenance of IoT monitor i. 

Furthermore, if simultaneous abnormality alerts for multiple patients of node  occur, then the  

post-occurrence probabilities of the other nodes are as shown in Figure 10. Among nodes , , and , 

which are directly connected to node , the largest abnormality is that of the in-facility server of node, and 

the value of the probability is 2%. Notify the RM personnel of the result in this case and have the personnel 

perform maintenance. 

5.3 Considerations 

(1) The order of these patients and components to check next is consistent with the engineer's intuition.  

Therefore, this method can be considered to be appropriate. We also found that the calculations were 

completed instantly and were efficient. 

(2) We attempted to determine what kind of components and patients should be checked next by changing 

the probability of patient abnormality and the probability of component abnormality in various ways. When 

multiple patient abnormality alerts are issued, the component to be checked next changes from the in-facility 

server to multiple corresponding patients when the in-facility server abnormality probability is less than half 

of the current estimated value. Similarly, the same result is obtained when the probability of abnormality of 

the patient is equal to or greater than 1.5 times the current estimated value. By carrying out such sensitivity 

analysis, the measures to be taken under various preconditions can be seen. 

(3) The current method is to check the patient for abnormalities first, based on the concept of patient 

safety first. However, if reducing the burden on the nurse is desired in order to balance safety and efficiency, 

it is possible to make a decision in the abnormality cause isolation subsystem first and to determine whether 

the patient is likely to have an abnormality. Therefore, as shown in Figure 10, if an abnormality occurs in 

multiple patients at the same time, then there may be a method of first checking the in-facility server that is 

likely to be the cause 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

(1) For an IoT system that detects patient abnormalities, we developed a method that uses a Bayesian 

network to isolate whether patient abnormality alerts are really due to patient abnormalities or component 

abnormalities. 

(2) The proposed method also realizes the three characteristics described in Section 1 and is consistent 

with practical requirements. 

(3) By applying the proposed method to a patient abnormality detection/guide system for  

under-sheet-type multi-vital IoT monitors, it was confirmed that the cause of the abnormality can be 

appropriately and efficiently isolated. 

In the future, we would like to apply the proposed method to the actual field on a trial basis in order to 

make the probability of occurrence on the causal side more realistic. In addition, we would like to perform 

more precise modeling by classifying patient abnormalities as (a) electrocardiogram abnormalities, (b) blood 

pressure abnormalities, (c) respiratory abnormalities, or (d) bed-leaving abnormalities. 
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ABSTRACT 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) holds the premise to transform the energy sector and the underlying value chain; scarcity of AI 

expertise in the energy community, fuzzy and unclear regulations on access to data, standards’ immaturity and uncertain 

business cases are hampering though the full exploitation of its potential. In this context, the goal of this paper is to present 

the I-NERGY project, an Innovation Action that targets to promote AI in the energy sector by reinforcing the AI-on-demand 

(AI4EU) platform service offering and ecosystem. To this end, the paper introduces the I-NERGY project concept, the 

domain challenges it addresses and the target audience towards which it is addressed, exposes the project technical solution 

and pilot use cases that respectively incarnate, and exemplify and validate it and emphasizes its open call mechanism for 

providing financing support to third SMEs for energy use cases and AI services proliferation. 

KEYWORDS 

Artificial Intelligence, AI-on-Demand, Energy, AI4EU, Open Calls 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AI spreading in the energy sector is expected to dramatically reshape the energy value chain in the next years, 

by improving business processes performance, while increasing environmental sustainability, strengthening 

social relationships and propagating high social value among citizens. People’s well-being, industrial 

competitiveness and the overall functioning of society are dependent on safe, secure, sustainable and affordable 

energy.  ΑΙ is expected to radically transform the energy sector, redesign and shape the energy value chain and 

revolutionise the way through which Electric Power and Energy Systems (EPES) community is undertaking 

the business processes. 

The use of AI is acknowledged to be of utmost importance for energy utilities to improve the performance 

of their business processes, and for power network operators to increase the stability of their operated network, 

within the renewable energy-based emerging decentralised paradigm. DeepMind AI managed to effectively 

achieve 40% energy savings for the Google Data Center operation (Yao, 2018). General Electric estimates that 

AI can enhance the production of a wind farm by 20% (GeneralElectric, 2019). AI transformation in the energy 

industry will directly influence international energy stability and economic prosperity (Nagy & Hajrizi, 2018). 

At the same time, AI proliferation in the energy sector holds the premise for a larger environmental and 

social impact (Marinakis et al., 2020), by affecting environmental sustainability, strengthening social 

relationships among members of local communities and contributing to alleviate energy poverty. Energy 

fingerprinting might be leveraged to deliver different consumer-centred innovative AI-based services which 

bring high social value to individuals and/or local communities. Hence, AI can contribute to finding solutions 

to some of the most pressing societal challenges, such as the fight against climate change, environmental 

degradation and the challenges linked to sustainability. A large share of EPES stakeholders believe that AI will 

have a big impact on their business, since AI spreading will allow them to align their business processes to 

novel fine-grained near real time optimal energy system operation, within a context of rising share of deployed 

renewable energy. However, they are far to integrate AI in key business processes (Berger, 2018). Uncertain 
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business cases, fragmented regulations, standards immaturity and low-technical SMEs workforce skills barriers 

are actually hampering the full exploitation of AI along the energy value chain. 

In view of addressing these barriers in the European AI landscape and facilitate technology transfer from 

research to business, the first European Artificial Intelligence On-Demand Platform - AI4EU (EU, 2020) was 

launched in 2019 with the support of the European Commission under the H2020 program. The AI4EU 

platform1 is a one-stop-shop for anyone looking for AI knowledge, technology, tools, services and experts. 

AI4EU aims at creating value, growth and jobs for Europe through a collaborative platform, which unites the 

AI community, promotes European values and supports research on human-centered and trustworthy AI. 

Nurtured within the AI4EU ecosystem, the I-NERGY project2 specifically targets the promotion and support 

of AI in the energy sector with the following objectives: 

• Reinforcing the AI-on-demand-platform for the energy sector with novel AI services and applications 

• Reaching out to energy domain stakeholders to validate the developed applications and laying the 

foundation for a pan-European AI for energy ecosystem, boosting EU-scale data economy and use cases. 

In this context, this paper introduces the I-NERGY project (started in January 2021 and ends in December 

2023) that targets to promote AI in the energy sector by reinforcing the AI-on-demand (AI4EU) platform 

service offering and ecosystem. Specifically, I-NERGY’s concept, technical approach and pilot use cases are 

presented and justified, alongside the project’s open call mechanism that provides financial support to SMEs 

to develop energy use cases by leveraging AI. 

2. RELATED WORK 

AI can unlock significant value for energy utilities, in terms of improving their business processes, increasing 

power networks’ stability and essentially achieving significant energy savings. However, energy companies 

often lack ICT skills to catchup with AI potential causing high demand for AI experts. Also, there are several 

consolidated silos not willing to share data and processes. Combined with the lack of semantic and business 

interoperability across different energy utilities, this hinders the high data potential in the energy domain. 

Contradictorily, there are various scientific publications that exploit AI to create value-adding services, dealing 

with electrical load forecasting, predictive maintenance for power networks or building facilities, citizen 

patterns’ anomaly detection in smart buildings and smart grids, energy flexibility and demand response (DR).   

Regarding load forecasting, (Guo et al., 2020) developed a short-term load forecasting model of multi-scale 

CNN-LSTM hybrid neural network that considers real-time electricity prices. The experimental results show 

that the proposed method has higher accuracy than other methods proposed in the literature. (Chen et al., 2018) 

focused also on short-term load forecasting. The authors developed a neural network forecasting method named 

NeuCast, enabling anomaly detection and forecasts under different temperature assumptions. Experiments in 

different datasets showcased considerable improvement over the state-of-the-art. 

Concerning DR services, as the problem to be solved is more complex, there are different approaches. For 

instance, (Lu et al., 2018) and (Wen et al., 2015) formulate the problem of demand response as a reinforcement 

learning model. In the first case the proposed algorithm is price-based and adaptively decides the electricity 

price using an online learning process. In the second case, the proposed algorithm, named CAES, models both 

energy prices and residential devices usage as Markov decision processes and adapts to user preferences over 

time. On the other hand, (Baloglu & Demir, 2015) model the problem of demand response in a smart grid as a 

Bayesian game-theoretical model using a dynamic pricing scheme. Simulation results demonstrated that the 

proposed model evenly distributes the daily load in smart grid and therefore it is successful.  

Furthermore, an example of predictive maintenance in building facilities is presented by (Bouabdallaoui  

et al., 2021), who propose  ML and DL techniques, to identify failures in smart buildings. Their framework 

shows great potential to predict failures. Another example of ML-based predictive maintenance is presented in  

(Yeh et al., 2019). The goal is to predict the long-cycle maintenance time of wind turbines in a power company. 

The results of this approach reach high accuracy values and can be used for asset turbine maintenance. 

Regarding anomaly detection, latest research has focused on detecting anomalies in citizen patterns in smart 

homes or smart grid installations. Different publications examine different types of anomalies. For instance, 

 
1 https://www.ai4europe.eu/ 
2 https://i-nergy.eu/ 
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(Novak et al., 2013) use self-organised maps to identify anomalies, mostly based on sensors’ data, (Yamauchi 

et al., 2020) use home appliances connected to the internet, to detect cyber-attacks based on user behaviour. 

(De Benedetti et al., 2018) predict anomalies in photovoltaic systems operation, based on the comparison 

between the actual and predicted AC power production, while the latter is predicted via an ANN, using solar 

irradiance and PV panel temperature measurements. The experimental results seem satisfactory. Moreover, as 

this approach can identify system deviations’ trends from the normal operation behaviour, it is suitable for 

predictive maintenance in photovoltaic systems.  

From the presented approaches it is observable that, the proposed solutions are tailored to specific business 

requirements with specific data schemas. while they mostly focus on specific and narrow subtasks, instead of 

a system level approach. Hence, they cannot be easily applied by multiple similar stakeholders, as there are no 

commonly agreed interoperability procedures and usually measurements’ metadata are not available. 

Therefore, the need for commonly accepted data interoperability standards among different systems should be 

priority, alongside a knowledge sharing culture across different stakeholders. I-NERGY aims at addressing this 

issue by providing reusable and interoperable data and AI models and setting standards for data and AI services 

interoperability in the energy domain and reinforcing AI4EU platform energy-related assets. 

AI4EU project (Cortés et al., 2019) aims at reinforcing AI knowledge and resources sharing and bringing 

closer AI experts with different scientific domains. Other projects targeting to reinforce AI4EU assets are 

AI4Copernicus3, aiming to bridge AI with earth observation and make AI4EU platform the digital environment 

of choice for users of Copernicus data; AIDIH Network4, targeting to create a European Network of Digital 

Innovation Hubs with focus on AI; AIPlan4EU5, aiming to bring AI planning to platform; BonsAPPs6, focusing 

on SMEs digitalisation by facilitating access, implementation and make use of AI in an easy and affordable 

way; and StairwAI7, aiming to ease low-tech users engagement to the AI-on-Demand platform. 

Regarding the energy domain, there are also a few projects acknowledging the need for setting up 

interoperability standards as well as the fact that combining different types of data can unlock significant added 

value. For instance, BD4NRG8 aims to enable improved operations for all stakeholders in the energy value 

chain by leveraging the potential of big data in the energy sector. Contrary to I-NERGY, BD4NRG focuses 

mostly on big data. On the other hand, MATRYCS9aims at reinforcing decision support operations in smart 

buildings through big data, AI and analytics technologies.  

3. I-NERGY CONCEPT AND TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Lack of EPES stakeholders’ workforce ICT background is the reason they are far from integrating AI in key 

business processes. Moreover, lack of tools for capturing the real time dynamics, scarcity and competition for 

AI experts, the need for knowledge transfer to new contexts and accordingly for training new AI for each 

context, as well lack of optimal ways to explore and exploit cross-domain data, which are now being generated 

at an unprecedented rate, still incommode the complete introduction of AI in the energy sector. 

In essence, I-NERGY’s main objective is to capitalise on state-of-the-art AI, IoT, semantics and data 

analytics technologies and deliver an open modular framework for supporting AI-on-Demand in the energy 

sector. I-NERGY vision is to enable edge-level, AI-based, cross-sector, multi-stakeholder analytic tools for 

integrated and optimised smart energy management and to evolve, scale up and demonstrate an innovative 

energy-tailored AI-as-a-Service Toolbox, which will help towards achieving a techno-economic optimal 

management of the EPES value chain, especially when it comes to SMEs and non-tech industries, while 

leveraging on and complementing the AI resources and tools made available by the AI4EU platform.  

The project aims essentially at strengthening European-wise Research and Innovation on AI, through 

synchronizing, liaising, contributing, and extending the AI4EU Platform service and research across a variety 

 
3 https://ai4copernicus-project.eu/ 
4 https://ai-dih-network.eu/ 
5 https://www.aiplan4eu-project.eu/ 
6 https://bonsapps.eu/ 
7 https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/101017142 
8 https://www.bd4nrg.eu/ 
9 https://matrycs.eu/ 
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of cross-fertilisation activities. Hence, the main focus is the development and sharing of state-of-the-art AI 

services that will be useful for both energy stakeholders and the European community. 

I-NERGY main stakeholders cover the entire energy value chain, including Transmission System Operators 

(TSOs), Distribution System Operators (DSOs), Energy Services Companies (ESCOs), Policy makers  

(e.g., EC Directorates and Units), Facility Managers, Investors, governments, Citizens and Designers. 

To address the aforementioned challenges, I-NERGY will develop an innovative technical solution. Figure 

1 illustrates an initial version of the I-NERGY conceptual architecture. I-NERGY technical solution consists 

of several service layers, ranging from data management services (ingestion, storage, harmonisation etc.) to 

AI-enabled energy analytics applications and services. Specifically, it consists of the Data Services’, the AI 

Trained Models’, the Energy Analytics’ Applications, and the I-NERGY – AI4EU Interconnection Layers. 

The Data Services Layer will allow the ingestion, pre-processing and querying of heterogeneous data. Its 

most important components are the services for interoperability, data ingestion, data cleansing curation and 

preparation, as well as a common data model which secures that all data, being stored to I-NERGY platform 

adhere to predefined standards. With this approach the data can be used also by other stakeholders and services 

that use the same standards with little to no modifications.  

 

 

Figure 1. I-NERGY conceptual architecture 

The AI Trained Models Layer will provide several functionalities that facilitate the development, creation 

and testing of new AI models. Moreover, it will be responsible for storing I-NERGY AI models. Some services 

to be provided in this layer are the ML models development toolbox, a trained models library and an AI model 

training and evaluation environment. The former will provide a library of state-of-the-art methods for AI model 

development, including several ML and DL technologies (e.g. scikit-learn, TensorFlow, Apache Spark MLib 

etc.), as well as transfer learning capabilities, whereas the latter will provide resources for efficient model 

training, and model evaluation utilities that monitor the accuracy of developed models over time and provide 

recommendations for improvements. The trained models library will be the marketplace of all I-NERGY 

trained models, to facilitate reusability and knowledge exchange among different stakeholders. 
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The Energy Analytics Applications layer is the closest layer to end users, providing them with energy 

analytics services (AI as a service) and applications that are stored in the AI trained models’ layer. Moreover, 

visual analytics tools will be provided, to facilitate exploratory analyses on specific datasets. The analytics 

services will be served through APIs to end user applications and business intelligence systems, to provide 

them with accurate predictions, and facilitate enhanced decision making on critical issues, such as power 

network reliability and DR. Contradictorily, energy analytics applications will be mostly focused on digital 

twin applications creating physical systems’ (e.g. networks, buildings and energy systems) digital 

representations, to perform simulations and tests for physical assets of I-NERGY pilots. Some energy analytics 

services and applications to be provided by this layer are electrical load forecasting, demand response, 

predictive maintenance for circuit breakers, anomaly detection in citizen patterns, digital twin for distributed 

energy resources (DER), prioritisation and risk assessment of energy efficiency investments, digital twin for 

electrical communities. 

As reinforcing the AI4EU On-Demand platform, through utilisation, distribution and enrichment of the 

existing AI resources in the energy domain is a key I-NERGY objective, the I-NERGY – AI4EU 

Interconnection Layer is responsible for the bilateral communication between I-NERGY and AI4EU 

platforms. Additionally, it is responsible to make AI4EU trained models, data and other assets available to  

I-NERGY services, as well as to publish I-NERGY assets (services, datasets, documentation etc.) to AI4EU 

Catalog and onboard I-NERGY models and services to AI4EU Experiments for sharing AI knowledge and 

resources with a wider range of interested parties.  

I-NERGY data, services and other assets will be available to users provided that they are authenticated and 

given authorisation to access the requested resources. Hence, I-NERGY platform has its own Security and 

Access Control Module, which is responsible for user authentication and authorisation. This module also 

provides mechanisms which ensure that security standards are holistically met during I-NERGY operation. 

The developed assets (datasets, services, applications) will be available to EPES stakeholders as well as 

other researchers through AI4EU platform and I-NERGY Marketplace, according to the policies that have been 

defined by their owners, in order to reinforce AI knowledge in the energy domain across Europe. 

4. PILOT USE CASES 

The I-NERGY analytics framework will be applied, demonstrated and validated in real-life pilots involving 9 

pilot hubs and 15 different use cases, distributed across three domains: (i) AI for energy networks, aiming at 

the optimised operation of electricity and district heating networks. Services relating to this domain will 

focus on grid asset management, predictive maintenance and enhanced reliability as well as electricity demand 

forecasting; (ii) AI for Renewable Energy Sources (RES) generation in buildings, districts, communities. 

These services will involve the forming and management of Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) functioning as 

flexibility providers, through the successful matchmaking of prosumers and green energy marketplaces;  

(iii) AI for enabling synergies and implications on other energy and non-energy domains such as heating, 

transport, water management, personal safety, finance and Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). Here, applications 

will focus on dynamic energy-efficient and end-user comfortable building-scale management, financial risk 

assessment and management of renewable investments, optimal energy management in buildings, and  

cross-sector energy-driven services including personal safety and care management services for the elderly. 

Pilot sites will be accompanied by two testbed facilities and simulation-enabling digital twins (Boschert  

& Rosen, 2016), spanning across 8 European countries (Greece, Latvia, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Croatia, 

Slovenia and Germany). The large geographical coverage of the demo sites aims to support the EU-wide 

replicability and market take-up of AI-driven solutions in different socio-economical contexts, to maximise the 

I-NERGY services impact across Europe. The planned use cases are briefly described below. 

AI for network assets’ predictive maintenance, integrating off-grid data with condition-based 

monitoring. This pilot aims at assessing the condition of grid assets and specifically circuit breakers inside the 

Portuguese transmission network. DL techniques will be deployed to determine the failure probabilities of each 

asset based on historical oscillography data of circuit breaker tripping incidents and to provide answers to the 

challenges of predictive maintenance and effective maintenance plans implementation. 

AI for network load forecasting towards efficient operational planning. This pilot’s goal is to provide 

forecasts of aggregated and disaggregated electrical load timeseries for the Portuguese transmission system. 
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Applying state-of-the-art ML and DL-based short-term load-forecasting techniques on historical data, a load 

forecasting framework of various timesteps and forecasting horizons will derive, leading via self-monitoring 

and iterative learning to operational planning optimisation, and grid operations’ reliability improvement. 

AI for District Heating and Cooling Network (DHCN) load forecasting and optimisation of the 

production mix. This pilot consists of two use cases. The first regards the provision of accurate demand 

forecasts for a large DHCN managed by a Spanish facility manager by matching production with demand 

through energy demand predictions. Available data range from cooling and heating demand and production to 

RES production and weather forecasts. State-of-the-art ML will be applied to provide estimations of day-ahead 

future values of the energy demanded by the DHCN, aiming at decreasing its energy consumption and GHG 

emissions. The second one will leverage the produced demand forecasts, to investigate demand response 

schemes for matching demand with production. Given the RES stochasticity, this optimisation task will lead 

to a “greener” production mix. 

AI for energy saving verification, increasing the trust on energy performance contracts (EPCs). This 

pilot will act as a decision support system for a Spanish ESCO by establishing a workflow to measure and 

verify energy and economic savings after energy efficiency related building renovations. Following, simulation 

and digital twins will be employed, leveraging the available historical data from smart meters and two natural 

gas boilers for heating and domestic hot water of a large building community, with the ultimate goal of 

improving the ESCO’s business model through energy efficient refurbishments and reliable EPCs. 

Cross-functional AI predictive analytics for integrated DSOs asset management and network 

operation. This use case’s goal is to support a condition and risk-based maintenance of power components, 

owned by an Italian DSO. Data-driven predictive analytics will be applied on datasets relating to operational 

data, acquired from distribution network assets such as transformers and lines, as well as historical data on 

replaced assets. The expected result is the anticipated failure prediction at the low voltage side of secondary 

substations, leading to efficient infrastructure management, equipment’s lifetime increase, and service 

interruption times’ reduction. 

AI-based consumption and flexibility prediction for local community optimal aggregation and 

flexibility trading. This pilot comprises two cases. The first aims to assist an Italian aggregator and DSO in 

forming and validating a decentralised VPP consisting of residential, commercial and industrial customers. 

Exploiting the availability of weather data and smart meter data, AI techniques will be used for load profiling, 

clustering and forecasting, seeking to form flexibility clusters amongst end-users. Based on such predictions, 

the aggregator will be accordingly selecting the appropriate flexible loads and consumers which better fit with 

the flexibility request, conveyed by the flexibility trading market. The second use case aims at coordinating 

with the local water network operator seeking to follow specific activation priority models for smart water 

pumps according to the electricity flexibility needs, hence realizing the synergy between electricity and water.  

AI-based IoT-enabled PV module-level portfolio optimal predictive maintenance and PV-enhanced 

industrial plant optimal operation. This use case focuses on predictive maintenance of multiple utility and 

industrial scale PV plants in Italy, managed by an O&M and designer company of RES generation plants. 

Exploiting the abundance of near-real-time grid measurements, weather data, SCADA data and maintenance 

records from PVs, I-NERGY will employ ML and DL models for the prediction and detection of 

malfunctioning at decentralised module level. Major expected outcomes include improvement in operational 

efficiency of PV assets through the combined effect of optimised maintenance and increased assets efficiency 

and increased self-consumption from local RES leading to electricity cost reduction. 

AI in EV charging infrastructure. This use case aims at optimizing the operation of EV charging stations 

owned by a Greek energy supplier. Given the data availability from publicly accessible charging stations 

relating to EV charging cost, duration and demand, ML-based predictive algorithms will enable load profile 

extraction and availability prediction of public charging stations based on timely distributions and average 

duration of charge transactions. Additionally, through AI-based variable pricing algorithms, the use case will 

allow for more efficient operation of charging stations and smooth load distribution amongst them. 

AI for peer-to-peer renewable energy trading in virtual energy community. This use case will 

contribute to the establishment of a VPP, consisting of multiple households, distributed within multiple 

geographical areas of Croatia and managed by a local RES cooperative. In terms of datasets, PV generation 

measurements within each household and historical demand and generation are available alongside weather 

measurements collected across the grid. In this context, AI techniques will be employed, to enable community 

participation in the ancillary services market, and peer-to-peer energy trading within it, hence leading to 

innovative prosumer business models and their promotion across the citizens. 
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AI for the Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) and personal safety/security at home. This use case focuses 

on the development of services for personal safety, security and AAL in an elderly care house, managed by a 

Slovenian energy supplier in the context of a peer-to-peer energy trading platform. Available data include 

residential smart meters, ambient sensors, operational data from site assets (PV, heating, heat storage) and 

meteorological variables. Electricity fingerprinting methods will be applied for modelling the behaviour of 

specific devices, individuals and activities. Based on unsupervised ML techniques caregivers will be supported 

via alerts in case of anomalies, as well as living conditions, habits, and behaviour changes’ monitoring. 

AI for de-risking energy efficiency investments. This use case focuses on reducing the uncertainty linked 

to energy efficiency investments managed by a Latvian municipal energy agency. Historical heating and hot 

water consumptions along with meteorological variables and internal real-time ambient measurements will be 

collected for a small number of buildings, prior and following their renovation. Accordingly, AI will enable 

the extraction of knowledge regarding energy savings based on a few buildings and then its generalisation to 

other buildings with similar constructional characteristics leveraging knowledge from external databases. 

Hence, EPCs and other energy investments will be more reliable, cost-effective and of better quality. 

AI for improved Energy Performance Certificates Reliability. This use case focuses on reinforcing the 

reliability of Energy Performance Certificates and is led by a Spanish municipal energy agency. Available data 

range from energy performance certificate and energy efficiency project databases to historical actual energy 

consumption data of buildings. AI algorithms will be tailored to detect patterns from real energy consumption 

data, distinguishing among the consumption derived from the energy fabric, energy systems and user 

behaviour. This will be contrasted to existing Energy Performance Certificates and raise alarms when  

AI-inferred energy values greatly differ from them. 

AI for predicting the climate change impact in RES and energy demand at regional level. This use 

case is also led by a Spanish energy agency. AI methods will be applied on publicly available data such as 

Copernicus C3S (Buchwitz et al., 2018), aiming at producing an accurate climate change impact model for the 

region of Asturias. The model will enable predictions of future changing conditions derived from climate 

change related to the energy demand and RES, hence enabling the effective planning and deployment of RES. 

5. I-NERGY OPEN CALLS 

I-NERGY will significantly contribute to spreading and adoption of the AI along energy sector through the 

launch and management of two Open Calls, facilitating the access of energy vertical SMEs to finance while 

further validating I-NERGY use cases, promoting the development of new AI-driven technology components 

and energy services, and ultimately enriching the AI4EU resources and tools catalogue. The above will be 

achieved through the provisioning of Financial Support to Third Parties (FSTP). FSTP amounts to 2 M€, to be 

distributed to up to 25 bottom-up projects within a time period of 17 months for each call. 

The selected projects will cover various application domains besides the energy sector (e.g. environment, 

society and economy), a wide range of experimentation areas, including AI applications in energy, Data 

governance and valorisation for energy services, Analytical applications in energy, Monitoring, energy usage 

optimisation, Predictive maintenance, and Demand forecast, and numerous challenges, enumerating network 

assets predictive maintenance, network loads and demand forecasting towards efficient operational planning, 

energy demand and supply prediction, energy storage management decisions, integrated TSOs / DSOs asset 

management, consumption and flexibility prediction, solar energy and photovoltaic applications, electric 

vehicles, trading in energy communities, energy efficiency investments and decision support systems, energy 

performance, energy savings and contracts, climate change and business environmental impact transformation, 

reinforcement learning in energy systems. 

6. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 

This paper presented I-NERGY, a project that aims to deliver an energy-specific open modular framework for 

supporting AI on demand in the energy sector and reinforce the AI4EU platform with new energy related assets 

(AI models, datasets and more), through state-of-the-art AI, IoT, semantics and data analytics technologies. 

The project motivation and the challenges to be addressed were presented in detail, alongside the project 
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objectives and its relation to the AI4EU platform. A literature review on related approaches and projects on 

energy analytics services was also performed, to showcase the I-NERGY added value. The paper further 

presented the proposed technical architecture alongside the main services to be developed as well as the  

I-NERGY pilot use cases. The Open Calls, another important project aspect, were also described as they are 

expected to enrich the project know-how. As the project is in its first steps, there are no concrete results yet. 

However, several energy analytics services will be launched in the following months. The latter will be 

thoroughly evaluated, so as to refine technical developments and improve I-NERGY functionalities. Lastly, 

several assets will be published to AI4EU, enabling interested stakeholders to gain significant know-how and 

experiment with real data and state-of-the-art AI models. 
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ABSTRACT 

The article presents an analysis of two games considered serious games in the context of virtual reality platforms: Bus 

Simulator Drive and EarthQuake Simulator VR. The objective is to analyze how the interaction process occurs in these 

types of games, which elements make up the interfaces in serious games, how they are used, how they integrate into the 

context, which aspects are relevant to virtual reality, among other aspects. Both games interfaces were analyzed according 

to the criteria: Virtual world, Interactivity, Graphical interface, Metaphors, and Feedback. The analysis possible to establish 

a systematic decomposition of the serious game itself, discussing the elements that make up the interfaces, how they are 

used, how they integrate into the context, which aspects are relevant to virtual reality, among other contributions. 

KEYWORDS 

Serious Games, Interface, Virtual Reality 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The games industry has transformed since its emergence, acting as an entertainment activity for certain groups 

of individuals and presenting as a culture in society, including exploring different areas such as education, 

business, and medicine (Santanella, 2013). In the maturing process of games, this characteristic provided the 

development of the so-called “serious games”, which are games that act to simulate ways of experiencing the 

real world, assisting in the acquisition of experience in activities and decision-making practices, in handling 

equipment, between others. Thus, it provides benefits for theoretical teaching and practical application of 

processes, aiding in knowledge and data production, allowing for professional improvement, and teaching in a 

controlled environment (Kapp, Blair & Mesch, 2014; Crookall, 2010; Michael & Chen, 2006). 

LaValle (2017) argues that virtual reality is about the process to induce a specific behavior using artificial 

sensory stimulation, while the person has little or no notion of interference. Being inside the games means 

creating a mental immersion, putting the player inside a simulation, that is, a virtual world (Sherman & Craig, 

2003). Due to technological advances and the ease with which information is propagated, the design process 

becomes more complex (Quintão & Triska, 2013).  

Understanding this process, the purpose of serious games, the concepts of interfaces in the design area, and 

their application in the game universe are necessary to understand the complexity of building these games in 

virtual reality to work as knowledge for future research. Therefore, this article presents an analysis of two 

games considered serious games in the context of virtual reality platforms: Bus Simulator Drive and 

EarthQuake Simulator VR. The objective is to analyze how the interaction process occurs, which elements 

make up the interfaces in serious games, how they are used, how they integrate into the context, which aspects 

are relevant to virtual reality, among other aspects. Initially, there is a cut for the interface concepts used in the 

design environment and how they are applied in the games area. Afterward, the analysis criteria of how the 

interfaces are being worked in serious games and, consequently, in virtual reality are considered. 
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2. SERIOUS GAMES CHARACTERISTICS 

The term serious games have its origin in the book by Clark Abt (1970). Although there are debates about the 

meaning, one of the considerations made is that they include games with the purpose of learning and training 

(Crookall, 2010). For Sherman & Craig (2003), serious games are games that use the medium to deliver a 

message, teach a lesson, or provide an experience. Zyda (2005) says that serious games aim to simulate 

practical situations of activities and can be used for training professionals and with an educational purpose, 

providing moments that encourage the precision of tasks and decision-making. In general, serious games have 

their goals aimed at learning certain situations, seeking to achieve specific results for tasks in the real world 

(Aldrich, 2009). 

The design and creation process for serious games is not different from traditional games, however, while 

the later focuses on entertainment, the former focus on bringing these concepts and applying them in 

specialized content. Thus, they aim to train the user in an activity, through the simulation of a non-lethal 

environment, allowing the creation of a learning routine to improve the person's skills (Crokall, 2010). Among 

serious games applications, there is consolidated development in the medical area, the automotive industry, the 

agricultural sector, equipment handling, among others (Machado et al., 2011; Michael & Chen, 2006), 

including cases such as the process of a vaccination (Ogilvy Brasil, 2017) or the simulation of an earthquake 

(Lovreglio et al., 2018). 

The development of games, in general, includes fundamental areas such as programming, art, audio, and 

production (Chandler, 2012), based on what is intended to be obtained for the game experience, that is, the 

entire process of player interactivity with the game and its details (Rouse, 2005). The sharp difference between 

games and serious games that affects the approach to the design process is precision (Michael & Chen, 2006). 

As serious games depend on creating a virtual environment that simulates a real-life activity, whatever the goal, 

the aesthetic part of the game is not prioritized, but how close the simulated activity and environment are to 

reality. In this sense, the interface is the point of contact between the user and the system, establishing an 

interaction process (Preece, Rogers & Sharp, 2013). Likewise, in games, the interface has the function of being 

the access point between the player and the virtual world established by the game (Sherman & Craig, 2003). 

But now, the interface will have the objective of making the player feel in control of the experience (Schell, 

2008), in a way that does not exclude the concepts proposed by Santa Rosa & Moraes (2008) and Johnson 

(2001) in Human-Computer Interaction, that address how systems affect people, concerning the stimuli, 

information, responses, and actions that guide this process. 

2.1 Interface in Serious Games 

According to LaViola, et al. (2017) concept of the user interaction process (Figure 1), the User element 

represents the player who will interact with the system. The System is that will receive the information coming 

from the player, process it, and respond accordingly. Input Device represents any device for the player to send 

information to the system. Output Device is understood as the device that will receive this information coming 

from the system and will change it into content that the user can perceive whether visually, or any other type 

of perception.  

 

 

Figure 1. System transfer function cyclical process 
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While LaViola, et al. (2017) bring a more general approach to interfaces, Schell (2008) brings concepts to 

the scope of game design. According to Figure 2, it is noted that the concepts proposed by Schell (2008) about 

the interface in games are like those proposed by LaViola et al. (2017). 

 

 

Figure 2. Schell’s (2008) proposed concept to game interfaces 

The term ‘User’ is the equivalent of the ‘Player’. To simplify, Input and Output will be kept, but System, 

in this case, is divided into two new categories: Virtual Interface and World. Schell (2008) considers Virtual 

Interface, a “conceptual layer” between the World and the Player. This layer is composed of all the elements 

that are not necessarily part of the virtual world in which the player is interacting, but that support the player, 

containing the player Input and Output commands for the player. Inside what he calls this subtle layer are the 

elements that support the Player to interact with the game, such as the camera that is used to see the world, 

menus, buttons, icons, and more. The term ‘World’ will be simplified in the system proposed by LaViola,  

et al. (2017), as it contains only the elements that are parts of the virtual world, such as objects, game physics, 

scenarios, characters, and any other element that will make up the game universe. In Schell's (2008) scheme, 

despite the separation of each part of a game's interface, they work together, each step fulfilling a different role 

in the Player-World interaction. 

This way the interface acts as an interaction tool between the systems, in this case, player, game, and the 

elements between them (Freitas, 2005), influencing how the player will fulfill the objective of serious games, 

as if the project if done poorly, noise is created between the player and the virtual world. In this sense, Moore's 

(2011) ideas about Graphical User Interface (GUI) are added, which focuses on the graphical part of the user 

interface, being all the imagery types that the player sees on the screen during the game. 

Moore (2011) determines two categories of information: firstly in-game screens, which are used during the 

game, and secondly shell screens, which are used outside the game. Thus, an in-game screen is any screen that 

performs a function within the game, usually intending to inform the player about some functionality or event. 

For example, screens like the player's inventory, their combat screen, window, or menu with relevant types of 

information. This information can be static, meaning that the player does not directly interact with the 

information; or dynamic, meaning that it can interact with this interface. 

 

 

Figure 3. Field of perception adopted by Swink (2009) 

In this context, it is relevant to understand how the player's perceptual field works in moments of interaction 

with the interface. Swink (2009) addresses the concept of “feeling” games, seeking to understand how the 

perception of human beings when interacting with virtual worlds works. This perception exists in different 
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forms: visual, tactile, auditory, proprioceptive. Another point to be considered is that games allow the player 

to feel as if the virtual world were an extension of their body. Furthermore, these feelings are an ongoing 

process of skill-building and practice. 

In figure 3, there is the field of perception that Swink (2009) adopted to explain how the player's perception 

process interacts with the virtual world. Note that the field has elements like the interface concepts proposed 

above. The player is divided into categories of brain processes. Input continues to play the same role. Output 

is included in the concept of feedback. Virtual Interface and World are contained in categories such as response, 

context, polish, metaphor, and rules. The ‘Response’ is how the system processes and modulates according to 

the player's input. Context is the space being simulated. Polish is the artificial effect that enhances the quality 

of the game. Metaphors are the representations that the game uses to generate an expected reaction from the 

player, with preconceptions that the player already has. Rules are arbitrary relationships between game 

variables that change the player's perception of game elements. 

2.2 Criteria for Serious Games Analysis 

To establish an analysis of interfaces in serious games, the criteria considered relevant for the proposal must 

be defined, to operationalize the comparison process. To conduct an analysis of interface elements in serious 

games, we sought to consider the main categories present in the literature by LaViola, et al. (2017), Schell 

(2008), Swink (2009), Moore (2011), Sherman & Craig (2003). 

From this, the categories were separated into areas relevant to the Virtual Interface and World (Schell, 

2008). The first will be deconstructed into two categories: Virtual World and Interactivity, while the second 

into three categories: Graphical Interface, Metaphors, and Feedback. 

a) Virtual World: Sherman & Craig (2003) consider the virtual world to be any virtual space manifested 

through a medium and a description of the collection of objects in that space and its rules and governing 

relationships. In the gaming environment, the “context” of the game is the simulated space, that is, the 

physical space of the game's reality that includes the game rules (Swink, 2009). 

b) Interactivity: In virtual reality, interactivity is any type of communication that takes place between the 

user and the virtual world mediated by input and output devices (Laviola et al., 2017). It is also 

considered how the player is placed in the scene, which avatar is used, that is, which character or object 

the player is incorporating and which tools he uses to interact with the virtual world (Sherman & Craig, 

2003). 

c) Graphical interface: It is divided into categories of the in-game screen and shell screen elements 

(Moore, 2011). The items on the player's screen environment that make up the interface are part of the 

information that guides the player, through images, texts, icons, and other options. In addition, some 

menus appear during or after the game, used to show information relevant to the player, such as their 

equipment list or score. 

d) Metaphors: They relate to the player's perception of elements and interactions with objects within the 

game, in which experiences, ideas, and generalizations have a greater effect, as they are elements that 

come from the player's life experience (Swink, 2009). The function of metaphors in games is related 

to elements that are used in the interface to help the player's interaction in this world, these metaphors 

can be both visual and sound. 

e) Feedback: It is the game's way of signaling information to the player on the interface if what he is 

doing is working or not (Moore, 2011; Swink, 2009). Feedback forms can be done in multiple ways, 

such as visual or audible. This element is fundamental in the context of Serious Games because it is 

how the game demonstrates the player's evolution in what is proposed as a goal. 

3. METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES 

This research aims to analyze how the interaction process occurs in serious games in virtual reality, seeking to 

operationalize the elements that make up the interfaces, understanding how they are used and how they 

integrate into the context. This research was carried out through an analytical study of serious games interfaces 

in virtual reality based on the criteria presented: Virtual World, Interactivity, Graphical Interface, Metaphors, 

and Feedback. 
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A survey was carried out on the Steam commercial game sales platform so that the selected games were 

commercially accessible to the public. It is important to consider that the goal of the game was within the 

concepts established by games that are considered serious games, simulating some type of real-world activity 

for training users in tasks that encourage decision-making in critical situations. In addition, we sought a serious 

game that also used the Virtual Reality system. Thus, the following games were selected: Bus Driver Simulator 

2018 and Earthquake Simulator. 

 

  

Figure 4. Bus Driver game 

Bus Driver (Figure 4) is a game produced by the company KishMish Games, which aims to teach the user 

how to drive a bus. Thus, it is possible to interact with the bus from a touchscreen display, stopping at points 

for boarding and disembarking, in addition to finding different traffic depending on the time of day (Kishmish 

Games, 2018). EarthQuake (Figure 5) is a serious game launched in 2017 by the Lindero Edutainment company 

and applied to fire and earthquake survival training, teaching how to use the emergency kit and other actions 

to be taken (Lindero Edutainment, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 5. EarthQuake game 

4. ANALYSIS 

After selection, both games interfaces were analyzed according to the criteria: Virtual world, Interactivity, 

Graphical interface, Metaphors, and Feedback. 

4.1 Analysis – Bus Simulator Drive 

a) Virtual world: The objective of the game is to include the player as a public transport bus driver. The player 

must follow the work route, stop at bus stops for passengers to board and disembark, as well as comply with 

traffic rules. As an example of world simulation, there is at the beginning of the game a simple trip from the 

train station to Lenin Square, at lunchtime on a working day and it is explained that that is why the bus is not 

crowded. Thus, it is observed that the game context has as basic rules: location context, time of day, number 

of passengers. It is also noted that although the game simulates elements of a real city such as buildings, signs, 
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and traffic, the virtual world created is not a faithful representation of somewhere, in reality, it is just a fictional 

world called Virtual City. The elements that make up this world, such as scenery, buses, and people, are 

represented simply, with aesthetic fidelity only in form, but not in visual quality. 

b) Interactivity: As the objective of the game is to create a simulation of how it is to drive a public transport 

bus, the player's avatar is the bus driver himself. Despite this, the game does not allow for character 

customization. Thus, the interaction takes place only with the elements present inside the bus, such as the 

steering wheel, buttons for opening and closing the door, and other elements that belong to the work of driving. 

As the game is played in first-person mode, with the player representing the driver, the camera replicates the 

player's neck movements with the virtual reality goggle. Thus, if the player looks to his right side in the 

direction where passengers board the bus, the game's camera simulates this movement as if it were the driver 

looking. It is also possible to consider the player's bus as an extension of the avatar, as the game does not 

separate the two during gameplay and interactions extend to elements found in traffic, such as other cars, signs, 

and the work route itself. 

c) Graphical interface: At the beginning of the game, in virtual reality mode, there is the Menu with the 

basic options of Start, Options, and Exit the game (this screen is a shell-screen). When starting a game, there 

is a new interface, in which there is a list of scenario options for the player to select and where the context of 

the basic rules of the scenario is informed. During gameplay, the interface space is partially covered by the 

interior of the bus, including the steering wheel, bus buttons, and rearview mirror, with the rest of the space 

showing the simulated virtual environment around the bus. The dashboard for the driver to view data such as 

speed is considered an in-game screen. The bus has a screen on the right-hand side of the steering wheel with 

information about the route you should take, money earned from tickets, possible fines if you do something 

wrong. This monitor is inserted in the busy environment, working as if the driver had a tablet at his disposal 

while working. With this information, it is complex to classify it as a shell-screen or in-game screen, as this 

tablet plays the role of both, containing realistic information about a bus trip, such as passenger payment and 

the route you must take (in-game screen), but it is also used to inform the player of mistakes made  

(shell-screen). At the end of the journey, a new shell-screen menu appears to end the journey and take the 

player to the entry menu. 

d) Metaphors: Several metaphors of the game Bus Driver are present in the context of the virtual world 

itself, such as traffic lights with red, yellow, and green, traffic signs with speed limits, bus stops, and pedestrian 

crossings. Others are inside the bus, such as the elements found on the driver's panel, such as speed markings 

and icons indicating functions such as opening a door, using a headlamp, among others. In addition to the visual 

part, the game tries to simulate the sounds of a traffic environment, such as horns and engine noise. All these 

elements are icons or symbols that players already live within everyday life. Two metaphors are not associative 

to the real world, such as the use of an imaginary line and arrows to indicate the path to be taken. However, 

this type of signaling is commonly used in GPS applications to guide the user on the route. In general, the game 

also uses green and red colors for positive and negative results. 

e) Feedback: The first form of feedback found in the game is on the tablet, which contains information 

about whether the passenger boarded the bus and how much money he paid. During the course, lines and arrows 

are used to indicate if the path chosen by the player is correct. The game also uses a menu at the end of the 

route to inform the player's score, the amount earned in money with the tickets, in addition to approving or 

disapproving the activity performed. 

4.2 Analysis – EarthQuake Simulator VR 

a) Virtual World: The game teaches the user to survive disaster experiences such as fire and earthquake. These 

events are simulated with the player inside a house. In this scenario, the game explores areas of the house such 

as bedrooms, bathrooms, and kitchens. The context of the game is to simulate a dangerous event, such as a 

house fire, teaching the player how to react. For this, the player must fulfill a series of activities and instructions. 

The game has shortcomings in the aesthetic part, such as the unrealistic effect of fire and earthquake. However, 

it is noteworthy that the objective itself is to try to accurately simulate the necessary activities and movements 

that the player must do to survive such an extreme situation. 

b) Interactivity: The EarthQuake game is performed in the first person, with the player in the avatar role. 

Therefore, the player's head movement works like the camera. During the game, objects scattered around the 

house such as fire extinguishers, books, and medicine chest are the interactive elements that the player has to 
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use to survive. This interaction is done through the player's own hands. The game projects the player's 

movements from real life to the virtual world. Although the game simulates the movement of the head and 

hands, the locomotion movements are made through the so-called point-and-click, in which the player must 

use the controller to go by clicking where he wants to reach. 

c) Graphical Interface: The game starts with a shell-screen with basic instructions on how to play. After 

that, the game uses television as an interface to contextualize the player with what is happening inside this 

virtual world and give tips for the player's survival. This is followed by a checklist inside the kitchen, which 

works as an in-game screen interface, containing information on how to prepare for an earthquake. Screen 

space is not blocked by any element, with the player's view unobstructed, and only elements of the scene itself 

are used to convey information to the player. When the game needs to demonstrate something that is not 

naturally part of the scenario, a graphical interface with the information appears. In addition, a narrator is 

informing the activities to be done. With that, the game uses a lot of audio instead of visual. 

d) Metaphors: The EarthQuake game simulates a circle interface to indicate where you want to go. Within 

the checklist that the player must complete, each completed step is marked with a green correct sign. When the 

player needs to be in a specific position in the scenario, the game demarcates this area in green lines indicating 

that it is a safe place. In addition, there is an indication of green arrows along the path that the player must take 

to accomplish the objective. All these elements are pertinent to everyday elements of a player's life. 

e) Feedback: When the player must assemble a survival kit with the necessary items, the game provides an 

interface on top of the backpack that works as a counter indicating the total number of items needed and how 

many have already been collected. In the checklist present in the scenario, every time the player puts an object 

inside the backpack, there is a green line and a correct sign marked above the item in the response. When the 

player fails to collect an item, the narrator warns that something is missing. Another element of feedback is a 

dog's bark, which is used to signal that the earthquake is about to start, and which gets louder when the 

earthquake is closer to happening. Lastly, if the player followed the instructions and survived the earthquake, 

you get a message that the activities were completed. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This article aimed to analyze the interaction process in serious virtual reality games. Therefore, it was necessary 

to establish criteria for analyzing computer systems and games in general that could be adapted to the analysis 

of serious games. The categories present in the literature by LaViola, et al. (2017), Schell (2008), Swink (2009), 

Moore (2011), Sherman & Craig (2003), defining as common criteria: Virtual World, Interactivity, Graphical 

Interface, Metaphors, and Feedback. 

In this sense, an analysis of the serious games Bus Simulator Drive and EarthQuake Simulator VR was 

performed. Among the elements analyzed, it is considered that "interactivity" was noted to have the most 

influence on virtual reality, as this method brings devices that go beyond the common control, increasing not 

only the possibilities of interaction but also of replicating movements of the human being in the game. The 

other elements had highlights with less impact on the functioning of the interface. “Virtual world” benefited 

from the player's immersion in the universe. The “graphical interface” had its adaptation more from a technical 

point of view, because of virtual reality, its elements had to be modified for the output type that the virtual 

reality devices have. The same goes for the elements of “Metaphors” and “Feedback”. 

It is noteworthy that the analysis of serious games was not intended to determine whether a game is better 

than another or what problems the game presents. With this, the adoption of the criteria made it possible to 

establish a systematic decomposition of the serious game itself, discussing the elements that make up the 

interfaces, how they are used, how they integrate into the context, which aspects are relevant to virtual reality, 

among other contributions. To expand this research, it is proposed to analyze the user experience with games, 

addressing details of the player's interaction with the controls, how the player is being affected by changes, and 

how these actions are being reflected within the virtual world. 
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ABSTRACT 

Approximately 30% of older adults fall at least once a year and 50% of that number will fall twice. Likewise, the number 
of falls that an older adult may suffer rises with increasing age. Falls have a high morbidity and mortality rate and are 
considered a major public health problem. It is estimated that 7% of hospital visits by older adults are the result of a fall 
and 40% of these require hospitalization. This article presents some of the main detection methods and algorithms used for 
fall detection and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. Each of these methods and algorithms directly or indirectly 
requires varying processing, connectivity, storage, and portability capabilities and provides varying degrees of accuracy. 
Based on this analysis, an experimental development for fall arrest in older adults will be proposed that aims to achieve 
95% accuracy using a minimally invasive wearable sensor.   

KEYWORDS 

Fall Detection, Methods and Algorithms, Wearable Sensors, Older Adults 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines a fall as an unintentional event affecting a person that causes 
him or her to lose balance and impact the ground or other arresting surface (Durán et al., 2017).  
"The accelerated aging of the population has led to the emergence of a new public health problem: falls in the 
elderly" (da Silva-Gama & Gómez-Conesa, 2008).  

It is estimated that during a year approximately 37.3 million falls occur in older adults, causing serious 
injuries in the people who suffered them (Silva-Fhon et al., 2019). Epidemiological studies have shown that 
one in three people over 65 years of age suffers a fall per year and half of these people suffer more than one 
fall (Varas-Fabra et al., 2006). Deaths of older adults aged 65 years and older as a result of falls account for 
three-quarters of fall deaths in the United States (Rubenstein & Josephson, 2002). The incidence and severity 
of injury from falls in older adults increases with age.  With increasing age, the balance and response ability of 
the elderly is also affected (Kannus et al., 2014). The consequences of falls can be physical and psychological. 
The most common physical consequences are inflammations caused by the trauma and fractures occur in 6% 
of all falls. While the most common psychological consequences are loss of self-confidence, fear or anxiety to 
suffer a fall again (Varas-Fabra et al., 2006). 

People aged 65 years and older are prone to suffer a greater number of falls. Due to their age, they may 
suffer from various chronic and/or degenerative diseases such as cardiovascular problems, nervous system 
disorders and osteoporosis, which can influence walking difficulties, loss of balance and movement 
(Rubenstein & Josephson, 2002), (Zorrilla & Dahily, 2011). Several studies have shown that people who take 
three or more medications are more likely to fall (Silva-Fhon et al., 2019), (Varas-Fabra et al., 2006). Some 
medications that increase the likelihood of a fall in the elderly are: psychotropic drugs, sedatives, hypnotics, 
antidepressants, benzodiazepines and neuroleptics (Rubenstein & Josephson, 2002), (Zorrilla & Dahily, 2011). 
A wide variety of extrinsic and intrinsic factors have been found to be associated with falls in this population 
group. The most common extrinsic factors are those related to the home environment and the intrinsic factors 
detected are: disabilities, exacerbated chronic diseases, previous falls, age-related body changes and multiple 
medication. The presence of two or more of these factors is associated with a higher probability of a fall 
occurring (De et al., 2002). Mexico is home to 15.4 million people aged 60 years or older, of whom 7.4 million 
live alone. Of these, 41.4% are economically active, while 69.4% suffer from some disability  
(Nacional & Unidas, 2020).   
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2. SYSTEMS, METHODS AND ALGORITHMS FOR FALL DETECTION  

A systematic search related to fall detection systems was carried out in five databases, in which a total of 200 

articles were obtained. Using various filters, 30 relevant articles using wearable sensors were obtained, of 

which 25 make use of threshold-based algorithms and 5 machine learning-based algorithms. 25 make use of 

threshold-based algorithms and 5 machine learning-based algorithms. Likewise, 10 articles were obtained 

based on environmental monitoring using infrared sensors, cameras or combined systems.  

In the bibliographic review, the works obtained were classified into three groups: Systems, Methods or 

Algorithms.  

-Systems are understood as the proposal of complete solutions related to fall detection. These solutions 

generally present complete prototypes that include all the necessary hardware and software to ensure the 

functionality of the solution. The proposed systems may be based on a single method or a combination of 

methods. Also, a given method can be implemented by an algorithm or by variants of a given algorithm. These 

systems may have associated with the fall detection various functionalities for example to notify the fall to a 

third person and describe in detail the devices and communication systems used. 

-Methods are understood as the proposed use of a certain technique to detect and characterize the fall 

phenomenon.  

-Algorithms refers to the programming required to computationally implement the detection method. 

Two main types of fall detection methods are identified. Each of these methods may have some variants. 

2.1 Fall Detection Methods based on Environmental Monitoring   

This category includes detection systems that use sensors which are installed around the user's environment 

and are responsible for monitoring the activities performed by people on a daily basis. The most commonly 

used technologies in this type of detectors are infrared sensors and those that use cameras for monitoring 

(Pérolle & Etxeberria Arritxabal, 2006). 

Advantages: 

- The person does not wear any type of fall detection device, and may not even be aware that he or she is 

being monitored (Belshaw et al., 2010). 

- The installed devices are continuously powered they do not rely on batteries (Yu et al., 2012). 

 

Disadvantages 

- Site furniture, people or other objects may affect the accuracy of fall detection (Mastorakis & Makris, 

2014). 

- Various technologies need to be installed to avoid blind spots within individual rooms 

- High cost of implementation 

2.2 Fall Detection Methods based on Wearable Devices   

This category includes detection systems that use sensors that can be worn by a person without affecting 

activities of daily living. These systems generally use sensors embedded in mobile equipment such as 

smartphones, smart bracelets, wearable devices, etc. (Pérolle & Etxeberria Arritxabal, 2006). In this study, only 

works using 2-axis and 3-axis integrated accelerometers as sensing device were considered. 

Advantages: 

- Monitoring can be performed in multiple spaces, open or enclosed. 

- Various types of sensors and constant monitoring in multiple spaces can be installed for monitoring. 

- A single sensing device can provide an adequate degree of accuracy (Wang et al., 2014). 

- Furniture, people or other objects are not an obstacle to its operation. 

- By pre-installing the sensors in the installation, a constant power supply can be ensured. 

 

Disadvantages: 

- Device autonomy depends on battery backup. 

- The user must remember to put on the wearable device correctly (Degen et al., 2003). 

- The user can damage the device voluntarily or involuntarily impeding its functionality. 
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3. MAIN METHODS AND ALGORITHMS BASED ON WEARABLE 

DEVICES 

3.1 Threshold-Based Fall Detection Methods 

These algorithms use limits (thresholds) to detect different phases of the fall, usually upper limits, which when 

reached or exceeded trigger actions to analyze and verify that a fall has occurred. 

Advantages: 

- Low consumption of computational resources. 

- Uses simple arithmetic calculations to perform drop detection (Tong et al., 2009). 

 

Disadvantages: 

- Difficult to determine the threshold that gives the best results. 

- Poor choice of thresholds can lead to erroneous drop detections  

- There is no standard for defining thresholds. 

- Most of the research done has been tested only in controlled environments (Vallejo et al., 2013). 

 

In the work "Development of an in-home fall monitoring platform for older adults", (Murray Toledo, 2020) 

they use a threshold-based fall detection algorithm. The implemented algorithm uses 3 different thresholds that 

are used to perform the detection of 3 phases of the fall: free fall, impact and rest. Figure 1 shows the flowchart 

of the algorithm operation (Murray Toledo, 2020). 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Flowchart of the work from figure in (Murray Toledo, 2020) 

-Threshold 1 is used to detect the free fall phase, during this phase an acceleration in the x-axis similar to 

the acceleration of gravity is expected, so a threshold value 0.6 g was defined where g=9.82 m/s^2. 
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-Threshold value 2 was defined at 1.5 g and is used to detect the impact phase where the sum of the three 

accelerometer vectors (x-axis + y-axis + z-axis) is performed. The result of the sum must exceed the value 

of threshold 2 to detect that there was a deceleration of the body upon impact. Then, it will be determined 

if the threshold value is reached or exceeded in a time of 2 seconds, otherwise the value will be returned to 

the previous phase. 

 

-Threshold 3 is the resting threshold, after the threshold is reached in the previous phase a time of 2 seconds 

is expected where the x-axis must remain with an acceleration within the range of threshold 3, the range is 

-0.5g to 0.5g, if in the established time it does not remain within the range the fall would not be detected, 

if it remains within the range the fall would be detected.  

 

In the work "A smartphone-based fall detection system", they use a fall detection algorithm that is based 

on the occurrence of a 3g peak considered as the threshold that initiates the analysis of the following fall 

detection stages. 

This remains in the sampling state in the first stage, until it detects a peak ≥3g and moves to the post-peak, 

at this point it waits for a lapse of 1000ms, in which there must not be any other peak and moves to the  

post-fall, otherwise it returns again to the post-peak. In the Post-fall it waits 1500ms, in which there is no 

activity and moves to the Activity-test, but if a new threshold peak is detected, it returns to the post-peak. In 

the Activity-test if it does not pass the test it returns to Sampling, but if it passes it is detected as a fall event 

(Valcourt et al., 2016). 

 

 

Figure 2. Threshold-based flowchart from figure in (Valcourt et al., 2016) 

3.2 Machine Learning-Based Algorithms 

3.2.1 Fall Detection Algorithms Based on Neural Networks 

Neural network algorithms mimic the behavior of human thought, which passes information between neurons 

to obtain a result. They are composed of neurons that are themselves within a layer and communicate through 

links called weights. The weights can increase or inhibit the activation of the neurons with which it 

communicates. 
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Advantages: 

- This type of algorithm can differentiate between activities of daily living and falls. 

- By taking into account the nature of various activities it avoids errors. 

 

Disadvantages: 

- An extra device such as a computer is needed to perform the training of the network 

- The application needs to be trained before use 

- Consumes more computational resources  

- Poor training of the neural network may influence the effectiveness of fall detection. 

 

These types of algorithms implement a neural network that uses the collected data for classification in two 

ways: normal activity or fall. It is a feed forward network that consists of 3 layers and each layer has 5 neurons. 

The input of values to the network is the accelerometer data, this is connected to the first layer with the matrix 

W1kj which are the weights of the input layer connections and layer one. Layers one and two are connected 

by matrix W2kj, which contains the weights of the layer one and two connections. The matrix W3kj is the one 

containing the weights of the layer two and three connections. Between layer three and the output layer is the 

W4kj matrix, which contains the weights of the connections between these layers. Figure 3 shows the structure 

of the neural network used in this work (Vallejo et al., 2013). 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Structure of the neural network used for three-layer; five-neuron fall detection (Vallejo et al., 2013) 

 

The stored data set was separated into two parts, the first subset of data includes data from 329 falls and 

392 activities that the user performs in his daily life and was used to train the network. The second subset of 

data contains the data of 216 falls and 250 activities of daily life, this subset was used to test the performance 

of the neural network after being trained. The results of the tests carried out from the work of (Moran Garabito, 

2017) are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Results of tests performed 

Training error rate 1.25% 

Percentage of test error 1.07% 

Percentage of undetected falls in training 1.52% 

Percentage of falls undetected in testing 1.86% 

3.2.2 Falling Detection Algorithms Based on Decision Trees 

These types of algorithms use the comparisons that are present in the generated decision trees. The decision 

trees are generated using the minimum and maximum points in the acceleration taking into account daily life 

activities and different types of falls. Once having the trees, the algorithm is generated, using comparisons of 

the changes in acceleration to determine whether it is some activity of daily life or some type of fall. 
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Advantages: 

- Simple implementation. 

- Low consumption of computational resources. 

- This type of algorithm can differentiate between activities of daily living and falls. 

 

Disadvantages: 

- Different experiments must be carried out to obtain the data that will be used to generate the decision 

trees. 

- Poor experimentation in the measurement of falls can influence the effectiveness of fall detection. 

- A large amount of data is needed to generate the decision tree and another to test the performance. 

 

In (Moran Garabito, 2017), an algorithm is implemented that was developed using two types of decision 

trees. For the construction of the trees, the information obtained by a triaxial accelerometer was used, both 

from falls and from activities performed in daily life such as: walking, lying down, bending, descending stairs, 

jumping, sitting and climbing stairs.  The decision trees use the maximum and minimum peaks and troughs 

that were detected in the acceleration when performing each of the activities and in the simulations of the falls. 

Figure 4 shows the decision tree generated for the minimum peaks of the accelerations  

The decision trees generated are used to develop the algorithm. The algorithm works with 100 samples and 

with them the minimum and maximum acquired are determined, a filter is used to eliminate oscillations caused 

by breathing or low frequency activities, then the data enters the algorithm where by means of comparisons 

generated by the decision trees it is detected if the data is a fall of one of the activities of daily life that were 

taken into account. 

The authors of the work indicate that the algorithm obtained 97% of true positives in the detection of falls 

and the remaining 3% as false positives (Moran Garabito, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 4. Decision tree of the minimum peaks obtained from the figure in (Moran Garabito, 2017) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Given the increase in the population of older adults worldwide, there is a growing need for solutions to 

problems presented by this segment of the population to help them lead a more autonomous life with greater 

well-being. Fall detection has become a very important issue due to the serious consequences of delaying timely 

assistance to the elderly. Current options for fall detection are very limited and difficult to access for most 

elderly people. 

In this work we propose a classification of the types of algorithms for fall detection. Based on the algorithms 

it is intended to perform a coding of each of them and test them under the same conditions to identify the 

algorithm that delivers better results and comparing the number of errors in the detection of falls and activities 

of daily living. 
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An investigation of various works related to fall detection was conducted in order to observe and learn 

about them, with the aim of identifying the most appropriate methods for the development of a low-cost and 

reliable solution for fall detection. See table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of fall detection methods 

Fall detection 

methods 

Accuracy Processing 

requirements 

Configuration 

requirements 

Thresholds 87.85% Low Low 

Neural networks 98.4% High High 

Decision trees 97% Low High 

 

We identified three main methods, with some variants. They were compared considering their accuracy, as 

well as their processing requirements (processing time, complexity of the algorithms), as well as their 

configuration requirements (time and difficulty of the training and configuration of the method prior to its use). 

In the case of accuracy, the results obtained from the literature review were averaged. It was observed that the 

algorithms based on thresholds use different stages, constants and mathematical calculations to determine 

whether a fall has been detected.  

We believe that the classification of these algorithms would facilitate the development of new fall detection 

systems and make it easier for the developers of these systems to choose the algorithm that suits their needs 

and the type of measurement device they will use. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a tele-expertise experiment in dermatology with the aim of early detection of skin cancers. This 

telemedicine system allows the general practitioner (GP) to send a request for an opinion to a distant dermatologist. Carried 

out in France (Hauts-De-France region) for 5 years, this experiment gathered real data exchanged between GPs and 

dermatologists, and accounting for a total of 1,812 tele-expertises. The results show that tele-expertise makes it possible to 

reduce the time taken to take charge of dermatology patients. It is also noted that the requests of GPs do not relate only to 

skin cancer, yet also to benign lesion. Based on a numerical model developed alongside with the experiment, the next 

challenge is to demonstrate the economic sustainability of tele-expertise in dermatology. 

KEYWORDS 

Tele-Dermatology, Skin Cancer, Expertise, Time Access, Real-World Data, Medico-Economic Sustainability 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Dermatology is a medical specialty that early recognized the usefulness of relying on new technologies to 

improve practice and, in some areas, to counterbalance declining medical demographics. Numerous studies 

have shown that tele-dermatology is a reliable and acceptable practice (Bashshur, 2015; Trettel, 2018). One of 

the first objective of tele-dermatology was to validate the images captured by communication tools and verify 

that image quality was sufficient and identical to that of physical examination (Coates, 2011; Chen, 2014). 

Telemedicine has proven to be a good communication tool between general practitioners (GP) and 

dermatologists (Van den Akker, 2001) as well as a vehicle for improving the skills of treating physicians (Pala, 

2020). 

Tele-dermatology has also shown strong utility in oncology for the detection of skin cancers via  

tele-expertise which allows the specialist remotely to make a diagnosis and organize treatment (Fabbrocini, 

2011; Finnane, 2017), and to identify melanomas based on remote pictures (Chuchu, 2018). In fact, the 

detection of a skin cancer can come from the patient who himself notices a suspicious skin lesion or from the 

GP during a consultation for another reason, or during hospitalization. In addition, tele-expertise helps limit 

patient’s travel burden from a medical practitioner to the next. 

Tele-expertise offers three models of practice for the management of skin tumors: 

- Advisory opinion and improving diagnosis accuracy; 

- Triage of patients with benign vs. malignant lesions. Patients with skin cancer are given priority treatment; 

- The appropriate medical direction and clinical follow-up, by validating the need to consult a specialist or 

not, or to be treated, biopsy or surgery. 
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In the case of skin cancer, the major issue it to establish diagnosis as early as possible, so as to prevent the 

further spread of malignant cells to other organs. But even if patients report changes in the pigmentation of 

their lesions, this may still lead to delayed care. Tele-expertise responds to a problem of medical demography. 

It facilitates access to expertise healthcare for various categories of the population, especially those located far 

from city centers where the medical demography is greater (Coutasses 2018). The shortage of medical doctors 

is indeed leading to creating long waiting time for first appointments. Tele-dermatology reduces waiting time 

and allows early assessment of the lesion and its treatment (Finnane, 2017).  

The objective of this paper is to present an experiment carried out in France (Hauts-de-France region) for 

5 years and to analyze the quantitative data obtained by the technological platform collecting and relaying  

tele-expertise in dermatology. The results in terms of time to treatment, addressed skin lesions, and patients’ 

medical trajectory will be analyzed. The issue of remuneration for the medical act of providing tele-expertise 

will also be discussed, as a key factor in assessing medico-economical sustainability of this initiative. 

2. METHODS 

This is a retrospective, observational study based on data from real practice (RWD, Real World Data), i.e. data 

generated during routine clinical practice (Makady, 2017). The data come from a French experiment carried 

out from November 2015 to December 2020 in the Hauts-de-France region.  

2.1 The French Experiment 

Declining medical demographics of dermatologists is a reality in the Hauts-de-France region, with a 9.5% 
decrease over the 2007-2016 period and a density of 3.6 dermatologists per 100,000 inhabitants, vs. 5.1% in 
France (CNOM, 2016). Based on this observation and in order to promote faster treatment of patients with a 
suspicious skin lesion identified by their GP during a consultation, an organization making it possible to make 
the best use of the medical resources available in the region, has been developed. 

This experiment began in November 2015 in the departments of Aisne, Oise and Somme, then extended in 
2018 to the Hauts-de-France territory and is still in the experimentation phase. Using a dermatology  
tele-expertise software (online application), GPs can seek advice and/or action from a dermatologist. 

Before being able to request an opinion on the dermatology tele-expertise application, GP must undergo 
training (first-hand, which has evolved into e-learning via a training platform, then into a webinar). The training 
aims at presenting the implementation of tele-expertise in dermatology, the use of the dedicated application, 
medical responsibility issues, and above all to deepen GPs clinical understanding of skin cancer screening, 
which actually was a strong request from these practitioners. 

When a skin cancer is suspected, the procedure involves a sequence of activities. First, when the GP 
receives a patient with a suspicious dermatological lesion (identified by the doctor or by the patient himself), 
he offers the patient a tele-expertise, to which the patient may or may not consent. 

Using a dermatology tele-expertise application available on a mobile phone, the GP completes a form 
containing patient information, takes photos and sends them to the dermatologist. The dermatologist has 7 days 
to respond, either by connecting to the platform available on a computer or to the application available on a 
mobile phone. 

As soon as the expert opinion is generated by the dermatologist, the GP receives a notification on his 
application and can contact his patient to inform him of the expertise and the follow-up to be given (monitoring, 
appointment, etc.).  

2.2 Available Data  

The data available originate from two tele-expertise software platforms (Inovelan from 2015 to 2018 and 
Maincare from 2018 to 2020) used in the project. A total of 1,812 tele-expertise initiated by their GP with a 
remote expert opinion were implemented. The available data relate to the demographic and clinical profile of 
the patient, the dates of request for an opinion and the dates of expert return, the motive for the request, the 
type of skin lesion or tumor, the diagnosis proposed by the expert, the conduct to be taken following the 
diagnosis (e.g.: no treatment; meeting with dermatologist; clinical follow-up or surveillance by GP etc.). Also 
available are data of on online chat function allowing GPs and dermatologists to exchange more qualitative 
information. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Details on the Use of Tele-Expertise 

1,812 tele-expertise requests were made between November 2015 and December 2020 by GP. Regarding 

gender of included patients, requests were made for 47% of men and 53% of women. The average age was 

55.5 years old, the youngest was a baby and the oldest 99 years old. Patients with a history of skin cancer 

represented 14,5%.  

There was a positive evolution in the number of tele-expertise from 2016 (n= 289) to 2020 (n=713). The 

number of doctors involved had evolved positively over the period. The number of GP increased from 36 in 

2016 to 126 in 2020 and the number of dermatologists from 16 in 2016 to 25 in 2020. GPs have shown 

themselves to be more and more interested in tele-expertise. The number of dermatologists is limited in the 

Hauts-de-France region and due to the retirement of some of them, the number is decreasing a little over the 

project’s time period.  

3.2 A Request for Tele-Expertise not Limited to the Most Serious Cases  

The objective of the tele-expertise was to enable a GP to contact a dermatologist for a suspected skin cancer. 

However, GPs requested a tele-expertise because they thought they were dealing with a skin cancer in only 

6,6% of cases, a benign tumor in 13,47% of cases and expressed doubts in 66,50%. In the end, the 

dermatologists' responses did diagnose a malignant tumor in 14.84% of cases, a benign tumor in 42.39% of 

cases and they shared uncertainty in diagnosis based only on the medical file and photos for 35.9% of cases. 

This is confirmed by the type of lesions detected by the dermatologist. The frequency of distribution of 

lesions with a malignant, benign or undefined character is presented in table 1. Only 28,44% of lesions are 

classified as skin cancers, while 5,9% are pre-cancerous lesions. 

Table 1. Frequency of distribution of lesions 

Cancerous lesions Pre-cancerous lesions Benign lesions Not 

determined 

Basal cell carcinoma (10,13%) 

Squamous cell carcinoma (3,97%) 

Bowen's disease (1,74%) 

Dubreuilh melanom (0,49%) 

Keratoacanthoma (0,8%) 

Unspecified skin cancer (11,31%) 

Actinic keratosis (5,9%) 

 

Naevus (21%) 

Seborrheic keratosis 

(18,95%) 

Angiome (1,49%) 

Histiocytofibrome (1,42%) 

Wart (0,93%) 

Cyst (0,93%) 

Unspecified 

(17,38%) 

Others 

(1,67%) 

  Fibroma (0,87%) 

Botriomycome (0,87%) 

Papillom (0,68%)  

Lentigo (0,31%) 

 

 

The question then arises as to whether the use of tele-expertise may have been diverted from its initial 

objective and allows the GP easier access to the dermatologist for less urgent cases. 

Tele-expertise improves medical regulation of patients depending on emergency level. In parallel with this 

analysis of system use in real-life, a qualitative study was carried out by social science researchers from EHESP 

School of Public Health. They demonstrated, based on a survey of GPs involved in the experiment, that  

“tele-expertise is a well-accepted technological innovation in dermatology among GP, which enables the best 
use of the scarce medical resources [in dermatology] available in the region and to address the needs of 
patients” (Marrauld, 2021). Moreover, the tele-expertise platform could reduce the time taken to access the 

dermatologist (Marrauld, 2021). This is one of the important consequences of tele-expertise development, 

which issue is addressed below. 
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3.3 Impact on patient care access time   

Different access times are identified: 

• The access times to the first dermatology consultation, that is, the waiting time for initial treatment; 

• The average response time and diagnosis by the specialist which depends on whether the lesion is 

malignant or benign, the median waiting time for patients with melanoma was 14 days and 13.5 days 

for squamous cell carcinoma in the British study by May (2008); 

• The time for implementing the action to be taken: biopsy, surgical intervention (excision). Excision 

make it possible to confirm the malignant character of a lesion. The tele-dermatology approach 

facilitates its access: the average time of biopsy of cancerous lesions was measured at 13.8 days for 

the traditional practice vs. 9.7 days for tele-dermatology (Kahn, 2013). 

In the case of our study, we calculated the time between the date of request for a dermatologist’s opinion 

by the GP, and the date of expertise transmitted by the dermatologist to the data exchange platform.  

The average time between the tele-expertise request and the expert's return is 5.094 days on average  

(SD = 14,54). The median is 0,797. To compare this figure with the traditional time taken to take care of a 

dermatology patient in the region, we interviewed 13 general practitioners. They estimate at 171 days  

(5,7 months) the time to obtain an appointment with the dermatologist, despite the support in a coordinated 

care course started by the GP. The differential is 166 days and it is statistically significant.  

Figure 1 shows the time between the result of the tele-expertise, and a new consultation with the 

dermatologist. 

 

 

Figure 1. Delays between the result of the tele-expertise and a new consultation with the dermatologist 

The dermatologist takes over the tele-expertise in less than a month when a skin cancer has been detected. 

Consultation times are longer for benign tumors because dermatologists will wait to follow the evolution of 

the lesion at 3 or 6 months in order to make the best medical decision. And when the diagnostic could not be 

clearly established by tele-expertise, the deadlines are also shortened. The use of a dermatoscope makes it 

possible to have a diagnosis with greater certainty, in particular for malignant lesions and then treat the patient 

as quickly as possible. 

We can still conclude that tele-expertise makes it possible to reduce the time taken to obtain an appointment 

with the specialist medical doctor. This has been confirmed in other studies, without yet having a consensus 

on the duration gained. Börve (2013) shows a decrease in the time taken to obtain an appointment from 80 

days to 2 days. He also noted a drop in the time taken for surgery (from 85 days to 36 days). In New Zealand, 

the average tele-dermatologist response time was 2.07 hours (McGoey, 2015). In the study by Coloma (2019) 

1,24% 0,30% 1,68%

75,16%

40,86%

68,91%

23,60%
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29,41%

0,00% 1,51% 0,00%
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in Chile, the average time to be diagnosed with tele-dermatology was 12.6 days. This time was reduced by 6.4 

days after the involvement of a new dermatologist in the team, which also shows that tele-dermatology certainly 

makes it possible to compensate for medical demographic problems, provided they are in sufficient number to 

provide a remote response. The differences in terms of number of days of patient care depends on the 

organization of the health system, medical demography and for tele-dermatology the size of the network of 

doctors involved, the number of requests, the ergonomics of the technological platform. 

3.4 Impact on the Patient’s Care Path 

Tele-expertise, as it is organized in Hauts-de-France, does not change the course of the patient’s care path, nor 

does it affect the role of the GP in the healthcare process or value chain. Only the access to the specialist is 

facilitated, in particular with access times being reduced. Following the tele-expertise, the dermatologists 

indicate whether a treatment is needed. The recommended course of action after the tele-expertise was as 

follows (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2. Actions to be taken recommended by the dermatologist following the tele-expertise 

In 55.95% of cases, tele-expertise revealed a need for follow-up by the dermatologist. The GP is able to 

resume monitoring the patient for 11.90% of cases. But, in 16% of cases, the lesions observed did not require 

treatment and allows another patient to be cared for. 

Even though there were only 25% of skin cancer detected, more than half of the cases required a visit to 

the dermatologist. Tele-expertise thus allows better care, even for mild cases. 

This type of representation in the form of a decision tree will allow us to identify the savings achievable 

thanks to tele-expertise. Indeed, one of the current challenges is to determine the best business model for  

tele-expertise. 

4. A CHALLENGE: THE REMUNERATION OF THE TELE-EXPERTISE 

ACT 

At the economic level, Snoswell's systematic literature review (2016) shows that tele-dermatology is  

cost-effective, and the savings are greater, the more distant from the dermatologist’s office patients are. This 

means less travel for patients (Ferrandiz, 2017), as well as an increase in their productivity because they lose 

fewer days of work. Patients also get treatments more quickly and some useless treatments are even avoided, 

such as for instance biopsies that are not required if the tumor is not benign.  

From the dermatologist’s point of view, tele-expertise helps save time because these medical specialists 

can treat each case more quickly (Whited, 2015; Ferrandiz, 2017), and because fewer cases are presented to 

them (due to the upstream triage of patients). In 2015, in their literature review, Gordon et al. confirm that 
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economic analyzes of the early detection of skin cancer are still necessary and must be carried out (Gordon, 

2015). 

However, tele-dermatology implies that the GP completes the electronic files on the platform used, for 

some this can represent a double entry and a waste of time or they do not do it and the data is lacking. Therefore, 

the most impacting sustainability issue here is the lack of remuneration for this act in a number of countries, 

as well as the absence of an associated business model, that makes it worthwhile for the dermatologist to join.  

Within the framework of the French experiment, avoided savings were observed in terms of kilometers 

avoided for patients, and less specialist consultations and examinations. These savings made, as well as the 

costs incurred (technology, coordination…), have yet to be measured. Two medico-economic research 

protocols are in progress. 

The medico-economic results will also make it possible to adjust the level of remuneration for  

tele-dermatology acts for applicants and those required. In France, tele-expertise acts have been reimbursed by 

common law since February 2019. It is the first country to reimburse the tele-expertise act at a national level 

and for any doctor, whatever his specialty (Ohannessian, 2020). The question arises as to whether the amount 

invoiced is sufficient (from 12 to 20 € for the required doctor – medical expert – and from 5 to 10 € for the 

requesting – the GP). Compensation was then reviewed during the summer of 2021 (20 euros for the required 

doctor and 10 euros for the requesting doctor). 

When this project was set up, a remuneration model was negotiated, namely 14 euros for a request for an 

opinion by a GP in addition to the classic consultation and 46 euros for the dermatologist during the diagnosis 

and / or the conduct to be taken issued. The remuneration was negotiated because the model based on article 

36 of the law n°2013-1203 on the financing of Social Security for 2014 provided for the dermatologist 27 euros 

while the remuneration of the general practitioner was not determined. Note that the compensation model 

proposed in the context of the experiment, with regard to amendment 6 to the medical agreement, is superior 

to conventional negotiations. 

The qualitative analysis carried out (Marrauld, 2021) showed that general practitioners were satisfied with 

the remuneration offered by the experiment, but this is not a priority. Their priority was really to be able to 

quickly access the dermatologist. On the other hand, for the dermatologist, carrying out an expertise takes time 

and they consider it necessary to be able to be remunerated at their fair value. They believe that the € 20 bill is 

insufficient, but that they are satisfied with the proposal made by the Hauts-De-France region. To maintain this 

level of remuneration, it is necessary to provide proof that the use of tele-expertise allows savings to the health 

system, which is why an economic evaluation will be carried out. 

5. CONCLUSION 

After 5 years of using tele-expertise in Hauts-De-France region, doctors and patients have shown an interest in 

treating suspicious skin lesions with the expert support from a remote dermatologist. Several advantages were 

highlighted: a feedback from dermatologists in reduced time, a slightly modified and more adapted treatment 

path, management of all types of lesions. Once these real word data have been submitted to an economic 

evaluation protocol, it could be justified to perpetuate this type of application of telemedicine, and to develop 

it further. 

The major take-ways about these 5 years analysis are then: 

- Tele-dermatology is a triage tool for the dermatologist, improving the chances of survival for patients 

and optimizing the consultation;  

- for the GP, this allows easier access to the dermatologist and to benefit from companionship with the 

dermatologist, this would allow the GP to improve their skills;  

- for the patient, this puts back into the care pathway people who have given up; 

- finally, it is a real decision-making tool to monetize the financing of telemedicine.  

The perspectives of this work are therefore to compare the real data on the use of tele-expertise with the 

real data on the consumption of care provided by patients, and to compare them to patients with traditional 

care. In addition, interviews with patients are planned to find out their perception of tele-expertise and their 

satisfaction with this new type of care. 
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ABSTRACT 

The emission of false news on social networks has been increasing continuously, this work analyzes the different automatic 

detection techniques used for false news, proposes an integration of different machine learning algorithms in addition to 

the development of a new data set of news tweets in Mexico. To do this, an extraction of tweets from the Mexican media 

and from sites known as transmitters of false news in Mexico was carried out. The dataset classification test showed that it 

was the passive-aggressive algorithm that obtained the best accuracy with 79.6%. 

KEYWORDS 

Fake News, Machine Learning, Social Media 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The increase in the use of socio-digital platforms has brought with it an increase in harmful practices to social 

communication, such as the spread of fake news, the use of automated user accounts or profiles known as bots, 

but there are also the trolls that are users who regularly broadcast provocative and inflammatory content against 

other users in order to seek self-assertion (Fenoll., 2015). 

In the spread of fake news, it is important to be able to analyze the users who are victims of fake news, and 

some users with certain personality characteristics are more likely to trust fake news (Shu et al., 2019). 

Given the magnitude of the spread and spread of fake news, the application of various strategies to try to 

lessen the impact of fake news has been studied, such as putting warning messages on content categorized as 

fake news, ratings of the sources influenced the beliefs of the users and established that this rating is a viable 

measure for fake news (Kim et al., 2017). 

But many of these messages have not been shown to have an impact on the detection of fake news by users 

of social networks (Ross et al., 2019)  

There are dimensions such as: Age, gender, education and culture, as factors in the acceptance of fake news, 

but it is age that has the greatest influence on the acceptance of fake news (Rampersad et al, 2020). 

Other users tend to share fake news due to behaviors such as fear of missing something, or fatigue in the 

use of social networks (Talwar et al., 2019). 

The explosive growth of fake news and its impact on different areas such as democracy, justice and public 

trust has seen an increase in the demand for systems to detect fake news using new datasets, patterns and 

various latest generation (Zhou et al., 2019). 

Perez-Rosas et al (2017) presented two data sets for the detection of fake news that cover seven different 

news domains, also described the extraction and validation process in great detail, identifying the linguistic 

differences between fake news and news real. 

Kim et al (2018) determined that there is a bias in the information and that most users of social networks 

cannot distinguish a fake news from a real news, in such a way that, of 83 participants in their research, only 

one 17% were able to detect a fake news, and only one person was able to detect a fake news more than 60% 

of the time. 
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One of the current issues where fake news is having an important impact is in COVID-19, they carried out 

an investigation, in which they developed a Dateset that includes fake news data from public fact-checking 

sites such as PolitiFacts, Snopes7 and Boomlive, (Patwa et al., 2020). 

Sharma et al (2021) implemented the detection of fake news, using machine learning algorithms, for which 

they used the “LIAR” dataset from the Politifact fact-checking site. For the preprocessing of the data, they 

started with data cleaning that consists of removing punctuations, eliminating empty words and the stemming 

function, which allows reducing a word to its root form, for example: Title, Title -> Title. They then 

implemented function generation to generate a number of characteristics, such as word count, frequency of 

large and single words, and n-grams. This in order for the algorithms to understand the text and perform the 

grouping and classification. Within this phase is the vectorization of the data, which is a process of encoding 

the text as whole numbers. Another vectorization method is the n-gram method quantifies all the combinations 

of adjacent words or letters of length "n" that can be found in the source text. For the detection of fake news, 

they used the algorithms of Naive-Bayes, Random Forest, Logistic Regression and finally the  

Passive-Aggressive Classifier. After testing the four algorithms, they determined in their research that the 

logistic regression algorithm was the one with the highest performance, reaching 75%. 

The vast majority of research on fake news has focused on Twitter, but the Naive-Bayes classifier has 

obtained good results for Facebook, achieving an accuracy of 74% Granik et al (2017).  

In addition, there are the artificial positioning strategies known as Astroturfing, which are campaigns that 

try to influence public opinion through the appearance of viralization of content in socio-digital networks, 

Astroturfing has two characteristics: The use of deception to hide the origins of the orchestrated campaigns 

and the lack of transparency of the sponsors of such campaigns (Leiser, 2016). 

Khan et al (2019) carried out a benchmark between different pre-trained advanced linguistic models of 

Machine Learning for the detection of fake news, such as: 

The BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), which is a model for learning 

contextual representations of unlabeled words. They focused on BERT-Base which has 12 layers with 12 

attention heads and 110 million parameters. 

RoBERTa (Optimized Focus). This model achieves better performance by using mini batches to train the 

model for a longer time through more data. 

DistilBERT. It is a smaller, faster and cheaper and lighter version of the original BERT, they have 40% 

less parameters than the BERT-Base. 

ELECTRA (Efficiently LEarning an Encoder that Classifs Token Replacements Accurately). This  

self-supervised learning model of language representation. This model takes an input text and randomly masks 

the text with an input token, ELECTRA is trained to distinguish real input tokens from fake input tokens. 

ELMO (Language model embeddings). It is a contextualized word representation of a deep bidirectional 

model that is trained on a large text corpus. It has 2 layers and 93.6 million parameters. 

Zervopoulos et al (2020) used various Machine Learning techniques, such as Naive Bayes, Suuport Vector 

Machine, C4.5 and Ramdon Forest, to be able to classify the linguistic characteristics of fake news, for this 

they took the tweets in English and Chinese from a Twitter database to classify fake news. 

Gao et al. (2016) evaluated the performance of the convolutional neural network (RNN) algorithm and for 

the detection of rumors they determined a performance of 0.827. 

Oshikawa et al (2018) implemented an investigation where they used various models of natural language 

processing (NLP) for the detection of fake news, others such as Cueva et al (2020) compared the natural 

language processing technique with various models of Artificial Intelligence , among them the Long Short 

Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) for this they built a Dataset that was based on a data set 

from the Kaggle platform, which offers various data repositories for different types of projects, including the 

detection of fake news. 

Liu et al (2020) (2020) presented research for the early detection of fake news, through a neural network 

model which they named “Fake News Early Detection” or FNED, which is composed of three components.  

A multiple response function extractor that takes into account the text of responses and the user's profile,  

a mechanism that highlights important answers, and a grouping mechanism to perform feature aggregation. 
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Ksieniewicz et al (2019) exposed the different types of digital analysis that can be applied to a news item 

to detect whether or not it is fake news, among them, the reputation of the author of the news, an image analysis, 

to determine the context and the detection of manipulation, the analysis of text using natural language 

processing techniques, psycholinguistic or non-linguistic analysis, and finally the analysis of the news 

metadata. In addition, they emphasized the impact of fake news during the current COVID-19 pandemic, such 

is the case of fake news that claimed that “5G” cell phone antennas were causing the coronavirus. 

Reis et al (2019), worked to determine new functions for the detection of fake news, also addressed the 

different analysis topics that can be performed on the text, such as: 

Language characteristics (syntax) and they analyzed the characteristics with methods such as the bag of 

words, n-grams, labeling, number of words and syllables per sentence. 

Monti et al (2019) developed a model for the detection of fake news focused on the study of its spread, 

taking into account data such as content, user profile and user activity. They determined that the structure and 

propagation of social networks are relevant characteristics that allow the adequate detection of fake news, and 

they also established that fake news can be detected efficiently in the first stages of propagation or diffusion. 

2. DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the proposed model to classify news as false or true, where the text of the tweet and the users 

who broadcast the content (news) are classified using machine learning algorithms. To find out if the content 

of a news item is false or real. To determine if a tweet is viral or not, social network analysis will be used, 

through which it will be determined by statistics of the number of likes by adding the number of retweets 

obtained for each tweet. 

 

 

Figure 1. Fake news detection model in social media in Mexico 

For this paper, only the first part will be addressed, which is the classification of the text of the tweet into 

fake news or real news. for which the construction of a dataset of news content broadcast on Twitter Mexico 

was carried out. 

For the development of a dataset of Mexican media tweets, various Mexican news media accounts that have 

a Twitter account were taken into account; the Twitter API was used to extract the tweets. 

To extract tweets, it is necessary to have the api keys provided by Twitter and establish the keywords or 

accounts from which the streaming will be carried out. Figure 2 shows the process for the development of the 

data set related to the news media in Mexico that have a Twitter account. 
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Figure 2. Dataset development process 

Once the tweets were obtained, they were classified manually, for which a team of volunteers was formed, 

who were shown the definition of the Cambridge dictionary that says that fake new are: “False stories that 

seem to be news, spread on the internet or using other means, generally created to influence political opinions 

or as a joke”. For the definition of news, the dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy was used, which says 

the news is: Information about something that is considered interesting to disseminate; disclosed fact or new 

information regarding a matter or a person.  

The total number of tweets extracted was 5,108 tweets, of which 1,126 tweets were manually classified in 

the two categories proposed for this work that are "fake news" or "real news" 

This data set will be used to form the training data set. Table 1 shows us the classification percentages of 

the training data set, it can be seen that the percentage of tweets classified as false news represents 52.8% and 

the percentage of tweets classified as real news represents 47.1%, thus obtaining a balanced dataset. 

Table 1.Types of tweets in the dataset (manual classification) 

Tweets type % 

Fake news 52.8 

Real news 47.1 

 

Table 2 shows the structure of the dataset and the text of some of the tweets that were classified for the 

development of the new dataset of news tweets in social media in Mexico. It can be seen that it is composed 

of two columns, the first refers to the body of the tweet or plain text, and the second column is the label with 

which the content of the tweet or text was categorized. 

Table 2. Sample of news tweets that were classified as false news (Fake) or real news (True) 

 Tweets text  Label  

 

Peña Nieto sabía que Juan Gabriel estaba vivo pero le pidió ocultarse ha... 

https://t.co/bHK2IW9YRk vía @YouTube FAKE  

 

Captaron a Juan Gabriel en la marcha del orgullo gay 2019! https://t.co/drEe70MqdF 

vía @YouTube FAKE  

 

Solo llegaron tres mil dosis. El gobierno y Morena no paran de hacer el ridículo. 

https://t.co/hzLr0eUNUR FAKE  

 

AMLO autoriza nuevo partido de Elba Esther  y le da $20 mil millones de ... 

https://t.co/zE9NOh6rso vía @YouTube FAKE  

 

El primer mandatario indicó que este “es el país con más #fraudes electorales en la 

historia... se tienen que termi… https://t.co/BAWcgXO5r7 TRUE  

 

El sóftbol dará inicio a los Juegos Olímpicos de Tokio el miércoles, con el 

enfrentamiento entre Japón y Australi… https://t.co/YS4ENYzYov TRUE  

 

Funcionarios de la @Registraduria de #Colombia reconocieron el trabajo que realiza 

el @iecm en materia electoral… https://t.co/uP014m6OOX TRUE  

 

Guerrero retrocedió de semáforo verde a amarillo ante repunte de casos de #Covid19, 

informó el Gobernador Héctor As… https://t.co/0PoQRlqsxk TRUE   
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There are various classification techniques such as: 

 

The Naive-Bayes algorithm (NB). This algorithm is a posterior probability classifier. This algorithm 

assumes that for a sample X, its attributes X_1, X_ (2,) …, X_ (n,) have a linear independence with respect to 

the value of the class, so that the conditional probability is presented as the product of the conditional 

probabilities of the attributes separately. This algorithm assumes that the occurrence or non-occurrence of any 

characteristic is not related to the occurrence or non-occurrence of any other characteristic (Frank et al., 2000). 

Logistic regression (LR). This algorithm works in a similar way to linear regression, but they have a 

binomial response variable, and it is also capable of modeling probability based on individual characteristics. 

But since the probability is a ratio, what is modeled in this algorithm is the logarithm of the probability 

(Sperandei, 2014). 

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP). It is a supervised learning algorithm that learns from a function training on 

a dataset where "m" are the input dimensions and "o" are the output dimensions. Unlike logistic regression 

between the input and output layer there can be one or more non-linear layers called hidden layers. Although 

this algorithm is very common, it is also necessary to take into account some of the problems, such as the 

choice of parameters and network configuration, if there is a small learning rate it can lead to a slow 

convergence, but if there is a slow learning rate high this can cause jumps in the solution (Popescu, 2009). 

Support Vector Machine (SVM). This algorithm can be described as a surface learning algorithm of two 

distinct classes of entry points. The SVM tries to draw a hyperplane to be able to classify vectors with a high 

degree of similarity (Evgeniou & Pontil, 2001). 

Passive-aggressive (PA). This algorithm is also known as passive-aggressive online; it has a large margin 

for online ranking, they are called passive because if the prediction is correct, it maintains the representation 

and does not make any exchange and aggressive because if the prediction is incorrect, it makes changes in the 

representation, that is to say, some exchange in the representation can correct the prediction; its main 

parameters are: C. It is to formalize and denotes the penalty that the model will make in a prediction error; 

max_iter. It is the maximum number of duplications that the model performs on the training data (Suganthi, 

2021). 

Table 3 shows the precision results of the algorithms proposed for the fake news detection model, being 

the passive aggressive algorithm (PA) the one that obtained the best result for the test dataset of news tweets 

in Mexico, with a 79.6%, followed by the Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm who obtained an accuracy of 78.2%, 

the algorithm that obtained the lowest score was the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with 71.6%. For this paper 

the user analysis and the analysis of the propagation of the tweets are left for a future delivery. However, it is 

proposed to perform the analysis of the user profile through the Botometer interface tool which uses a machine 

learning model, it also offers an API to integrate the analysis of several accounts through a simple open code 

and free access. 

Table 3. Accuracy of algorithms for the classification of tweets of the proposed model for the detection of fake news on 

social media in Mexico 

Algorithm Accuracy 

Naive-Bayes (NB) 78.2% 

Logistic regresion (LR) 75.6% 

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) 71.6% 

Support vector machine (SVM) 76.0% 

Passive-agressive (PA) 79.6% 
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3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The model presented proposes the integration of different algorithms of machine learning and integrating it 

with other analyzes such as the user profile and the level of spread or viralization of the news tweets. For this, 

a totally new data set was developed with tweets from the year 2021, made up of 1,126 tweets that were 

manually classified into real news (True) and false news (Fake). The test of the data set showed that it was the 

passive-aggressive algorithm that obtained the best classification result with 79.6% accuracy. Although the 

results are below 95%, it shows that the development of a new dataset of news tweets in Mexico is feasible. 

As future work, work will be done on the expansion of classified content, and the manual classification process 

will be reviewed to increase accuracy, the integration of the analysis of user profiles and the level of 

propagation or viralization; and thus, be able to implement the false news detection model in social networks 

in Mexico. 
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ABSTRACT 

VR (virtual reality) is rapidly gaining attention from academia and the business world. The cost for hardware is diminishing, 

and consumer HMDs (head-mounted displays) are becoming increasingly affordable, thereby driving the popularity of this 

technology. Because immersive experiences can foster positive emotions, VR has also gained the attention of marketing 

departments. However, the virtual world comes with a risk of systems akin to motion sickness, and in VR, this is known as 

“cybersickness”. In this study, cybersickness and its effects on customer-related constructs such as trust, customer value, 

cross- and up-selling, and NPS (net promoter Score) are experimentally tested. The IPD (interpupillary distance) is 

manipulated, and an SSQ (simulator sickness questionnaire) is used to test for sickness. Since cybersickness negatively 

affects customer value, NPS, and consumer trust in the vendor, we conclude that it is necessary to prevent this to ensure 

monetary and non-monetary customer values remain high. 

KEYWORDS 

VR,Cybersickness, IPD, Trust, Customer Value, NPS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

VR is becoming increasingly popular in production, product design of physical products (Farsi et al., 2020), 

and entire factories (Grieves, 2014) have digital twins. VR and AR (augmented reality) are fuelling the future 

of business (Wen, 2019), and even IoT and smart city concepts are considering extended reality (XR) (Andrade 

& Bastos, 2019) and investigating this emerging technology. When exploring virtual worlds, users immerse 

themselves in a digital space and respond emotionally to this experience. Therefore, it is no surprise that this 

has caught the attention of academia and business alike. Hard- and software, as well as knowledge and skills 

for implementing these experiences, come at a cost, and the latter in particular are rare. However, the price of 

HMDs is diminishing (Economist, 2020), and with the growing use of this technology, it is becoming 

increasingly accessible. Furthermore, drivers of the adoption of HMDs are composed of utilitarian as well as 

hedonic benefits, while health and privacy issues exist as barriers (Herz & Rauschnabel, 2019).  

A link between enjoyment in VR and purchase intention has also been found (Manis & Choi, 2019). Indeed, 

VR can positively influence spatial presence, which in turn affects enjoyment (Shafer et al., 2018), and 

enjoyment diminishes the tendency towards cybersickness (Israel et al., 2019). Despite these positive effects, 

VR does not come without its problems, and understandably, cybersickness negatively affects (Shafer et al., 

2018) the attractions of a virtual world.  

This study investigates customer-related constructs such as trust, customer value, cross- and up-selling, and 

NPS as these are relevant specifically to both marketing and commercial success in general.  

The paper is structured as follows: A literature review is initially conducted before the research questions 

and hypotheses are derived. We then describe the methodology and data collection before moving on to the 

analysis, discussion, concluding results, and implications.  
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2. LITERATURE 

Empirical evidence suggests that positive effects of VR and AR can be seen in education (Garzón et al., 2019; 

Radu, 2014; Reisoğlu et al., 2017), smart cities (Lv et al., 2016), health care and medicine (Barsom et al., 

2016), teamwork (Salvetti et al., 2018), premium and luxury retailing (Harren et al., 2019), and in  

VR-supported e-commerce (Papadopoulou, 2007). Nevertheless, the latest research on AR (Rese et al., 2017) 

and VR (Tussyadiah et al., 2018) suggests that hedonic and affective aspects should be taken into account, and 

trust will also be considered in this study. In a travel planning situation, immersion promotes positive 

behavioural intentions (Disztinger et al., 2017), so purchasing intentions and concepts related to products or 

services are included in this study.  

Trust is generally called for when websites are visited, and this plays a role when interacting with artefacts 

(Beatty et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2008; Kim & Peterson, 2017). Furthermore, trust can positively affect our 

online purchasing actions (Chang & Chen, 2008; Kim & Peterson, 2017; Tang et al., 2012) and also has a role 

in virtual environments. VR has the potential to build (Kugler et al., 2019; Salantri, 2018) and even rebuild 

trust (Shahrdar et al., 2019). Similarly, AR can also build trust (Bilgili et al., 2019), which in turn has a positive 

impact on consumer purchase intentions (Lu et al., 2016) and satisfaction (Das, 2016; Papadopoulou, 2007). 

This tends to affect business success in general and, specifically, customer value (e.g. purchase intention). 

The concept of customer value can be categorised into market and resource potentials  

(Tomczak & Rudolf-Sipötz, 2006). The former contains monetary aspects (e.g. purchases and cross- and  

up-selling), whereas the latter includes non-monetary elements (e.g. information- and referral potential such as 

word of mouth) (Tomczak & Rudolf-Sipötz, 2006). Hippner and Wilde differentiate between transaction and 

relation potentials of customers (Hippner et al., 2011; Hippner and Wilde, 2006), while the former are monetary 

and the latter aspects of a non-monetary nature (e.g. referral, information, and cooperation potential).  

Word-of-mouth (WOM) recommendation is an example of a non-monetary customer value. 

Empirical evidence suggests that cross-selling is enhanced by face-to-face interaction and not by mediated 

communication (Värlander & Yakhlef, 2008). Nevertheless, the effects of trust on cross-selling behaviour are 

pointed out by Värlander and Yakhlef (2008). Consequently, as VR has the potential to build (Kugler et al., 

2019; Salantri, 2018) and even rebuild trust (Shahrdar et al., 2019), it is unclear which effect holds in a  

cross-selling VR situation. Customer monetary value is also affected by trust (Kim & Peterson, 2017), and 

WOM or referrals can be positively influenced too (Ladeira et al., 2016). Similarly, emotions can affect the 

perception of service quality, be a significant predictor of satisfaction, and lead to WOM recommendations 

(White, 2010). Hence, if an immersive VR experience positively affects emotions, both satisfaction and WOM 

can be enhanced – and both are relevant for NPS.  

The NPS, developed by Reichheld (2003), is based on a single question asking whether you would 

recommend a product/service to a friend on a scale from 1–10. Responses between 1 and 6 are called detractors, 

and responses 9 and 10 are called promotors. Answers 7 and 8 are categorised as passive. The NPS is calculated 

by subtracting the number of detractors in percentages terms from the number of promoters. Industry has 

widely adopted this score for measuring customer satisfaction as it is easy to apply in a business context and 

allows for benchmarking and comparisons within and between sectors.  

The effect VR has on purchase intentions is device-dependant (Martínez-Navarro et al., 2019), and as 

mentioned above, cybersickness can also be an issue (Bruck & Watters, 2011; Davis et al., 2014; Israel et al., 

2019; Shafer et al., 2018). No one feeling nauseous is likely to be in the best condition to make an important 

purchase. Adjusting the IPD of your HMD when exploring virtual worlds is crucial to clear vision, and failing 

to do so can lead to cybersickness, as empirical evidence shows (Kim & Park, 2019). Interestingly a  

larger-than-ideal IPD seems to prompt cybersickness more often than a lower-than-ideal IPD (Kim & Park, 

2019). Since the evidence is unclear about how cybersickness affects customer value in VR-supported 

marketing and whether the wrong IPD can induce cybersickness, our research questions are as follows:  

How does cybersickness affect customer-related constructs in VR? (RQ1) and How does IPD affect 
cybersickness in VR marketing? (RQ2). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

Although this is a preliminary study, it tested for reactions using a questionnaire after exposing participants to 

a VR application. The test group has an IPD in their HMD that did not correspond to their actual IPD, which 

empirical evidence suggests might trigger cybersickness (Kim & Park, 2019). In our experiment, an offset of 

+6 mm was used. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Motorboat rental – VR island 

 

Figure 2.  Foot (red) and boat (yellow) routes 

Mayer and Davis trust scales were used (Mayer et al., 1995; Mayer & Davis, 1999) to ensure easy 

comparison with earlier research. In addition, the three dimensions of “integrity”, “competence”, and 

“benevolence” from Mayer and Davis were shortened by Dreiskämper et al. (2016) to account for the 

motorboat scenario. 

Customer value measurement was in line with Tewes (2003), building on the theory presented earlier in 

this paper. In addition, purchasing behaviour (intention to rent a motorboat), cross-selling (diving equipment 

rental for the boat trip), up-selling (a higher price for a more powerful motorboat), and referential potential in 

form of the NPS were all measured. Apart from the NPS, all ratings were measured on a five-point Likert scale. 

This study used a common scale to measure cybersickness and compare these results to earlier research. 

Although it has its critics (Stone Iii, 2017), one of the most popular (Balk et al., 2013; Rebenitsch, 2015; 

Rebenitsch & Owen, 2016) scales for measuring cybersickness is the simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) 

– subdivided into nausea (SSQ-N), disorientation (SSQ-D), and oculomotor (SSQ-O). In line with Kennedy et 

al. (1993), the questionnaire was only filled out by participants who had already experienced VR to prevent 

the possibility of symptoms being triggered by suggestion alone. An exception to this approach was made for 

customer value; before being immersed in VR, participants were asked to answer the customer value questions 

as a baseline and provide their socio-demographic data. After the VR experience, customer value questions 

were repeated, and the difference between the baseline (pre-VR) and customer value (post-VR) was calculated.  

In line with existing theory and empirical evidence, we derived the hypotheses in Table 1 below. 

Table 1. Overview of the hypotheses 

# Text Result 

1 The intensity of cybersickness affects customer value in VR marketing. Accept 

2 Cybersickness affects purchase intention. Accept 

3 Cybersickness negatively affects trust. Accept 

4 Cybersickness negatively affects cross-selling. Reject 

5 Cybersickness negatively affects-up-selling. Reject 

6 Cybersickness negatively affects NPS. Accept 

7 A poorly set HMD IPD adjustment increases cybersickness. Reject 

8 A poorly set HMD IPD adjustment increases cybersickness nausea (SSQ-N). Reject 

9 A poorly set HMD IPD adjustment increases cybersickness oculomotor (SSQ-O). Reject 

10 A poorly set HMD IPD adjustment increases cybersickness disorientation (SSQ-D). Reject 
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The authors could not identify clear empirical evidence for the effects of cybersickness and its impact on 

customer value. Nevertheless, cybersickness shows numerous adverse effects on the VR experience in general. 

Therefore, Hypothesis 1 states that cybersickness negatively affects customer value (H1) as if one feels 

nauseous, this is also likely to affect the ability or desire to shop (H2). For this reason, we hypothesise that 

cybersickness negatively affects trust (H3), cross- (H4), up-selling (H5), and NPS (H6). Furthermore, based 

on the research by Kim and Park (2019), we hypothesise that a poorly set HMD IPD intensifies the symptoms 

of cybersickness (H7). Hypotheses 8–10 are derived from H7 but in a more detailed manner to better understand 

the effects of cybersickness in our chosen scenario and context. Therefore, we hypothesise that a poorly set 

HMD IPD will support SSQ-N (H8), SSQ-O (H9), and SSQ-D (H10). The experiment used the same virtual 

boat simulator as in our earlier project. Here, the application had a boat jetty (see Figure 1. ), and to get there, 

participants followed blue markers (see Figure 2. ). The walking element in VR to reach the boat was 

intentionally added to help participants familiarise themselves with the environment and ensure everyone had 

the same amount of time in VR. This was important for the poorly adjusted IPDs to take effect (The treatment 

group had 6 mm added to their correct and physically measured IPDs.). After reaching the boat jetty, 

participants were asked to board the boat and navigate along yellow buoys in the water, leading to a destination 

flag. The buoys marking the way also ensured that participants did not stay from the route either intentionally 

or otherwise. Figure 2 depicts the virtual world’s red (walking) and yellow (boat) paths. 

A pilot study was conducted to identify problems with the questionnaire (including the setup of the 

experiment and the comprehension of the instructions) and the general scenario. As a result, minor revisions 

to the instructions and the section of the questionnaire asking about prior knowledge were made. R was used 

to analyse the data and the following packages (readxl, car, robustbase, ggplot2, psych, apaTables, and 

plot.lmSim). Twenty participants took part in the main study, although two had to drop out at the preliminary 

walking stage as they were already experiencing symptoms associated with cybersickness before they had got 

into the boat. This reduced our final sample to 18.  

4. RESULTS, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 

Data collection was conducted in the spring term of 2020 with nine people in the treatment group and nine in 

the control group. The average participant age was 32 (SD = 13.79), and six were female and twelve were 

male. Fourteen participants had no prior experience of VR applications, and of the remaining four, three had 

experienced cybersickness in the past. 

Correlations were calculated, and SSQ-T (see above) scores correlated with the customer value delta.  

A strong correlation between the customer value and SSQ-N, SSQ-O, and SSQ-D was observed. Therefore, 

H1 stating that cybersickness affects customer value is accepted. A negative correlation between trust and  

SSQ-O: (r(15) = -.49, p = .043); SSQ-D: (r(15) = -.59, p = .012); and SSQ-T: (r(15) = -.49, p = .048) was also 

observed. Furthermore, a negative correlation was observed between SSQ-T, SSQ-N, SSQ-O, SSQ-D, and 

purchase intention. Therefore, not only does cybersickness affect customer value (H1) and purchase intention 

(H2), but trust is also negatively affected by cybersickness, and thus, H1, H2, and H3 are accepted.  

Cross- (H4) and up-selling (H5) do not correlate with SSQ-T or the significant subscales, so H4 and H5 are 

rejected. NPS, however, strongly and significantly correlates with SSQ-T and its subscales leading to the 

acceptance of H6. Regarding the IPD and its influence, non-significant effects were reported since neither 

Welch-test for group comparison showed significant effects although all mean values of the SSQ scales were 

higher in the treatment than in the control group (SSQ-T: Mt = 53.61, SD = 56.94; SSQ-T: Mc = 26.18,  

SD = 14.84; SSQ-N: Mt = 39.22, S.D = 54.06; SSQ-N: Mc = 13.78, SD = 18.54; SSQ-O: Mt = 37.06, SD 

39.65; SSQ-O: Mc = 23.58, SD = 13.90; SSQ-D Mt = 74.24, SD 68.19; SSQ-D: Mc = 34.03, SD = 17.21). 

Furthermore, we calculated a dummy variable where SSQ-T >20 was coded as 1 and smaller as 0, resulting in 

a binary variable. Here too, no significant group comparison differences were reported. Accordingly, 

hypotheses 7–10 are rejected. 

The preliminary results of this study were discussed and analysed using correlation analysis, suggesting 

that cybersickness negatively correlates with purchasing intentions and NPS – thus lowering the intention to 

recommend a product or service to others. However, the same cannot be said for cross- and up-selling. 

Interestingly, trust seems to correlate positively with cross- but not up-selling, just as up-selling correlates with 

purchasing intention. Such an observation may be due to more complex correlations between the present 
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constructs than bivariate correlations. Indeed, cybersickness seems to correlate with customer value, making it 

a relevant construct for businesses seeking to implement VR applications. Furthermore, trust correlates 

negatively with cybersickness, suggesting that cybersickness influences trust. Earlier research and literature 

both indicate that this can be detrimental to business success. Consequently, trust is a relevant construct 

regarding immersive VR experiences in a business context. 

VR has been shown to be a promising technology for businesses seeking to enhance emotions in customer 

interaction and immersive experiences. Furthermore, this study suggests that it is crucial to avoid cybersickness 

as a general rule and, more specifically, in a business setting. Failing to do so may negatively affect trust, NPS, 

customer value, and ultimately, purchase intention.  

This study was conducted in the shadow of a worldwide pandemic, so there may have been self-selection 

bias in the sample. In addition, this initial study must be labelled as early-stage research, and the results may 

be different for a representative sample. Similarly, the results may differ in other scenarios or products.  

Finally, as this study does not measure actual purchasing behaviour, the laboratory findings might vary if 

participants were in an alternative purchasing decision and context in the field. As participants were given a 

fixed route (blue markers and yellow buoys), they may have exhibited behaviour (e.g. walking more slowly or 

looking around) that would not have been observed in the absence of such guidance. Furthermore, this study 

analysed the data through correlation. However, the authors want to emphasise that although correlations may 

point towards causation, they cannot imply causation as this can only be achieved in an experiment where 

manipulation checks and confounding variables are rigorously controlled. Adding to the results of this 

preliminary study could be done by increasing the convenience sample size used here due to the worldwide 

pandemic situation.  

In this study, referral and positive word of mouth were measured using the NPS and it is acknowledged 

that in the most recent publications, a further concept called “net emotional value” (Müller et al., 2021) was 

introduced. Instead of counting on a single question to measure satisfaction, emotions are presented and 

measured to create net emotional value as augmented (Batdi & Talan, 2019; Javornik, 2016) and virtual worlds 

(Reisoğlu et al., 2017; Schutte & Stilinović, 2017) can foster emotional responses. Since both AR and VR 

(Hamari & Keronen, 2017; Huang & Liao, 2015; Tussyadiah et al., 2018) can generate a feeling of presence, 

the authors suggest that net emotional value could be used to enrich to the findings of this study. 

Our correlation analysis in the discussion section suggests that indirect effects may be present (e.g. trust) 

rather than bivariate correlations. Therefore, a further opportunity for research seeking to extend these 

preliminary results would be to employ more advanced statistical methods such as structural equation 

modelling (SEM), which can handle direct and indirect effects. 

This study focuses on renting a motorboat, so it would be interesting to see if product type (e.g. search, 

experience, or trust goods) plays a role since the perceived risk (and the need for trust) may be different 

depending on the situation.  

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS  

The results in this study are promising, and companies seeking to optimise purchase intention, NPS, customer 

value, and trust will find that VR applications generate emotions showing positive effects on these  

business-relevant constructs. However, it is crucial to mitigate cybersickness as this can undo the very benefits 

which VR is trying to promote. 
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ENHANCEMENT OF AI-BASED IMPLEMENTATION 

USING A ONE-STAGE DETECTOR ALGORITHM  

FOR THE DETECTION OF COUNTERFEIT PRODUCTS 

Eduard Daoud, Nabil Khalil and Martin Gaedke 
Technische Universität Chemnitz, Germany 

ABSTRACT 

Counterfeit products are a major problem that the market has been facing for a long time. According to the Global Brand 

Counterfeiting Report 2018 "Amount of Total Counterfeiting, globally has reached to 1.2 Trillion USD in 2017 and is 

Bound to Reach 1.82 Trillion USD by the Year 2020", a solution to this concern has already been researched and published 

by the authors in previous research papers published in e-society 2020 and IADIS journal, but the issue with the previously 

mentioned solution was that the object detection performance and accuracy needed to be improved. In this paper, a 

comparison between the current YOLO (You Only Look Once) algorithm used in the new implementation and the SSD 

(Single Shot Detector) algorithm, the faster R-CNN (Region-Based Convolutional Neural Networks) used in the old 

implementation, is made in the context of the present task to discuss and prove why YOLO is a more suitable option for 

the counterfeit product detection task. 

KEYWORDS 

Anti-Counterfeiting, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Image Recognition, Object Detection 

1. INTRODUCTION AND CURRENT PROBLEM 

Counterfeited products have been a huge problem to the whole world market for a long time, there have been 

many types of research focused on solving this specific problem and only one solution was found proposing 

the use of machine learning and object detection to allow end-user to be able to verify and authorize products 

using only an image that contains the product quality certificate logos and marks. This solution was published 

by Eduard, et al. (2020) and it uses SSD by Liu, et al. (2016) and Faster R-CNN by Ren, et al. (2016) machine 

learning algorithms for detecting logos and marks in images. Logos and marks in product images are likely to 

be small, and these images will not always be in a high resolution, and that is one of the difficulties that make 

it hard for the SSD algorithm to detect small objects efficiently. Before we start, we will explain the reason 

why YOLOv4 by Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020) is a suitable option. Two different architectures are used in 

object detection tasks; the first one is the two-stage detectors which include the famous regional-based detectors 

like R-CNN by Girshick, et al. (2013), Fast R-CNN by Girshick (2015), and Faster R-CNN which are used for 

different tasks. The other object detection architecture is the one-stage detector, which includes SSD and 

YOLOv4, even though SSD and YOLO are using the same architecture, the way the network in each algorithm 

is constructed and the way they work is different. The differences between the one-stage detector and the  

two-stage detectors as well as the difference between SSD and YOLOv4 will be explained in the next sections. 

2. STATE OF THE ART ANALYSIS 

According to Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020), there are two popular types of object detectors, two-stage detectors, 

and one-stage detectors. 
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Figure 1. The difference between the two-stage and one-stage detectors according to Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020) 

The image above illustrates the difference between the two-stage and the one-stage detector. The two-stage 

detector focuses on Faster R-CNN implementation by Girshick (2015) and the single-stage detector focuses on 

SSD and YOLOv4 implementation by Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020). The CertificateOk platform resulting from 

the research of Eduard, et al. (2020) uses the Faster R-CNN implementation and the proposed new 

implementation uses the YOLOv4 implementation as a framework. As in Manuel, et al. (2020) & Shilpa, et al. 

(2021), the Faster R-CNN contains two main elements: The region proposal network (RPN), and the Fast  

R-CNN header network. At the beginning of the detection, a CNN is used to extract the features on the image 

as a whole; in previous versions of R-CNN, feature extraction was applied for each region of interest (ROI) 

separately, which increases the inference time. Then the RPN utilizes the sliding windows' technique on the 

output of the feature map to generate proposals on each location with anchors (reference boxes) that were on 

the feature map and predict whether this location contains an object or not. The anchors that the RPN uses 

come in different shapes and sizes to be able to correctly predict whether there is an object in the given region 

of interest or not. After that, all the detected regions will be passed through a network to calculate the score of 

having an actual object in that region. The final step of the first stage is having the top regions of interest 

cropped using the ROI pooling layers. In the second stage, the results of the ROI pooling will be sent to the 

fully connected Fast R-CNN network for classification and localization, which is referred to in Figure 1 as 

Sparse Prediction. 

 

Figure 2. One-stage detector according to Manuel, et al. (2020) 

On the other hand, there is the one-stage detector which includes SSD and YOLO algorithms. As shown in 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 the one-stage detectors detect the bounding boxes as well as the predicted class in one 

step. The one-stage detector, single-shot detector, or SSD by Liu, et al. (2016) uses VGG-16 as a feature 

extractor, which is the same feature extractor used by Faster R-CNN by Girshick (2015), VGG-16 is a 

convolutional neural network model first proposed by K. Simonyan and A. Zisserman of the University of 

Oxford in their work "Very Deep Convolutional Networks for Large-Scale Image Recognition". SSD inference 

starts by dividing the image into multiple grids and then for each grid it makes prediction boxes, with the 

anchor of these boxes being in the middle of the grid. And predicts the existence of all the object classes that 

we have. As shown in Figure 3 SSD predicts with different convolutional sizes and sends the predicted classes 

to the final overall prediction to be able to improve accuracy. 
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Figure 3. Single-shot detector as in Liu, et al. (2016) 

One of the challenges and problems with SDD, as described in Liu, et al. (2016), is that the detection step 

leads to numerous prediction boxes. This problem is solved by non-maximum suppression, which is a technique 

for combining multiple boxes belonging to the same object Jan, et al. (2017). 

The second one-stage detector and the one that will be the focus of this research is ‘you only look once’ or 

YOLOv4 by Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020). YOLO by Joseph, et al. (2016) was introduced in 2016 as a  

state-of-the-art real-time detection algorithm, and since then the development and improvement of YOLO have 

never stopped. The way YOLO works is a little different from the way SSD by Liu, et al. (2016) works, YOLO 

starts by dividing the image into an S × S grid, for each grid a B number of bounding boxes are created along 

with the confidence in these boxes, if the object center was detected in one of the grids, that grid will be in 

charge of detecting the whole object, each bounding box inside the grid will contain 5 predictions (x, y, h, w, 

and c) while X and Y represent the center of this box, H and W are the height and the width and C is the 

confidence, in the end for the whole YOLO predictions can be put as (S×S×(B×5 + C)), and for each grid, only 

one prediction will be constructed with each class probability, this can be expressed like (B×5+C) Joseph,  

et al. (You Only Look Once:Unified, Real-Time Object Detection, 2016).  

As an example, from our case - detection fake product -, shown in Figure 4 we detect the TUV SUD logo 

so the grid that contains the logo will result in Pc =1 which means that there is an object in this grid and the  

(x, y, h, w) for this logo and the classes probabilities which will be zero for the first and last class and 1 for the 

second class which indicates that the detected object belongs to the second class. 

 

 

Figure 4. Detect a TÜV SÜD logo 

YOLOv2 by Joseph & Ali (2016) included some improvements like ‘Higher Resolution Classifier’,  

‘Multi-Scale Training’, ‘Fine-Grained Features’ and Darknet-19 architecture that include 19 convolutional 

layers as a feature extractor, alongside other improvements that increased the accuracy and the performance of 

YOLOv2 over YOLOv1 and made the detection of smaller objects much better. 

YOLOv3 by Redmon & Farhadi (2019) featured huge improvements in the feature extractor as it uses 

Darknet-53 has 53 convolutional layers which is much deeper than Darknet-19 which was used in YOLOv2. 

YOLOv3 makes predictions like Feature Pyramid Networks or FPN Tsung-Yi, et al. (2017), FPN constructs 

two pathways, bottom-up which increases the semantic value but with lower resolution, and top-down which 
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offers higher resolution but low semantic value. Figure 5 shows the way FPN works, the top level is a  

low-resolution high-semantic representation that helps detect larger objects, and the lower level is a  

high-resolution layer that helps detect smaller objects, and in the middle layers connections between the 

reconstructed layers and feature maps is made for better location accuracy Tsung-Yi, et al. (2017). 

 

 

Figure 5. Feature pyramid networks as in Tsung-Yi, et al. (2017) 

While YOLOv3 uses multiple layers like FPN and also uses the high-resolution layer, SSD by Liu, et al. 

(2016) only uses the upper layers for inference and does not reuse the higher-resolution feature maps as shown 

in Figure 6 and that makes SSD a bad choice for detecting small objects like a logo or quality marks  

Tsung-Yi, et al. (2017). 

 

Figure 6. Pyramidal feature hierarchy as in Tsung-Yi, et al. (2017) 

YOLOv4 by Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020) improves the mean average precision (mAP) by 10% over 

YOLOv3, and it includes changes in different aspects of the algorithm, first YOLOv4 uses CSPDarknet53 as 

a feature extractor which is a feature extractor that can learn, it takes the input and divides that input into two 

parts, one part will go through the dense layer and the other will be concatenated at the end to get the final 

dense layer result Chien-Yao, et al. (2020), YOLOv4 also added a spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) Kaiming,  

et al. (2015) after the CSPDarknet53 to be able to generate fixed-length features regardless of the size of the 

feature maps. A key change in YOLOv4 is that it uses a modified Path Aggregation Network (PANet) Shu,  

et al. (2018) instead of the FPN that was used in YOLOv3, PANet tries to enhance the way FPN works and 

increase its accuracy and performance. PANet uses “FPN backbone, bottom-up augmentation, adaptive feature 

pooling, Box branch, and a fully connected fusion” Shu, et al. (2018).  

 

 

Figure 7. Path aggregation network architecture as in Shu, et al. (2018) 

As shown in Figure 7 part (a) and (b) shows the “FPN backbone” and the “bottom-up path augmentation” 

this helps preserve the spatial information while keeping the length of the layers short. Part (c) is the “adaptive 

feature pooling” it uses features from all layers and lets the network choose the useful features; it also performs 

“ROI Align operation” on feature maps. (d) and (e) represent the “Fully-connect Fusion” which is used to make 

accurate mask prediction with a high location sensitivity. YOLOv4 uses PANet with a small modification, 
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instead of adding layers and forming a new layer YOLOv4 preform concatenation between the input layer and 

the previous one. 

Based on this evidence and insights, this paper implements a new performant and user-friendly solution. In 

the next section, we present the concept behind the new solution and the technical architecture of the application 

and then go into more detail about the implementation phase. 

3. CONCEPT AND TECHNICAL ARCHITECTURE 

The approached application is developed in a way that allows the end-user to easily verify products using 

smartphones, cameras, or a picture from the internet. This allows a high majority of end-consumers to detect 

fake products.  

The application will receive the image that contains the logo and possible marks in an HTTP request; after 

that, the image will be sent to OpenCV YOLOv4 trained model for detection. After detection is completed, the 

results will be sent to the user in a JSON Response so that the user can easily view the results on any device. 
 

 

Figure 8. The concept of the proposed application 

As shown in Figure 8, the client-side can be a ReactJS application on the web or React Native application 
on smartphones. The user will send an image from the client-side to the web servers via Rest APIs along with 
other information (metadata, request user info). The server-side has two main parts, the Django application, 
which will receive the request and extract the necessary data from it, and the OpenCV deep learning inference 
using YOLOv4. To verify the concept as a whole and the proposed application, which focuses in particular on 
the detection of counterfeit products, we implement the solution in the next section and train the model with 
the logo of the certification body and the quality mark of TÜV SÜD AG as one of the largest European 
certification bodies and VDE e.V. as one of the largest technical-scientific associations in Europe in the field 
of safety and quality in electrical, information and medical technology. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

Certain steps are necessary to build a high-efficiency machine learning solution that can identify labeled 
logos/marks correctly from product images. The first step is to decide which computer vision algorithm to use, 
in our case YOLOv4 seems the most reasonable algorithm because of its high ability to detect a small object 
and its very high performance compared to other algorithms. After that, the dataset should be created including 
both correct and wrong logos/marks to use this dataset later in the training process.  
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We are going to use the dataset that was used in the previous implementation by Eduard, et al. (2020) of 

CertificateOk 1 and improve it a bit by adding more samples, the dataset that was used contained around 600 

images of different shapes and different logo/marks dimensions. After creating the dataset, a suitable labeling 

tool was used like YOLO_Label2, which is an open-source labeling tool that creates label files easily and 

efficiently. After labeling the whole dataset it is recommended to split the dataset by 80% for training and 20% 

for testing and validation. We used the transfer learning technique which is using pre-trained weights file in 

our case YOLOv4 pre-trained weights to speed up the training process and enhance the accuracy and 

performance. 
 

 

Figure 9. Implementation to YOLOv4 model adapted from Eduard, et al. (2020) 

The training step is a continuous step, which means it can be repeated using saved weights to increase 

accuracy until the model achieves its highest mean Average Precision (mAP).  

The trained model weights will be used by OpenCV3 deep learning inference since OpenCV has a good 

integration with darknet4 which is an open-source neural network that is used in building YOLOv4. The 

backend will be implemented using Django5 which is an open-source python web framework and integrating 

OpenCV with Django OpenCV-python library will be used. On the client-side ReactJS will be used for creating 

a customizable application with high stability. In the following section, we evaluate our approach before we 

headline the summary and an outlook on our work. 

5. EVALUATION AND CHALLENGES 

The proposed solution to fight counterfeit products has several advantages over normal counterfeit counters, it 

empowers the end-user to be able to verify and report products without the need for any special tools, only an 

image of the product that contains the logo/marks of the manufacturer is considered enough for our machine 

learning application to decide if the product is counterfeit or original.  

 
1 https://app.certificateok.de/Consumer accessed at 9th of January 2022 
2 https://github.com/developer0hye/Yolo_Label accessed at 9th of January 2022 
3 https://opencv.org/ accessed at 9th of January 2022 
4 https://pjreddie.com/darknet/ accessed at 9th of January 2022 
5 https://www.djangoproject.com/ accessed at 9th of January 2022 
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One of the biggest challenges during the implementation of any AI application is collecting and creating a 

good dataset to use in training. Our focus was improving the implementation of the CertificateOk application 

by switching from Faster R-CNN and SSD to YOLOv4, and as discussed in section 2 (State-of-the-art analysis) 

YOLOv4 showed much better results with smaller objects.  

 

 

Figure 10. Detection example using old implementation 

The image in Figure 10 shows a product image with TUV SUD fake logo with a low resolution and small 

logo size; the old implementation was SSD and Faster R-CNN could not detect the logo/marks of that size on 

multiple images with the same sizes. To compare the performance between the old implementation and the 

new one, both were deployed on the same Ubuntu server,  

Figure 11 demonstrates the query with the same file and under the same conditions (Hardware environment 

and internet connection) completely different response experience. 

 

 

Figure 11. Detection example using the new implementation 

The old implementation receives the response after 15 seconds, while the new implementation 6 receives 

the final response of 600~900 MS, which is a huge improvement over the old implementation. 

 
6 http://aiapp.certificateok.de:8008/ accessed at 9th of January 2022  
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6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In conclusion, this paper highlighted the difference between one-stage detectors with a focus on SSD Liu,  

et al. (2016) and YOLO with its different versions and two-stage detectors with a focus on Faster R-CNN Ren, 

et al. (2016). The highlight of that research is that YOLOv4 Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020) perform better on 

lower resolution and small objects than SSD or Faster R-CNN specifically because of the following the way 

FPN make a prediction which was first adopted in YOLOv3 Redmon & Farhadi (2019) and later in YOLOv4 

PANet was used which make YOLOv4 even better in detecting smaller objects Alexey & Chien-Yao (2020). 

In future work, the focus could be on collecting more data samples and working closely with big certificate 

issuers to cover a variety of options. There is also the possibility to improve the existing application by giving 

the certificate issuer the ability to upload their logos/marks, and it gets added to the model training process, 

that way in the future certificate issuer can change or update their logos and have that directly reflected on 

CertificateOk system. 

In the end, the possibilities of using AI and machine learning in preventing counterfeit products are huge 

and there is always room for improvement, and empowering end-users that will make the marked a safer and 

a more transparent place for customers. 
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ABSTRACT 

In 2020 and 2021, the coronavirus crises lead to an extraordinary e-commerce growth. Based on an empirical study among 

365 online retailers in Switzerland and Austria, the e-commerce developments during the corona crises were investigated. 

Nine out of ten online retailers demonstrate a sustainable e-commerce growth, and more than half have gained many new 

customers. In addition, many existing customers buy more frequently from online retailers, and/or buy larger quantities. In 

2020, most online shops had a strong order increase in product groups like garden, do-it-yourself, toys, furniture, sports 

equipment, and food (more than 20% per year). Due to the e-commerce growth, online retailers are faced with different 

challenges in procurement, management, customer service, distribution, and IT. Moreover, new sales channels like 

messenger and social commerce arise and classical formats are adapted. Therefore, omni-channel retailers test showrooms, 

click and collect, experiential, self-service, or pop-up stores. Finally, this contribution provides strategic and operational 

implications for online shop operators.  

KEYWORDS 

E-commerce, Digital Commerce, e-Commerce Trends, Onlines Sales, Coronavirus Crisis, Digital Sales, Digital Services 

1. INTRODUCTION: THE GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE 

The coronavirus crisis has raised many questions for online traders in relation to e-commerce. In recent years, 

online sales have grown steadily, as evidenced by the multitude of scientific articles and practical contributions, 

Therefore, the economic importance of e-commerce for many companies is empirically proved in different 

studies (Wölfle & Leimstoll 2021, Zumstein & Steigerwald 2018, 2019; Zumstein, Oswald & Brauer 2021). 

According to a survey by the Swiss Retail Association in cooperation with Swiss Post and GfK, sales of Swiss 

online shops grew to over 13.1 billion Swiss francs in 2020, which is 27% more than in 2019 (Swiss Post 

2021). In 2020, in Austria 15 billion euros were spent on online purchases of physical goods. This corresponds 

to a share of 68% of the total e-commerce expenditure of Austrians (Austrian Retail Association 2021). In 

2021, the B2C (business-to-consumer) e-commerce growth rate in Switzerland was 37% and in Austria 7%. 

However, the e-commerce growth rate in European countries varied from 1% in Estonia up to 77% in Greece 

(Lone, Harboul, Weltevreden 2021). In eastern European countries, the e-commerce growth rate was often 

higher-than-average (Moldova 49%, North Macedonia 37%, Hungary 35%, Poland 34%, Albania 33% and 

Croatia 32%). While Spain (29%) and Portugal (23%) had high growth rates too, in large economies they were 

lower (France 9%, United Kingdom and Germany 2%). 

Due to the coronavirus crisis, many retailers have had to close stationary shops temporarily and to adopt 

sales strategies because of the lockdowns and changed purchase behaviour. However, to continue the business 

purpose, many retailers either expanded the product range and stock of their online shops, or they introduced 

a new one. With this development, however, far-reaching operational changes were necessary. Research from 

previous years shows that markets, marketing, data, information technology (IT) and logistics were the main 

challenges for online shop operators (Zumstein & Steigerwald 2019, Zumstein & Oswald 2020). However, the 

operational changes and challenges of online retailers due to the coronavirus crisis have not been much 

investigated scientifically so far. This paper therefore aims to answer the following research question: How did 
e-commerce develop among Swiss and Austrian online retailers during the coronavirus crisis?  
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This contribution is structured among a market research literature and based on the results of the conducted 

study from online retailers operating in the Swiss and Austrian market. It shows the predicted sustainable 

growth of e-commerce in those markets and the growth in orders among different product categories during 

the Corona crisis. Furthermore, the growth on turnovers of new and existing online customers is discussed. 

Additionally, the relevance of sales channels in e-commerce and their development are focused. A special 

focus lies on changes regarding retail stores, personal sales and trade fairs as well the development of stationary 

stores and new sales formats. In the last part, the development and intensity of challenges in e-commerce are 

presented. The paper closes with the conclusion and recommendations for online retailers.  

2. LITERATURE  

Even though Switzerland and Austria are geographically close, the Swiss and Austrian e-commerce markets 

are not identical and show different market conditions.  

Regarding to a conducted study in 2020, the Swiss e-commerce revenue was in 2020 with 27 billion Euro 

higher than the Austrian online revenue with 23,2 billion Euro. The biggest percentage (58%) of bought goods 

in Switzerland were physical goods whereby in Austria it was 10% more revenue by physical goods (68%). 

Swiss consumers are spending more on services (23%) than Austrian consumers (16%). In total, physical goods 

worth 18.2 billion Euro were purchased online in Switzerland in 2020 and 15.7 Billion Euro in Austria (nets 

DACH, 2020). On the consumer side, data privacy and security concerns decreased significantly, and the Swiss 

population has become more impatient regarding waiting times for deliveries and value the faster shopping in 

stationary shops more strongly (Rudolph, Klink & Hoang, 2021). In Austria the transformation from traditional 

catalog to online retailing thus appears to be almost complete. Three quarters of all Austrians have already 

made purchases from online retail whereby especially among consumers over 40 and among women, distant 

selling become strongly more important during the pandemic (Austrian Retail Association, 2021).  

3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The growth in e-commerce in recent years and the online boom since the beginning of the coronavirus crisis 

were important reasons for conducting this study for the fourth time after 2018, 2019 (Zumstein & Steigerwald, 

2018, 2019), and 2020 (Zumstein & Oswald, 2020). Its aim was to find out more about current developments 

in online retailing in Switzerland and Austria. The subjects of this research project were all online retailers in 

Switzerland and Austria with a .com, .ch, or .at domain that are registered and operate in Swiss and Austrian 

markets. As in most recent projects, the focus is not only on large online shops but on smaller and  

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The data for the study was collected from 8 June to 4 September 2021 as 

part of a quantitative online survey using Qualtrics software. Of the online retailers contacted, 365 participants 

completed the majority of the questionnaire. The sample size (n) is 365 unless otherwise stated. The survey 

was able to reach the target group via LinkedIn, newsletters, emails, specialist groups in the social media, and 

the contact forms of online shops. The questionnaire contained in total 55 questions including follow up 

questions. 284 Swiss (78%) and 63 Austrian online shops (17%) took part in the 2021 online retailer survey. 

4. RESEARCH RESULTS  

4.1 Growth in E-Commerce  

The extent of the Swiss and Austrian e-commerce growth in sales is surprising: 88% of the 316 online shops 

surveyed grew overall in 2020 compared to the previous year. Of these, 23% of online stores saw growth 

increase slightly, between six and 15%. 29% grew strongly, between 16 and 29%, and for 36% of online stores, 

sales growth increased very strongly (over 30%). These, coronavirus-related, sales growth figures are unusual 

and reminiscent of the boom times of the 1950s and 80s. Only eight percent of retailers report that online sales 
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remained the same in 2020, with between minus five and plus five percent growth. Only four percent of the 

respondents saw their online shop sales declining last year. 

Moreover, one of four online retailers expect a strong sustainable sales growth. Other 69% of the online 

shop operators believe that the current e-commerce boom will grow moderately. Therefore, nine out of ten 

online retailers in e-commerce expect an overall sustainable sales growth. A small number, four percent each, 

forecast only temporary growth or no growth at all. In the actual e-commerce boom, online shops benefited in 

four ways: Firstly, purchases shifted from offline to online; secondly, demand for many products increased 

(see Chapter 4.2); thirdly, new customers were acquired online; and fourthly, existing customers made more 

and/or more frequent purchases online (see Chapter 4.3). 

4.2 E-Commerce Growth per Product Category 

The study focused on the number of online orders for the product ranges or groups in the e-shops has developed 
since the pandemic started in March 2020 (Zumstein et al. 2021). Figure 1 clearly shows that online orders 
over all product groups increased slightly or strongly in 2020 compared to the previous years’ sales period. 
Since the coronavirus crisis, the number of orders in the garden and do-it-yourself (DIY) segment have 
increased the most overall: They increased sharply (more than 20%) or slightly (minus five to minus 19%). For 
22% of respondents, orders increased slightly, and for 68% of them, orders for garden and DIY products 
increased strongly by more than 20% compared with the previous year. This increase in orders can be explained 
by changes in consumers’ leisure and work behavior (home office). In spring 2020 and 2021, many home and 
garden products were ordered when people had to stay at home and spent a lot of time looking after their 
homes, balconies, terraces, and gardens. The second strongest growth in e-commerce was in the sporting goods 
sector: For two-thirds of the online shops, online sales of sporting goods grew by more than 20% year-on-year, 
while a further 21% recorded slightly growing sales. For example, more bicycles and e-bikes were sold online 
than ever before. Online grocers have been among the big winners since the pandemic, with more than half of 
them selling more than 20% more food online compared to 2019, and another quarter selling at least five to 
19% more. Temporarily, the share of grocery online sales quintupled at times from three to as much as 15%. 

Cosmetics also grew strongly online for more than half of the retailers surveyed, and slightly for a quarter 
of them, with sales only declining in rare individual cases. Very similar figures can be observed in the toys and 
furniture sectors: Online order growth was strong for half and slight for a third of retailers. While multimedia 
and electrical devices were still in very high demand online in the spring of 2020, demand flattened out later 
in the year, with 47% reporting strong sales growth and another 29% at least slight growth. It was a similar 
story for non-prescription drugs, which have seen increased demand online since the coronavirus crisis. Three 
out of four online pharmacies or drugstores grew slightly or strongly. Watches and jewellery are also 
increasingly sold online. This sector grew strongly for 42% of watch and jewellery retailers, and slightly for 
another third. Sales in online fashion were surprisingly positive: Most online clothing and online shoe retailers 
reported strong growth (45%) or slight growth (31%). 

 

 

Figure 1. Online order growth per product category in the Corona year 2020 compared to 2019 
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NEW ONLINE CUSTOMERS SINCE CORONA 

n = 359

For computers and accessories, strong (41%) or slight (37%) sales growth can be observed; only a few 

online retailers (seven percent) saw a slight or strong decline in orders. Now that everyone has finished 

equipping their home offices, the strong sales growth from the first half of 2020 has declined in relative terms.  

Online orders for products such as books, music, and films (including downloads) rose by 56% year-on year 

overall, far outstripping the 16% decline. 

4.3 E-Commerce Growth on Turnover of New and Existing Customers 

The e-commerce growth also led to new customers. When asked whether a relatively large number of new 

customers had been acquired in their online shops since the start of the coronavirus crisis, the results were 

astonishing: 89% of the online retailers had acquired new customers, and more than half had even acquired a 

very large number of new customers. Only eight percent stated that they had acquired few or no new customers. 

This strong growth in new customers is remarkable and, in many cases, comes at the expense of the 

stationary retail trade. In response to the follow-up question about revenues involving new customers, the 

following distribution emerged, as can be seen in Figure 2 on the right: 16% achieved above-average turnover 

and for two-thirds, this was average. For 11% of the respondents, new customer turnover was below average 

(Zumstein et al. 2021). It can be concluded that the new customers acquired during the coronavirus crisis do 

not generate significantly more revenue for most online retailers than existing customers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. New online customers since corona and turnover from new customers 

The question about the development of online sales and purchase frequency of existing customers of online 

shops revealed surprising results. One in five online retailers reported that customers not only bought more 

frequently online since the coronavirus crisis, but that they also bought more, i.e., at a higher volume or with a 

higher basket value. For 18% of the online retailers, existing customers did not buy more, but they bought more 
frequently. One in ten reported a higher volume, even if the purchase frequency of existing customers remained 

the same. For a good third of retailers, existing customers purchased the same amount and with the same 

frequency in the online shop as before the coronavirus crisis. 

Retailers operating their online shop have been able to profit from the e-commerce boom in different ways: 

Firstly, almost all have gained new customers, and secondly, half have sold more frequently and/or more to 

existing customers online than before coronavirus crisis. However, this extraordinary sales growth with new 

and existing customers depends on an effective e-commerce strategy, a suitable product and pricing policy, 

professional marketing, and the ability to master the various operational challenges. 

4.4 Relevance of Sales Channels in E-Commerce  

It is shown that the majority of sales are broadly based and that customers can place their orders via several 

distribution channels. In 91% of cases, the retailers operate their online shop(s) themselves; only nine percent 

have outsourced them. 90% of the online retailers consider the online shop to be relevant to sales, which was 

to be expected (compare Figure 3 an Zumstein et al. 2021).  

Above-average turnover; 
16%

Average turnover; 
67%

Below average 
turnover; 11%

Don't know / not specified; 
6%

TURNOVER FROM NEW CUSTOMERS

n = 318 
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Figure 3. Relevance of sales channels since the coronavirus crises 

Two-thirds of online retailers also sell their goods and services in physical stores with sales areas they 

operate themselves. As can be seen in Figure 3, brick and mortar stores rank second and are (somewhat) 

relevant to sales for 84% of respondents. Around 57%, mainly B2B online retailers, generally trade physically 

and in person – for example, through sales representatives or sales assistants. This sales channel is also 

(somewhat) relevant to sales for two-thirds of retailers 

Orders per e-mail is relevant to sales for 36% (mostly in B2B businesses), and somewhat sales relevant for 

a further 25%. Four out of five online shops accept orders placed by phone, either through their customer 

service or a call center. Interestingly, 34% consider the telephone or smartphone to be a channel relevant to 

sales, and a further 29% see it as somewhat sales relevant. Remarkably, Digital marketplaces like Amazon 

gain in importance: It became an additional relevant online sales channel for 70% of all online retailers. 

Half of online retailers already use social commerce via social networks to sell their goods and services, 

above all Facebook (Marketplace or Shops), Instagram Shops, TikTok and LinkedIn. The large reach of social 

platforms makes social commerce an attractive, additional form of marketing and sales and is therefore relevant 

to sales for one in five retailers, and somewhat relevant for one in three. 

4.5 Changes Regarding Retail Stores, Personal Sales, and Trade Fairs  

Retailers were asked whether they expect more customers to return to their brick-and-mortar stores once the 
coronavirus crisis has passed. Only ten percent believe that many customers will return to brick-and-mortar 
stores because they prefer the personal shopping experience. Over half of the omni-channel retailers expect 
slightly more consumers to shop in physical retail stores again after the coronavirus crisis. Reasons are that 
customers appreciate being able to shop online and offline. Almost a quarter of the retailers expect shopping 
behavior to remain as it is now. Only six percent assume that fewer customers will visit stores in the future 
because they mainly want to shop online. 

Regarding the situation of personal on-site sales, only one in eight respondents expects to sell much more 
in person again once the coronavirus crisis has been defused. The named reasons are that customers value 
personal contact with sales personnel or, in the case of B2B, field sales staff. Every second online retailer 
assumes that there will be more customer visits as customers are advised both on- and offline. Similarly,  
one-third of the online retailers will return to physical trade fairs after the coronavirus crisis. Physical selling 
at trade fairs is considered by one third, but not at as many as before. Eight percent of previous exhibitors will 
no longer exhibit at trade fairs because of the high costs involved or other reasons. 
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4.6 Development of Stationary Stores and New Sales Formats  

The rise of e-commerce is often blamed for the fact that customers are shopping less in stationary stores. As a 

matter of fact, many physical stores, especially small shops in cities and villages, had to close, in recent years. 

The coronavirus crisis and the conducted lockdowns das intensified this process. Operators of brick-and-mortar 

stores were asked whether they thought that this trend will continue. Only three precent think that the death of 

physical shops will continue as before. Half of the retailers believe that there will be a trend towards fewer 
physical retail stores. One in eight brick-and-mortar retailers believes that brick-and-mortar stores will remain. 

One-third reject the notion of the death of physical stores because they believe in new sales formats.  

In the follow-up question as to what new sales formats there will be in stationary retail in the future, there 

were various answers: 55% of the store operators are relying on showrooms. This means that only a selected 

part of the product range is exhibited or shown in physical stores, while the entire range is available in the 

online shop. Most omnichannel providers have also introduced a click-and-collect or click-and-reserve option. 

Products are ordered or reserved online and then picked up in the stationary retail store. The same principle 

applies to pick-up stores, where online purchases can be picked up at the company's or a third party’s pick-up 

station. Many retailers rely on customer experiences to make stationary retail stores attractive. Experiential 

stores should offer customers experiences and inspiration that they would not get online. Events also seem to 

be more popular again among some of the omni-channel retailers surveyed, at least after some of the Corona 

measures have been relaxed. Pop-up stores (temporary shops, or markets in vacant buildings) were also a 

frequently mentioned new sales format. Another omni-channel strategy, for 27% of the respondents, is advisory 
shops and service centers that provide customers added value by personal advice and services. Other 11 

retailers are attempting to attract customers back to stationary stores by partnering with other businesses. For 

example, they combine retail and gastronomy by opening shops in bars, takeaways, or restaurants.  

Another retail trend confirmed by 10 of the respondents are self-service stores (autonomous stores), in 

which customers pay for goods without the help of a cashier but by using an app, scanning device, or another 

mobile solution. Self-checkout replaces sales staff, digitizes and automates the stationary point of sale (POS). 

Unmanned forms of distribution enable sales 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Similarly, vending machines 

were mentioned by five respondents. Some omni-channel retailers rely on flagship stores and branding stores. 

Shop-to-store or shop-in-shop formats are also being tested by online retailers. In addition, due to growing 

e-commerce, individual providers are expanding their brick-and-mortar stores into logistics hubs in order to 

ship goods quickly to their online customers. Finally, some retailers are experimenting with virtual reality (VR) 

or augmented reality (AR) and trying to integrate these technologies into their brick-and-mortar store concepts. 

4.7 Challenges in E-Commerce 

With the development of e-commerce in times of Corona crises, the annual survey on the challenges in  
e-commerce has been conducted since 2018. This allows a comparison of different challenges before and after 
the crisis. The study results show that the challenges faced by online retailers are constantly shifting.  

In 2020, the focus was primarily on management, as decisions regarding personnel, the implementation of 
protection measures, the introduction of home working, and strategy or product range alignment had to be 
made. Currently, the main problem lies in procurement: Seven out of four online retailers report that their 
suppliers cannot deliver or that they can only deliver with delays (see Figure 4 and Zumstein et al. 2021). 
Importers are faced with many problems because international supply chains have become interrupted, are 
slower, or more expensive. The market ranks second in the current barometer of e-commerce problems: 70% 
of retailers agreed that, for example, increasing competition and price competition in the market represent a 
major or medium challenge. In 2020, the market was even less of an issue, ranking only ninth, with 25% of 
retailers agreeing. Marketing is also seen as a major challenge by 21% of respondents and as a medium 
challenge by 35% of them. Specific marketing challenges include rising costs or prices, especially for Google 
and Facebook, growing complexity, reduced effectiveness, and efficiency, or budget cuts. 

Customer service currently remains a major (21%) or medium challenge (38%) for online retailers when it 
comes to the increasing number of customer inquiries or complaints. The situation has also worsened 
considerably with regard to information technology (IT): while just 25% agreed with this problem in 2020, 
more than twice as many agreed with it in 2021, at 58%. Sales also became more difficult in 2020 and 2021: 
18% see major challenges, and another 36% see medium challenges when it comes to click-and-collect or 
omni-channel sales.  
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Figure 4: Biggest challenges of online shop operators 
 

Figure 4. Biggest challenges of online shop operators 

Order processing, i.e., the timely handling of the high number of orders during the Corona crisis demand 
shock, posed a key challenge for online retailers in the first half of 2020. In the meantime, most retailers have 
effective ways to handle their order processing, such as picking and commissioning, as they have taken 
appropriate measures and increased resources. In Figure 4, only 48% still consider picking to be a challenge . 

Many retailers have introduced a new online shop, since the start of the Corona crisis. In addition to staff 
and web shops, there was also frequent investment in warehousing. Warehouse capacities were systematically 
expanded by most retailers. Numerous online retailers had learned their lesson from the supply bottlenecks in 
spring 2020 and increased their stock in 2021. 

Regardless of the industry, many retailers have been strengthening their online presence since the 
coronavirus crisis and investing in presenting themselves in their best light. Many small niche online shops are 
experiencing strong growth, which is challenging many managers in terms of personnel and organization.  

5. CONCLUSION 

The study pointed out the development of e-commerce in Switzerland and Austria in times of the corona crises. 
The boom and growth in this sector due to lockdowns and a shift from stationary to online shopping led to the 
focus on the growth itself and the impacts that come with it. Such as the acquisition of new customers and a 
constant turnover by existing customers. The impacts and developments of sales channels due to the growth 
led to new channel and sales formats. In addition, the annual survey made it possible to monitor the special 
challenges in times of crisis and shows that measures in budgets, warehousing, personnel or distribution have 
been implemented. 

The results of the study are limited to the Swiss and Austrian online retailer market whereby more Swiss 
online retailer participated than Austrian online retailers. This due to the primary inclusion of the Austrian 
partners and market leading into a minor notoriety and initiative building of a network of Austrian online 
retailers. Furthermore, the study is a quantitative study and it is a descriptive market research to gain insights 
and capture developments in the online retailing sector. The study gives an overview of some important aspects 
of the development in online retailing in times of the corona crisis but does not claim to be complete.  

As a result of the online study nine areas of recommendations for online retailer could be identified. As 
there are management, sales, online shop, services, IT, marketing, organization, warehouse and logistics.  
1. Management: The result of the shift from offline to online in all business areas have been budget 

adjustments and investments. Therefore, it is important to consider digitalization as part of the overall 
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business strategy, across all processes and employees involved. To adapt to changes in the market as an 
online retailer it is recommended to optimize work, warehouse and logistics processes constantly.  

2. Sales: Those retailers and manufacturers who support their business broadly via various offline and online 
sales channels reduce the risks and dependence on individual channels. Among the digital sales channels, 
particular focus should be placed on an online shop, digital marketplaces, social media platforms, and apps 

3. Online shop: With an own online shop, one can reduce dependencies and react more quickly and flexibly 
to changes in demand. Product range expansions and marketing activities can thus be implemented quickly 
when the market, customer needs, or user behavior change 

4. Services: Online retailers should provide their users with various functions and services. These are product 
filters and finders, recommendations of alternative and additional products, watch lists and wish lists, 
product ratings, discount codes, and free shipping. Omnichannel retailers should offer services such as click 
and collect, in-store product availability, and store finders. Since the start of the crisis, some innovative 
retailers have introduced new digital services such as virtual store tours, video advice, live chat, or a chatbot.  

5. IT: Due to the constantly changing usage patterns and needs, flexible, expandable online shop and payment 
systems should be in use and seamlessly integrated with the relevant information systems such as ERP, 
CRM (customer relationship management), CMS (content management systems), PIM (product 
information management), cash register, controlling, analytics, and warehouse systems.  

6. Marketing: The shift of the offline marketing budget to digital marketing should ensure that a suitable 
marketing mix, especially in terms of digital marketing tools, is managed for each online shop. 

7. Organization: Functioning processes and IT are not enough to be successful in e-commerce. Flexible and 
agile teams in the various areas, including purchasing, sales, marketing, IT, logistics, and distribution are 
essential for a well-positioned digital business. Enabling work from home, offering webinars and digital 
consultations, as well as conducting digital training and further education motivate employees. 

8. Warehouse: This research confirms that the design of scalable warehouse capacities and storage areas are 
important criteria in the success of e-commerce business. The majority of online retailers have invested 
heavily in warehousing. Some have also added warehouses and redistributed their human resources. 

9. Logistics: Logistics capacities are constantly being optimized and expanded, as this study shows. There 
continues to be a shift from stationary shopping to pure online shopping, which can be anticipated through 
adapted logistics processes and flexibly deployable personnel.  
Finally, online retailers should continue to analyze the developments in this challenging environment and 

anticipate and face any discernible changes. Flexibility in management and organization as well as budget 
shifts are important factors to face the instable times of crises.  
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ABSTRACT 

It is already knowledge that games themselves are good at motivating their players, usually by focusing on three main 

cores, time, rewards, and pleasure. The core of gamification is the user, in the case of gamification, being treated like a 

player, therefore any system that the player interacts with, how to motivate they are consequently driving the result of said 

system. This research aimed to analyze the application of the concept of avatar gamification in a digital platform. For this, 

analyzes of the profile of different users of this platform were carried out to find out if it was possible to identify the 

psychological profile of everyone according to the concepts of Bartles (1996). The result found indicates that, although the 

platform allows customization and priority level of what the user can demonstrate on their profile page, the available 

elements made it possible to identify trends for only three player profiles on the platform. 

KEYWORDS 

Design, Avatar, Game, Gamification. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is already knowledge that games themselves are good at motivating their players, usually by focusing on 

three main cores, time, rewards, and pleasure. The core of gamification is the user, in the case of gamification, 

being treated like a player, therefore any system that the player interacts with, how to motivate they are 

consequently driving the result of said system. Therefore, the more the designer understands its audience, who 

are playing their product, both at the current time and prospective, the easier will be to design features that will 

drive their behavior towards the game’s goal (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011).  

Nannan Xi and Juho Hamari (2019) wrote an article about the relationship between gamification, brand 

engagement, and brand equity, where they asked 824 users from the Xiaomi and Huawei communities about 

different gamification tools, they interacted within each of them. One of the issues concluded by the researchers 

was the fact that they could not generalize their results to another community or on a broader scale due to their 

methodology, their gamification elements were first grouped and then analyzed, instead of being identified and 

analyzed individually so they could generalize the results afterward.  

This article proposes to take a few steps back regarding Nannan Xi and Juho Hamari's (2019) article to 

have results that can be generalized to a different culture or community of people. The article takes the element 

of gamification, groups them, separates them into different categories, and then collects information about how 

the users interact with these elements. Our goal is to use one single gamification element, in this case, we chose 

the ‘avatar’ element, to collect data and information about the platform’s users to create personas and then base 

those personas in game’s psychology profiles to figure out which gamification-type of tool the developers 

should focus on according to their target audience. The idea is that studying first a gamification element ‘avatar’ 

that can collect real data about the target audience can lead to proper categorization of the remaining 

gamification elements based on gamer’s psychology, which therefore allows better generalization of results. 
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2. PROCEDURES 

The procedure adopted for this research is the case study aims, according to Gil (2002), to carry out an in-depth 

study of one or a few objects in a way that allows broad and detailed knowledge of the object of study. 

Complementing Gil, Dresch, et al. (2015) state that it is a research method used to investigate a problem within 

a context in which they occur, through comparison of data collected by the research, which seek to identify 

theoretical categories that can serve to generate new theories, therefore, the case study aims to describe a 

phenomenon, test theory, and create theory. 

According to Gil (2002), of the purposes mentioned for the use of this research method, the ones that best 

fit the present investigation are (i) to describe the situation of the context in which a particular investigation is 

being carried out and (ii) to explain the causal variables of a given phenomenon in very complex situations that 

do not allow the use of surveys and experiments. 

Complementary to Gil (2002), to reach the objectives of research on a case study, according to Dresch,  

et al (2015), the research must go through some steps: (i) define the conceptual structure, where it seeks to 

consult the existing literature related to the research topic and describe propositions & demarcate research 

boundaries, (ii) plan the cases, in this step it will be selected which objects of study will be used as an example 

to carry out the in-depth study, defining itself which and how they will be analyzed, (iii) collect data from the 

defined object of study, record what was found when in contact with the object of study, (iv) data analysis, 

prepare an analysis from the collected data, seeking to group them according to their similarities and identify 

causal relationships, (v) generate a report, demonstrate the theoretical implications of the study. 

Following this methodology, this research, therefore, proposes to analyze the 'avatar' gamification element 

in different profiles of a platform to understand this phenomenon for the future exploration of this concept as 

a tool for collecting data from platform users. First, then (i) a theoretical survey will be carried out on the 

concepts of game design, gamification, and avatars (ii) followed by the selection of the object of study, in this 

case, the use of the gamification concept on avatars within the Steam sales platform by through the search for 

user profiles that fit within the concepts established in the first step. Define (iii) the different public profiles of 

platform users to analyze the content and later (iv) cross-reference information present in the profiles with the 

concepts raised in the theoretical foundation. Finally (v), generate a discussion about the implications of the 

research according to the results found. 

3. GAME DESIGN & GAMIFICATION 

Throughout history, games have gained different functions and practices, according to McGonigal (2011), 

games can be defined according to common characteristics present in the structure of their experiences, being 

composed of goals, rules, feedback system, and voluntary participation. The goal is related to the player's 

purpose when participating in the game, according to the expected result of the developed activities 

(McGonigal, 2011). Being able to portray, at the end of the game, according to the completeness of these 

activities or one of its sections, contemplating the completion of a task that guides the player (Vianna et.al., 

2013). Subsequently, the rules ground the space of possibilities to complete the goals, stimulating creative and 

strategic perception (McGonigal, 2011). Its function is to balance the possibilities of the game, to predict 

behavior according to the players' actions (Vianna et.al., 2013). 

The feedback system helps in the motivation process corresponding to the player's progression, as a metric 

of the established goal (McGonigal, 2011). In addition to providing a performance return to user interactions 

with activities, related to their actions (Vianna et.al., 2013). Voluntary participation is consistent with the 

player's consent to the structure of the game, its optional and intentional presence per the characteristics of the 

challenge (McGonigal, 2012). It complements the consensus between the system and the user, and its 

disposition to the proposed conditions (Vianna et.al., 2013). 

Due to the digital industry, gamification was spread in the second half of 2010 (Deterding, 2011), from a 

TED conference by Jane McGonigal, an American designer on the subject (Vianna et. al., 2013). For 

McGonigal (2011) the motivational retribution found in games results in positive emotions, showing its 

applicability in experience planning, considering the perspective of game developers in solving problems. 

Burke (2015) explains that, although gamification shares characteristics with video games and reward 

programs, according to the user's voluntary involvement in systems that feature interactive mechanics, it differs 
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in its primary motivator. According to the author, the purpose of games is exclusively for entertainment, in 

which the experience planning is consistent with the player's immersion. Reward programs have the purpose 

of creating value for the consumer in transactions and rewarding them with tangible gratifications on an already 

established performance. Otherwise, the purpose of gamification is aimed at engaging at an emotional level, 

with the perception of value over actions through the user's process, according to solutions that re-signify the 

meaning present in their behavior. This motivation is the result of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, in which the 

participation and autonomous actions of the user, added to constant feedback, result in the achievement of 

significant goals (Burke, 2015). Its definition can be analyzed in contrast to other concepts, according to 

Deterding et. al. (2013) in Figure 1, differing from toys and playful design on the horizontal axis. Considering 

play as a playful and spontaneous activity (Vianna, et. al., 2013). 

 

 

Figure 1. Concepts quadrant chart 

In this context, games are distinguished from forms of entertainment by the consistency of their 

characteristics, limiting the game space with rules and objectives (Gray; Brown; Macanufo, 2010). In the same 

way, gamification uses game elements but differs in the totality of elements used (Alves, 2015). Considering 

the resources found in games to build gamified experiences, Werbach and Hunter (2012) present the 

components in the way the game is played, according to dynamics, mechanics, and components. The existing 

modules in the user experience reside in their dynamics, corresponding to patterns based on actions responsible 

for the direction and structure of the system. Activity states, on the other hand, are classified by their mechanics, 

in-game practices, and behaviors, composing the use and foundation of their components. As a foundation, we 

have its components according to analogies that give function to the game system (Alves, 2015).  

Dynamics are abstract concepts present in the experience system, which help in the development of 

activities. According to the authors, the main dynamics are (i) Constraints: Stimulate strategic thinking by 

limiting the possibilities of completing an objective; (ii) Emotions: Motivate the player by completing the 

proposed objectives according to an information feedback system; (iii) Storytelling: Explain the circumstances 

of the game in its context to engage the player; (iv) Progression: Rewarding the player's advancements in 

proportion to the recognition of their activities and; (v) Relationship: Interacting socially within the game 

environment. 

To give action to the dynamics, mechanics are explored, defining the possibilities of interactions, according 

to procedures that govern a game. (Vianna et.al., 2013). Unlike the rules found in the structure of a game with 

access to players, the mechanics of a game are interconnected to their experience, according to the descriptive 

mechanisms that influence the game's outcome. (Adams; Dormans, 2012). Considering that the players are the 

protagonists of the game (Vianna et.al., 2013) and that the design of experiences is focused on the user, Alves 

(2015) highlights the existence of different variations of players, having types of learning and temperaments 

distinct. 

Bartle (1996) describes that these distinct behaviors can be classified according to the way people interact 

with the game. Composed of four abstract terms evidenced in the player's motivation process, referenced as 

socializers, explorers, achievers, and killers (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The four archetypes of player’s motivation process 

Each quadrant categorizes the extreme of interest in the players' motivations, the horizontal axis divides the 

player's preference between interacting with other players or exploring the game universe, while the vertical 

axis defines the player's choice to interact with the game system or act about him (Bartle, 1996). Achievers are 

the type of players interested in acting in the game world, are driven by the game's objectives, like to 

accumulate points, levels, and rewards that make you stand out from other players. On the other hand, explorers 

are motivated by interaction with the game, they seek to know all the information about the game system and 

for them, this discovery is the reward. When the interest is turned to interaction with other players, we have 

socializers, emphasizing collaboration between users and seeking the social aspect of a game. Finally, assassins 

categorize players with a competitive spirit, have a desire to become skilled among their peers, and crave a 

reputation for their abilities. 

4. PERSONAS & AVATARS 

It is possible to interpret the typologies proposed by Bartle (1996) as positioning strategies and exploration of 

optional niches. Considering that its polarization is objective the characteristics of each quadrant, we can relate 

each of these as extremes of personalities and consequent opportunities for investigation, aimed at developing 

research that has part of their user process in a gamified system or games. Present in another field of knowledge, 

aimed at representing ideal users, according to explicit assumptions about their actions. Personas assist in the 

empathetic decision-making process by creating a user-oriented focus of engagement (Adlin, Pruitt, 2010). 

Personas are simulated representations of characters to represent a user or group of peers comprehensively, 

are used in research and development of projects aimed at people, aiming at the comprehensive interpretation 

of data, and are related to the study of similar social behaviors. It is a tool that makes use of qualitative and 

quantitative data to better understand the customer of a brand, product, or service, and predict their actions in 

controlled environments. (Herskovitz, Crystal, 2010; Cooper, et.al., 2007). Its use is not limited only to user 

creation and development processes for specific products, but also to any system that can include the user as 

part of its process, visible in its participation as a creative tool in different development methods. To create a 

persona, a process of documenting common characteristics, conceived through information, is necessary. 

According to Nielsen et.al (2015), based on a market analysis regarding the persona development processes 

of different organizations, the characteristics necessary to compose a persona involve demographic factors, 

personality types, lifestyles, day-to-day life. day of the individual, performance scenarios, simulated situations, 

and especially the relationship between the user and the brand, in the connection of the experience with its 

products and services, among more information, with the general objective of empathically understanding the 

needs of the consumer. On the other hand, in the literal representation of the user in digital systems, we find 

avatars, as to dimensions of data that, combined with the identification of typologies of players, offer relevant 

data for the construction of a persona of a gamified system, presented in the next section. 

Avatars are manifestations of a user of the digital environment, applied as a graphic or pictorial 

representation of two-dimensional and three-dimensional universes. They act as a mechanical extension 

representing a personal profile and aim to simulate an identity providing a customized experience. (Alves, 

2015). This involvement and immersion in the digital environment are based on the principle of new forms of 

entertainment along with sensory exposure and the user's procedural authority, which enable significant 

opportunities for narrative entertainment (Murray, 2003). According to Castranova (2003), avatars come from 
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the expansion of digital environments and the need to present their users through interfaces, due to their natural 

evolution, have expanded to video games and other systems and interfaces we use. They can be represented by 

choices that simulate characteristics of a profile in the system, carrying meanings associated with the symbols. 

As a form of simple visual identification shown in the example in Figure 3, when registering a new user in the 

Windows XP operating system, the user is suggested to associate a pictorial image and a set of characters to 

represent their environment in the system. 
 

 

Figure 3. Avatar 

In addition, Teichrieb (1999) presents two representation possibilities for avatars: (I) a graphical user 

representative, as in the previous example, and (ii) a representative capable of developing additional functions, 

acting as intelligent agents governed by rules of interactions. According to the author, when used as information 

agents, the premises of the development of (a) actions based on simple rules, with the capture of sensors,  

(b) reactive to external actions, concerned with the state of the environment, are governed by (a) c) cognitive 

systems, storing the state of the environment and assimilating its characteristics with the environment and  

(d) optimizers performing activities combined with the current situation of the environment. According to 

Muray (2003), the proportionality of digital immersion is associated with a good resolution of the environment 

in which the user is inserted. In this way, avatars represent a positive alternative to the degree of involvement 

of virtual systems (Teichrieb, 1999) Therefore, it is essential to understand how the interaction with avatars 

can impact the user experience and the beginning of this ideation how can we understand the impact that 

personalization. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Following the established procedures, after a theoretical survey on the topics of game design, gamification, 
avatars & personas, we sought to establish how to identify in each Steam platform user profile, possible 
indicators following the hypothetical-deductive logic for profile identification of each user within the quadrant 
proposed by Bartles (1996). For this, the profile of different users was analyzed to identify whether it was 
possible to establish a psychological profile to the profile, if so, where the user fits within the concept of Bartles 
(1996), and if not, what information was lacking to reach a conclusion regarding this user. The first profile 
analyzed will be used to find out which elements are present on the profile page and which of these elements 
are fixed or changeable according to the user's desire. 

These identifiers will help in the analysis of each of the profiles, consequently, the choice of identifiers that 
are adjustable can better reflect its psychological profile. About the user himself, he has the option to modify 
his name, profile picture, and a brief description of himself. In addition, the user can customize their profile 
page, being able to change the background image, theme, which insignia are highlighted, which are their 
favorite groups, they can also change privacy options, such as public profile or not. The part of personal 
highlights is more flexible for the user to highlight what is of most interest to him, where depending on the 
item he chooses to highlight, it may be a better indicator on establishing what kind of psychological profile he 
fits within the concept of Bartles (1996). 

For privacy reasons, all information that could expose the identity of a user of any of the profiles analyzed 
here will be suppressed, and only public Steam profiles will be used. For this article, 50 different profiles were 
analyzed to seek information that allows the identification of their archetype of player. Within these profiles, 
20% presented insufficient information for a complete analysis, among the remaining 80% we picked three 
users to be discussed below which had highlighted indicators that enable their identification in one of Bartles' 
archetypes (1996), the rest present information that indicates characteristics of different archetypes, but not the 
possibility to highlight one. 
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User 01, represented by figure 4, chose as a brief description of himself to redirect the viewer to two 

different websites, the first called SteamLadder, used to identify the rank of the Steam user profile within the 

ecosystem, and the second called SteamRep, which evaluates the user's reputation within the same ecosystem, 

both sites indicate that the player has characteristics of an achiever, as he wants to show his achievements 

through his reputation & ranking. 

 

 

Figure 4. Achiever profile 

On their profile page, the user chose to demonstrate as the main highlight elements such as the number of 

achievements and the percentage of avg game completion rate of 91%, suggesting that on average the player 

completes 91% of the available achievements, not only does he seek to be a completionist, as he also likes to 

expose his achievement collection to other users, the rest of his profile is aimed at demonstrating his 

achievements in different ways. As the player chooses mostly to expose highlighted elements of their 

achievements, such as rank level or percentage of achievement of goals, the player fits the profile of Achiever 

proposed by Bartle (1996) without presenting other elements that could indicate another psychological profile. 

User 02, represented by figure 5, did not describe in his profile information any element that would indicate 

his psychological type, however, in his profile, he chose as an image, one that symbolizes action, in addition, 

the player mostly presents games of player-versus-player profiles, in addition, the profile has a much lower 

rate of goal achievement within games. Therefore, the lack of exposure of specific elements demonstrates that 

he does not have an achiever tendency, but the high preference and recorded time in games like Counter-Strike: 

Global Offensive (almost two thousand hours of game), a popular shooting game First-person video that pits 

the player against another player, and other similar games like PUBG: Battlegrounds (837 hours of gameplay), 

demonstrate an inclination to be a killer type player, who is more interested in games where he can enter in 

conflict with others. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Killer profile 
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User 03, represented by figure 6, placed personal information such as his or her tastes as a description in 

his profile, the idea of being open to new interactions with other users, such as exchanging items. The user 

follows this information by highlighting in their profile a long list describing their tastes such as major games, 

television shows, movies, music, artists, food, and drink, as well as prerequisites for accepting new friend 

requests. In addition to the focus on providing personal information for new relationships with other platform 

users, the player is present, at the time of this research, in 57 different user groups on the Steam platform, more 

than the 15 groups that user 02 is in, but less than the 210 that user 01 is, in addition, the player currently has 

around 295 friends added to the platform, compared to user 01 keeps this information private and user 02 has 

147 added. The player also demonstrates an aptitude for the player versus player games, having as a favorite 

game, Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, which gives him the connotation of being a killer type of player. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Socializer profile 

Overall, although the profile has elements of a killer-type player, because it places a strong emphasis on 

social issues, as a prerequisite for adding user 03 to your friend's list, it indicates that the user is more concerned 

about socializing with users who have the same or similar profile, so he is likely to be categorized as a 

socializer’s profile user. In these three users chosen for analysis, it was possible to see that there are clear 

indicators and preferences of each one of the users that enable the inclination of their psychological profile 

within the concepts established by Bartles (1996). User 01, despite having some elements that can be 

categorized as socializers, such as the high number of group participation, his number of friends was private, 

and the rest of the information in his profile showed a tendency to prioritize his achievements inside the steam 

platform. User 02 also follows the same logic, he has some characteristics of an achiever’s profile, but he 

prioritizes information about games in preference to the player against player, which indicates a killer-type 

player profile. On the other hand, user 03, like user 02, in the sense that he has a taste for player versus player 

games, but in his profile, he is more concerned with demonstrating his personality, and citing prerequisites for 

other players who want to interact with him on the platform. 

What these three mentioned users have in common, along with the availability of the information available 

on the Steam platform for player customization, is the fact that it is difficult to define how prone the user is to 

the explorer profile, as few indicators allow the player exposes his preference for exploration over the other 

three profiles, possibly the best indicator is hours played in games that allow the player to explore in an open 

universe, but this type of example is not easily replicated on any gamified platform that wants to identify if 

your user profile is of the explorer type. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This research goal was to analyze the application of the concept of avatar gamification in a digital platform. 

For this, analyzes of the profile of different users of this platform were carried out to find out if it was possible 
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to identify the psychological profile of everyone according to the concepts of Bartles (1996). The result found 

indicates that, although the platform allows customization and priority level of what the user can demonstrate 

on their profile page, the available elements made it possible to identify trends for only three player profiles on 

the platform. 

For a future gamified system that uses the concept of the avatar to collect data on the psychological profile 

of each user, to identify how to proceed with the development of the platform according to the target audience, 

it is necessary to establish options for the user who identify him clearly and less subjectively what his 

preferences are. Because with only information found in the Steam user profile, it is possible to find an 

inclination to a type of archetype, but it is not possible to say with 100% certainty. In the ideal situation, the 

gamified system should allow the designer or project manager to draw conclusions with a higher level of 

confidence. 
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AN ONLINE EXPERIMENT ON THE STEREOTYPE 

CONTENT MODEL (SCM) AND CHATBOTS  

– DOES SWAPPING THE PICTURE MAKE  

A DIFFERENCE?  
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St.-Georgen-Platz 2, CH-8400 Winterthur, Switzerland 

ABSTRACT 

Chatbots have become quite popular in recent years, and research on the topic has gained momentum. In this study, we 

address whether the stereotype content model applies in the context of chatbots. Furthermore, we consider whether 

swapping the image of a person in the chatbot interface makes a difference in terms of the SCM. An online experiment 

was conducted to A/B-test different chatbot versions, and the results suggest that the SCM applies. Furthermore, a 

chatbot can be perceived as warm and competent, with friendliness, in particular, fostering online trust. This, in turn, is a 

business-success-relevant construct in an online setting. Therefore, if a trustworthy chatbot is to be implemented, the 

SCM is considered relevant and necessary for implementing such a bot. 

KEYWORDS 

Chatbots, Stereo Content Model, Trust, Online Experiment, A/B-Testing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966) and A.L.I.C.E. (Wallace, 2009), chatbots have further evolved and 

become integrated as voice assistants in operating systems. Market size and growth estimates are high, and 

the field of application ranges from healthcare and banking to retail (Intelligence, n.d.). Furthermore, an 

extensive analysis of patents highlights their importance and how this technology is moving towards 

supporting and assisting customers (Pantano & Pizzi, 2020). This results in a shift from personal support to 

an automated and more technical touch (Pantano & Pizzi, 2020). A more virtual and digital customer service 

approach is emerging, so the question of how social aspects should be addressed arises. Personalisation and 

social presence are constructs related to this (Verhagen et al., 2014). The more human the bot appears, the 

more people can relate to it (Wilson et al., 2017). Because relational aspects (e.g. trust) can play a role in 

business success and e-commerce (Beatty et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2008; Kim & Peterson, 2017; Köksal  

& Penez, 2015) and prior research has an emphasis on technical aspects (Pantano & Pizzi, 2020), this 

research contributes to the chatbot literature by testing whether the SCM applies in the given context. 

Furthermore, the question can be answered by swapping the chatbot picture to create a chatbot personality 

that users and potential customers perceive as positive.  

This research builds on the work of Fiske et al. (2007, 2002) and Cuddy et al. (2008), which stated that 

universal dimensions of warmth and competence exist and when these meet robots, it is a double-edged 

sword (Tay et al., 2014). Furthermore, the SCM was introduced by Casciaro and Lobo (2005) based on the 

research previously mentioned.  

This paper contributes to the current literature by applying the SCM in a chatbot context and conducting 

an online experiment (A/B-test) to ascertain whether the model also holds. This is especially relevant to  

e-commerce as purchase behaviours have changed due to the pandemic (Gao et al., 2020). Valaskova et al. 

(2021) commented that shopping patterns have changed, and 65% of consumers intend to maintain these new 

purchasing habits in the future. Furthermore, online service and support are applications where chatbots have 

replaced humans by drawing on deep learning, natural language processing (NLP), natural language 
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understanding (NLU), and natural language generation (NLG) to interact with customers (Mohamad Suhaili 

et al., 2021). Building online trust is essential, as is clarifying the relevance of the model, since it can be used 

to guide companies seeking to work with chatbots. The following section provides an overview of the 

relevant concepts through a literature review.  

2. LITERATURE 

Empirical research suggests that trust is a key success factor in online commerce (Beatty et al., 2011; Kim  

et al., 2008; Kim & Peterson, 2017; Köksal & Penez, 2015). This is especially relevant since the question of 

trusting the faceless and intangible takes place online (Beldad et al., 2010). Linked to this is the aspect of 

social presence that can arise when artefacts with social cues are perceived by users or customers (Verhagen 

et al., 2014). Social presence and social cues are both relevant when considered in the context of purchase 

intentions (Botha & Reyneke, 2015; Lu et al., 2016).  

The SCM (Casciaro & Lobo, 2005) extends the work of Fiske and Cuddy by creating a model based on 

the two dimensions of sympathy and competence to categorize stereotypes (see  

Figure 1). Casciaro and Lobo proposed (according to the two dimensions in their model) a stereotypical 

“incompetent jerk” (low competence and low sympathy), a “competent jerk” (high competence but low 

sympathy), a “lovable fool” (high sympathy but low competence) and a “lovable star” (high sympathy and 

high competence) (Casciaro & Lobo, 2005). When picking who to work with, people tend to opt for the 

lovable star (Casciaro & Lobo, 2005). Furthermore, Casciaro and Lobo (2005) point out that the sympathy 

dimension affects the building up of trust. Indeed, this is in line with van der Holst who stated that this holds 

for e-commerce, but in health care, it is competence that fosters trust (Holst, 2021). This model has found its 

application in education (Niemiec & Ryan, 2009), brand management (Aaker et al., 2012), health care 

(Drevs, 2013), information technology (Franklin et al., 2013), nonprofit organisations (Aaker et al., 2010), 

and sales (Zawisza & Pittard, 2015). Furthermore, these dimensions also seem to hold in the context of 

human-robot interaction (HRI) (Christoforakos et al., 2021; Tay et al., 2014). 

 
Figure 1. SCM by Casciaro & Lobo (2005) 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual Model 

 

Trust can develop when visiting websites (Ba & Pavlou, 2002; Lee et al., 2015; McAllister, 1995; D. H. 

McKnight et al., 2002; H. D. McKnight et al., 2002) and hence, can play a role when interacting with 

artefacts (Beatty et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2008; Kim & Peterson, 2017) or a specific technology (Mcknight et 

al., 2011). Furthermore, past research has shown that trust not only builds in human relationships but also 

when interacting with robots (Christoforakos et al., 2021). Even in mediated communication in general, trust 

can be formed (Pan & Steed, 2016). Trust builds upon first perceptions (Hampton-Sosa & Koufaris, 2005), 

and past empirical research suggests that images can help build trust (Steinbrück et al., n.d.). This is in line 

with Wood et al. (2008), who found evidence that verbal and non-verbal cues can foster trust in car sales 

based on a perception of the sympathy and competence of the salesperson. 

Social presence plays a role in electronic mediated communication because an avatar displayed in a chat 

box has positive effects on perceived interactivity, social support, and trust (Chattaraman et al., 2014). 

Mediated communication can lead to the perception of social cues as well as the feeling of being close to the 

other party (Biocca et al., 2003). 
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Based on the work of Wood et al. (2008), Fiske et al. (2007, 2002), Cuddy et al. (2011, 2008, 2007) and 

Casciaro and Lobo (2005), we constructed the conceptual model (see Figure 2) for this research. 

Additionally, the hypotheses were derived from earlier research (see Table 1 for an overview).  

Table 1. Overview of the hypotheses 

# Text Result 

1 Text communication influences perceived sympathy. Accept 

2 Text communication influences perceived competence. Accept 

3 Social presence influences perceived sympathy. Accept 

4 Social presence influences perceived competence. Reject 

5 Avatar (picture) influences perceived sympathy. Reject 

6 Avatar (picture) influences perceived competence. Reject 

7 Sympathy influences trust.  Accept 

8 Competence influences trust. Accept 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The chatbot was implemented as a mock-up using Botsociety software. The pictures were tested in a previous 

study where students were asked to assign images to the corresponding stereotypes of the SCM. The “lovable 

fool” and the “incompetent jerk” pictures drawn from the earlier study were used here as stimulus material. 

Furthermore, text from a previous study by Rozumowski et al. (2017) was used. User responses were 

identical. The layout of the chatbot is designed to resemble a messaging app communication (e.g. Facebook 

Messenger). Both chatbots have the same name to avoid potential bias, and both chatbots introduce 

themselves as financial advisors.  

Table 2. Overview of the chatbots and the online experiment procedure 

 

 

 
 

1. E-mail with an invitation to 

the experiment. 

2. Starting page with 

welcome and scenario. 

3. Ice-breaker questions to 

test knowledge about 

chatbots. 

4. Randomization (Chatbot 1 

[Lovable Star] / Chatbot 2 

[Incompetent Jerk]). 

5. Sympathy 

6. Competence 

7. Trust 

8. Social presence 

9. Affinity to technology 

10. Socio-demographic 

questions 

 

Chatbot “lovable star” Chatbot “incompetent jerk” The process overview 

 

The scales in the conceptual model are drawn from existing literature for reasons of rigour as well as 

comparability to prior research. Sympathy, competence, and trust are based on the scales used in McCroskey 

and Teven (1999) and the scale for social presence as in Bailenson et al. (2001).  
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In addition, control questions were used (e.g. hair colour and if the chatbot image was wearing glasses or 

not). Additionally, affinity to technology was measured as a control variable using the scales from Grabner et 

al. (2016). A manipulation check was implemented using the SCM, and participants had to categorise their 

Avatar according to this. If they matched, the manipulation check was rated as successful.  

A pre-test was conducted before the final invitation e-mail was sent to participants. Before the experiment 

started, they were given a short text about their scenario. Here, they were asked to watch the interaction with 

a chatbot as they would like to know more about a particular pension plan. Randomisation was used to 

determine which chatbot the participant saw (an overview of the procedure is listed in Table 2). 

Data analysis was conducted with SPSS 25 and before data analysis, cleansing and recoding of  

reverse-coded items took place. Missing values were labelled as such to exclude them from further analysis, 

and the answer given was compared to the scales and values below or above the scale (seven-point scales 

were used). One case was identified and deleted from the data set.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The survey was online for 18 days and 936 student participants were contacted, of which 156 opened the 

invitation link contained in the e-mail. On the welcome page, 25 participants aborted, and a further 19 did not 

continue the survey after being asked the knowledge questions about chatbots. A further 32 people chose not 

to continue after being randomly assigned to a chatbot. This left 76 participants that completed the 

questionnaire (N=76).  

Of the 76 participants, 47 are females and 29 are males. 53.9% of the participants are students (of which 

65.8% were employed part-time). 75% of the participants have a Bachelor’s degree or higher, and 57.9% live 

in an urban region. 47.4 % already have a pension plan. 68.4% of the participants consider themselves 

technology-competent, while 80.1% understand what “chatbot” means (both answers were self-reported); 

however, only 21.5% use chatbots (this low figure is not necessarily out of anxiety since 73.7% reported no 

security concerns regarding the technology).  

The “lovable star” group had an average age of 27.4 years (SD = 4.2), and 57.9% were female. On the 

other hand, the average age of the “incompetent jerk” group was 28.9 years (SD = 5.3), and 65.8% were 

female. A Chi-square test did not show any significant group differences regarding age, gender, type of 

employment, education, place of residence (rural/urban), or having a pension plan. Therefore, the randomised 

assignment to the groups (Chatbots 1 and 2) was successful, and further analysis could be conducted.  

The reliability analysis was conducted by calculating Cronbach’s Alpha values. All the Cronbach’s Alpha 

values of the constructs used in this study were above the recommended cut-off value of .7 stated in Nunally 

(1978). Hence, a group comparison was conducted using the Mann-Whitney U-Test. Significant group 

difference can be reported for sympathy: U = 516, r = .25, and p = .032; competence: U = 242, r = .57 and  

p < .001; and trust: U = 425, r = .36, and p = .002. Therefore, the “lovable star” was perceived as more 

sympathetic, competent, and trustworthy than the “incompetent jerk”. However, the social presence construct 

shows a non-significant group difference: U = 671, r = .06, and p = .592.  

Table 3. Overview of construct reliability 

Construct (# items) 
Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Sympathy (6) .872 

Competence (6) .863 

Trust (5) .823 

Social presence (5) .735 

Affinity to technology (5) .725 

 

An overview of the hypotheses is given in Table 1. Regarding sympathy a cross-table analysis  

(>= 5 = high sympathy, <5 = low sympathy) and Chi-square test were conducted χ2 (1, N = 76) = 13.625,  

p = .000. Cramer’s V was calculated, and the value of .423 p = .000 is in the middle range, and in terms of 

the Odds Ratio the “lovable star” was 6.2 times more sympathetic than the “incompetent jerk”. Hence, H1 is 

accepted. 
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Competence was analysed in the same way. χ2 (1, N = 76) = 21.111, p = .000. Cramer’s V was calculated,  

the value of .527 p = .000 was in a strong range, and in terms of the Odds Ratio the “lovable star” was 10.5 

times more competent than the “incompetent jerk”. Hence, H2 is also accepted. 

Spearman’s correlation coefficients were calculated to test for the effects of social presence on perceived 

sympathy. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient (two-tailed) was r(74) = .240, p = .036, which is a weak 

but significant correlation. Consequently, H3 is accepted. 

Spearman’s correlation coefficients were also calculated to test for the effects of social presence on 

perceived competence. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient (two-tailed) was r(74) = -.044, p = .708, 

which is very weak and there was no significant correlation. Hence, H4 is rejected. 

The question regarding the Avatar and his appearance was used to test H5. Participants who did not know 

or were unable to state the Avatar’s hair colour or if he was wearing glasses were put into the group that did 

not perceive the Avatar. All participants answering the questions correctly were put into the group that 

consciously perceived the Avatar. The Chi-square test was not significant for either the “lovable star”: χ2  

(1, N = 76) = .016, p = .584 or the “incompetent jerk”: χ2 (1, N = 76) = 3.031, p = .298 . Hence, no effect of 

the appearance of the Avatar on sympathy was reported, and H5 is accordingly rejected. 

The same test was then conducted for H6 to determine whether the Avatar’s appearance influenced 

perceived competence. The Chi-square test was calculated for the “lovable star”: χ2 (1, N = 76) = 0.215,  

p = .643 and for the “incompetent jerk”: χ2 (1, N = 76) = 1.406, p = .236. Because no significant effect was 

reported, H6 must also be rejected. 

Regression analysis was used in a further analysis of the data. Sympathy as an independent variable and 

trust as a dependent variable were included in the model (R2 = .53, β = .675, p < .001). Hence, H7 is 

accepted. Competence as an independent variable and trust as a dependent variable were included in the 

model (R2 = .41, β = .493, p < .001). Hence, H8 is accepted.  

The null hypothesis that communication does not influence the perception of chatbots can be rejected. 

However, this study suggests an effect on sympathy and competence and, in turn, trust. The text used seems 

to influence perceived sympathy as well as competence, while social presence has a significant effect on 

sympathy but not on competence.  

The rejection of H5 and H6 is not in line with empirical evidence from earlier research and Avatar 

appearance was deemed not to influence perceived sympathy or competence. Since sympathy and 

competence positively affect trust, the SCM applies in the context of chatbots. 

5. IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

The results of this research suggest that social presence and the chatbot text have a positive effect on the 

perceived sympathy of a chatbot. Therefore, companies seeking to implement a chatbot perceived as 

competent and likeable should consider the SCM when implementing and testing their chatbots. Furthermore, 

they are advised to pay attention to details such as text, which affects sympathy and competence. In times of 

artificial intelligence and platforms to implement conversational agents (e.g. Azure, Amazon Web Services, 

Google Cloud, IBM Bluemix, and others), it could make a difference to customer perception of chatbots if 

the text is adapted or trained in line with the SCM. This aspect affects both sympathy and competence – and 

ultimately trust. Therefore, according to empirical evidence (Beatty et al., 2011; Kim & Peterson, 2017), this 

is business-success-relevant because it influences online customer decisions (Kim et al., 2008). 

The data analysed in this study suggest that swapping a picture is insufficient since the Avatar’s image 

influenced neither sympathy nor competence. However, further analysis is needed to explain why this was 

the case here as past research suggests that changing a picture may be all that is required. One possible reason 

is that social presence has a more significant effect than the image itself.  

It must be noted that the sample in our study comprising students is not representative of the entire 

population. However, one advantage for us was that this younger age group was generally familiar with the 

concept of chatbots. Indeed, earlier research does not categorically reject the use of student sampling such as 

MTurk or convenience adult samples (Krupnikov & Levine, 2014). Students samples are considered 

legitimate provided they are adequate (e.g. in early-stage research) as conducted in this paper (Ferber, 1977). 

Students samples can also be used for initial marketing research (Ashraf & Merunka, 2017).  
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This study presented chatbot interaction to participants in an online experiment, and the results may have 

been different in a field study (in the context of an actual business transaction and interaction). Furthermore, 

the results may differ depending on the products used in the exchange. In this study, a financial setting and 

scenario were used for prior research, and these were not changed for reasons of comparability. Despite this, 

later findings may differ since the importance of sympathy and competence (and their effects on trust) 

depend on the context (see van der Holst (2021) for differences in e-commerce and heath care).  

As this study did not rely on real-life customer interaction, further research could conduct a field study 

where user-interaction is actively implemented into the study design (or by using a live chatbot). Since past 

literature suggests that pictures are quite powerful when evaluating sympathy and competence in the context 

of the SCM, a possible further experiment could extend the research by adding an additional group of 

chatbots without images. This could shed light on this subject and may lead to insights into why some studies 

show effects and others do not.  

Furthermore, this research used statistical methods that do not account for direct and indirect effects. 

Consequently, a possible further research opportunity would be to replicate this study and use structural 

equation modelling (SEM) and other suitable statistical analysis methods to account for direct and indirect 

effects that might be present when researching in the context of the SCM. 

6. CONCLUSION  

The results of this study suggest that the SCM holds in the context of chatbots. Furthermore, perceived 

competence and sympathy are antecedents to building trust. This is important when humans interact with 

artefacts, such as visiting an online store or seeking assistance from a company’s chatbot. As we have already 

stressed, trust is generally relevant to business success, so it makes sense to have artefacts fostering trust in 

line with the SCM.  

This study suggests that swapping a picture is insufficient. Indeed, constructs such as social presence have 

to be considered as well when implementing a customer experience (CX) in line with the SCM. This study 

also suggests social cues and text play a role; therefore, it is advisable to introduce these aspects into a 

chatbot in addition to an image. Because cloud platforms provide a fast and easy way to do this, it is essential 

to pay attention to the whole interaction and, for example, to customise the text in terms of the SCM. 

As subjective and complex customer perception involves testing whether the chatbot and its cues are 

perceived, these can make the difference between an artefact being perceived as a “lovable star” or an 

“incompetent jerk”. The latter would have a negative impact on business, whereas the former would 

contribute to business success. 
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ABSTRACT 

The definitions and denominations of blended learning vary considerably. The Covid-19 pandemic has favored a lack of 

differentiation by indistinctly naming models of emergency remote education through the term blended learning. Hence, 

the several ways of understanding blended learning are echoed in the diversity of practices that can be adopted. This paper 

is a snapshot of a masters’ study that aimed at analyzing the understandings and teachers’ practices related to blended 

learning in a private university in Brazil. During the time of this study, the institution was going through intense internal 

transformations and an uncertain external context full of unpredictability due to the pandemic situation. This is a case study, 

and it has a qualitative and exploratory approach. Data was collected from the analysis of institutional documents and  

semi- structured interviews with instructors from the university. The theoretical framework and literature review uses 

Bacich, Tanzi Neto and Trevisani (2015); Horn and Staker, (2015); Kanuka and Rourke (2013); Moran (2013); Moreira 

and Monteiro (2013); Morin (2015); Paniago (2016); and Tori (2009; 2017). The findings were analyzed through a content 

analysis lens, and showed multiple understandings of the concept of blended learning, relative incomprehension of how to 

support active learning in various spaces in an integrated manner. In these instructors’ practices and beliefs, the ICT are 

primarily used to provide a more personalized pace of study with some element of students' organization concerning time 

and space. The pandemic was contextualized as a driving factor for the expansion of blended courses, but it does not follow 

in the same proportion an approach to valorization and development of the faculty. 

KEYWORDS 

Blended Learning, Distance Education, Digital Technologies 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Literature on blended learning highlights the diversity of concepts that involve the theme of polysemy and 

ambiguities (Friesen, 2012; Kanuka & Rourke, 2013). The Covid-19 pandemic complicates these 

understandings by suddenly expanding the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in 

educational practices (Moreira and Schlemmer, 2020; Hodges et al., 2020). In the face of new routines, blended 

learning takes on a polysemic meaning. Appenzeller et al. (2020) emphasize the need to understand that there 

is a difference between the emergency strategy adopted for the continuity of classes, called emergency remote 

learning and blended learning. Moreira and Schlemmer (2020, p. 9) define emergency remote learning as a 

temporary teaching model that “involves the use of totally remote teaching solutions identical to the practices 

of physical environments”. For these authors, in this emergency, a classroom as an ecosystem is not constituted 

or robust. The goal of emergency online education is to provide temporary and quick access during the 

emergency period. 

In Brazilian Higher Education, this context is still experiencing the exponential expansion of Distance 

Education programs, which in the last ten years (2009-2019) had an increase of 378.9% in the number of 

students starting their undergraduate courses in such modality (INEP, 2020). Also, a 145.24% growth in the 

number of blended courses offered between 2017-2018 (Censo EAD.BR, 2018). 

Recently, through law No. 2,117 of December 6, 2019, the Ministry of Education (MEC) expanded the 

authorization for Higher Education Institutions to introduce more distance learning modality credits in the 

pedagogical and curricular organization of their on-site undergraduate courses. That alone could increase the 
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total course load of each course by 20% to 40% (MEC, 2019). This flexibility of the workload though, allows 

for different combinations between online and classroom teaching, enabling new configurations of Brazilian 

Higher Education. It also provides opportunities for institutions to offer undergraduate programs through 

blended learning education. 

That said, this study aims at analyzing the understandings and teaching practices related to blended teaching 

in an in-person Biological Sciences undergraduate teaching program. This program is offered at a private 

university in the State of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil. The study investigates the difficulties in understanding 

blended learning given the diversity of concepts, nomenclatures, and ambiguities that became more complex 

due to the current pandemic scenario. Based on these findings, the research investigates how this will affect 

the use of ICT in blended pedagogical practices. In addition, this article intends to contribute to the theoretical 

foundation that informs the understandings of the features of blended learning and to reflect on pedagogical 

practices. 

2. BLENDED LEARNING 

2.1 History and Literature Review 

The term blended learning – used throughout this paper - emerged in the US around the 2000s. Initially, it 

focused on corporate education (Friesen, 2012; Moreira & Schlemmer, 2020). While English-speaking 

countries use the nomenclature b-learning, blended learning is still predominant. In Brazil, the term was 

translated as hybrid teaching (Moran, 2021; Martins, 2016). Some of the terminologies adopted are bimodal 

system (Moran, 2013), blended learning (Moran, 2013), blended learning (Tori, 2009); b-learning (Moreira  

& Monteiro, 2013); blended (e)learning (Moreira & Monteiro, 2013); multimodality (Schlemmer & Moreira, 

2020).  

Between 2006 and 2007, after the publications by Curtis Bonk and Charles Graham in the US and Randy 

Garrison and Norman Vaughan in Canada, there has been a change in the use of the term, sparking interest in 

blended learning in Higher Education, rather than in the corporate training sector (Friesen, 2012). 

More recently, in the period 2011-2013, understandings about blended learning were added in the research 

studies by Clayton Christensen, Michel Horn and Heather Staker. The publications discuss innovation theories, 

propose a concept and a taxonomy for blended learning. 

In Brazil, blended learning starts as mixed presence and expands into Higher Education, based on the 

possibility of offering up to 40% of the credit hours in the distance learning modality in some of the different 

undergraduate programs (Moran, 2021). 

Valente (2014) argues that the plurality of nomenclatures characterizes a transitional phase in which several 

activities and distance education models coexist. The author highlights that blended learning enables 

pedagogical practices in which the student develops an active role to signify and understand the information. 

The conceptual discussion is also addressed by Moreira and Monteiro (2013, p. 86) who argue that blended 

learning “can be understood as a highly complex communication process”, pointing out that the result of the 

implementation of blended education programs can have effects varying accordingly to the configuration 

adopted.  

Machado (2018) understands blended learning as a methodological approach that integrates ICT to 

personalize teaching and promote active learning; the author separates and distinguishes the concepts “mixed 

presence” and “blended learning” by stating that, while in the mixed presence there is a separation between 

online and face-to-face activities, in blended learning there is integration and connection between the different 

spaces. Martins (2018) states that the different meanings attributed to blended learning vary according to the 

use that the institution/author/course intends to demonstrate. The author also states that there is no conceptual 

consensus shared by authors who research this topic. 

The main result of the literature review indicates that, even though blended learning in Higher Education 

is associated with the combination of the in-person and distance education modalities, the concept is evolving 

towards the understanding of a more sophisticated, broad, and complex concept. The studies come closer to 

the understanding that blended learning, from the perspective of the mere combination of modalities, is 

reductionist and does not contemplate the possibilities of an approach that presupposes personalized teaching, 
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student-centered learning and the use of digital technologies as a means and not an end in itself (Valente, 2014; 

Moreira & Monteiro, 2013; Sousa & Schlünzen Junior, 2018; Silva, 2016; Martins, 2016; Andrade, 2018; 

Machado, 2018). 

2.2 Theoretical Framework 

Based on Kenski (2012), Moreira and Schlemmer (2020), we can see that ICT use can happen through different 

methodological approaches. These approaches vary from more instructional ones which focus on the 

unidirectional transmission of information to more interactive approaches in which the teaching and learning 

processes occur amidst a multidirectional communication. Following this lens, the goal is not centered on the 

content, nor on the instruction/instructor, but it is on the dialogical relationship among all individuals. Vaughan 

(2016) stresses that blended learning is a teaching methodology in which students and instructors share 

responsibilities and move from passive to more active learning. Following this methodology, individuals learn 

how to learn and take on more responsibility for their learning in an active learning environment both in  

in-person and online settings. 

Research conducted by Horn and Staker (2015) define blended learning as an education program linked to 

an educational institution. In this approach, part of the teaching and learning process takes place through an 

integrated experience with online learning and personalized teaching is articulated with competence-based 

learning to provide student-centered learning. 

 
 

 
Source: This figure was designed by the authors based on Horn and Staker (2015) 

Figure 1. Student-centered learning 

Following this perspective, blended learning has some key elements: Autonomy: students’ autonomy is 

related to learning how to manage their own learning, a learn how to learn process (Pires, 2015; Vaughan, 

2016). Personalization: the development of autonomy happens gradually, and it requires cooperation and 

monitoring from the instructor. Moreover, it suggests either  personal support or more personalized study plans 

(Bacich, Tanzi Neto & Trevisani, 2015; Schneider, 2015). Flexibility: blended programs entail more flexibility 

in their course projects in terms of thinking of goals, strategies, and methods (Tori, 2017). The ICT: the 

technologies contribute to the personalization of learning and offer a variety of resources to the students (text, 

videos, animations, audios, etc). Technologies also provide a more personalized rhythm of study. The systems 

and platforms used can also afford data that shows the students’ development; through continuing evaluation 

processes, the instructor can plan and replan classes based on the identified data in addition to the individual 

and collective needs of their students (Horn & Staker, 2015; Lima & Moura, 2015; Rodrigues, 2015).  

3. METHODOLOGY 

A case study is, according to Yin (2015, p. 17), an empirical investigation that “deeply examines a 

contemporary phenomenon (‘the case’) in its context of the real world […]”. The contemporary educational 

phenomenon that justifies this case is blended learning in a private higher education institution. This institution 

expands the percentage of distance education workload of distance education programs, reconfigure different 

courses pedagogical projects, and implement new platforms such as LMS (Learning Management System), 

mostly during the Covid-19 pandemic. This research, therefore, aims at understanding contemporary events 

rather than controlling them. We investigate such phenomenon of blended learning in its context of real-world 
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(Yin, 2015); are interested in the perspectives of the participants (Minayo, 1994); and intend to contribute to 

the understanding of educational phenomena from a qualitative lens (Creswell, 2010; André, 2013). 

The higher education institution used in this research is private, and it has high-quality evaluation done by 

the Brazilian Ministry of Education. The university offers 53 undergraduate courses (32 in-person courses, and 

21 in distance education) in the different areas of education, health, social sciences, agriculture, engineering, 

and humanities. The campus infrastructure includes a veterinarian hospital, clinic, gymnasium, a farm-house 

school, and labs (e.g., communication, technology, and health). The institution has other 27 branches across 

the Brazilian country that physically support distance education. It also has post-undergraduate programs both 

in-person (32 different courses) and distance education (46 other courses), in addition to 6 graduate programs 

(master’s and doctorate), including an international master’s program. 

The course explored here – Biological Sciences – is one that prepares future students to teach. It is an  

in-person course that has a total of 4,080 credit hours. Around 29.71% of these credit hours are offered through 

an online approach. This course has its core curriculum in 22 other disciplines, and they are all offered  

in-person, too. Besides, the other 18 disciplines of the course are offered in the distance education model, and 

13 are offered in a blended format. The students in this course take disciplines in the field of the Biological 

Sciences and also in Education (e.g., sociology of education). The latter usually serves other teaching areas as 

well. The participants in this study were intentionally selected, after all the list of faculty members was carefully 

considered. Our goal was to recruit participants who were “well informed” (Yin, 2015, p. 117) and able to 

provide relevant insights about the research goals. In total, there were 5 instructors, and one of them also 

exercises the role of coordinator in the program. They all have experiences with courses and disciplines that 

combine both in-person and online teaching. They have worked at the university for over 3 years, are between 

33 and 61 years old, and have extensive experience teaching in Higher Education – 5-26 years. Three 

participants have got their master’s (n=60%), and 2 are PhDs (n=40%). 

The intentional recruitment of participants tried to contemplate the multiple experiences in a 

transdisciplinary exercise (Morin, 2015), which means bringing instructors from different areas of knowledge 

(pedagogy, letters, biology, biomedicine, immunology). 

Data collection happened from March to April of 2021. The collected data comes from institutional 

documents such as the Institutional Development Plan, the Institutional Pedagogical Project, and the Course 

Pedagogical Project, and from information gathered in semi-structured interviews which happened via Google 

Meet. According to Minayo (2008), the methods used in a qualitative inquiry allow mediation between the 

theoretical and methodological aspects and its empirical reality. Yin (2015) stresses that interviews are sources 

of the most important information for this type of study. 

Data analysis happened from May to June of 2021. The meaning-making processes (Creswell, 2020; André, 

2013) included the elaboration of two facets of analysis that emerged in the study. The limitations of this study 

relate mostly to the health crisis as the study took place during the rapid advancement of Covid-19 outbreaks 

in Brazil (FIOCRUZ, 2021) and in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul (SES MS, 2021). Indeed, these factors 

impacted the participation and availability of more participants. 

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The ethics committee of research with human beings approved this research. This paper kept all personal 

information anonymous and did not provide the name of the participating university nor the participants’ 

names. The letter “P” followed by non-sequential numbers identifies the participants. 

4.1 The Instructors’ Concepts 

Understandings. The results showed multiple understandings when the instructors were asked about their 

concepts of blended learning. Predominantly, participants understood blended learning as a combination of the 

in-person and distance education modalities. Some responders mentioned they had just heard about or had 

contact with the terminology, and that makes it harder for them to adopt and work with blended learning in 

classroom. Sometimes, more than one participant indistinctly associated blended learning to emergency online 

learning. 
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P86: “For me, blended learning is considered as a teaching methodology, which will combine both  

in-person and distance learning, but blended learning will also offer you a flexibility in both these 

environments, virtual and in-person […] So, blended learning for me, it enables us to overcome this view that 

the whole class is doing the same thing at the same time”. 

P39: “From what I understand, it is that in some courses, some determined field studies will be applied in-

person, including those with practicum, or a more theory-practice approach […]. And those disciplines or 

courses that are more basic and general for everyone, and that could be used by more than one course, those 

will move onto the virtual, onto distance education. These last ones will be developed online”. 

P12: “Because today, we have a lot of difficulties in understanding what blended learning is, and how it 

should be worked with. If you see the information we have, you will see that it exists… we will have bigger… 

we will have the most diverse number of definitions of blended learning”. 

P70: “For me, blended learning is that one that goes… that has an in-person meeting with students, then 

partially it is in-person and partially remote, which happens with the help of different platforms […]”. 

Discussion: As it could be observed in the blended learning literature, the flexibility of having multiple 

possibilities and models associated to the selection of different conceptions about blended learning can result 

in contradictory implications. On one hand, the different conceptions promote the popularity and expansion of 

blended learning. On the other hand, however, these views make it complex to understand what blended 

learning actually is and its implications after implementing and performing it (Graham, 2006; Friesen, 2012; 

Kanuka & Rourke, 2013). Along with Horn and Staker’s (2015) stance, there is a need for “broader” (p. 37) 

parameters which will not limit the possibilities that blended learning fosters. However, Graham (2006), 

Hanuka and Rourke (2013), and Horn and Staker (2015) also recognize that broad definitions can generate 

more misunderstandings around blended learning, making it more complex even to use it in practice. Graham 

(2006) then proposes the need for a more restricted definition that reflects the core characteristics of blended 

teaching. Minayo (1994), for instance, say that concepts have a communicative feature and that itself should 

allow interlocutors to understand them. 

Andrade (2018) contributes to the empirical results that were highlighted by some instructors who 

mentioned about pedagogical practices. Paniago (2016) says that instructors have been challenged to teach 

beyond the context of a classroom, and have been asked to use different media, audiovisual, and technological 

resources within the reconfiguration of spaces and practices of blended learning.  

Perspectives. For the participants, the pandemic will favor the introduction of some of the distance 

education credits in in-person courses. This means that part of the adopted methodologies of teaching in a 

blended format should be more permanent in a post-pandemic moment. Teachers mention that the expansion 

is more related to financial and cost pressures than efforts to improve educational practices. They also mention 

that this expansion causes impacts related to remuneration and teaching work. 

P52: “It is because I have been doing an analysis, I have noticed that several employers, after this period 

of time, can also do an analysis and notice that institutions will profit more from keeping the employee at home. 

That can start adopting that, not only in education, but other areas too […] So I think a lot of it will remain”. 

In reference to the choice of blended learning the teacher states: “It seems to me to be a decision based... on 

the economic part of the university prevailing over the pedagogical part”. 

P12: “So, I believe that at this moment, we could be going through a transition […]. But I believe that a 

100% in-person teaching will not happen again”. 

Discussion: Moran (2012, p. 129) states that the option of expanding blended learning is related to the 

digital culture that our society is in today, along with strategies of institutions to decrease their costs.  

4.2 Digital Technologies 

Technology. The virtual learning environment (VLE) was the type of technology mentioned by all participants 

in the study. The VLE has been the main resource used to combine both in-person and online learning. Its use 

has been reflected under two aspects: to provide access to content and to allow students to personalize their 

own time and space.  

P39: “[…] the material and the content are there and the student will work on them whenever they think it 

is better. They will schedule their own time”. 

P12: “Part of the course is offered through distance learning anyways. Students access a virtual 

environment, do the readings and the activities, do an assignment according to the orientation of the learning 
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unit, and at the same time, they contact the professor of the course who attends the student and supervise them 

in an in-person approach”. 

Integration. For basically all instructors who responded the questions for this study, it is challenging to 

integrate educational practices in both in-person and online settings at the same time.  

P52: “We have to make the discipline move as integrated as possible. They [students] enter the platform, 

they do the activities. And I look there, in addition to having to set up the activities, I bring some of the 

discussions to my room, just to make it look more unison”. 

P70: “Because I bring content from the platform to discuss it during the class: 'ah in that exercise, in that 

problem with the platform that you solved, you said that, why did you say that?'. So, I try to bring this to the 

class [in person]”. 

P12: “And we need to, we would need to make this link so that the student understands that distance 

education content is not separate, or that it is loose, free, and with no one taking care of it there. [...]. But there 

has to be a connection so that the student doesn't get lost. Because otherwise they will reach the end of the 

course and will say: I took two courses, one in-person and another in distance education”. 

Discussion: For Moran (2003, p. 59), the pedagogical project of a given course should integrate the  

in-person and the digital as “curricular components that are inseparable”. That is, to sustain that both virtual 

and physical spaces should be equally important to maximize the possibilities of more flexible, collaborative, 

and personalized teaching and learning processes. 

Autonomy. Methodologies such as blended learning, where the learning strategies are centered on the 

effective participation of students, contribute to a better engagement, autonomy, and participation of the 

students in the teaching and learning processes (Horn & Staker, 2015; Bacich, Tanzi Neto & Trevizani, 2015). 

However, most participants did not mention the use of ICT and blended learning as an opportunity to develop 

an autonomous and active learning. Some participants did understand that an autonomous and active learning 

is conditional to a successful blended syllabus, but not one that should be developed and improved during the 

whole course.  

P39: “You can clearly notice that those who are not committed cannot sustain themselves. They do not 

thrive. They end up staying and soon enough dropping off”.  

P52: “I think that the distance education system generally requires the students to be mature, so they can 

be autonomous. And most of the younger students do not have that”. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study aims at analyzing the understandings and teaching practices related to blended learning during 

pandemic outbreaks. Our discussions highlighted challenges towards the complexity and diversity of 

conceptualizing blended learning, observed in the different teaching practices of participants. Furthermore, the 

study showed the relative misunderstandings around integrated practices in both in-person and online settings. 

The relevance of this discussion has acquired such a dimension that currently the National Council of Education 

has announced the proposal for an Ordinance that will bring concepts to broaden the understanding of blended 

learning in Brazil. Most of our participants affirmed that the pandemic would contribute to the expansion of 

blended courses with impacts on teacher development and work. However, only a few participants suggested 

that such expansion will increase the possibilities of students’ autonomy development through blended 

learning. And the ICT have been used for content access and offered students flexibility in their re-signification 

of time and space. 
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ABSTRACT 

Computational political communication based on big data analytics of social media texts brings a prospecting framework 

to understand the public's perception of and interaction with political issues globally. This study collects a large scale of 

user-generated Twitter data to delineate online political communication dynamics upon U.S.-China disputes. Tech giants 

Huawei, Tencent, and ByteDance are chosen as epitomes of the U.S.-China power game to grasp more detailed opinions. 

Seven English-speaking countries: the U.S., the U.K., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and Pakistan, are selected as 

keywords for filtering among tweets collected from March 2020 to March 2021 across the globe. Automated  

text-based sentiment analysis is conducted. This study shows that the popularity of discussions about given countries and 

companies is inconsistent and might be event-induced. Also, the discourse of all these companies is interrelated rather than 

separated. This research facilitates future studies on fine-grained, categorized, and automated sentiment & discourse 

analysis to depict a broader panorama of online public opinion. 

KEYWORDS 

Big Data, Social Media, Computational Political Communication, U.S.-China Disputes, Tech Giants, Twitter 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Big data analytics and social media are shedding new light on the interdisciplinary study of both political 
science and communication studies. For the first time in history, researchers are faced with profuse  
politics-related information and comments generated by ordinary citizens on social media, empowering them 
to explore the dynamics of public opinion on critical issues.  

U.S.-China bilateral relation has become one of the most influential agendas in contemporary global 
politics. Over the past few years, starting from increasing mutual tariffs to the escalating conflicts embodied in 
almost every aspect of the two countries' interaction including international governance and national security, 
U.S.-China disputes have drastically altered the ecosystem for global trade, investment, and supply chains. 
Most specifically, within Trump Administration, from the blacklisting of semi-conductor suppliers for Huawei 
to the ban of TikTok and WeChat, tech giants with a Chinese background are to a great extent posed as epitomes 
of the competitive power game scenario (Lu et al. 2019; Rosset 2019). 

Despite its friendly and goodwill showbiz in the first two years, the Trump administration has then 
embedded a pivot of America's policy towards China. Published in December 2017, "National Security 
Strategy of the United States of America" initiates Washington's novel definition of China as a "competitor", 
"rival", "adversary", and "revisionist power", which served as a curtain-raiser for the upheaval until this day 
(The White House 2017). With rising nationalism domestically and intensifying pressure externally, Chinese 
decision-makers, on the other hand, have also been adopting a more "assertive" and "uncompromising" 
approach in both Aussenpolitik and Innenpolitik which inevitably accounts for de facto "lex talionis" deadlock 
(Clarke 2020). 
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The post-COVID-19 pandemic era has witnessed an exacerbated "decoupling" between the two major 

powers (Bernes et al. 2020). A vis-à-vis confrontation and retaliation has been projected to not only the sphere 

of trade but more structurally impacting the network of "global tech" constructed via cooperative efforts within 

the last two decades. As a milestone of the ongoing industrial revolution, a new phase of globalization, and the 

forefront of free trade, international tech giants have their roots in crossing-border information exchange, and 

simultaneously contribute to deepening the connection of the "global village" (Barevičiūte 2010; Fatma  

& Bharti 2019; Wyne 2020). 

Huawei, with its headquarter located in Shenzhen, is a leading telecommunication hardware manufacturer 

and flagship smart device company in China. In 2020, this 5G titan has ultimately met with the suppression 

from the U.S. featuring the forced outage of its semi-conductor suppliers including TSMC, Samsung, and SK 

Hynix (Guo et al. 2019). China-based software companies have also been dramatically impacted in 2020 by 

the "Clean Network" action plan of the U.S. government. TikTok, a ByteDance-made social media app for 

short videos, and WeChat, another app for instant messaging, audio, and video calls owned by Tencent, are 

subsequently included in the blacklist by Washington. Not until these latecomer high-tech innovators enjoyed 

their unprecedented international boom, they are confronted with the strike that may end their game in the U.S. 

or even all U.S. allies (Setretary of State 2020). 

This study looks into Huawei, ByteDance, and Tencent for their representativeness of hardware and 

software providers impacted by U.S.-China disputes, and for their huge user scale and global influence. 

Moreover, WeChat has its major income from the Chinese Mainland while TikTok is an international  

market-oriented app. This can also serve as a comparison. Internet tech giants are considered to be the 

watershed of China's rise as a global competitor in technology, innovation, and tertiary industry whereas at the 

same time an epicenter of China's "challenge" and "threat" to the U.S. 

In this digital era, while state behaviors, state-company relations, and geopolitical power plays can be more 

precisely and directly depicted from the macroscopical policy-making level, the public's perception and 

interaction also constitute a fundamental sector to the decision-making process, possibly more profoundly than 

ever. Twitter, among all major global social media platforms, has its characteristics as an internationally 

connected, weak ties-based "public sphere", facilitating this research to depict a more comprehensive view of 

U.S.-China disputes (Castells 2008; Habermas et al. 1974; Williams 2017). Therefore, this study chooses 

Twitter data for delineating online political communication dynamics. 
In this work, names of seven major English-speaking countries, namely, the United States, the United 

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and Pakistan, are selected as keywords for filtering among 
all the Twitter data collected over twelve months across the globe. The U.S., U.K., Canada, Australia, and New 
Zealand are also known as the "Five Eyes Alliance", which is an intelligence-based strategic ally group with 
its origin as "UKUSA" from the Second World War (Albers et al. 2016). This study also notices the strong 
geopolitical proximity between India, Pakistan, and China. These two South Asian countries, acknowledged 
as the biggest English-speaking countries adjacent to China and together populated over 1.5 billion, cast a huge 
impact on China's overseas market and foreign strategies (Sun 2020). Names of the three Chinese tech giants, 
Huawei, Tencent, and ByteDance, are also used to target relevant tweets. 

How does online public opinion perceive and respond to the disputes between America and China? What 
is the picture of social media discourse on specific tech giants? To our knowledge, this is the first study 
dedicated to answering these questions. In the second section, we will provide a concise review of the transition 
of political communication studies, and point out its promising future for both social and data scientists. Then, 
we go on to introduce preliminary findings of our Twitter data analysis. Discussions and conclusions are 
offered at the end. This study hopes that the publication of the dataset, and the insights the dataset provides 
after applying certain computational methods, can inspire and facilitate more social and data science 
researchers to create meaningful scholarly works. 

2. EXISTING WORKS: ACHIEVEMENTS, DEFICIENCIES, AND 
EXPECTATIONS 

This section summarizes existing works in understanding the dynamics of public opinion, pointing out its shift 
from traditional media to social media and the impetus behind it. We show that large-scale social media data 
ensures a promising future for the interdisciplinary study of political communication as well as social 
simulating and modeling. 
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2.1 Traditional Media and Surveys in the Beginning: Efforts by Social 

Scientists 

Media framing of certain countries, issues, or important figures has long been one of the most popular topics 

among political communication researchers. The manually-coded methods, e.g., text analysis, discourse 

analysis, and content analysis, are widely adopted in the studies of images and agendas constructed by different 

media sources, while a majority of the research by social scientists still focus on traditional media, namely 

newspapers, magazines, TVs, etc. 

In recent years, China has won more and more attention to its international image presentation. Golan  

& Lukito (2015) describes the rise of China via looking into American newspapers' "opinion articles" on China. 

Golan and Lukito reckon that opinion journalism, including "editorials" and "co-eds" of major newspapers, 

embodies the most clearly how a country's elite community thinks about specific issues. This research mainly 

utilizes the inductive qualitative analysis framework, looking into the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) editorials and 

the op-eds on China's rise. The text analysis focuses on key statements, positive or negative attitudes, and the 

use of quotes. It presents that "economic partnership," "internal dispute," "geopolitical threat," and "economic 

threat" are the main categories of WSJ's narrative framework. Golan and Lukito carried out the analysis based 

on a belief that the elites of society are responsible and influential to foreign policymaking. Similar frameworks 

are universally adapted in social scientists' research on media framing and international image-related topics. 

While public opinion's response to certain countries and issues is becoming more well-attended in academia 

these days, classic methodologies including surveys are applied in numerous social science research. Yang 

(2020) carried out a study on how China's image affects China's product selling in the United States. Focusing 

on public opinion as a critical factor in this research, participants were recruited in a medium city of Ohio in 

both ways: printed and online questionnaires (on Facebook). However, this approach to depicting public 

opinion about China's country-of-origin image still faces questions that whether it is comprehensive enough 

and if there exist more efficient ways to do the research. 

The Verb In Context System (VICS) is also an early attempt to understand the mentality of people, 

especially political leaders (Schafer & Walker 2006). Based on the 1969 study of the "operational code" 

(George 1969), the VICS analyzes people's political opinion and beliefs on power, predictability, the role of 

chance, etc., through their use of verbs found in public accessible speeches and policy text. An exhaustive 

dictionary was established to provide reference to the orientation of each verb, e.g., friendly or hostile, 

optimistic or pessimistic. The VICS is widely used for studying political figures (Cuhadar et al. 2017; Dyson 

2007; Renshon 2008; Renshon 2009; Walker 2011), where methods including "Leadership Traits Analysis 

(LTA)" are adopted to depict the process of political decision making of leaders—for example, analyzing 

leaders' personality influences during disputes and even armed conflicts (Dyson 2006). However, the methods' 

generalization to the public remains somehow stagnant, at least partly due to a lack of available texts written 

by the general public. 

2.2 The Advent of Social Media: Promises for Data Scientists 

Entering the era of social media, the openness and user-generating nature of cyberspace empower the general 

public to express and construct online discourse. According to a Pew Research Center report, more than 40% 

of American adults accessed information for the 2016 presidential election via social media, which provides a 

simple example of this ubiquitous phenomenon nowadays. The rapid development of computer science enables 

data scientists to directly study the public's opinion for the first time. Opposite to traditional researchers' focus 

on limited information sources and small target population, data scientists have been working to discover more 

latent and complex information from broader social media data. 

Sentiment analysis is a frequently employed technique for studying social media data in text modality. The 

basic goals of sentiment analysis are emotion recognition and polarity detection (Cambria 2016; Poria  

et al. 2017). Many researchers used this method to explore country images, evaluate international relations, 

and predict electoral results. Chen et al. (2020) and Xu et al. (2020) are both event-based country image studies 

with Twitter data, observing online public opinion during the 70th anniversary of the People's Republic of 

China and the COVID-19 pandemic, respectively. Their data was retrieved through Twitter Streaming API, 

and sentiments towards China (positive, negative, neutral) were analyzed with machine learning algorithms 

trained on manually labeled data. Their features include: 1) Xu et al. collected and compared English and 
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Chinese data, while Chen et al. focused on English discourse. It was found that a significant opposition existed 

between the online public opinions towards China of the two languages.   

2) Chen et al. provided fine-grained sentiment analysis by dividing online public opinion towards China into 

seven categories: Politics, Economy, Foreign affairs, Culture, Epidemic situation, Anti-epidemic measures, 

and Racism. They revealed that the gradual increase in negative politics-, foreign affairs-, and racism-related 

tweets and the decrease in non-negative epidemic situation-, anti-epidemic measures-related tweets resulted in 

the overall sentiments' transition from non-negative to negative towards China. 3) Chen et al. displayed the 

different patterns in the attitudes of Congress members, media, and social bots, showing that social bots were 

more likely to spread negative sentiments towards China, while media were usually non-negative. For U.S. 

congress members, the Republicans were more negative than the Democrats. 4) Xu et al. explored how positive 

and negative tweets were distributed among different countries and found that states enjoying better diplomatic 

relations with China generally had a positive view towards China. 5) Xu et al. obtained word vectors for the 

top 100 frequently and uniquely used words for both English and Chinese, positive and negative tweets through 

the word2vec technique. Preferred topics of distinct languages and sentiments were analyzed, e.g., positive 

Chinese tweets primarily focused on celebration activities while negative Chinese tweets tended to talk about 

broader issues like Hong Kong. 

Chambers et al. (2015) modeled relations between states using sentiments revealed in tweets with country 

names. Seventeen months of Twitter data were collected, and the aggregated sentiments for nation pairs were 

calculated with a support vector machine. The results indicated an alignment between human polls and social 

media sentiments, verifying the validity of applying social media data to infer international relations. 

Predicting election results with social media data is also a focus for researchers. Related works include 

(D'Andrea et al. 2019; Jungherr et al. 2017; Lopez et al. 2017; Tsirakis et al. 2017). Other papers addressing 

online public opinion towards political events include Adams-Cohen (2020), Leong & Ho (2021), McGregor 

(2019), etc. 

2.3 The Era of Interdisciplinary Collaboration: Computational Political 

Communication 

Despite the considerable endeavor and contributions the above-mentioned works made to the emerging field 

of computational political communication, their shortcomings are also prominent. Their implications for social 

challenges are vague. With their vision limited to describing general pictures, the advanced computational 

techniques are not fully utilized to answer more meaningful questions and bring about possible solutions. 

Meanwhile, a lack of real-time, or 'nowcast,' analysis, which has the potential to detect major events at an early 

stage and provide governments and the society with necessary notifications, also stands out as a significant 

deficiency for existing studies. 

From the global communication perspective, it can be anticipated that a more comprehensive and  

real-time computational research on social media will become increasingly significant for academia and  

policy-makers. Computational political communication is undoubtedly a rising field for interdisciplinary 

collaboration, with social scientists' intrinsic dedication to find questions and create meanings and data 

scientists' capability to initiate more sophisticated quantitative research. Data scientists should be encouraged 

to engage in more of this interdisciplinary area, honing and experimenting with their methodologies and 

theories (Margolin 2019; van Atteveldt & Peng 2018). So, below presents a demo analysis with Twitter data. 

3. A DEMO FOR DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Data Collection 

The data analyzed in this study is collected through Twitter Streaming API, which allows users to retrieve 

tweets with designated hashtags. Since the dataset is expected to support research in a broader context and is 

not specific to this work, the hashtags for retrieving data are designed to include all major countries in the 

world (5 permanent members in the UN security council, G20 countries, OECD countries) and countries 

enjoying close contact with China (member states of Shanghai Cooperation Organization and the Association 
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of Southeast Asian Nations, North Korea). The collection started on March 4, 2020, and will continue for 

several years. This dataset is open to all researchers. This study uses the data from March 4, 2020, to March 

14, 2021, including a total of 148,725,018 tweets. 

Then, we filter the collected data with the following criteria: a tweet should simultaneously include names 

or synonyms of at least one of the seven English-speaking countries and the names or synonyms of at least one 

of the three Chinese tech giants. The names and synonyms are shown in Table 1. Please note that the names 

and synonyms are case-insensitive since all the tweets and names would be changed into the lower case before 

filtering. At last, a total of 149,339 tweets were selected for this study. 

Table 1. Names and synonyms of countries and companies 

Type Names and synonyms 

Countries 'the us', 'UnitedStates', 'United States', 'the states', 

'America', ' uk ', 'UnitedKingdom', 'United Kingdom', 

'Britain', 'Canada', 'Australia', 'aussie', 'NewZealand', 

'New Zealand', 'India', 'Pakistan' 

Companies 'huawei', 'hua wei', 'bytedance', 'byte dance', 

'zijietiaodong', 'zi jie tiao dong', 'tiktok', 'tik tok', 

'douyin', 'dou yin', 'tencent', 'tengxun', 'teng xun', 

'wechat', 'weixin', 'wei xin' 

3.2 Data Analysis – Quantitative Characteristics and Linguistic Preferences 

This part reveals the quantitative characteristics and linguistic preferences of tweets linked to different 

countries and companies.  

Figure 1 displays the number of tweets about the seven chosen countries and the three selected companies 

from March 4, 2020, to March 14, 2021. It can be found that the ups and downs in popularity of  

country-company topics are significant: rarely mentioned on most days and intensively discussed in certain 

periods, possibly after an important event. Some events may induce massive discussions related to the same 

company in multiple countries, e.g., following India's ban on TikTok on June 29, 2020, a peak of related tweets 

appear in Australia, India, the U.K., and the U.S. Also, public attention towards the three companies is uneven. 

Huawei receives the most mentions when people are simultaneously talking about Australia, Canada, New 

Zealand, and the U.K., while ByteDance enjoys an overwhelming popularity in India, Pakistan, and the U.S. 

Figure 2 reveals the word vectors of frequently mentioned words (appeared more than 500 times in our 

collected corpus) by tweets related to different countries and companies. Limited by space, this paper only 

shows the word vectors of Australia, Pakistan, U.K., and U.S.-related tweets. The word vectors were calculated 

through word2vec. It can be observed that, for any given country, words from tweets related to different 

companies generally form only one cluster, entangling with each other rather than distributing separately.  

It indicates that the discourse of all these companies is inter-related. The colors also provide an intuitive image 

of which company is more widely discussed, e.g., the prominent green in the U.K. picture tells that Huawei 

was more frequently talked about. 

3.3 Data Analysis – Sentiment of the Tweets 

This section uses an unsupervised sentiment analysis method to show the attitudes of Twitter users when they 

mention the countries and companies of interest.  

The algorithm in this study is an adapted version of the fuzzy rule-based unsupervised sentiment analysis 

technique developed by Vashishtha and Susan for analyzing social media posts (Vashishtha & Susan 2019). 

Every tweet was classified as positive, negative, or neutral with the Mamdani system and nine fuzzy rules. 
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Figures 3 and 4 are the fluctuations of the number of positive and negative tweets mentioning selected 

country-company pairs. It can be observed that most tweets are neutral, but negative tweets also significantly 

outnumber positive ones. 

 

Figure 1. Number of tweets discussing the seven 

countries and the three companies, from March 4, 

2020 to March 14, 2021 (From top to down: 

Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand, Pakistan, the 

United Kingdom, the United States; from left to right: 

ByteDance, Huawei, Tencent) 

Please download all the original figures at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T_fHpKVz1Z79Fo2I

-4QPqva3DIVzaZU2/view?usp=sharing. 

  

  

Figure 2. Word vectors of frequently mentioned words 

(top-left: Australia; top-right: Pakistan; down-left:  

the U.K.; down-right: the U.S.) 

   

Figure 3. Number of positive (left), neutral (middle) and 

negative (right) tweets mentioning India and Bytedance 

 

Figure 4. Number of positive (left), neutral (middle) and 

negative (right) tweets mentioning the U.S. and Tencent 

 

Figure 5. Number of positive (left) and negative (right) 

tweets about Chinese tech giants when mentioning the 

seven English-speaking countries 

 

Figure 6. Number of positive (left) and negative (right) 

tweets about the seven English-speaking countries when 

mentioning Chinese tech giants 
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Figures 5 and 6 show the number of positive and negative tweets in our data set about every country and 

company. India and ByteDance are the ones that attract the most attention on Twitter when discussing issues 

about countries and Chinese tech giants. And the rankings of the number of positive and negative tweets 

containing country names and company names are generally the same. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the past few years, the bilateral relation between U.S.-China has been witnessing a "freefall," posing concern 

to global governance and international order. With its crossing-border and user-generated nature, social media 

provides a promising field for computational political communication research, enabling us to understand the 

mechanism of online public opinion's perception of and interaction with global politics. 

This study highlights the prospect computational political communication has for people's understanding 

of political events in the digital era. After summarizing researchers' efforts spanning traditional media and 

survey to large-scale social media data, we introduce a new Twitter dataset and provide an example for the use 

of such data by revealing its quantitative features and sentiment characteristics.  

Future research will include 1) From social scientists' perspective: generating more political communication 

questions that can a) be solved with large-scale social media data and computational methods, and b) facilitate 

high-quality social governance that optimizes the living experience of all; 2) From data scientists' perspective: 

under the principle of respecting privacy, developing more fine-grained sentiment analysis algorithms for 

digital media contents to discover the political leanings of Internet users and the mechanisms for online political 

communication. Realizing real-time analysis is another promising task. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper investigates how parents of American teenagers navigated teen social media use during the early months of the 

COVID-19 pandemic, amid school closures and stay-at-home orders. Through an online survey, parents of teenagers 

reported on teen engagement, happiness, and social media use along with their own levels and types of oversight related 

to that social media use. Findings showed that parents perceived their teens to be similarly or less engaged in school and 

social activities than usual, and generally happy with social media use contributing somewhat to that happiness. Parental 

monitoring of social media use was the same or lower than during pre-pandemic times overall, with some significant 

differences related to parent gender, teen age, and teen gender.  

KEYWORDS 

Social Media, Parent, Teenagers, Pandemic, COVID-19 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In spring 2020, much of the world swiftly shut down in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Specific 

responses to the pandemic varied by country and region, but stay at home orders were common, leaving 

people to increasingly rely on their phones and computers to connect with the outside world. Social media 

specifically provided a platform through which phones and computers could unite people, and thus has 

played a prominent role in pandemic life. Among its many functions have been maintaining existing social 

connections, developing and supporting community networks, entertainment, and crowdsourcing information 

at the local, national and global levels. For many people, social media was a primary way of learning how 

others were experiencing the pandemic and having social interactions with people outside of one’s household 

during the first months of the pandemic.  

Teenagers may have been forced into household isolation in spring 2020, but this did not mean that they 

lacked social interaction. For American teenagers, who were already heavy users of both mobile phones and 

social media pre-pandemic (Anderson & Jiang, 2018), social media networks and established patterns of use 

were already in place. For many teens, their social media networks and experiences are intertwined with their 

school networks and experiences (Dennen, Rutledge, et al., 2020; Rutledge et al., 2019). In other words, 

teens use social media to connect outside of school to support peer relationships and identity development 

(Dennen, Choi, et al., 2020). When physically in schools, where social media and mobile phone use are 

complex and multifaceted (Greenhow et al., 2019) and may be restricted or eschewed in favor of face-to-face 

interactions (Garcia, 2017), teens are likely to discuss things they have seen on social media (Dennen, 

Rutledge, et al., 2020; Rutledge et al., 2019). Thus, during Spring 2020, when schools at all levels shifted to 

emergency remote learning (Hodges et al., 2020) for the remainder of the school year as a safety precaution, 

high school students experienced not only an educational disruption (Colvin et al., 2022), but also a social 

one. School closures and isolation have been blamed for a range of ill effects on teens (Tan, 2021), and in 

particular teen mental health issues (Meherali et al., 2021). Other effects experienced by teens during this 

time include increased screen time (Ceylan et al., 2021) and sedentariness (Rossi et al., 2021).  

Both teens and their parents struggled during the lockdown when they were largely limited to each other 

for in person social interaction. For teens, this period was marked by an increase in mental health issues and 

negative behaviors (Breaux et al., 2021), with established family relationships moderating how these issues 
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were internalized and externalized (Skinner et al., 2021). Social media offered a way to maintain friendships 

outside the household and communicate with friends during the early months of the pandemic (Dennen, 

Rutledge, et al., 2021a, 2021b), but its use was more situated or visible in the household than usual, where 

parents could directly monitor things like time spent online. 

The triadic relationship between teens, social media, and their parents is complex. Social media can be a 

source of positive outcomes, but also a source of peril for teens. Parents themselves often look to social 

media to support their parenting (Dennen, Jung, et al., 2021). Parental monitoring of social media use, 

starting in the pre-teen years, can lead to more positive outcomes for teens (Fardouly et al., 2018). However, 

at some point parent oversight must be relaxed, with control over online decisions ceded to the teen. Not only 

is it developmentally appropriate for teenagers to have privacy and make their own social decisions, but it 

also connects to the important development of digital literacy skills. This situation can prove challenging, 

with parents as a primary source of both guidance and discipline over an activity that occurs in a virtual space 

where parents are not welcome. 

2. PURPOSE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The purpose of this study is to investigate parent perspectives on and oversight of teen social media use 

during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic. The parent perspective is an important one for three 

reasons. First, parents are usually the responsible party providing teenagers with access to mobile phones and 

Internet service for social purposes. In this position, parents serve as potential technology gatekeepers. 

Second, contemporary parenting involves monitoring teenagers’ mobile phone and social media use, along 

with teaching them to be responsible users (Dennen et al., 2019). Third, parents typically live and interact 

with teenagers daily and can offer perspectives on their teenager’s activities and moods. Although a parent’s 

report on teen attitudes and behavior is secondary data, parents are nonetheless keen observers of teen 

behavior. Parents are often used as a source of data about teen social media use (e.g., Wallace, 2021). 

Additionally, this study focuses on how parents monitor and respond to their teenager’s social media use, in 

which case they directly self-report information. 

The study focuses specifically on teen engagement and happiness along with parent social media 

restrictions and monitoring in the immediate wake of the pandemic. Of interest here is whether parents 

perceived that their teen’s everyday life was affected by the pandemic and whether they became less 

restrictive about online activities as a result. The research questions that guided this study are: 

1. Did parents perceive a difference in their teen’s engagement regular activities during the early 

months of the pandemic? 

2. Did parents perceive social media as an important component of teens happiness during the early 

months of the pandemic? Did perceptions of happiness differ by age and gender? 

3. Did parents adjust their social media monitoring behaviors in the early months of the pandemic? Did 

parent oversight differ by gender and age? 

4. What was the relationship between parent oversight and perceived level of teen social media use 

during the early months of the pandemic? 

3. METHOD 

To address the research questions, a survey study was conducted during the summer of 2020. The study was 

approved by the researchers’ Institutional Review Board.  

3.1 Participants 

Participants in this study were 641 parents or guardians of teenage children in the United States. The sample 

included parents representing 44 of the 50 states. Each participant reported data on up to three teenagers, with 

a total of 921 teenagers represented in the data set (see Table 1 for an overview of demographics). Although 

most respondents indicated they were female and in a mother role, the gender balance of teenagers was more 
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even. The 4.5% of participants in the other role were stepparents, grandparents, and legal guardians.  

For brevity, the term parent is used throughout this study to indicate individuals in a parent or parent-like 

role. Most of the teens were white, and they were evenly split between younger teenagers, defined as between 

ages 13-15, and older teenagers, defined as between ages 16-19.  

Table 1. Family Demographics (N(parents) = 641, N(teens)=921) 

Demographic Variables N Percentage 

Parent Gender   

   Female 560 87.4% 

   Male 78 12.2% 

   Non-binary 3 0.5% 

Parent Role in Family   

    Mother 560 87.4% 

    Father 52 8.1% 

    Other roles 48 4.5% 

Teen Gender   

    Female 430 46.7% 

    Male 480 52.1% 

    Non-binary/unknown 11 1.2% 

Teen Race   

    White   691 75.0% 

    Black 78 8.5% 

    Hispanic or Latinx   56 6.1% 

    Asian 21 2.3% 

    Other races 75 8.1% 

 N M(SD) 

Age of teens 921 15.5(1.83) 

Younger Group (13-15) 

 

 

 

482 52.3% 

    Older Group (16-19) 439 47.7% 

3.2 Data Collection 

Data collection occurred via an online survey using the Qualtrics survey platform. All participants opted into 

the survey after first being presented with a study information sheet. The survey itself consisted of parent 

demographics, followed by a question about how many teenagers were in the parent’s household. For each 

teenager in the household, up to a maximum of 3 teenagers, parents were asked a block of questions about 

the teen’s demographics, the parent’s oversight of the teen’s social media use, and the parent’s observations 

and perceptions of the teen’s social media use. The survey was advertised to parents using paid 

advertisements on Facebook and Instagram during July 2020. Parents could follow a link embedded in the ad 

to access the survey. At the conclusion of the survey they could enter a drawing to win one of four $25 gift 

cards.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

Data analysis focused on descriptive analysis of responses to answer the first three research questions, and a 

chi-square tests of independence to explore demographic differences for research questions one and two. For 

the chi-square analyses we explored differences across three demographic variables, parent gender, teen 

gender, and teen age. Teen age was grouped into younger (13-15) and older (16-19) teens (see Table 1) based 
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on the typical legal driving age in the United States, which is 16 years old. This division was meaningful 

because for many teens independence is associated with driving (Scott-Parker, 2018). In another study 

conducted during the early period of the pandemic, teens who were able to drive reported more interactions 

with friends and the outside world than younger teens (Dennen, Rutledge, et al., 2021b). Finally, logistic 

regression was used to answer the fifth research question.  

4. FINDINGS 

4.1 Parent Observation of Teen Engagement and Happiness 

Around half of the parents reported that their teens were less engaged in school and social activities during 

the early months of the pandemic when compared to pre-pandemic times (see Table 2). Notably, some 

parents perceived that their teen’s engagement in school or social activities increased during this period. 

Despite the perceived decrease in engagement for many teens, most parents reported that their teen’s 

happiness was at a medium or high level. Similarly, social media was reported to be important to teen 

happiness during this time at either a medium or high level. A chi-square test of independence showed no 

differences in happiness related to teen gender or age. 

Table 2. Teen engagement and happiness 

 Less Same More 

School Engagement 459 (49.8%) 231 (25.1%) 209 (22.7%) 

Social Engagement  507 (55.0%) 268 (29.1%) 135 (14.7%) 

 

 

 

Low Medium High 

Happiness 74 (8.0%) 366 (39.7%) 481 (52.2%) 

 SM Importance 83 (9.0%) 317 (34.4%) 521 (56.6%) 

4.2 Parent Social Media Oversight 

Parents were asked to indicate whether their social media restrictiveness and monitoring activities had 

changed during the early months of the pandemic. As reported in Table 3, most parents reported that their 

monitoring was about the same, but a sizable minority reported that they had become less restrictive during 

this time. When asked about specific forms of oversight, the greatest changes were reported about monitoring 

and restricting the amount of time teens spend online. Specifically, parents loosened their oversight with 

regards to time.  

Chi-square tests of independence were used to examine differences based on parent gender, teen gender, 

and teen age (see Table 4). There was a significant relationship between parent gender and level of oversight, 

χ2 (2) = 6.403, p = .038. The post-hoc tests showed that mothers were more likely than fathers to reduce 

restrictions during this time, whereas fathers were more likely than mothers to increase restrictions. For 

example, 24.5% of fathers increased their monitoring of with whom their teens interacted online compared to 

only 14.8% of mothers.  

There were also significant differences in oversight based on the age of the teens, χ2 (2) = 15.08,  

p = .001. For every item, parents were more restrictive with younger teens (age 13-15) than they were with 

older teens (age 16-19). Additionally, parents reported being more likely to have increased conflicts about 

social media use with younger teens.   

Teen gender did not show significant differences when parents reported about oversight in general,  

χ2 (2) = 4.232, p = 0.12. However, there were significant differences when focused specifically on 

monitoring who teens interact with. A post-hoc test showed that parents were more restrictive with daughters 

than they were with sons. 
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Table 3. Changes in parental monitoring activities  

 Less restrictive About the same More restrictive 

Parental monitoring of 

teen’s social media use 
187 (20.3%) 656 (71.2%) 78 (8.5%) 

Monitoring Activities Less  About the same More 

I monitor what they post 

online. 
101 (11%) 683 (74.2%) 137 (14.9%) 

I monitor who they 

interact with online. 
117 (12.7%) 659 (71.6%) 145 (15.7%) 

I monitor how much 

time they spend online. 
227 (24.6%) 527 (57.2%) 167 (18.1%) 

I restrict the amount of 

time they spend online. 
291 (31.6%) 509 (55.3%) 121 (13.1%) 

I have conflict with my 

teen about their online 

activities. 

153 (16.6%) 616 (66.9%) 152 (16.5%) 

Table 4. Chi-square results of the impact of family factors on teens’ social media use 

    Parent gender Teen gender Teen age 

 χ2 (df) χ2 (df) χ2 (df) 

Level of monitoring 6.403 (2)** 4.232 (2) 15.08 (2)*** 

Monitoring activities    

    I monitor what they post online. 2.939 (2) 0.972 (2) 17.263 (2)*** 

    I monitor who they interact with online. 6.729 (2)** 7.727 (2)** 26.942 (2)*** 

    I monitor how much time they spend online. 
9.524 (2)** 5.812 (2) 22.801 (2)*** 

    I restrict the amount of time they spend online. 
8.882 (2)** 3.706 (2) 6.569 (2)** 

    I have conflict with my teen about their online activities. 
1.569 (2) 1.435 (2) 7.504 (2)** 

Note. **p<0.05, ***p<0.01 

 
4.3 Oversight and Level of Use 

To explore the relationship between changes in parent monitoring and level of teen social media use, we did 

an ordered logistic regression. The results showed that heavy teen use of social media was significantly 

associated with decreased parents’ oversight (β=-.239, Wald’s χ2=14.243, p<0.001). The logistic regression 

model indicated that parents whose teens are heavy social media users less restrictively monitored those teens 

(OR = 0.787, 95% CI = 0.696, 0.892). 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

These findings suggest that parents recognized that their teens were less engaged in typical school and social 

media activities (research question 1). Although most parents did not feel that their teens experienced a dip in 

happiness, they nonetheless recognized the importance of social media to their teens for maintaining social 

connections during a stressful time (research question 2). These findings were corroborated by teens in a 

parallel survey study (Dennen, Rutledge, et al., 2021a) and are consistent with another study that found both 

parents and teens experienced increased reliance on social media during the early pandemic (Drouin et al., 
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2020). Addressing research questions 3, parents responded accordingly by either relaxing their oversight, 

including time restrictions, or by maintaining the status quo. Finally, lower rates of restriction and monitoring 

were associated with heavier teen social media use, at least in terms of parental perceptions (research 

question 4). The many parents who reported no change in their oversight behaviors combined with the 

association between less restrictive parents and higher teen social media use implies that prior to the 

pandemic they had already established effective ways of parenting their teens related to social media use. In 

this sense, the term effective is relative and assumes that whatever arrangement was in place pre-pandemic 

balanced factors like safety, maturity level, and parent-child conflict in a manner that led to satisfactory 

outcomes.  

In the roughly 30% of cases in which parent monitoring changed, we did not collect data that explains the 

change. However, various explanations can be considered. In cases where parents and teens experienced 

greater togetherness at home, parent exposure to teen behaviors may have increased. In particular, this 

phenomenon may explain the significant difference based on parent gender, which somewhat challenges 

findings from a pre-pandemic study which suggest that mothers are more engaged in social media monitoring 

(Wallace, 2021). During the pandemic, an increase in parents working at home may have given fathers 

greater exposure than usual to their teen’s online behaviors. This awareness may have led them to try to enact 

new limits.  

Conversely, parents who previously enforced restrictions and monitored teen use closely may have been 

too tired to continue this practice or may have swiftly concluded that the benefits outweighed the risks of 

allowing their teens to use social media and to have privacy while they use it. Without social media during 

this time, important peer interactions may have been lost, delaying the continuous development of 

interpersonal skills and social competencies (Hussong et al., 2021). Given the frequent perception that social 

media was contributing to teen happiness, this is a logical conclusion. It is also supported by findings from 

another study in which parents reported that they think monitoring teen social media use is a good idea, but 

they are uncertain of their efficacy (Douglas et al., 2020). Alternately, after spending more time together than 

usual some parents may have concluded that restrictions were not necessary, mimicking Bulow et al.’s 

(2021) finding that behavioral controls were ceded to autonomy in some instances during this time.  

This study confirms prior studies that suggest parents are more heavily involved in monitoring the social 

media use of younger teens in comparison to older teens (Douglas et al., 2020; Wallace, 2021). A reduction 

in monitoring as teens get older is developmentally appropriate. Parents can provide greater guidance and set 

firmer limits when their children are first learning to use the medium, ideally helping to establish healthy 

online behaviors and awareness of perils to avoid. As teen knowledge and parent trust both increase, parent 

oversight can recede.   

Differences based on gender appear to be more complex. This study found differences on a single issue, 

specifically who their teen interacted with. The greater concern about daughters’ interaction partners may 

reflect fear of sexual predators along with the stereotyped double standard that suggests girls are more likely 

to be prey in this context. Such stereotypes have played out in other studies of teen online behaviors. For 

example, Douglas et al. (2020) found that parents of sons were more concerned than parents of daughters 

about teens watching sexually explicit material online.  

This study provides a glimpse at parent perceptions and oversight of teen social media use during a time 

of high stress and uncertainty. The sample represents individuals who are social media users already and who 

opted in to participate, which is a limitation of the study. A survey of parents who are not social media users 

may have led to different findings. Such parents would not have experienced parallel increased reliance on 

social media alongside their teens as the pandemic began, nor would they understand as effectively how 

social media functions. Continued research into this area would be valuable, examining how the triadic teen, 

parent, and social media relationship evolves more generally as teens age and within specific circumstances.  
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A QUINQUENNIUM MAPPING LITERATURE REVIEW ON 

BIG DATA ANALYTICS IN TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY  

Nikolaos Misirlis and Dirk van der Steenhoven 
HAN University of Applied Sciences, 6826CC, R31, Arnhem, The Netherlands  

ABSTRACT 

Big data analysis can change the global tourism and hospitality industry, providing deeper knowledge and greater insights 

and increased relationships regarding e-travelers.  The purpose of this study is to present a mapping literature review and a 

research articles’ classification regarding big data and social media data exploitation representing a fuel of innovation in 

tourism and hospitality. The review covers 24 articles from peer review journals, over the last decade, presenting the 

Boolean technique followed for the data-extraction method. The articles are classified in several distinct modules and 

research thematic areas and sub-areas. The findings of this study reveal, among others, the most studied areas, trends and 

tendencies for big data analysis in tourism and hospitality. Our literature review revealed several emerging research 

approaches, focused on, but not limited to: social media platforms and other data sources, type of analysis (data analytics, 

model analytics and geospatial analytics), tools and methodologies and outcomes, to wit market research and  

decision-making in tourism. This study is the first using mapping literature review techniques on focused articles related 

to BD analysis regarding tourism and hospitality, presenting a complete, increasing and continuously editable framework 

for future research. Thus, tourism BD analysis provides significant challenges in the relationship between businesses and 

their customers, offering superior buying and support experiences with a view to enhancing customer choice and 

expectations. 

KEYWORDS 

Big Data, Tourism, Hospitality, Social Media, Literature Review 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Big Data (BD) represents a disruptive technology that is already modifying the business intelligence. The main 

idea behind the BD remains always the need of data analytics in order to increase business insights and take 

better decisions (Daniel et al., 2010). Big Data is by all means an innovative and powerful tool for enhancing 

the capabilities and the decisions of the travel and hospitality industry, in specific: predicting tourism demand 

and individual preferences, understanding the tourists from their online behavior, influencing, monitoring and 

evaluating their satisfaction and designing personalized services and tailored experiences (Rammstedt and 

John, 2007). 

There are many misunderstandings regarding BD and its definition. The basic definition is “datasets which 

could not be captured, managed, and processed by general computers within an acceptable scope” (Chen et al., 

2014). For many researchers the BD's definition remains debatable, with current literature containing 43 

different definitions(Mayeh et al., 2012), but none universally accepted (Grubmüller et al., 2013). BD defers 

from the traditional data analysis, since bigger variety (range of data types and sources), volume (amount of 

data) and velocity (speed of data in and out) are being involved, also known as the 3V's of the big data analytics. 

Some authors add another V on the equation, the Veracity (Beyer and Laney, 2012), creating this way the 4V 

definition and others the Validity and Volatility, ending up to talk about the 6Vdefinition, which is the most 

complete today (Chatzipavlou et al., 2015, Gandomi and Haider, 2015, Karanatsiou et al., 2017, Boyd, 2006, 

Hatzithomas et al., 2017, Misirlis et al., 2017). According to a recently consensual definition (Karanatsiou  

et al., 2017) “Big data represents the information assets characterized by such a high volume, velocity and 

variety to require specific technology and analytical methods for its transformation into value”. Differences on 

definitions have to do most with the different opinions of researchers on what part of data is more important. 

Some believe that variety and velocity are the most important aspects of BD and others that volume is 
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everything. On the other side, all researchers agree that data science differs from Big Data and that the final 

interpretation step remains perhaps the most crucial throughout the process (Yang et al., 2011).  

A problem that arises from the study of BD is the complexity of data. Yet, there is no deep understanding 

upon the complexity and furthermore how to address, rather than understand complex data. In literature there 

is a lack of knowledge regarding distribution, complexity understanding and association relationships 

(Grubmüller et al., 2013).  

For this purpose, we propose a framework of Input, Process and Outcomes modules with specific research 

thematic areas of BD analytics in tourism and hospitality incorporating a complete literature review table, in 

order to overcome the aforementioned issues. The present chapter is structured as follows: the next session 

presents the literature review methodology used. Consequently, we propose a conceptual framework 

categorizing the recent literature in specific thematic areas regarding BD analysis in tourism and hospitality. 

Last, we conclude with the research implications and future studies.  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW - METHODOLOGY 

In literature there are several frameworks for diverse fields related to road or accident data (Bullinger et al., 
2010, Nanos et al., 2017, Misirlis and Vlachopoulou, 2018a), health data (Podobnik, 2013, Asur and 
Huberman, 2010, Xie et al., 2012, Rohm et al., 2012, Chen et al., 2014, Beyer and Laney, 2012, Jani et al., 
2014, Song and Liu, 2017), decision making processes (Kontopoulos et al., 2013, Bartolini et al., 2015, Misirlis 
and Vlachopoulou, 2018b, Siemens and Long, 2011, Briggs, 1976, Kao and Craigie, 2014), behavioral analysis 
(Hatzithomas et al., 2017),  education (Lieberman, 2014) or eGovernment (Gosling et al., 2003),  with the list 
for the applied fields to seem endless. In this study we focus on tourism and hospitality investigating Input, 
Process, and Outcome modules, related to BD analysis. Using Boolean phrases we collected 24 articles that 
match entirely our research. We searched articles from ScienceDirect, Scopus and Google scholar, removing 
conference articles, book chapters and white papers. 

Useful conclusions can be drawn from the year’s distribution Figure 1. In 2014 only 3 articles fitted our 
Boolean research, 4 in 2015 and 4 in 2016. A large increase in publications is noticed in 2017 with 12 (50% of 
the considered articles) research papers. Our research stops in 2017 so the one article with 2018 as a date is not 
representative of the tendency for that year. Future similar research can contribute on that data. The fact that 
there is an increase of publication equal to 300% (2017 respect to 2016) shows that there is a continuous 
increasing interest of academics and practitioners regarding big data in tourism. 
 

 

Figure 1. Year distribution of articles 

The 24 articles were then studied in order to continue with the mapping literature review. The articles were 
initially divided in 10 categories. Consequently the keywords were unified in distinct categories so as to end 
up to the 4 categories of research thematic areas that form the final 3 modules on our review. Table 1 presents 
the articles collected and divided on the 3 modules, 4 research thematic areas including sub-areas, namely: 
Data Sources & Social media platforms (where the data come from), BD Analytics: types of analysis, tools  
& methodologies (how the data will interpret the information/ knowledge) and Value (market research  
& decision-making in tourism and hospitality). On Table 1 we provide the definitions for each module and 
research thematic area before presenting the articles for each category and the relevant statistics, research and 
results.  
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Data source represents the first approach on Big Data Analysis procedure. Data originated from online 

actions of users form the Input module. These data include information on segments such as social media 

(social networking sites, microblogs, vlogs or blogs etc), websites, mobile devices, customer relationship 

management apps, e-transactions and search engines queries. This User Generated Data (UGD) benefits the 

BD analysis by creating a large amount of data in order to uncover patterns, correlations and other insights. 

The relevant tools, after the UGD collection, use multiple techniques and methods, to gain value from the 

aforementioned data (Misirlis and Vlachopoulou, 2018a).  

The 3 basic types of analysis are: data, model and geospatial with the first category to be related mostly 

with statistical analysis, the second with the use of specific scientific models, both theoretical and practical and 

the third category with data analysis related to geographical or spatial aspects.  

Analytic tools and methodologies can be especially useful in helping companies in tourism and hospitality 

sector mine and refine data to determine valuable information for optimizing business outcomes. In specific, 

predictive analytics gives marketing professionals more insight into customer preferences depending on timely 

and reliable tourism big data analysis, based on both the quality of the big data and the customer feedback 

mechanisms.  

Value is frequently seen as another important characteristic of big data due to its novel application in various 

areas related to the tourism industry. First, collecting, correlating, and analyzing tourism big data from 

customer interactions across channels enhances tourism demand predictions. Secondly, measuring tourists’ 

satisfaction leads to customers’ pleasure and loyalty. The customer should be at the center of all big data efforts. 

Third, personalized marketing activities and targeted tourism experiences design are extremely powerful 

opportunities that can be obtained from big data (Jani et al., 2014).  

Table 1. Modules, research thematic areas and sub-areas definitions 

Modules Research 

thematic areas 

Research thematic sub-areas Definitions 

Input: where 

the data come 

from 

Data sources  Social media platforms  Articles that analyze issues 

related to the inputs required for 

exploiting big data, such as data 

inputs, data sources, 

technological and 

organizational resources and 

capabilities. Specifically this 

category incorporates articles 

that focus on data originated 

from social media platforms 

Websites, mobile devices, 

CRM, e-transactions, search 

data, etc.  

Process: how 

the data will 

interpret the 

information/ 

knowledge 

Analytics: Type of 

analysis 

Data  Articles focused on methods or 

tools strictly related to the 

statistical analysis of BD 

 

Model  Articles focused on specific 

scientific models (theoretical 

and practical) that are used on 

BD analysis 

 

Geospatial  Articles that analyze data with 

specific geographical or spatial 

aspects 

Analytics: Tools & 

Methodologies  

Articles that use specific tools and methodologies in order to 

conduct text, sentiment or predictive analysis. Methodologies from 

machine learning algorithms are used as well as statistical analysis 

for BD 
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Modules Research 

thematic areas 

Research thematic sub-areas Definitions 

Outcomes: 

market 

research & 

decision-

making in 

tourism and 

hospitality 

Value Tourism demand predictions Articles that analyze the BD 

impact on marketing research 

and the decision-making process 

on tourism: predicting tourism 

demand, measuring tourists’ 

satisfaction, designing 

personalized marketing 

activities and targeted tourism 

experiences 

Measuring tourists’ satisfaction 

& preferences 

Personalized marketing 

activities and targeted tourism 

experiences design 

 

We noticed that the majority of the articles fit in more than one category. Hence on Table 2, we categorize 

the articles to the most dominant and representative module, except from few cases.  

Table 2. Articles distribution on: Modules, research thematic areas and sub-areas 

Modules Research 

thematic areas 

Research thematic sub-areas Articles 

Input: where 

the data come 

from 

Data sources  Social media platforms  Kim et al. (2017), Su et al. 

(2016), Önder (2017),  

García-Palomares et al. 

(2015), Salas-Olmedo et al. 

(2018), Liu and Mattila 

(2017), Mariani et al. (2016) 

Websites, mobile devices, 

CRM, e-transactions, search 

data, etc.  

Guo et al. (2017), Raun et al. 

(2016) 

Process: how 

the data will 

interpret the 

information/ 

knowledge 

Analytics: Type of 

analysis 

Data  Dolnicar and Ring (2014); 

Gunter and Önder (2016);  

K. Kim et al. (2017); Xiang, 

Schwartz, Gerdes Jr, and 

Uysal (2015) 

Model  Gao, Zhang, Lu, Wu, and Du 

(2017); Guo, Barnes, and Jia 

(2017); He, Liu, and Xiong 

(2016); X. Li, Pan, Law, and 

Huang (2017); Marine-Roig 

and Anton Clavé (2015); 

Zhang, Lan, Qi, and Wu  

(2017 ) 

Geospatial  Huang et al. (2017), (2016), 

Önder (2017), Supak et al. 

(2015), García-Palomares  

et al. (2015), Raun et al. 

(2016), Salas-Olmedo et al. 

(2018) 

Analytics: Tools & 

Methodologies  

Xiang et al. (2015), Kim et al. (2017), Li et al. (2017), Guo et al. 

(2017) 

Outcomes: 

market 

research & 

decision-

making in 

Value Tourism demand predictions Dolnicar and Ring (2014); Li, 

Pan, Law, and Huang (2017); 

Gunter and Önder (2016); 

Supak et al. (2015); Raun, 

Ahas, and Tiru (2016);  
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Modules Research 

thematic areas 

Research thematic sub-areas Articles 

tourism and 

hospitality 

Salas-Olmedo et al. (2018); 

Fuchs, Höpken, and Lexhagen 

(2014); Song and Liu (2017) 

Measuring tourists’ satisfaction 

& preferences 

Xiang, Schwartz, Gerdes Jr, 

and Uysal (2015); K. Kim  

et al. (2017); Zhang, Lan, Qi, 

and Wu (2017 ); Li, Pan, Law, 

and Huang (2017); Guo et al. 

(2017); Marine-Roig and 

Anton Clavé (2015); Su, Wan, 

Hu, and Cai (2016); Miah, Vu, 

Gammack, and McGrath 

(2017); Fuchs, Höpken, and 

Lexhagen (2014); Jani et al. 

(2014) 

Personalized marketing 

activities and targeted tourism 

experiences design 

He, Liu, and Xiong (2016); 

(Huang et al., 2017);  

García-Palomares, Gutiérrez, 

and Mínguez (2015); Liu and 

Mattila (2017); Mariani,  

Di Felice, and Mura (2016);  

Y. Li, Hu, Huang, and Duan 

(2017) 

 

The Input module contributes with 7 and 2 articles for each one of the two thematic areas. The Analytics 

thematic area contributes with 17, in total, articles, almost evenly divided to the second and third sub-module. 

The analytics module uses methodologies from data analysis, such as text analysis (Xiang et al., 2015), 

sentiment analysis (Kim et al., 2017), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Guo et al., 2017) and fuzzy algorithms (Gao 

et al.) with emphasis mostly on user-generated data, a field that gathers the interest of practitioners, since it can 

benefit both contributor and host.  

3. DISCUSSION – FUTURE IMPLICATIONS 

It is clear that Big Data became one of the most emerging fields of science that will lead the years to follow 

research. As it is occurs from the literature review, a wide variety of technologies is applied in the 

implementation of the big data. Today’s advanced analytics tools and methodologies enable tourist 

organizations to extract insights from data with previously unachievable levels of sophistication, speed and 

accuracy. Scientists and practitioners hope to mine the insights from BD information/ knowledge, gaining full 

advantage of the BD value. Managers believe that since even small data is useful, the size of the utility level at 

the big data will be even greater, since the data is even more sophisticated. This study is the first using mapping 

literature review techniques on focused articles related to BD analysis regarding tourism and hospitality, 

presenting a complete, increasing and continuously editable framework for future research. Hence, the timely 

use of big data for forecasting and decision-making using proper approaches and methods is the best way to 

capitalize the benefits of big data. Thus, tourism BD analysis provides significant challenges in the relationship 

between businesses and their customers, offering superior buying and support experiences with a view to 

enhancing customer choice and expectations. The danger is in assuming that insights and ingenuity naturally 

lie inside Big Data rather than inside of the creative management of the data. Therefore, Big Data can support 

decision-making, but cannot replace the strategic management (Song and Liu, 2017, Misirlis and 

Vlachopoulou, 2018b). Additionally, legal restraints and data protection rules are developing worldwide, 

preventing their uncontrolled use. There is an increased interest of the restrictions of data use of customers 
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regarding the security and the General Data Protection Regulation, the GDPR (Bartolini et al., 2015, Tankard, 

2016).  

Our research has concluded that articles are almost equally distributed across all framework modules and 

thematic areas and sub-areas. Nearly the same number of articles belongs to each module. Considering areas 

and sub-areas also, we notice that the articles are distributed almost equally also here. From this fact we 

conclude that researchers and practitioners of the field show the same interest in all three main modules in 

terms of Big Data Analysis Management in Tourism and Hospitality. 

We believe that the mapping of the literature is crucial since a researcher or a practitioner should take into 

consideration the existing research regarding Input, Process and Outcomes, regarding specific thematic areas, 

in order to achieve better insights. This last conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that the majority of 

the articles fit in more than one module or sub-module. Methodologies and tools are in most cases mixed. 

Researchers need to study in depth the entire process so as to have a complete understanding of Big Data. There 

is a need to further study in depth in geographical specific areas choosing data sources, analysis tools  

& methodologies for specific marketing objectives.  

Big data analysis in tourism and hospitality suggest that the future may belong to those tourist organizations 

and firms best able to collect analyze and use data responsibly, creating unified data views and tourists’ 

insights, aligning company offerings and customer needs, in order to shape and deliver enhanced services and 

experiences. 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to COVID-19, all classes in schools have been converted to distance learning using online platforms. However, various 

problems were raised when converting face-to-face classes to online distance learning. In particular, the difficulties were 

more pronounced for practical design courses because they include practical experience. 

In this context, this study focused on actual online distance learning classroom cases in design education. Based on the 

qualitative case study methodology, four instructors were interviewed about their experience with distance learning courses 

that actively utilized online platforms for college design courses as research cases. 

In design education, which aims at interdisciplinary and convergence thinking, online distance learning is meaningful in 

that it can expand experience and opportunities for the overall formative design through the development of technology. 

On the other hand, there are clear limitations in terms of practical production activities for existing online distance learning 

methods. Therefore, it is necessary to explore whether to develop classes based on the recently used effective activities or 

whether to find new strategies in the case that these limitations are fundamental to online distance learning. 

KEYWORDS 

Distance Learning, Design Education, Education after COVID-19, Practical Online Teaching 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Education around the world began to actively utilize information and communication technology as the 

COVID-19 pandemic began. In this era of transformation, the Ministry of Education of Korea judged that it 

would be impossible to execute the school's normal academic schedule, and they issued a recommendation that 

included avoiding face-to-face courses and conducting distance learning (Ministry of Education, 2020).  

However, various problems were raised while switching most courses to distance learning. In particular, 

since design universities primarily involve practical applications, the tuition is usually higher than other majors. 

Not only is the use of facilities restricted due to COVID-19 but there are many cases in which lectures and 

assignments were replaced with videos or teaching materials, and this change inevitably led to a growing 

number of complaints from learners. Some universities partially allowed face-to-face practical courses to 

facilitate smooth progress; however, COVID-19 has continued to be an obstacle, and limited face-to-face 

courses are expected to continue until the situation stabilizes. 

In this context, this article attempts to discuss the implications for design education by focusing on actual 

distance learning cases at college. Using a qualitative case study approach, we examine the teaching experience 

of instructors who have experienced distance learning, the types of challenges they have faced, and future 

possibilities and reflections.  

1.1 Online Distance Learning after COVID-19 

Distance learning is essentially a form of education in which instructors and learners do not meet face-to-face. 

Simonson et al. (2006) defined the basic components of distance learning in four ways: institutionally-based, 

separation of instructors and learners, interactive telecommunication, and sharing of learning experiences 

through the media. The purest form of distance learning requires that participants are separated by both time 

and space (Keegan, 1996). However, currently, with the development of technology, instructors and learners 
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can communicate simultaneously even if they are spatially separated. Currently, in distance education 

discussions, various cases such as blended learning or flip learning have been explored. 

The results of analyzing more than 240 studies show that there is no significant difference between 

traditional classroom education and distance learning, and that distance learning can be as effective as  

face-to-face education (Russell, 1999, as cited in Simonson, 2006). The types of online distance learning held 

at Korean universities after COVID-19 are shown in Table 1 (J.H. Oh, 2020). 

Table 1. Types of online distance learning 

Real-time video lecture Pre-recorded video 

lecture 

Lecture recording and 

teaching materials 

Utilization of 

existing media 

 

Instructor and learner meet  

at a specific time and interact 

in real time. 

 

 

Video materials are 

produced and posted in a 

classroom or studio using 

camcorder equipment. 

 

A file is created and posted 

by adding the instructor's 

voice to the teaching 

materials such as PPT or 

images. 

 

Instructors select and 

provide existing videos 

addressing class-related 

content. 

 

 

Different from traditional classroom instruction, where learners rely heavily on instructors, distance 

learning allows learners to learn autonomously; additionally, remote communication is not just a means of 

education but a system that communicates through media (Moore & Kearsley, 1996). In other words, distance 

learning pursues learning with high learner autonomy and independence, but it is planned learning and requires 

strategies that require active activities and experience from learners within the remote system. 

1.2 Practical Design Courses  

In education, practice refers to a form of learning accompanied by physical activity. In this article, the practical 

design course involves a process of observation, discovery, and application based on a specific theory, and 

these courses focus on practice that facilitates educational goals.  

Design addresses both aesthetic and functional aspects based on mass production and a functionalist 

philosophy with the development of machinery and technology since the 19th century. The design process is 

quite complex and diverse. Designers work individually or jointly, begin spontaneously due to creative 

inspiration, and proceed precisely according to close market analysis, prospects, and technical background 

(Heskett, 1980). Therefore, in practice, design courses not only involves the creation of aesthetic works but 

also includes various activities such as field surveys, group activities, and technology utilization. 

1.3 Proposal  

Currently, few studies conducted in Korea have focused on the process of converting existing face-to-face 

courses to distance learning using online platforms (J.U. Do, 2020). In Korea, the importance of distance 

learning has not emerged as dramatically as it has in other countries because physical access to educational 

institutions is more accessible compared to other countries with large national areas. The majority of studies 

were primarily conducted to discover the availability of media. 

This case study explores the difficulties and strategies used to overcome the limitations of remote design 

courses by interviewing instructors who designed and operated actual design practical courses. This exploration 

could provide insight into the problems experienced by instructors and an exploration of the implications that 

should be considered in instructional system design for distance learning courses related to design in the 

educational field.  
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2. METHOD 

This case study focused on specific situations and collected in-depth data using various sources of information 

such as observation, interviews, and documents (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Case studies have a naturalistic 

approach and are sensitive to complexity and interaction in a specific context (Stake, 1995), so it is necessary 

to define cases that can be categorized using certain characteristics, such as the specific time or place, during 

this process. The important consideration when conducting these types of studies is not to provide generalized 

statistics based on a quantitative collection of events but to expand and define theories by considering cases, 

and accordingly, this study was conducted by collecting multiple cases and finding interrelationships and 

deriving meanings within a context.  

2.1 Research Process 

Researchers can use the maximum deviation method to present various perspectives on specific cases (Creswell 

& Poth, 2018). In this article, it was judged that various variables such as the guidelines, situations, course 

contents, and teaching characteristics of the instructor could not be generalized, so multiple cases were selected. 

However, the characteristics of the instructors who participated in the interviews were different.  

A few extensive and non-judgmental questions can facilitate the emergence of the participants’ narratives 

(Charmaz, 2006). The interview was guided deliberately to five open topics: The guidelines and responses 

from the school, issues regarding the usability of online platforms, things that have been replaced or changed, 

the experience of running the courses, and the participant’s opinion on the role of each subject in terms of 

country, school, instructor, and learners. Recorded videos of actual courses, teaching materials, evaluation, 

learner assignments, and guidelines from the Ministry of Education and each school during the classes’ periods 

of operation were collected and analyzed. Since all the instructors who participated in the interview agreed to 

provide the data on the condition of anonymity, some data containing information or images that could reveal 

the subject’s identities were deleted or reconstructed. 

Table 2. Participant information 

Type Age group Course Teaching experience Most used platform 

Instructor A 30s Project of design 6-year Blackboard 

Instructor B 30s Project of design 2-year Zoom 

Instructor C 

Instructor D 

50s 

60s 

Industrial design 

Visual design 

11-year 

23-year 

Zoom 

YouTube, Web log 

Table 3. Interview proceedings 

Type Date Additional interview 

Instructor A August 27, 2020, 6:20-7:10PM. · Telephone (30 minutes) 

· Letters exchanged twice 

Instructor B September 7th, 2020, 4:00-5:00 PM. · Zoom meeting (40 minutes) 

· Letters exchanged once 

Instructor C 

Instructor D 

September 17, 2020, 2:00-3:40PM. 

September 10th, 2020, 12:00-1:40PM. 

· Letters exchanged twice 

· Letters exchanged twice 

2.2 Analysis  

The notion of story is central to research on teaching and learning (Frelin, 2013). An average of 95 minutes of 

conversation was collected for each interviewee, including phone questions and answers, and transcription of 

the oral data collected through this process was conducted.  

General data analysis of qualitative research involves a coding process in which sub-themes are classified, 

named, and then woven into a larger category or topic for later comparison (Creswell & Poth, 2018). 
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Accordingly, all of the experiences of the instructors who participated in the interview were derived, and 

then the experiences that were unrelated to overlapping experiences or research topics were filtered out. The 

concepts of attributes were then collected and categorized using case analysis and continuous comparison of 

the subject (Charmaz, 2006). In quantitative analysis, the category names may be applied when they are from 

other researchers, or the vocabulary used by the research participants can be determined by the researcher 

(Merriam, 2009), and in this article, the researcher applied the vocabulary of the higher concept. 

3. RESULTS 

According to the Ministry of Education's guidelines, which proposed the detailed method for class management 

involves collecting opinions from teachers and learners and entrusting the implementation to their discretion 

(Ministry of Education, 2020), the specific experiences of each instructor's case were different. In each case, 

the statements were examined by dividing them into "Impasse", which was experienced while operating 

distance learning courses in design subjects, "Attempt" for smooth teaching in courses, "Potential" found in 

this process, and "Reflection". Twenty-five subcategories and 12 core topics were derived using meaningful 

statements. 

Table 4. Instructor teaching experiences with online distance learning for practical design courses 

Categories Core topics  Subcategories 

Impasse 

Carry a burden alone. 

(A)(B)(C)(D) Not enough time to prepare for online distance learning. 

(A)(B)(C)(D) The environment and support are insufficient. 

(A)(C)(D) The instructor feels the difficulties and limitations of using the 

online platform. 

(A)(C) Instructors are tired of things that they do not have to do in  

face-to-face courses. 

Never get over things. 

(A)(B)(C)(D) The instructor feels the limitations of making activities and 

effects. 

(C)(D) It is difficult to communicate online rather than face-to-face. 

Meaningless 

evaluation standard. 

(A)(B)(C)(D) It is hard to reflect the learners' participation and attitudes in the 

evaluation. 

Students who can't 

concentrate. 

(D) A skeptic about real-time online distance learning. 

(D) Learners who are not voluntary. 

Attempt 

Variety of uses for 

online platforms. 

(B)(D) Try to activate the use of online platforms for interaction. 

(A)(D) Adjusted class contents for learners to be able to adapt to the new 

teaching method. 

(C) Different online platforms are used according to class contents and 

activities. 

Specific instructions 

for learning. 

(B) Various activities are presented so that learners can focus. 

(B)(C) Class rules are set and reflected in grades. 

Potential 

Students who adapt 

well to online distance 

learning. 

(A)(B)(C)(D) Learners’ good use of online platforms. 

(A)(B) Learner’s approach instructors more easily. 

Discover the 

advantages of online 

distance learning. 

(A)(B)(D) The advantages of distance learning when using online platforms. 

(A)(B)(D) It is useful if distance and face-to-face methods are mixed. 

The learning effect is 

valid depending on 

the situation. 

(C)(D) Distance learning is not a big problem for senior students. 

(B) Face-to-face learning is not necessary. 

(B) There is no significant difference between distance learning and  

face-to-face classes in terms of results. 

Reflection 

The direction of future 

online distance 

learning for design 

education. 

(A)(B)(C) In future distance learning, changes in educational content and 

goals are needed. 

(C) Distance learning is positive but limited. 
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Training is needed to 

improve delivery 

skills. 

((B)(D) Online remote classes require lecture skills that are different from 

face-to-face classes. 

Control and rules that 

ignore each course are 

poison. 

(D) Instructors require autonomy when using the platform. 

(D) Time standards cannot be applied to design course subjects.  

Instructor A = (A), Instructor B = (B), Instructor C = (C), Instructor D = (D) 

 

All instructors had no experience with distance learning, and they had difficulties because the environment 

or support for the courses was not suitable. To induce the full participation of learners in distance learning 

using online platforms, it is essential to establish an environment in which both learners and instructors can 

smoothly access the online system before classes begin (Salmon, 2013). 

"Basically, the Wi-Fi provided by the school does not connect well with the Blackboard for security 

reasons. I had to change some settings to connect, but it wasn't working, so I used the Tethering 

function. The same goes for students." (Instructor A) 

Instructor C's school used its own learning management system(LMS) before starting distance learning. 

However, it was inconvenient to use in practical classes, and there was no function in terms of real-time classes. 

Since then, the school has provided data and educational programs regarding the use of Zoom so that real-time 

distance learning can be conducted, but they are not useful. Rather, Instructor C had to work much harder 

because of the guidelines for posting records of the course on the school's LMS. 

"In the school guidelines, there should be evidence to see if the class was actually held or not. So 

I uploaded a class video. Also, submit assignments, give feedback, check attendance by LMS, but 

the actual class is operated at Zoom. I had to work twice and three times." (Instructor C) 

Prensky (2001) referred to the generation born between 1980 and 2000 as Digital Natives. Compared to 

learners, instructors were not familiar with the digital environment, so they felt difficulty and became tired of 

communicating online. 

“The biggest problem with online is that I’m not good at it. I can’t use it, not used to online. 

Instructors are in a hurry. Why isn’t this turning on? That’s how I lose all the trust in the class by 

students.” (Instructor D) 

The problem regarding the instructor's ability to use the online platform was also revealed in the experiences 

of Instructors A and C. Instructor D easily adjusted the difficulty of the last task among the three project tasks 

in the class, but learners did not reach the level expected by the instructor. In fact, in Korea, concerns have 

been raised that the ability to discriminate has decreased as most universities have changed the evaluation 

method for their grades to absolute evaluation (M.H. Cho, 2020). In distance learning, it is difficult to control 

learners who do not focus on classes, and there are limitations in forming rapport. Therefore, curricula and 

evaluation criteria that are distinctly different from face-to-face classes must be applied. 

"I split it into small unit groups. If there are about 20 students over, they don't talk to each other. 

They didn't concentrate. Feel awkward and shy. So divide into small groups, communication takes 

place within them, and projects are carried out. And while I feedback to other students' groups, 

they solve the task in my directions. I think that kind of interaction was good." (Instructor B) 

The most representative limitations appeared when providing solid visuals that are not implemented on 

digital screens. 

"The quality of the mock-up is important. These course contents were to made mock-up. But now 

the focus is on how well they show the work online rather than actual things."(Instructor A) 

"They could select a target user, and do various platforms, products, services, environments, and 

exhibitions that fit the needs of the target. But, most of the students showed in service design. 

Limitations seem to have come naturally from the environmental aspect." (Instructor B) 

"They don't know how it can improve the completeness of the mock-up. No matter how much I 

talk, I can't explain it well. Also, they all look similar through the camera. I can't see the details." 

(Instructor C) 
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On the contrary, distance learning was more efficient in senior classes centered on personal production 

activities, and the results of tasks such as data collection and field research were superior to a face-to-face class. 

Due to the nature of distance learning, where guidance and learning processes are recorded, it can be seen that 

it has a positive effect on post-class review and reflection. 

In the case of learners, when engaging in distance learning, they asked instructors questions more frequently, 

and they quickly accepted the new ways of the class and teaching methods online and showed more preference. 

"Because the records are left, students remind them of every comment. It is much more realistic 

than words that flow. So I said every word more carefully." (Instructor A) 

"Except for some practical courses, it's the same as a face-to-face anyway. Rather, if they come in 

person, you have to wait for the instructor's criticism for a long time. There was no problem with 

the 4th-grade graduation exhibition course. They're good on their own." (Instructor C)   

"Regardless of the quality of the task, it can be seen that they tried to reflect my feedback by 

watching the video very meticulously. Even if it's not a COVID-19, I think that kind of online 

learning is very beneficial."(Instructor D) 

Table 5. Learner assignments in distance learning of instructor B  

 

Table 6. Learner assignments in face-to-face classes(above) and distance learning(below) of instructor C 

 

After the course, the instructors felt that the educational goals, contents, outcomes of distance learning and 

face-to-face classes were different, and the teaching method should also be different. Therefore, blended 

learning-type classes mixed with distance and face-to-face methods were considered the best.  
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"Theoretical classes or presentations can be heard (online) well and clearly seen. It was much 

better." (Instructor A) 

"I think the curriculum of Korean design is very biased toward teaching the skills. For example, 

students who study the humanities also use it in other fields or their own positions, not only in 

writing or writing books. The design likewise can use in a wide variety of fields" (Instructor B)  

In addition, the improvement of lecture delivery skills through video media, the use of the platform 

according to the subject, and the guarantee of autonomy by the teaching method should be supported. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Distance learning is positive in that it can expand experiences and opportunities for overall design centering 

on technological development. However, there are clearly practical activities that cannot be realized through 

distance learning. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss whether to develop classes that focus on currently used 

effective activities to find new strategies in the case that these limitations are fundamental to distance learning. 

4.1 Practical Activities for Online Distance Learning  

There are many restrictions on communication through video media, but in some activities, it is possible to 

find components that were similar to or more effective than a face-to-face class. Learner satisfaction according 

to the type of distance learning is much higher for classes using video media than those that provided only 

teaching materials and assignments (D.J. Lee, & & M. S. Kim, 2020). Therefore, in distance learning, video 

media should be considered. 

First, in the case of all instructors, a validation of whether practical classes for visual design could be 

implemented on the screen was derived. The validity of implementation depends on whether the visual 

component can be completely checked in the video media, and if the final task performed by the learner is a 

practical task delivered in the form of digital graphics or video, the limitations of distance learning can be 

negated. 

In particular, it was found that there was no difficulty in remote guidance through video media in courses 

for senior students. According to the statements from instructors C and D, they were already familiar with the 

university's courses and formative practical activities and were 'on their own’. Since the role of the instructor 

is simply to provide appropriate feedback according to the activity stage, it was possible to flexibly and 

efficiently manage the course and learning schedule. When a tutorial or demonstration for practical activities 

is needed, the learner's understanding is higher when they are provided videos than when they are experienced 

in real time. 

4.2 Blended Learning 

Blended learning provides a variety of learning methods that are suitable for learners' needs by properly mixing 

distance learning and face-to-face class, providing efficient access to knowledge through various delivery 

media, mitigating Spatio-temporal constraints, and reducing the cost of teaching and learning (Graham, 2003). 

Instructor D predicted that the best teaching method could be facilitated if approximately one-third of all 

courses were guaranteed face-to-face class time. Learners can watch video classes at any time without requiring 

time, physical presence, and cost of attending the classroom, and the rest of the class can then focus on 

theoretical learning and research activities. 

Opinions were divided among the instructor regarding group activities and tasks, but it was found that 

overall, research activities by students proceeded smoothly. Blended learning is a strategy that can overcome 

the limitations of both distance learning and face-to-face classes and also make use of their strengths. 
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4.3 Mechanisms that Facilitate Class Activity 

For enjoyable learning and knowledge creation to occur based on a certain sense of purpose within the learning 

group, a support device that promotes activities is needed (Y.M. Yu, 2018). In the case of Instructor B, it can 

be seen that the degree of participation improved when the learning group was divided into small units and 

group activities were conducted. Instructors B and C required small task units to be performed and 

communicated about them frequently. Instructor C set rules so that the activities were completed during class 

time. The results were all effective. In distance learning, providing units of knowledge repeatedly and 

presenting specific methods for learners and instructors are consistent with previous studies (J.K. Lee, J. K., 

Jeon, 2018; Y.K. Lim, Kim, 2019), which show that acting as thinking facilitators can activate learner 

participation. For all of the instructors' courses, learners were competent at using the online platform and were 

also active in communication with instructors. Given the research results (Y. Noh, 2019) that interest in the 

platform itself can lead to an interest in learning, efforts are needed to find the most suitable online platforms 

for classes and apply them in combination. 

4.4 Social Network for Sharing Instruction Strategies  

It was noted that designing blended learning-oriented classes that mix distance learning and face-to-face class 
methods is not only much more difficult than traditional classrooms but also costs three times as much (Bersin, 
2003). However, even regular meetings by instructors were reduced or omitted due to COVID-19, and they 
had difficulty finding communities with which to share information. 

The Ministry of Education and schools left a significant portion of the class management at the instructor's 
discretion, and the instructors used an unfamiliar online platform and remotely operated the class. During this 
process, it was found that the instructor felt considerable fatigue due to collective guidelines that did not 
account for the characteristics of the class, an unstable online access environment, digital infrastructure, and 
an increased workload. If each case is shared and in-depth research and class development are conducted to 
account for these problems, the burden for individual instructors can be relieved and continuous growth for 
remote classes can be expected. 

4.5 Provision of Standardized Guides and Systems for Design Practical Courses 

The design process for distance learning requires a supportive teaching guide and systems at the national or 
institutional level should be based on these guidelines. Practical support for the use of online platforms and 
digital devices by instructors is needed. All of the instructors stated that although they majored in design and 
had relatively frequently used online platforms or digital devices, some had difficulty using them in class. 

Instructors and learners should be provided with an environment for smooth online access. The first step in 
ensuring that learners have the motivation and willingness to participate in distance learning classes is to 
construct an environment in which online systems can be accessed smoothly (Salmon, 2013). 

In addition, evaluation criteria suitable for distance learning should be prepared. In all of the instructors’ 
cases, in terms of learner evaluation, it was difficult to apply the existing face-to-face class standards. In the 
post-COVID-19 era, distance learning is no longer a substitute but a regular teaching model. A standardized 
instructional design model for distance learning that considers the characteristics of the design field should be 
developed.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Distance learning courses are based on information and communication technology. Online, distance has 
disappeared, and there is only an infinite virtual space. Therefore, how can educators and administrators make 
this virtual space an effective place for teaching and learning?  Even though the 'Place' is not necessarily visible, 
to make the 'Space' into the 'Place' is to give value (Tuan, 1977). While the virtual world is not necessarily 
visible, to make the virtual space into an educational place provides value. When classes use online spaces and 
learners’ positive experiences accumulate, the online space will become a meaningful place for learning and 
provide a new classroom that transcends physical limitations due to distance.  
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The development of information and communication technology, which is also the core of the 4th Industrial 
Revolution, removes distance and connects the world (Cairncross, 1998). The rapid development and 
dissemination of technology have completely changed the way learners obtain and process information, but 
education is still following the traditional implementations without understanding the needs of learners 
(Prensky, 2001). In particular, distance learning in design education, which involves many practical activities, 
is only an alternative to face-to-face classes, and attempts to reconstruct or develop existing classes into online 
remote classes have not yet emerged. The gap between online virtual space and real space will gradually narrow. 
Now is the time to find specific ways to change for the future of education. 
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ABSTRACT 

Food waste is an important issue in the global warming debate. In this study, a virtual reality (VR) application was built 

from the insights and requirements of a focus group. The VR prototype was then validated using A/B-testing in an online 

experiment due to COVID-19 restrictions. VR is considered suitable for transferring information and building awareness 

regarding the topic of food waste. However, it is necessary to maintain the right balance between an informative and a 

serious gaming application. VR scenarios that people enjoy using have positive learning effects. Furthermore, scenarios 

that feature gamification elements are rated more highly regarding intention to use, which, in turn, benefits learning. 

KEYWORDS 

VR, Food Waste, A/B-Test, Online, Experiment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Food waste is an important topic (Jeswani et al., 2021), a real problem (Praktischer Umweltschutz, 2020), 

and an entire generation has been labelled with the term (Priefer et al., 2014). In households every year, 1.3 

billion tons of food are wasted globally, and household-associated food waste accounts for up to a trillion 

dollars of economic loss (Principato et al., 2021). Furthermore, the topic is relevant because in 2019 

worldwide (2600 cities in 160 countries), 7 million people protested openly about climate change (Aaron, 

2019). However, empirical evidence suggests that habits can change if food waste is documented (Arnd I. 

Urban, 2015). Fighting food waste by handing out flyers is not an option as this is neither environmentally 

friendly nor necessary in a world of smartphones. Until now and as far as the authors are aware, approaches 

utilising VR remain a research gap. This conclusion is backed by work on the pervasive fridge (a smart fridge 

concept) by Rouillard, who hypotheses that it may worth investigating augmented reality (AR) to measure 

the purchased quantities of food and thereby avoid waste. (Rouillard, 2012).  

This study aims to reduce food waste through the application of VR in answering the following research 

question: How can a VR application contribute to reducing food waste?  
This paper is structured as follows: Following a literature review, there is an overview of the state of the 

art, a description of the research method, data analysis, discussion, and presentation of findings. To conclude, 

we address research limitations, further research opportunities, and any implications. 

2. LITERATURE 

The term “waste” refers to a loss and, in our case, relates to the deliberate or unintentional waste of food. 

Some authors further distinguish between avoidable and unavoidable waste (Beretta & Hellweg, 2019). 

Inedible food waste is categorised as “unavoidable”, whereas food waste resulting from a change in 

preference or distribution problems is labelled “avoidable” (Beretta & Hellweg, 2019). Reasons for avoidable 

food waste include inadequate storage facilities, expiry dates on products, and personal preferences.  
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Reasons for food waste are manifold, but Schneider (2008) emphasises socio-cultural aspects and 

information deficits (Schneider, 2008). Furthermore, portion sizes, sales discounts, and overestimation of the 

shelf life (Kapp et al., 2017) are reasons why avoidable food waste occurs. Countermeasures such as 

shopping planning and reducing information deficit (Priefer et al., 2014) are also suggested. Kapp et al. also 

recommend education and training for individuals as a possible countermeasure (Kapp et al., 2017).  

Numerous meta-analyses conclude that VR and AR can positively affect motivation and learning success 

(Garzón et al., 2019; Radu, 2014; Tekedere & Göke, 2016). For example, gamification specifically can be 

used for educational purposes and play a role in intrinsic motivation in traffic education (Vogelsberg, 2008). 

This concept is also used in further education (Fritz, 1997). Serious gaming is a game-based learning 

approach and extends the pure recreational effect of traditional gaming by providing an added value 

(Stieglitz, 2015). In pedagogical research, serious games are used to study human behaviour and  

decision-making (Lang et al., 2012). Furthermore, in certain situations where physical risk exists, simulations 

and serious games may be a valid training option (e.g. firefighting or flight simulation) (Stieglitz, 2015) since 

errors could be fatal in real life but not in the world of VR. Hence, using VR simulation for training purposes 

is much safer.  

Although food waste is not usually associated with an immediate risk to life, information transfer via VR 

seems a good approach to close the food-waste knowledge deficit because positive effects on motivation, 

learning success, and long-term memory have been reported in empirical studies.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

This study is composed of two stages or phases. In the first (qualitative) specification phase, a focus group 

was used to gather specifications for developing the VR prototype before transitioning into the second phase. 

In the (quantitative) validation phase, A/B-testing in an online experiment with a questionnaire was used to 

gain insights into which approaches are best to help reduce avoidable food waste. 

The first phase can be divided into three steps: (i) preparation, (ii) the focus group round, and  

(iii) qualitative content analyses. A stimulus was presented at the beginning of the focus group, and guiding 

questions were used to aid the group discussion. The third step was conducted following the qualitative 

content analysis, according to Mayring (2015).  

Derived from the qualitative phase, the quantitative phase was implemented using LimeSurvey as an 

online survey tool. As COVID-19 prevented the initially planned lab experiment, a video guiding viewer 

through the two versions of the prototype (one prototype has gamification elements while the other one does 

not) was shown to participants in the online survey. The distribution of executable files was considered but 

dismissed as participants typically do not have the necessary VR hardware or suitable systems. In addition, 

this could have introduced biases resulting from different hardware configurations. Therefore, randomisation 

was used to determine which of the two videos was shown to participants.  

The gamification prototype (see Figure 1) has high scores, instant graphical feedback, and sound effects, 

while the non-gamified version does not have these elements. 
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Figure 1. VR prototype 

Building on the work of Sagnier et al. (2020), a conceptual model (see Figure 2) was derived and used to 

derive the hypothesis of this study.  

Based on the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1986), H1, H2, and H3 were derived  

(see Table 1 for an overview of all hypotheses), stating the perceived ease of use (PEOU, H1) and perceived 

usefulness (PU, H2) affecting intention to use (ITU) as well as PEOU affecting PU (H3). Pragmatic quality 

(PQ) positively affects PEOU (H4a) and PU (H4b); hedonic quality stimulation (HQS) positively affects 

PEOU (H5a) and PU (H5b); personal innovativeness (PI) positively affects PU (H6a) and ITU (H6b). 

Venkatesh and Bala (2008) propose that perceived enjoyment (PE) has a positive effect on PEOU (H7a) and 

ITU (H7b). Furthermore, the authors of this paper hypothesise that the perceived learning outcome (PLO) has 

a positive effect on the ITU (H8). A note regarding the hypotheses H9–H11 must be made as they were 

derived after analysing the data and finding significant correlations (see Section 5 and Table 2).  

The questionnaire relied on the Likert five-point scale except for the socio-demographic variables, 

hedonic constructs, and pragmatic quality. The last two were measured on a five-point semantic differential. 

The PEOU is a 3 item, and PU is a 4 item construct, both based on Kolitz (2008). ITU is a four-item 

construct drawn from Kolitz (2008), and PE is a six-item construct, based on Balog and Pribeanu (2010). The 

second items were removed in PE and ITU as they did not apply to the VR scenario. PI has four items based 

on Lu et al. (2005), whereas PQ and HQS are both seven-item constructs measured by a semantic differential 

based on Pivec (2006). Finally, PLO is a three-item construct based on Hirdes (2016). 

Table 1. Overview of the Hypotheses 

# Text Result 

1 Perceived ease of use positively affects intention to use. Reject 

2 Perceived usefulness positively affects intention to use.  Accept 

3 Perceived ease of use positively affects perceived usefulness.  Accept 

4a Pragmatic quality positively affects perceived ease of use. Reject 

4b Pragmatic quality positively affects perceived usefulness. Accept 

5a Hedonic quality stimulation has a positive effect on perceived ease 

of use. 
Reject 

5b Hedonic quality stimulation has a positive effect on perceived 

usefulness. 
Accept 

6a Personal innovativeness positively affects perceived usefulness.  Reject 

6b Personal innovativeness positively affects intention to use. Reject 

7a Perceived enjoyment positively affects perceived ease of use.  Reject 

7b Perceived enjoyment positively affects perceived usefulness. Accept 
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# Text Result 

8 Perceived learning outcome positively affects intention to use. Accept 

9 Perceived enjoyment has a positive effect on perceived learning 

outcome. 
Accept 

10 Hedonic quality stimulation has a positive effect on perceived 

learning outcome. 
Accept 

11 Perceived usefulness has a positive effect on perceived learning 

outcome. 
Accept 

4. DATA ANALYSIS 

This section of the paper covers the qualitative and quantitative phases of the research. The qualitative phase 

was coded with the MAXQDA Analytics Pro 2020 software, and three main categories were identified:  

(i) development, (ii) design, and (iii) information transfer. In the following paragraphs, aspects mentioned by 

the focus group participants are described by addressing the categories and subcategories identified in the 

content analysis.  

In the first main category (development), four subcategories were identified: scenario, concept, task, and 

goals. In the “scenario” subcategory, storage when shopping, minimum shelf-life date, and fridge are 

reported. Storage covers storage aspects when shopping as well as questions of how to store food once it has 

been brought home. In “minimum shelf life date”, opening cupboards and deciding if the food is edible based 

on the shelf-life date is established, while in “fridge”, one must determine whether food must be put in the 

fridge or not.  

In the “concept” subcategory, the product’s life cycle is prolonged or shortened depending on the choice 

of where to store the food. Players get immediate feedback and responses on the effects their choices have. 

The game informs players what influences their choices have on the shelf life of the products. For example, a 

growing or diminishing pile of food waste symbolises whether that decision was right or wrong depending on 

the storage choice. Furthermore, the game ensures players understand the consequences of their actions.  

In the “task” subcategory, a player has a list showing the current and upcoming task. The game does not 

offer written instructions since the task (storing food purchases at home correctly after returning from 

shopping) is intuitive. An avatar could provide step-by-step guidance if necessary but not offer hints or 

explicit instructions.  

In the “goals” subcategory, players learn where best to store groceries, decide whether food is still safe or 

not (even if the shelf-life date has expired), and make informed decisions for themselves. Furthermore, 

awareness of the consequences of food waste should be heightened.  

In the second main category (design), four subcategories were identified: location, interaction, objects, 

and grocery (objects). In the “location” subcategory, the game should be played where the fridge normally 

stands. Furthermore, the game should provide a standard use case, common when storing groceries at home, 

and a familiar environment.  

In the “interaction” subcategory, players interact with products and store them. It should be possible to 

interact and turn the product to see if queues exist regarding the proper storage of the food. Objects that 

should be present are a fridge, a shelf, and a shopping basket. Familiar and popular foods such as yoghurt or 

salt should be used in the scenario.  

In the third main category (information transfer), two subcategories were identified: feedback and the 

type of information transfer. In the “feedback” subcategory, textbox information with links to possible 

storage options is suggested. Feedback is displayed as a textbox, and if a product is not stored correctly, the 

text turns red. If players make a mistake, they receive a notification about why that action or choice is wrong 

and why. Standard gamification concepts such as winnable points or coins are also an option.   

In the “type of information transfer” subcategory, a combination of visual and textual feedback is 

proposed, and a focus on visual elements is recommended. Information transfer can also be enhanced with an 

avatar or mascot.  
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Based on this qualitative information, the VR prototype requirements are derived and classified as 

functional (F) or non-functional (NF). The functional requirements are providing a shopping basket, 

visualisation of task, consequences of storage choices, game progression, and money wasted. Non-functional 

requirements implemented in the prototype are interaction and intuitive gameplay. 

To highlight the consequences of poor storage choices, a price for each food item was set. For example, 

coffee beans should be stored in the cupboard, meat, fish, cheese, and milk in the fridge, pasta on the shelf, 

and banana and tomatoes in the pantry. If a wrong storage choice is made, the value of the food is reduced. 

This system should provide an incentive to avoid food waste within the game scenario. Furthermore, a 

scoring system with points was introduced to augment the scenario with gamification and provide a further 

incentive to avoid food waste.  

5. RESULTS, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 

Data collection was conducted in the spring of 2020 with 95 participants, although some questionnaires were 

incomplete, leaving 78 for further processing. A control question was used to check if people had actually 

seen the VR application as they were asked to name the storage option not available in the application.  

Socio-demographic variables come first, with education being measured by degree because interest in 

technology, as well as food waste, may be different among these categories.  

The sample consists of 29 female (37.2 %) and 49 male (62.8 %) participants. When looking more closely 

at scenarios one and two, there are 15 and 14 females and 24 and 25 male participants, respectively. The 

participants are relatively young (M=36.12, SD=9.20). Regarding education, 39 participants (50%) hold a 

degree from a university of applied sciences, 13 participants (16.7 %) hold a university degree, ten 

participants (12.8 %) have a professional diploma, six participants (7.7%) hold an apprentice degree, eight 

participants (10.3%) hold a college degree, and two participants (2.6%) stated “other educational degree”.  

First, the constructs were tested for reliability. Cronbach’s Alpha values of the construct are as follows: 

PU (α=.84), PEOU (α=.91), ITU (α=.91), PE (α=.84), PI (α=.88), PQ (α=.82), HQS (α=.91), and PLO 

(α=.92). The values are all well above the cut off value of .7 generally used in empirical research (Nunally, 

1978). Further data analysis could now be conducted. 

By comparing the mean values of the two scenarios (with and without gamification), all variables showed 

significant differences except PEOU and PI (see Table 3). Therefore, the analysis was continued, and 

correlations were interpreted. 

Table 2 shows an overview of correlations. Hypotheses were accepted if correlations between the 

constructs addressed in the hypothesis correlate significantly. The correlations suggest that H1 must be 

rejected because the correlation analysis is not significant. However, the constructs in H2 show positive 

correlations, so H2 is accepted. Similarly, the constructs of H3 shows significant correlations, so H3 is 

accepted. The constructs in H4a do not correlate significantly, whereas those in H4b do. Consequently, H4a 

is rejected and H4b accepted. The constructs in H5a do not show significant correlation, so H5a is rejected. 

However, the constructs of H5b correlate significantly, and H5b is accepted. Both H6a and H6b show no 

significant correlations and are rejected. The correlation of constructs in H7a is not significant, but those of 

H7b are, so H7a is rejected and H7b accepted. The constructs in H8 correlate significantly, and H8 is 

accepted.  

During correlation analysis, further hypotheses (H9, H10, and H11) can be derived from the data analysis, 

not in the TAM referenced in the theory section of this paper. PE correlates with PLO (H9), HQS correlates 

with PLO (H10), and PU correlates with PLO (H11). Therefore, these hypotheses are added to the overview 

(see Table 1). 

Table 2. Overview of Correlation for Scenario 2 (with gamification) 

Hypothesis Construct 1 Construct 2 Scenario 2 Result 

 H1   PEoU   ITU   .065   ✖  

 H2   PU   ITU   .717**   ✔  

 H3   PEoU   PU   .373*   ✔  

 H4a   PQ   PEoU   .187   ✖  

 H4b   PQ   PU   .473**   ✔  

 H5a   HQS   EoU   .302   ✖  
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 H5b   HQS   PU   .709**   ✔  

 H6a   PI   PU   -.080   ✖  

 H6b   PI   ITU   -.028   ✖  

 H7a   PE   PEoU   .267   ✖  

 H7b   PE   ITU   .613**   ✔  

 H8   PLO   ITU   .628**   ✔  

 #H9   PE   PLO   .599**   ✔  

 #H10   HQS   PLO   .539**   ✔  

 #H11   PU   PLO   .597**   ✔  
* p < .05, ** p< .01 (both two tailed) 

Table 3. Overview of group comparison 

Variable t df Sig. 

(2-tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

CI 95% 

Lower 

CI 95% 

Higher 

PU -6.301 76 .000 -1.10897 .17600 -1.45951 -.75844 

PEOU -1.245 76 .217 -.27350 .21965 -.71097 .16396 

PI .419 76 .676 .05128 .12225 -.19219 .29476 

PLO -5.096 76 .000 -1.19658 .23480 -1.66422 -.72894 

PQ -3.983 71.204 .000 -.52747 .13242 -.79149 -.26345 

HQS -5.051 76 .000 -.83150 .16463 -1.15938 -.50362 

ITU -6.188 76 .000 -1.39316 .22514 -1.84156 -.94477 

PE -4.602 76 .000 -.75385 .16382 -1.08011 -.42758 

6. DISCUSSION 

In line with prior research on TAM, PEOU does not show significant effects on ITU, but PU does. Pragmatic 

quality has effects on PU but not on PEOU. Accordingly, HQS shows positive effects on PU but not on 

PEOU. PI did not affect PU or ITU, which is somewhat surprising as one could argue that PI may also lead to 

ITU. PE has positive effects on ITU but not on PEOU. PLO has positive effects on PLO. Therefore, the TAM 

seems to hold in the context of VR and reducing food waste by immersive experiences.  

The dependant variable PLO is noteworthy as correlations were found but were not initially in the derived 

hypotheses. Nevertheless, data suggests that PE, HQS, PU, and PLO correlate. This is in line with prior 

research findings; therefore, the conclusions of this study are reported, and the correlations added to the 

overview as new hypotheses. 

7. IMPLICATIONS 

Research on VR suggests that this has a positive effect on education (Ai-Lim Lee et al., 2010; Garzón et al., 

2019; Radu, 2014). The results of this study confirm that this holds in the contest of food waste too because 

PE, HQS, and PU positively correlate with PLO. Furthermore, PE positively correlates with ITU the VR 

application. These preliminary results are promising for organisations seeking to raise awareness regarding 

the topic and to combat food waste by letting individuals immerse themselves in virtual worlds and discover 

ways to avoid food waste in real life. Furthermore, the results of this study suggest that this does not have to 

be an arduous learning path since perceived enjoyment was significantly higher in the gamification enriched 

VR application than in the non-gamified one. Hedonic quality stimulation was also significantly higher. This 

supports the suggestion that learning can be a hedonic and enjoyable task, especially when interaction and 

immersion into virtual worlds are involved. Consequently, creating such worlds is highly recommended 

because the perceived learning outcome was also significantly higher with the treatment than in the control 

group. 
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8. LIMITATIONS 

The authors want to highlight that these results are based on correlation analysis. The results should, 

therefore, be taken as preliminary initial results to inspire further research activities. Furthermore, this study 

was conducted under the shadow of a worldwide pandemic and the initially planned lab experiment was 

adapted to enable the quantitative phase to take place online. Consequently, results may differ because the 

tests were not carried out in laboratory conditions. Empirical research and the meta-analysis mentioned in the 

literature section of this study suggest that the effects would probably be even stronger if real immersion in 

the VR application had been experienced. This is because the VR application would leave a greater 

impression on the user than the online video we were obliged to resort to.  

9. FURTHER RESEARCH 

This study has a specific scenario, namely, deciding where to store food purchases in the home. Therefore, 

earlier stages such as the actual shopping or writing of a shopping list may be opportunities for further 

research towards avoiding food waste. Furthermore, the scenario used in this study is located at home in a 

familiar environment, so effects resulting from social influences (such as desirability) do not play are role. 

However, stronger social influences on food-wasting behaviour may well be present in a shared setting such 

as an office kitchen. Such influences could be further evaluated. A further research opportunity could also 

arise by varying the price and the products involved. Further research might choose more advanced research 

methods such as regression and structural equation modelling (SEM) as the correlations reported in this 

research suggest that direct and indirect effects may be present. 

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results of this study are promising and perceived learning outcomes are higher with gamification than 

without. Furthermore, awareness regarding food waste can be raised with the VR prototype presented in this 

paper as well as tangible results in terms of food not wasted. The results of this study suggest that this does 

not have to be a tough learning path but can be pleasurable because learning is based on interaction and takes 

place in a realistic, albeit virtual context. Therefore, we hope this application will be helpful since its 

perceived usefulness was significantly higher with the treatment than in the control group. In conclusion, we 

believe that avoidable food waste can be reduced using the VR application presented in this study, and we 

invite researchers to contribute and build on these preliminary findings.  
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ABSTRACT 

This study used Bloom's Revised Taxonomy to examine 30 questions produced for a mobile quiz game with augmented 

reality contents to be explored in a formal learning context, in an urban green park, in Portugal. The game was co-created 

by 14 in-service teachers involved in a 50h training that aimed to promote the collaborative development of open digital 

educational resources that foster Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) learning based on game 

approach and supported by mobile devices in outdoor settings. This is a qualitative study, based on the questions 

planning documents produced by the teacher trainees, which was treated using a hybrid process of inductive and 

deductive content analysis. The results indicate that teachers developed questions that, in the learner point of view, fall in 

the lower taxonomy levels, namely Remember, Understand, Apply and Analyze. Moreover, the most frequent type of 

question required “Direct application” of contents already known to real situations and mobilization of information 

expected to have been already covered at school, in a “Consolidation” approach. The empirical results suggest that the 

highest levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (Evaluate and Create) are only achievable, during the process of game 

creation, and not while playing the game. Suggestions were made regarding future research, such as to analyze the 

process of game co-creation by teachers familiar with this classification system, to triangulate with the current study. This 

work is relevant for teacher trainees and teachers to promote higher quality game-based learning in teaching practices, as 

well as its associated resources. 

KEYWORDS 

Classification of Questions, Mobile Learning, Game-Based Learning, Teacher Training, Qualitative Study 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of Mobile Learning Games has become popular in teaching and learning contexts as they can 
mobilize various types of skills. The main idea is to use game mechanics, such as competition, rewards, or 
simply curiosity in order to captivate the learners’ attention and impulse them to learn (Dondlinger, 2007). 
There are a lot of different types of mobile learning games. Location-based mobile learning games bring 
together four of the most popular and current eLearning trends: mobile learning, digital storytelling, 
gamification, and location-based learning (Johnson et al., 2015), to unlock educational content through 
storytelling, rich digital media, location-awareness, maps, augmented reality (AR), and gamification 
strategies (Edmonds & Smith, 2017). 

Location-based is one of the most interesting kinds of mobile learning games even when explored in 
formal contexts, as it implies to go out of four classroom walls and go to nature spaces where users can 
explore. Mobility also opens the possibility of situated learning in various physical settings. It turns learning 
into a personal and engaging experience where surroundings are linked to educational contents.  
Location-based mobile learning games can shift the focus from mere identification of content to interactive 
discovery that enhances and extends the way students experience learning from the environment and with 
each other (Edmonds & Smith, 2016). 

When used correctly, game features enhance the learners’ experience with emotion, which has positive 
effects on engagement and memory (Marfisi-Schottman & George, 2014), and therefore they promote 
situated cognition and authentic learning in educational environments. Although the benefits of mobile 
learning games have been recently studied, there are few reports of teachers being involved in the creation of 
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learning apps as well as embedded resources. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate further to identify 
characteristics of situated learning environments, which led to specifying characteristics of authentic 
activities that teachers and instructional designers can use when designing learning experiences. For that 
purpose, Reeves and colleagues (2002) propose ten characteristics that provide students the opportunity to: 
(i) engage in problems/projects with real-world relevance; (ii) address ill-defined problems and (iii) complex 
tasks through sustained investigation; (iv) examine tasks from differing perspectives with the support of 
diverse resources, and (v) collaborate with other learners and (vi) reflect on their learning experiences. 
Additionally, for instructors who wish to provide authentic learning experiences, the work that students 
undertake should (vii) be applicable to a variety of subject areas; (viii) integrate with assessments; (ix) result 
in meaningful products; and (x) reflect a variety of solutions and possible competing outcomes. The authors 
also sought to emphasize that authentic learning in mobile education is feasible with intentional instructional 
strategies and appropriate educational technologies. 

Considering the above-mentioned it is vital to provide teacher training to support teachers to use 
educational applications, to design proper activities and games, and adapt them to their course material and 
specific learning situations. It is also important to involve teachers in the creation of tools that enable the 
development of educational games, and moreover to provide them investigation evidences that mobile 
learning games, compared to other types of learning materials, can allow the construction of new concepts by 
players in a much funnier, interactive and dynamic way (Sampaio et al., 2012), and that their use in education 
can contribute to an increase of students’ motivation and skills development (Sindre, 2009). For example, 
mobility offers new possibilities for enriching games and enhancing the users’ experience by taking 
advantage of real objects (e.g. plants, buildings, tiles) in real contexts (e.g. natural parks, archeological or 
geological sites) (Daniel et al., 2009). Several studies have also shown that physical excitement caused by 
walking, running or jumping during the game increases player engagement (Bianchi-Berthouze, 2013). When 
combined with quiz games, a treasure hunt game can have additional benefits. A treasure hunt is a game in 
which players attempt to find hidden items with a series of clues. Because this type of game pushes players to 
explore the environment and get familiar with it, it is very well appropriate to teach about the characteristics 
of real items, locations and environments. 

User friendly quiz games with immediate feedback, whether the student answers correctly or incorrectly, 
can provide valuable information in order to improve engagement in the game, and most of all, it can provide 
pedagogical benefits if the feedback is constructive and motivational. Game rewards such as extra points or 
unlocking the next part of the story, can also help motivate the learners to physically move to the next 
location (Marfisi-Schottman & George, 2014) to successfully conclude the game, and with learning gains. As 
the process of constructing educational mobile games can be as beneficial as the act of playing, and as there 
is a scarcity of educational resources for educational mobile games with AR, which integrate curriculum 
contents, the authors developed a teacher training workshop focusing on designing learning materials and 
questions to integrate in a mobile app. Therefore, this paper emerges from the need to create a classification 
system suitable for questions integrated in AR mobile games, in an outdoor context, to provide a greater 
diversity and a better quality of educational resources and questioning, towards constructivist pedagogy and 
situated and authentic learning. For that purpose, a process articulating inductive and deductive coding was 
applied. The theory-driven categories were the categories of cognitive processes from the revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy: Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create (Anderson et al., 2001). These 
were articulated with data-driven categories, regarding the classification of quiz questions. The idea is to 
develop a system for classification of questions that can be used by teachers to diversify the type of questions 
they create, prompting different cognitive levels and also producing challenging questions. This classification 
system is also useful to support the evaluation of educational resources. 

The implications for practice of this study is that teachers should be encouraged to use mobile apps 
integrating quiz games to increase new learning or provide consolidation activities in a different 
environment. Teachers also should facilitate mobile learning quiz game opportunities to encourage learning 
outside of the classroom. The system for classification of questions should be helpful to support teachers to 
design and use mobile app-based quiz games, and integrate them in their classes. 

2. METHODOLOGICAL OPTIONS 

This work presents a qualitative study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015) based on documents produced by teacher 

trainees, which were treated using a hybrid process of inductive and deductive content analysis (Bardin, 

2016; Xu & Zammit, 2020). The study's main aim is to develop a system for classification of questions 
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integrated in mobile quiz games for outdoor contexts, based on the work developed by 14 in-service teachers 

under a 50h teacher training workshop. Qualitative studies are one of the most common forms of research in 

Education and require a flexible and data-driven research design (Hammersley, 2013). Hence, the focus is on 

developing rich descriptions of the phenomena under study, as contextual data are required for other 

researchers and practitioners to be able to relate the study findings to their own work contexts (Kivunja  

& Kuyini, 2017).  

The research question is: How can a system for classification of questions support teachers in creating 

mobile learning games, adapted to their own contexts, and integrating diverse cognitive levels? Hence, to 

answer this question, two research objectives were defined: 

1. To develop a system for classification of questions for mobile learning games; 

2. To observe teachers using the system for classification of questions during the process of quiz 

questions creation. 

The focus of this contribution is the first objective, as the revision of literature did not provide a 

classification system ready to be used by teachers. The second research objective will be pursued in future 

research efforts, in order to fully answer the formulated research question. 

Follows the description of the context and participants in this study, as well as the data collection and 

analysis procedures (Section 2.2). 

2.1 Teacher Training Workshop 

The context of this study is a teacher training workshop, which has been described in previous studies 
(Marques & Pombo, 2021a; Marques & Pombo, 2021b). The training aimed to promote the collaborative 
development of open digital educational resources that foster Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics (STEM) learning based on game approach and supported by mobile and AR technologies in 
outdoor settings.  

The educational resources were developed for the EduPARK app (http://edupark.web.ua.pt/mobile_app, 
accessed on 12 October 2021). It was created under the EduPARK project, funded by FEDER and FCT 
(2016-19) and that is still running. The EduPARK app supports exploration of AR contents developed for the 
Aveiro green park (Portugal) in a free mode, and in a play-the-game mode. The game supported by the app is 
an interdisciplinary quiz treasure hunt that integrates educational AR contents, images, audios and videos. 
Hence, most games available through the app foster interdisciplinary learning, one of the features of 
authentic activities according to Reeves (2002). The game structure is organized in the following loop 
(Figure 1): (i) give instructions to find a different AR marker in each location of interest (Figure 1B); each 
marker unlocks the access to information relevant to answering a series of questions related to that specific 
location; (ii) explore the AR contents, e.g., a specific botanical species with information about its origin, its 
flowers and leaves, and other curiosities (Figure 1C); (iii) present a multiple-choice question, with associated 
content - text, audio or image (Figure 1D); and (iv) give feedback to answers and award points, if the answer 
is correct (Figure 1E). The exploration of AR contents (B and C) is not mandatory, nor the inclusion of media 
files (image, audio and video) in all the questions. The game mascot is a female monkey, who lived in the 
park some time ago, and who guides the players and gives them formative feedback after answering; for 
example, when an incorrect answer is given, the mascot explains the right answer. Hence, the game structure 
implements several game features commended in the literature, such as prompting to physically move to 
different locations to find treasures or AR contents from hints, providing immediate feedback to game 
performance and gathering points (Marfisi-Schottman & George, 2014). 

The app was developed to support social constructivism approaches to learning (Burr, 2015), where the 
users’ construction of meaning is influenced by the interaction of the learners’ prior knowledge with the new 
experiences, as well as by interactions with others. Thus, the project team recommends the exploration of the 
app in groups, to facilitate collaboration and discussion towards authentic learning experiences (Reeves et al., 
2002), although it can be used individually as well.  

Previous studies revealed the app has a high usability and educational value from basic to high education 
contexts (Pombo & Marques, 2019; Pombo & Marques, 2020; Pombo et al., 2019), which may facilitate 
teachers’ adoption of the involved emergent technologies (mobile AR) and educational approaches  
(game-based learning). To promote teacher adoption of these innovative and effective approaches, a 
workshop accredited with 50 h (25 h in face-to-face sessions and 25 h of autonomous work) of continuous 
training for teachers was conducted between October 2020 and January 2021.  
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Figure 1. Selected screens of the EduPARK app and game (in Pombo & Marques, 2021) 

Teacher trainees were characterized through data collected in a questionnaire. The analysis of its results 
was presented previously (Marques & Pombo, 2021a), so follows only the information needed to understand 
this study’s results. 

From the 16 teachers attending the workshop, 14 gave informed consent to participate in this study. The 
workshop’s teacher cohort profile matches closely the Portuguese teacher profile according to PORDATA 
(https://www.pordata.pt/, accessed on 26 September 2021) in terms of: (a) gender, as 12 females and 2 males 
participated in the study; and (b) experience, as 12 teachers had more than 21 years of experience. Most 
teachers had a high degree (10 teachers), which is mandatory by Portuguese Law. The subjects taught were: 
(a) mathematics in the 3rd cycle of basic education (CBE) or in secondary teaching (3 teachers); (b) physics 
and chemistry in the 3rd CBE or in secondary teaching (6 teachers); (c) nature sciences in the 3rd CBE  
(1 teacher); and (d) mathematics and nature sciences in the 2nd CBE (6 teachers) (Marques & Pombo, 
2021a). 

The workshop trainers were the authors of this study and have several years of experience as science 
education researchers. The workshop created opportunities for teacher trainees and researchers to collaborate 
in the development of high-quality open educational resources for STEM learning, accessed through the 
EduPARK app. The quality and relevance of the resources were supported by the integration of 
recommendations from the literature on effective teaching and learning methodologies, particularly when 
seeking to take advantage of mobile and AR potential. The produced resources (questions and associated 
images, audios and videos) are articulated with the National Science Curriculum and grounded in real 
educational contexts. 

The workshop involved several activities, including group discussion and reflection on mobile learning, 
AR in education, and game-based learning; exploring games with the EduPARK app, as if teachers were 
students, in the Aveiro green park; and collaborative design and development of quiz questions and resources 
for a new EduPARK game, in two cycles of refinement. The created game is directed at 2nd and 3rd CBE 
students and it is available through the EduPARK app, in Portuguese. 

 The process of questions development was conducted in work groups (four groups of three teacher 
trainees and two groups of two). In the first cycle of game co-creation, trainees planned a first version of quiz 
questions, and associated resources, using a digital word document template. They were supported by the 
workshop trainers for ideas generation and suitability checks. A minimum of five quiz questions was asked 
for each group. For each question, the groups: 

a) identified the curricular framing - subject(s), schoolyear, topics and aimed learning; 
b) selected one point of interest in the park that offers learning opportunities under the identified 

curricular framing; 
c) formulated one introduction to the question (optional), the question itself, up to four short 

answer options (indicating the correct one(s)), and differentiated feedback to the answer, 
whether is it correct or incorrect; 

d) identified the resources to be explored under the question - previously developed AR contents, 
videos, audios and/or images; 

e) predicted the level of difficulty for the target school level; and 
f) attributed points, in case of correct answer. 
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Followed a presentation of the developed work (quiz questions and respective educational resources) by 
each work group. The presentation was followed by a big group discussion, for formative evaluation and 
suggestion of improvements, from other teacher trainees and trainers. The best three questions of each group 
were selected through a voting system where each participant anonymously selected the best question in each 
group and justified his/her opinion. 

In the second cycle of co-creation, the evaluation and comments collected from the big group discussion 
were taken into consideration to improve the three most voted questions. Each group delivered an improved 
version of their work, to be compiled by teacher trainees into a functional and coherent game accessed 
through the EduPARK app. A test of the co-created game was conducted. For that, teachers explored their 
game in the park, using mobile devices and took notes in order to propose new improvement suggestions.  
A new big group discussion allowed conducting the final refinement of the game. 
Finally, each group presented a final version of their planning document, with the group quiz questions and 
educational resources, for assessment, as part of the requirements for obtaining a continuous teacher training 
certificate.  

2.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

In this qualitative study a hybrid process of inductive and deductive content analysis (Bardin, 2016; Xu  

& Zammit, 2020) was used to interpret raw data: quiz questions (introduction, question formulation, answer 

options, associated resources and feedback) planned by six groups of teacher trainees. Four groups produced 

five questions, as required; one group produced six questions; and another group produced twelve questions. 

A document compiling the first five questions of each group was created, to keep balanced input from each 

group. It includes a total of 30 questions. Each question received a code similar to the following, G1.1, 

meaning that this was the first question of G1. 

The analysis approach integrated data-driven codes with theory-driven ones based on the revised Bloom’s 

Taxonomy (Anderson et al., 2001). In a first step, an inductive analysis was conducted, which originated a 

first version of question categories and their description. In this initial analysis, each question was read and 

the associated educational resources were analyzed, to produce tentative categories, drawing on the data and 

bearing in mind the aim of the study. In a second phase, the categories were revised and organized according 

to the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, with the different cognitive levels. The coding process for each category 

was manually conducted simultaneously by two researchers, who are also the authors of this paper, through a 

peer debriefing process. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents and discusses the system for classification of questions (Table 1) that resulted from the 
analysis of the 30 questions produced by 14 in-service teachers, in groups, which were integrated in a mobile 
quiz game with AR contents in the EduPARK app to be played in an urban green park, in the context of a 
50h training course. Overall, the results indicate that teachers developed questions that, in the learner point of 
view, fall in the lower levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy, namely Remember, Understand, Apply and 
Analyze.  

Results reveal that the most frequent type of question produced by the teachers required “Direct 
application” of contents already known to real situations (10 questions) and was produced by all but one 
group, revealing that most teachers acknowledge the importance of this type of question. An example 
question is about a structure delimited by marble walls near by a statue in the park, representing a geometric 
figure formed by a rectangle and a semi-circle. The students are asked to select the correct option that allows 
them to calculate the figure's area. In the feedback a figure is presented. It explains the figure is composed of 
two geometric figures and how the area is calculated for each one. The result is the sum of the two figure’s 
areas. Hence, this type of question is framed in engaging in problems/projects with real-world relevance, 
contributing to authentic experiences, promoting engagement and motivation to learn and better equipping 
learners to succeed in college, careers, and adulthood (Reeves et al., 2002). Moreover, as school content is 
related with real world places, objects and situations, games with this type of questions may engage students 
emotionally, which, according to Marfisi-Schottman and George (2014), has positive effects on engagement 
and memory, promoting situated cognition and authentic learning. 
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Table 1. System for classification of questions for mobile learning games with AR and frequency of questions in each 

questions category 

Bloom's Taxonomy Questions 

category 
Description of questions category Frequency Id Questions 

Remember - recall 

facts and basic 

concepts 

Consolidation The question mobilizes information 

already covered at school. 
8 G1.3, G2.4, G3.1, 

G3.2, G4.1, G4.4, 

G5.2, G6.4 

Understand - explain 

ideas and concepts 
Observation The question requires the user to 

observe the surroundings. 
4 G1.5, G4.3, G4.5, G5.3 

Apply - use 

information in new 

situations 

Direct 

application 
The question requires mobilizing 

information already covered at school to 

use in a real and specific situation. 

10 G2.2, G2.5, G3.3, 

G4.2, G5.1, G5.4, 

G6.1, G6.2, G6.3, G6.5 

Selection of 

information 
The question requires the exploration of 

AR contents, videos, audios or images 

and selection of the information needed. 

4 G1.1, G1.4, G2.1, 

G.5.5 

Analyze - draw 

connections among 

ideas 

Relation of 

new 

information 

The question requires relating new 

information from different origins (e.g. 

from the question introduction and from 

the AR content). 

4 G1.2, G2.3, G3.4, G3.5 

 

The second most frequent type of question prompted the mobilization of information expected to have 

been already covered at school, in a “Consolidation” approach (8 questions) and was produced by all groups. 

Once more this type of question was considered relevant by in-service teachers. An example of a 

“Consolidation” question starts with the fact: “The mallard is a constant presence in the Park's lake. The male 

and female have different colors. Click on the video icon”. The video shows both male and female mallard 

individuals and describes their main physical differences. The question is: “Physical differences (feather 

color, size…) between male and female are related to…” Four options are given and students are supposed to 

already know from previous experiences that physical differences are related to reproduction. In the feedback 

it is explained that these differences (e.g., the male’s attractive colors) increase the chance of mating. The 

relevance of constructive and motivational feedback is also pointed out by Marfisi-Schottman and George 

(2014), who acknowledged it can provide engagement in the game, and most of all, it can boost pedagogical 

benefits. 

In three of the other types of questions were included four questions each: i) “Observation”, which 

requires the user to observe specific features of the surroundings to understand phenomena, and it is 

associated to the Understand category of the Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy; ii) “Selection of information”, 

requiring the exploration of AR contents, videos, audios or images that help to answer correctly the question, 

and is related to Apply in Bloom’s revised Taxonomy, where it is important to select and use information in 

new situations; and iii) “Relation of new information”, when it requires relating new information from 

different origins (e.g. from the question introduction and the AR content), linked to Analyze in Bloom’s 

Revised Taxonomy, where it is needed to make connections among different ideas.  

An example of “Observation” question is one where it is mandatory to observe the birds in the lake to 

answer the number of such populations in that habitat, linking students’ surroundings with curricular 

contents. It is worth noting that one of the features claimed in the literature as interesting in location-based 

mobile games, the mobility to go out of the classroom to explore nature (Edmonds & Smith, 2016), 

necessarily involves observation. And, notably, half of the teacher groups took advantage of the mobility 

allowed by mobile devices to promote situated learning, by creating observation questions, turning learning 

into a personal and engaging experience (idem). 
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Finally, “Information selection” and “Relation of new information” questions were created by half of the 

teacher groups. These types of questions require students to go through multimedia resources (including AR 

contents), as advised by Edmonds and Smith (2017). The latter type of question requires a higher cognitive 

level, as students not only need to select information from different media supports (Apply level in Bloom’s 

Revised Taxonomy), but also have to relate different information from distinct origins (Analyze level in 

Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy). Moreover, AR contents also scaffolds learning through the exploration of real 

objects in real contexts, a feature relevant in authentic learning environments (Reeves et al., 2002). This is 

only possible as the EduPARK game is not just a quiz game, but it has other complementary resources 

supporting students’ learning (Pombo & Marques, 2020). 

When observing the type of questions produced by each group of teachers, we found that G6 produced 

questions in 2 categories, G3 and G4 produced in 3 categories, and G1, G2 and G5 produced in 4 categories. 

Hence, although some teachers already produced questions classified in several categories, there are teachers 

that still produced questions in only 2 or 3 categories. This result seems to indicate that, maybe 

unconsciously, some teachers intended to diversify the type of questions, which is also a concern when they 

create other resources, such as instruments of assessment (e.g., written tests). However, this is not true for all. 

The authors' expectation is that all teachers will be able to create more diversified questions at the cognitive 

level, through the use of this classification system. 

In a final reflection, the highest levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy, Evaluate and Create, seem 

achievable only in the process of creation of questions, and not while playing the game. For example, the 

Evaluate level was observable only during the process of game creation, when teachers selected the best 

question produced by each group and justified their opinion, through a voting system. Also, the Create level 

was identified during the process of question creation, which implies not just formulating a question, but also 

creating a feedback system and a set of other media resources that complement the question. It also implies 

considering the question suitability to a determined point of interest in the park, offering learning 

opportunities under a certain curricular framing. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Mobile learning games with AR in the outdoors should be spread among all learning levels, as it can 

mobilize various types of skills and consolidate learning in different environments. These games also 

contribute with positive effects on engagement and memory (Marfisi-Schottman & George, 2014), as they 

may promote situated cognition and authentic learning in formal and non-formal education, and also extend 

the way students experience learning from the environment and with each other (Edmonds & Smith, 2016). 

In addition, quiz games combined with treasure hunting allows the construction of new concepts by players 

in a much funnier, interactive and dynamic way (Sampaio et al., 2012). 

This work highlights the importance of providing specialized training in supporting teachers to use 

mobile apps integrating quiz games, motivating them to include mobile outdoor learning in their teaching 

practices. More importantly, these initiatives empower teachers with the proper skills to collaboratively 

design and create mobile learning games. The system for classification of questions, developed in this work, 

is intended to increase teachers’ consciousness regarding the creation of a higher variety of questions, as well 

as its associated feedback and resources. This way, they can prompt different cognitive levels, according to 

Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (Anderson et al, 2001), and promote higher quality game-based learning in 

teaching practices. For example, this system supports teachers becoming aware that questions from the 

categories “Direct application” and “Consolidation” are particularly suitable for integration with formal 

assessments in the classroom, to provide evidence of the learning gains from playing mobile quiz games with 

AR contents in real outdoor situations.  

This study has a small number of participants, which allows a deeper analysis to uncover key aspects of 

the study more clearly (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). Hence, no statistical generalization is intended. The aim 

was to develop a first version of a classification system to be used in future research. This should analyze the 

process of game co-creation by teachers in new training initiatives, where they are familiar with this system 

for classification of questions in the task of game creation, to triangulate with the current study. 
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LEARNING COMMUNICATION WITH AUTISTIC PEOPLE 

WITH A MOBILE SERIOUS ROLE-PLAYING GAME  
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ABSTRACT 

While serious role-play games have been developed for individuals with autism spectrum disorders to learn social 

interactions and emotions, there is a lack of role-playing games that teach people without autism the necessary 

communication skills to engage and interact effectively with autistic people. In this research, we present a mobile serious 

role-playing game as a comprehensive expert-guided experiential and cognitive learning tool, consisting of instruction, 

play, review, and discussion, that helps achieve enhanced learning outcomes while enabling an independent-learning 

workflow. By making it available for both iOS and Android devices, it has the potential to help spread the awareness of 

autism and help create a more inclusive environment for autistic people at schools, universities, and communities.  

KEYWORDS 

Mobile Learning, Experiential Learning, Role Play, Serious Games, Autism Spectrum Disorder, Virtual Reality 

1. INTRODUCTION 

More than 200,000 students with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) will arrive on campuses around the United 

States over the next decade (Borrell, 2018; Pinder-Amaker, 2014)). However, periods of transition are 

particularly difficult for high school students with ASD entering a postsecondary setting (Wei, et al, 2013). 

Providing appropriate support to these students is essential to assisting students to achieve a higher quality of 

life, increased productivity, positive social interactions inside and outside of the classroom, and decreased 

reliance on subsequent or perpetual disability services post-graduation (Geller, et al, 2009; Goldstein, et al, 

2008). Programs such as The RASE initiative (Rando, et al, 2016) provide transition coaching services that 

team a coach with a student with an autism diagnosis to assist the adjustment period from high school to college. 

The transition coaches are experienced juniors, seniors, or graduate students without an autism diagnosis; and, 

if being properly trained and sufficiently prepared, they can effectively help students with ASD in key 

competency areas: time management and organization, resiliency, advocacy, social skill development and 

study skills/technology use (Rando, et al, 2016).  

However, training student coaches and other care providers to engage with clients with ASD is challenging. 

For example, the coaches have been socialized throughout their lives to be especially polite and verbose when 

dealing with a topic that is difficult to discuss (for example – hygiene concerns or feedback on a problem). On 

the other hand, students with ASD prefer direct, action-based statements that are clear indicators of the expected 

behavior on their part (Milestones, 2021), such as “I need you to take a shower every day. You can choose the 

time, but it must be once a day”. Another example is the need for a coach to engage in open-ended questions 

than a yes or no answer with the client, but the open question also has to be clear and not too broad. For 

example, it is better to say, “Tell me about one thing you are particularly proud of from high school.” versus 

“Do you like Sci-Fi shows?” or “What do you do for fun?”. The first is a yes or no answer and the second is 

too general. As is the case in many social, behavioral, and health science education, it requires much role-play 

or real-play practice along with expert guidance for transition coaches to make improvements in their 

proficiency. Unfortunately, due to the limited availability of the professional standardized client and 

instructional experts, transition coaches currently have very limited opportunities to practice in an  
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expert-guided role-play training session. As a result, because of inadequate training and a limited number of 

prepared candidates, these proven interventions, such as transition coaching services, are under-utilized in 

practices.  

2. APPROACH 

The primary aim and contribution of this research are to harness the latest advances in mobile computing, 

serious games, augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR), and human-computer teaming technologies to address the 

current challenge of coaching the transition coach to effectively interacting, engage, and build rapport with 

their student clients with ASD. By uniquely harnessing the built-in multi-modal capabilities of widely available 

and cost-effective iOS and Android smart devices, we have created and demonstrated a fully immersive  

first-person view experiential learning-based mobile serious role-play game through which the transition coach 

candidates can interact with the virtual standardized client with ASD under the guidance of a virtual expert 

instructor. Furthermore, our mobile serious game approach provides a more objective, accurate, and continuous 

assessment of trainees’ performance in real-time, without having to demand a potentially prohibitive amount 

of time and effort from the human expert trainers. The improved assessment of individual performance has the 

potential to provide evidence for the expert instructors to quickly modify specific exercises to maximize 

training outcome and scalability by identifying each individual’s progress and needs, thus supporting the more 

efficient evidence-based training curriculum. 

2.1 Related Serious Role-Playing Games for Autism 

Serious role-playing games provide a user experiential learning of the targeted skills and allow practices of a 

wide range and flexible combination of skill sets and scenarios without incurring potentially prohibitive costs 

and risks of real plays (Othlinghaus-Wulhorst, et al, 2020). It has been of particular interest and benefits for 

the training of social skills (Michael, et al, 2006; Daniau, 2016; Zheng, et al, 2021).  

Serious role-playing games have also been created and used to support the social skill development of 

individuals with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (Tang, et al, 2019; Kokol, et al, 2020; Grossard, et al, 2017; 

Wouters, et al, 2013). These serious games aim to teach social interactions and emotions to autistic people. 

However, there is a lack of such role-playing games in the market to help teach people without autism the 

necessary communication skills to interact effectively with autistic people.  

3. DESIGNS 

In this research, we aim to design and create a mobile serious role-playing game that encourages and enables 

everyone to (i.) learn and understand the behaviors of autistic people; (ii.) improve their communication skills 

to interact with them; and (iii.) be able to easily access the training using mobile devices, such as smartphones, 

tablets, iPads, etc. 

3.1 Skill Acquisition Goals  

In the current version of the game, we focus on helping the learner to acquire two important skills when 

interacting with autistic people: 

• using direct, action-based communications. 

• dealing with the nonverbal behaviors that could potentially interfere with the ongoing conversation. 

3.2 Enabling Technologies 

In this section, we will discuss the related technologies that help enable effective and efficient virtual  

role-playing. 
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3.2.1 High-Fidelity Virtual Character 

Particularly, we investigate the level of hologram fidelity required to facilitate a smooth integration of Alice, 

the virtual character with ASD as shown in Figure 1, in a real-world setup to simulate a realistic encounter 

between the learner and Alice. The High-fidelity hologram may lead to a better perception of the virtual 

character in a static mode but at the cost of high computation that may produce potentially prohibitively long 

delays and result in degraded perception in a dynamic mode where contents need to be constantly updated on 

a mobile device. A particular adaptation effort is made to find the right balance to maximize the usability of 

these devices. 

3.2.2 Embedded Virtual Expert to Guide and Review the Role-Plays 

As pointed out by Zheng et al. (2021), serious games may improve social skills when used alongside in-person 

discussion. Serious role-playing games create a complex learning situation that warrants instructional support 

to facilitate experiential learning. Thus, serious games need to be used in tandem with instruction, play, review, 

discussion, and debriefing to help learners achieve the learning outcomes (Eng, 2021). 

In this research, we have designed, created, and embedded Dr. Erika Parker, a virtual expert instructor, into 

the game flow. Figure 2 illustrates a review and discussion session led by the expert instructor to help the 

learner understand the difference between indirect speech and direct speech; moreover, how to convert an 

indirect speech statement to its corresponding direct speech statement. Such review, discussion, and guidance 

are made available through the entire training to help enhance the cognitive learning process on top of the 

experiential learning provided by the role-plays. The learner has the option to request more examples and 

discussion if needed. Therefore, it provides a comprehensive tool that enables the users with totally independent 

learning. 

3.2.3 Mobile Game available for both iOS and Android Devices 

A learner can download this serious role-playing app from the App Store (iOS) or Google Play (Android). The 
simulation can be completed at any time or place on a tablet or smartphone. These mobile devices, when 
coupled with the cloud provided services, provide multi-modal capabilities in addition to hologram visuals, 
such as voice, video, text, speech recognition, eye/gaze/attention tracking, or gestures to support multi-modal 
learning contents and interactions and multimodal assessments to maximize the learning outcomes. Therefore, 
it makes it significantly easier to access when compared to other delivery methods, such as VR goggles, 
laptop/desktop computers, etc. Thus, we believe it will make it easier for people without Autism to access 
resources and help that is required to learn how to communicate with autistic people.  
 

      

Figure 1. Alice with ASD Figure 2. Prof. Erika Parker, the Embedded Virtual Expert, Provides Case 

Reviews via a Virtual Whiteboard 
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4. DEMO AND RESULTS 

We have designed, created, and released a serious role-playing game that demonstrates the feasibility and 
robustness of such a mobile computing enabled independent learning/training solution. The following demo 
results in present samples and offers validations for our design.  

4.1 Preview of the Game  

When starting the application, the user will be welcomed by Prof. Erika Parker, the virtual expert instructor as 
shown in Figure 3, who will guide and facilitate the entire training as the instructor of the contents, the reviewer 
of the plays, and the facilitator of the discussions. It is followed by the introduction of the learning objectives 
of this serious role-playing game. Then Alice, the standardized client with ASD and an 18 years old new college 
freshman, is introduced as shown in Figure 4. 

4.2 Direct, Action-based Communication 

In this part of the game, the learner is taking the role of a college resident assistant who will meet with Alice 
in the office as shown in Figure 5. Scripted role-plays, as shown in Figure 6, are particularly designed and 
adopted to create a rich learning experience on how to communicate effectively in direct and action-based 
communication when interacting with autistic people. The learner can try different communication 
styles/options and then observe the corresponding response of Alice, thus supporting the cognitive learning 
process of the learner. To further enahance the learning, Prof. Erika Parker will provide an immediate review 
of the plays and facilitate the focused discussion on the communication strategy. Further roleplays may follow 
if needed based on the learner’s performance and progress as shown in Figure 7 and 8. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Direct Communication Training Module 

    

      Figure 3. The expert instructor - Prof. Erika Parker         Figure 4. Introduction of Alice 
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Figure 6. Scripted Direct Communication Role-Plays 

 

 

Figure 7. Sample Role-Plays and Reviews in the Direct Communication Module 

 

 

Figure 8. Sample Role-Plays and Reviews in the Direct Communication Module 

4.3 Dealing with Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors during Conversation 

In this part of the game, the learner is again taking the role of a college resident assistant who will meet with 

Alice in the office as shown in Figure. 9. The game takes full advantage of the graphical capabilities of a mobile 

device to provide the high-fidelity presentation of a range of subtle Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors for the 

role-plays.  Scripted role-plays, as shown in Figure 10, are designed to practice how to deal effectively with 
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such Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors in order to ensure a smooth and engaging conversation. The learner can 

try different intervention options and then observe the corresponding response of Alice. Prof. Erika Parker will 

provide an immediate review of the plays and a focused discussion on the intervention strategy. Further 

roleplays may follow if needed based on the learner’s performance and progress as shown in Figure 11 and 12.  
 

 

Figure 9. Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors Training Module 

 

 

Figure 10. Scripted Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors Role-Plays 
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5. CONCLUSION 

An effective and practical solution that helps people to independently learn and practice with ease on how to 

communicate effectively with autistic people will significantly improve learning efficiency and outcome, and 

more importantly, help spread the awareness of autism and encourage more people to understand, engage and 

interact effectively with them. In this research, we have successfully designed and developed a mobile serious 

role-playing game as a learning tool that harnesses the latest advances in mobile computing, serious game, 

virtual reality, and human-computer teaming. It resembles a comprehensive expert-guided experiential and 

cognitive learning process consisting of instruction, play, review, and discussion that help achieve enhanced 

learning outcomes via an independent-learning workflow. The release of the game for both iOS and Android 

devices further expands the potential reach of this learning tool and helps spread the awareness of autism and 

help create an inclusive environment at schools, universities, and communities.  

Future works may consider the use of AR and AI capabilities to provide richer multimodal content and 

assessment. A trial study may also be warranted to establish a comprehensive understating of how such serious 

role-play games can help people improve communication with autistic people. 
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Figure 12. Sample Role-Plays and Reviews in the Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors Module 

 

Figure 11. Sample Role-Plays and Reviews in the Nonverbal Interfering Behaviors Module 
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LEVERAGING SMARTPHONE AFFORDANCES FOR EFL 

EMERGENCY REMOTE TEACHING 
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ABSTRACT 

This study will benefit educators, curriculum developers, and researchers interested in the affordance of mobile ICT for 

education and especially how smartphones can be leveraged to provide better online learning outcomes for emergency 

remote teaching. The current global health concerns have forced many educators to rapidly adapt learning materials 

intended for in-class use to online activities. This research developed from this sudden need to understand how ICT could 

be efficiently leveraged to create an emergency remote teaching off-site learning environment for EFL learners in Japan. 

A questionnaire was employed to better understand the learners' degree of smartphone adoption in relation to their EFL 

collaborative educational activities. The goal was to use an exploratory data analysis technique (biplots) to gain a better 

insight into the current affordances that the students feel the smartphone offers. This information could then inform the 

migration of educational materials. The results indicate that during collaborative learning activities, for this sample 

population, communicating through email/texting was by far the most widespread use of the smartphone. This is 

followed by the less popular voice communications and internet use. In addition, the results support the idea that students 

perceive the smartphone as an anytime and anywhere device in the sense that it is carried by them throughout the day. 

Finally, in the context of the study, students used the smartphone as an electronic dictionary regularly and as an internet 

information gathering tool. 

KEYWORDS 

Mobile Learning, Emergency Remote Teaching, Curriculum Design, Biplot Analysis, Collaborative Learning, ICT, EFL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 crisis forced a rapid shift away from traditional face-to-face, blended, and hybrid learning 

experiences to fully off-site learning, so necessitating a forgoing of the usual planning and design (Schultz 

and Demers, 2020). This emergency remote teaching (ERT) is a temporary shift of instructional delivery to 

an alternate delivery mode due to crisis circumstances (Hodges et al., 2020). Education that would otherwise 

be delivered face-to-face or as blended or hybrid courses is migrated to remote teaching during a crisis or 

emergency. The primary objective is to provide interim access to instruction and instructional supports so it 

is quick to set up and is reliably available during an emergency or crisis (Hodges et al., 2020). This study 

developed from this need to understand how Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) could be 

efficiently leveraged to create an ERT off-site learning environment for English as a Foreign Language 

(EFL) learners in Japan. 

In this study, a questionnaire was employed to better understand the learners' degree of smartphone 

adoption in relation to their collaborative educational activities. The target technology in this study is the 

smartphone because it was the one device that the participants all owned and is ubiquitous in Japan (Ilic, 

2021). Also, the place of smartphones in education has attracted considerable attention as the technology has 

matured (Kukulska‐Hulme and Viberg, 2018). When asking students to rapidly switch from in-class to  

off-campus classes, it is essential for educators and administrators to understand the availability of devices 

that students already have access to or can be provided by the educational institution (Ilic, 2020). With this 

information on device availability educators may minimize the stress of this migration by utilizing devices to 

which students are already familiar. While it is beyond the scope of this study to provide a complete answer 

to the selection of ICTs that can best be incorporated, it does take a small step in that direction by focusing on 

one of the most common, the smartphone. 
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The goal was to use an exploratory data analysis technique (biplots) to gain a better insight into the current 

affordances that the students feel the smartphone offers them in order to aid in the design and migration of the 

collaborative activities, which will be an essential part of a planned course curriculum for EFL learners. The 

well-known importance of collaborative activities for language learning (Laurillard, 2009, Stahl et al., 2006) 

means that ICT affordances, in this case, those of the smartphone, are likely to aid in expanding the learning 

space beyond the traditional classroom by acting as a bridging tool (Ilic, 2014) that can operate across  

ever-changing contexts and learning spaces (Pachler, 2010). 

A secondary goal was to gain an understanding of the students’ relationships to the smartphone 

technology; this again is to direct the curriculum design as well to give the researcher a clearer image of what 

the students’ everyday relationship is to this technology. With a clearer picture of the students existing digital 

ecosystem (Ilic, 2020), curriculum designers can better leverage the affordances that students have become 

accustomed to in their daily lives, so minimizing the impact of classes changing from on-campus to  

off-campus. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Study Design 

The research design is a case study to rapidly investigate the impact of mobile phones on collaborative 

learning activities in a university setting. The methodology utilized can best be described as a mixed 

methodology (qualitative and quantitative data), exploratory approach. Qualitative data was collected in the 

form of open-ended questions through an online questionnaire. The data was coded and converted into 

quantitative data to be analysed. 
The participant sample in this study was drawn from a larger population of undergraduate students 

studying EFL at a four-year private university in Tokyo, Japan. The students were all between the ages of 18 
and 20 years and living in Japan during the study period. There was a total of 94 students (n=94) who 
volunteered to complete the questionnaire. 

2.2 Questionnaire 

Since this was an exploratory study, open-ended questions were used to allow a wide range of possible 
answers from participants (Buckingham and Saunders, 2004). These 12 open-ended questions were used: 
 

1. I always use my mobile phone to … 
2. Most of the time, I use my mobile phone to… 
3. I sometimes use my mobile phone to… 
4. I rarely use my mobile phone to… 
5. I never use my mobile phone to… 
6. I use my mobile phone when I… 
7. I carry my mobile phone… 
8. I use my mobile phone to study by… 
9. A good mobile phone is… 
10. A good mobile phone can… 
11. Unfortunately, mobile phones are… 
12. I wish my mobile phone could… 
13.  

Questions 1 to 6 were intended to gather affordances of smartphones as perceived by the participants, 
with question 8 directed specifically at study affordances. Question 7 collects evidence of the availability of 
smartphones. Finally, questions 9 to 12 gather participant impressions of the technology itself. 
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The answers were collected in English through an online system and classified thematically into codes.  
In line with the exploratory nature of this study, thematic coding (Ezzy, 2002) was used to allow the coding 
to emerge from the data as opposed to forcing a predetermined coding. All coding was performed by the 
researcher. The coding categories and the number of responses for each are included in Table 1. This resulted 
in 44 coded themes that emerged from these open-ended questions. These themes represent the factors that 
the students’ perceived as related to their smartphone use. 

2.3 Biplot Analysis 

The data was analyzed using a biplot analysis (Gower and Hand, 1996). A biplot is a dimensional reduction 

technique that aims to represent both the observations and variables of a matrix of multivariate data on the 

same plot. There are many variations of biplots, and perhaps the most widely used one is implemented based 

upon principal component analysis (PCA). The data used is two-mode two-way data. Two-mode data is 

represented by the questions and the coded answers, each of which represents one mode. Two-way data is  

two-dimensional matrix data which is the numerical values of how many times each code was given as an 

answer for each question. For example, in the data in Table 1, voice was given as an answer to question 1 

eleven times. 

The biplot results for questions 1 through 5 are shown in Figure 1, and those for questions 6 through 12 are 

in Figure 2. The lines radiating out from a center point represent the variables which in this case are the  

open-ended questions 1 through 12. The numbers represent the coded answers to these questions. Each code 

and corresponding number can be seen in Table 1. The biplot results in Figure 1 and Figure 2 can tell us three 

important pieces of information about the data. 

The first piece of information the biplot displays is the relationship between the questions as represented by 

the difference in angle between the lines. The smaller the angle between two lines then the more intimate the 

relationship or similarity of those variables, which in this case are the questions. For example, in Figure 1, 

question 1 (variable 1) and question 2 (variable 2) have a closer relationship than do question 1 and question 3. 

This might be due to the similarity in the term “always” used in question 1 and the term “most of the time” 

used in question 2. 

The second relationship expressed in the biplot is between the questions, again as represented by the lines, 

and the coded answers represented by the numbers. This relationship is represented by the distance from the 

coded number on the plot to the center point of the lines. The farther away from the center point of a line that a 

number appears then the closer the relationship. In Figure 1, the point labeled number 2 is farther away from 

the center point of line 1 than is number 18. This indicates that code number 2 (email/texting) has a closer 

relationship to line 1 (question 1) than number 18 (general communications). One way to clearly see the 

distance is to draw a line from each number down through each line so it crosses at a 90-degree angle. These 

lines have been added in Figure 1 for numbers 2 and 18 as an example. Now it is clear that number 3 (internet) 

has a closer relationship to line 3 (question 3) than number 2 (email/texting). 

The third piece of information provided by the biplot is the relationship among the coding numbers 

themselves. This is similar to the traditional principal component plot, where the distance between the 

numbers represents the relationship. The closer the numbers are, the stronger the relationship they have, or in 

other words, the more similar they are. Again, looking at Figure 1, it is clear that code 1 (voice) has a much 

stronger relationship to code 3 (internet) than it does to code 2 (email/texting). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The biplot in Figure 1 includes questions 1 to 5, and all 44 coded data items and had a cumulative proportion 

of 0.57 for component 1, 0.78 for component 2, 0.94 for component 3, 0.97 for component 4, and 1.00 for 

component 5. Since the biplot process produces a two-dimensional image, we can only see component 1 and 

component 2. This means that Figure 1 can visually represent 78% of the total data structure. The biplot in 

Figure 2 includes questions 6 to 12 and all 44 coded data items and has a cumulative proportion of 0.68 for 

component 2, which means it represents 68% of the total data structure in two dimensions. 
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In Figure 1, question 1 (“I always use my mobile phone to …”) is closely associated with “email/texting” 

(code 2) and has a much weaker association with “general communication” (code 18) “Email/texting” is also 

associated with question 2 (“Most of the time, I use my mobile phone to…”) but to a slightly smaller degree 

because the added line crosses the variable line at a closer point to the center point of the lines. Question 3  

(“I sometimes use my mobile phone to…”) is strongly related to “voice” (code 1) and, to a slightly weaker 

extent, “internet” (code 3). Question 5 (“I never use my mobile phone to…”) is strongly related to “television” 

(code 8) and “e-money” (code 11). 

Considering Figure 2, question 7 (“I carry my mobile phone…”) is strongly related to “anytime/anywhere” 

(code 29), which supports the idea that a smartphone is a ubiquitous tool for these participants. Question 8  

(“I use my mobile phone to study by…”) is strongly related to “dictionary” (code 14) and “internet” (code 3). 

“Unknown” (code 44) is also weakly related to this question of the study. 

The questionnaire data were analyzed using a biplot which gave three different insights into the data. These 

included the relationship between the questions themselves, between the coded items and questions, and 

between the coded items themselves. The results indicate that the affordance of email/texting is by far the most 

common use of the smartphone, followed distantly by voice communications and internet searches. In 

addition, the affordance of anytime and anywhere use is indicated by the students carrying it throughout the 

day. In terms of education, it is used as an electronic dictionary and as an internet search portal which suggests 

that they are familiar with viewing websites on their smartphones so would transfer to a typical Content 

Management Systems (CMS) with ease. 

The majority of coded terms can be seen in bunches close to the center point of the lines in the biplots. This 

indicates that they are very similar in that they had little relation to the questionnaire items. In future research, 

an alternative analysis technique other than biplots will need to be employed to better understand these 

relationships. But questions 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8 had a significant relationship to item voice, email/texting, internet, 

TV, e-money, games, audio, dictionary, or anytime/anywhere. This indicates that out of the 12 original 

questions, only the following five (1, 3, 5, 7, 8) reveal useful information: 

 

1. I always use my mobile phone to … 

3. I sometimes use my mobile phone to… 

5. I never use my mobile phone to… 

7. I carry my mobile phone… 

8. I use my mobile phone to study by… 

 

This suggests that a far shorter questionnaire could be used in a future study to gain the same amount of 

information. Of the five remaining questions, all but question 5 could be seen as asking for the popular 

affordances of the mobile phone. As mentioned above, these affordances include mobility, communication, 

and access to information through the internet. Alternatively, question 5 asks for affordances the participants 

do not associate with smartphones. These affordances include TV, e-money, games, and audio. 

Table 1. Student survey results 

Bi Plot Codes and Relationship Values 

Code 

# 
Code Value Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 

1 Voice 11 10 38 6 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 

2 Email/Texting 55 39 3 2 2 7 0 1 0 1 1 1 

3 Internet 6 26 21 9 5 2 0 34 0 5 0 3 

4 Pictures 0 1 15 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 

5 Video 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

6 Audio 1 4 2 14 8 1 0 4 0 0 0 4 

7 Video Call 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 TV 0 1 1 21 17 0 0 0 0 9 0 4 

9 Clock 3 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 E-Ticket 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

11 E-Money 0 0 2 5 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Code 

# 
Code Value Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 

12 Games 0 1 1 11 13 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

13 Navigation 0 0 1 4 2 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 

14 Dictionary 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 

15 Schedule 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

16 Reading 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 Take Notes 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 General Comm. 15 1 1 0 0 20 0 3 0 0 0 0 

19 Functions/Apps 0 1 1 4 1 0 0 0 7 15 1 11 

20 Expense 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 19 7 

21 Photo Size 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 5 4 

22 Screen 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 

23 Interface 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 

24 Battery 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 5 6 9 

25 Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 

26 Signal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 5 

27 Camara Quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 18 1 4 

28 Memory 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

29 Anytime/Anywhere 0 0 0 0 0 4 87 0 0 1 0 0 

30 Home 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

31 Travel 0 1 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 

32 School 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 

33 Free time 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 

34 Emotion 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 3 0 0 

35 Ease of use 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 3 10 3 

36 Useful 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 0 1 

37 Personal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 4 

38 Physical Quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 17 15 

39 Speed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 5 

40 International 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 

41 Health Danger 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 

42 Overuse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 

43 Lost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

44 Unknown 2 5 3 4 9 6 2 9 34 2 6 3 
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Figure 2. Pilot Study – Biplot Questions 6 to 12 

 

Figure 1. Biplot Questions 1 to 5 
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4. CONCLUSION 

These results indicate that among this sample population communicating through email/texting is by far the 
most widespread use of smartphones. This is followed by voice communications and internet use, which are 
less popular. In addition, the results provide evidence for the common idea that the smartphone is an anytime 
and anywhere device for the participants in the sense that it is carried throughout the day. Finally, in the 
context of this study, the smartphone is used as an electronic dictionary regularly and as an internet 
information gathering tool. 

These results can be used by educators faced with ERT deadlines to adapt how the collaborative activities 
are designed and presented to the students. Designing collaborative activities that utilize the students’ already 
established familiarity with asynchronous email/text communication modes over other modes are supported by 
these results. Also supported is the idea of providing mobile access to the activities through an internet-based 
CMS. The near-continuous connection the students have with the mobile phones may make the completion of 
the activities more likely as the students will not be constrained by time as in a traditional classroom. 

The limitations of this study restrict how broadly the results can be applied. The participants are all of 
similar in age, cultural background, socioeconomic level, and living in Tokyo, Japan, where the 
communication infrastructure is well established (Ilic, 2021). Future research could expand the sample size 
and level of diversification to determine whether these findings are broadly geographically applicable. Also, an 
alternative analysis technique could be employed to investigate the relationship between the codes that were 
tightly packed into the center of the biplot diagrams in figures 1 and 2. In addition, the ever-changing digital 
ecosystem of students means this data could quickly become outdated as new affordances become available to 
students through the next generation of smartphone technologies. With this in mind, a multi-year study of 
student perceptions of their digital ecosystems and how they change would be another possible direction for 
further research. 
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ABSTRACT 

As university students' journey through their studies, their minds are fixed on a common end goal, that of graduating with 

flying colours and landing their dream job. They aim for achieving the top grades and focus on their studies, assignments, 

and exams. In this journey, the students often overlook or underestimate the importance of developing some skills that 

employers may consider important for their jobs. In this paper, we present a prototype of a mobile application that stimulates 

university students to reflect upon their experiences and assess the skills they may develop that would help them towards 

their dream job. The mobile application is designed to support students to recognize employability skills, conduct a  

self-assessment of their skills, document their skills in terms of the experiences that contributed to the development of the 

skills and to provide learning resources for improving skills. This work is conducted within the EU ERASMUS+ program. 

KEYWORDS 

Global Employability Skills, Mobile App, Reflection, Experience, Documentation, Self-Assessment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

University students are ambitious and envision their future in the light of their dream job once they receive 

their university degree. Their academic journey comprises of courses, assignments, projects, exams, and 

performance in the study modules, which is the priority of every student  (Bass & Eynon, 2009). During this 

period, students are usually not able to appreciate the significance of employability skills needed to achieve 

their dream job and are essential to suffice the requirements of employers. With a focus on the fulfilment of 

academic requirements, students are usually not aware of employability skills that they acquire during their 

university  (Bass & Eynon, 2009) . Formal education mostly organizes learning content in a way that mirrors 

the structures of academic disciplines, such as biology, mathematics, and history. Real-life problems and 

challenges, however, rarely fall neatly into the field of a single discipline. Similarly, assessments are based on 

what a student has learned rather than the non-directly observable constructs and how a student may apply 

what has been learned. Consequently, the students have gaps in their cognitive structures, which could affect 

the way they apply their competences (Cowley, Bedek, Ribeiro, Heikura, & Petersen, 2012). Universities are 

expected to develop graduates’ employability to prepare them for the world of work (Cassidy, 2006; Cedefop, 

2017; Suleman, 2017) and employability skills have recently increased in their significance. 

Skills are often discussed along with the concepts of competence and knowledge. The meaning of the 

concept of competence is broader than the concept of skill as competencies incorporates a set of skills together 

with abilities and knowledge (Kennedy, Hyland , & Ryan, 2009). Employability skills can thus be defined as 

the transferable skills needed by an individual to perform a task and would make them employable. Along with 

a good technical understanding and subject knowledge, employers often outline a set of skills they want from 

an employee. A review of the literature has shown the significance of reflections to bring unknown learning to 

light especially when supported with evidence (Rolfe et al, 2001). Reflection has been used as a catalyst to 

invoke skill awareness and the need for skill acquisition in students. The questions identified for the critical 

reflection in the model by Rolf et al (2001) provides reference to determine components of the skill that focus 
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on reflection and can be saved as evidence. For example, experience is identified as the component of a skill 

that enables a student to reflect on what part of the experience and include “What did I do?” Or what was the 

assigned task that has helped me acquire some skills beyond what I study? 

The work presented in this paper has been conducted as a part of the European ERASMUS+ project GES 

App (Global Employability Skills). The main aim of the project is to develop a mobile application to allow 

students to plan, record and evidence the acquisition and development of Global Employability Skills (GES) 

throughout their university journey (GES, 2020). Thus, the project includes background studies and 

requirements elicitation for designing a mobile application that would help to achieve the aim of the project. 

In this paper, we present the prototype of the mobile application, the GES App, that encourages graduates and 

university students to identify their employability skills by reflecting upon the process. The design of the GES 

App aims to facilitate students in their skill identification and assessment processes by providing relevant 

information about employability skills. The skill assessment process includes documentation of evidence of 

acquired skill in terms of experiences, artifacts, and references. 

The affordances of mobile technologies have long been identified as an effective means of supporting 

learners in many learning related activities, e.g., context-based and situated learning (Parsons, Thomas,  

& Wishart, 2016). It also supports students to learn or identify learning related content and activities with 

prompt accessibility. No doubt, one of the most significant properties of mobile technologies is its 

ubiquitousness, that it is handy and could be used for bite-sized learning, when the learner has some spare time 

or is stimulated by their surroundings. Similarly, reflecting upon their global employability skills and 

documenting them could be done at such a moment, either when a student realizes that they have acquired a 

new skill or enhanced their level of the skill, or if they simply have some minutes to spare and would like to 

document their skills. The main goals of the GES App are to support skill identification through reflection, 

self-assessment in terms of evidence and supporting students to acquire good habits in reflecting upon their 

employability skills and documenting them regularly. This research aims to address the current gap in research 

and technologies that support university students in acquiring and documenting employability skills. The main 

contribution of this work is to underline the significance of employability skills awareness among students and 

graduates while identifying the process to facilitate them through mobile technology.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of related work; Section 3 

describes the method; Section 4 provides the conceptual framework for the GES App and the design of the 

prototype, and Section 5 discusses and concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Many students do not consider their GESs until after graduation and focus on their final exam results.  In the 

layers of learning that lead to the results, there are several invisible skills that are relevant for employability, 

both for the students and employers (Bass & Eynon, 2009). An under-regulated aspect of employability 

research, according to St Jorre and Oliver (2018), is precisely to get the students involved in their employability 

skills during education (St Jorre & Oliver, 2018).    

Technologies such as the GES App have the potential to make the invisible visible as it includes both 

reflections and evidence of learning so called artifact, which aligns with previous findings related to electronic 

portfolios (ePortfolios) (Eynon, Laura, & Török, 2014; Kuh, O'Donnell, & Schneider, 2017; Ring, Waugaman, 

& Brackett, 2017). Reflections are central to raising awareness around what is learned, but to identify skills, 

students will have to move into, through, and out of learning experiences (Coulson & Harvey, 2013). Moving 

into, through, and out of learning experiences is very similar to Rolfe et al.’s (Rolfe et al, 2001) reflective 

model, an established approach to reflection. The model is based upon three main questions: What? So what? 

Now what? and for each main question a set of guiding questions. Rolfe et al.'s (2001) reflective model was 

initially developed for critical self-evaluation for nursing. Since then, the model has been used in several areas, 

where the guidance questions are adapted to the goal and the purpose of the reflection. Ring, Waugaman and 

Brackett (2017) adapted Rolfe et al.'s (2001) model in a study where the participants were from the Health 

Sciences and Biosystems Engineering (Ring, Waugaman, & Brackett, 2017). The study aimed to examine how 

creating an ePortfolio impacted a student’s ability to perform in a job interview. The guidance questions were 

designed to help the students connect past experiences with present understanding and future use or action.  
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There is a close link between the reflection model used by Ring, Waugaman and Brackett (2017), and  

self-assessment, as this type of reflection facilitates self-assessment (Yan & Brown, 2017) which involves 

learners making judgements about their achievements and the outcomes of their learning (Boud & Falchikov, 

1989). Achievements and outcomes of the learning can be identified through the guiding questions. The 

judgements are based on evidence about performance collected from others, such as teachers and peers, and/or 

themselves, including their internal intuitions, emotions, and physical sensations (Sargeant et al, 2010). 

ePortfolios have been shown to make students aware of what they have learned because they need to reflect 

and evaluate upon their work to select suitable artifacts (Johnsen, 2012; Ring, Waugaman, & Brackett, 2017). 

Self-grading, rubrics, guidance questions or prompts are also used in digital tools such as ePortfolio, apps or 

other platforms to support students' self-assessment and enable them to select suitable artifacts that evidence 

and demonstrate students’ skills, competencies, or learning acquired from education, training, or work 

(Johnsen, 2012; Xiaojun, 2016; Ramsey, Khann, & Weston, 2017). 

3. METHODOLOGY 

For the development of the GES App, the “Design Thinking” methodology is used. For the problem-solving 

the Design Thinking methodology offers a solution-based approach that is not only iterative but also a  

non-linear process. The five stages as defined by Hasso-Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford (the “d. school”) 

are: Empathise, Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test, as shown in Figure 1 (Plattner, Leifer, & Meinel, 2009). 

 

 

Figure 1. Stages in Design Thinking Process by Hasso-Plattner Institute of Design at Stanford 

Being non-linear and iterative, the methodology is flexible and allows revaluation of the output of one 

phase based on the evaluation of the output of a successive phase. A brief overview of outputs of five phases 

of the process are as follows:   

Empathise: The empathetic study of the problem has offered knowledge of what “Employability Skills” 

are? For this purpose, focus group interviews were used with stratified sampling of participants based on three 

characteristics of interest, that is if participants are students/job seekers, employers, or academic teachers. The 

process resulted in an understanding of employability skills among different focus groups.   

Define: Through requirement elicitation of information gathered from the focus groups, the need of 

awareness for GES was identified and high-level requirements were defined.  

Ideate: The conceptual framework for skills and activity design are the main outputs of this phase. The 

conceptual framework was defined for users to understand employability skills and activities were identified 

to motivate users for the need of skill recognition, acquisition, and development. 

Prototype: The Figma prototype is the high-fidelity key output of this phase in which interactive  

mock-ups were designed for the GES mobile app depicting different activities of the application.  

Test: GES App mobile app, developed in Unity, is the output of this phase. 

In this paper, the agile development approach is adopted to Ideate and develop the conceptual framework 

for skills and the prototype of the mobile app. The rapid prototyping approach has been followed and the Figma 

user interface prototyping application has been used for designing the core functionalities and the interactive 

user interface. The Figma prototype has been used to conduct usability studies and to obtain feedback from 

users. 
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4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN 

The conceptual framework for skills is formulated over the notion of a crowd-sourced skills repository and is 

referred to as the Skills framework. The framework deliberates on all aspects that are identified as important 

to document skills and assist the reflection process of the user. This includes skill evidence in form of 

experiences, artifacts or references, skill level and skill goals to achieve the dream job. 

4.1 Skills Conceptual Framework 

Based on the requirement analysis and existing employability models (Saunders & Zuzel, 2010), the devised 

conceptual model for the GES App can be described as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual Framework for graduate Employability Skills 

Important components of the conceptual model are described in the following sub-sections. 

4.1.1 Skills for Reflection  

“Skill” is the central component of the skill framework. This component supports the goals of the application 

to recognize the skills acquired, while determining the skill level through reflection and evaluating the 

identified skill with the support of evidence that leads to the other important components of the framework that 

are “Experience”, “Artifacts” and “References”.  A “Skill” is stored in a crowdsourced repository, and it is 

assessed in terms of skill level.  

Crowdsourced repository of skills: not only enables the storing of the list of employability skills from 

literature, but also allows users to contribute and share with other users.  

Skill Level: is used to allow the user to define the proficiency of their skill, based on the Dreyfus model 

(Dreyfus, 2004). Skill level is included so that the user can do a self-assessment of their skill through reflection 

and define one's level as a novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, or expert.  

4.1.2 Evidence of Skill 

The evidence of possessing a skill is documented in the form of “Experience”, “Artifact” and “Reference”. 

Experience: indicates the process through which the user either has gained the skill or practiced it. 

Assessment of the experience reflects upon the skill acquired during the tenure. One skill can be acquired 

through one or multiple experiences and one experience can support many skills.   

Artifact:  represents the output achieved as the result of the application of one or more skills. An artifact 

can be associated with academic or professional experience. 

Reference: This is a common practice to use references in a resume or CV. The same concept has been 

used as part of the skill framework that allows validation of the skill through a human source. One skill can 

have multiple references to support the evaluation of the skill. 
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4.1.3 Components of Skill Development  

Skill Development is also an integral part of the objectives defined in the introduction of this paper.  

Self-assessment and reflection of the skill in light of the user’s desired job can stimulate the skill development 

behaviour in the user. To support the process, ‘dream job’ and ‘goal’ are included in the Skill framework.  
Dream Job:  facilitate users to identify the need for skill development by defining the job or role, they 

want to attain in the future. Every dream job requires a skill set as defined by the industry. This enables users 

to compare their present skill set with the required skill set for the dream job and leads to the identification of 

the “Skill gap” (McKenney & Handley, 2019).   
Goal: Acknowledging a skills gap through dream job can motivate users to learn or improve skills and 

encourage them to define a goal. The goal can be identified as the need of improving skill level by the user or 

learn new skills through different learning resources.  

4.2 App Design Integrating Skill Framework 

Integrating the components of the skill framework, activities for the mobile application are identified and 

incorporated in the GES App design (Fredheim, 2021). The complete design of the app is beyond the scope of 

this paper. Hence, we have focused on the activities that are designed to support students to reflect upon their 

employability skills through identifying and documenting them. 

Add a New Skill: This activity is based on the main component of the framework that is “Skill”. The main 

goal of the activity is to enable the user to add acquired skills to their profile. The crowdsourced repository 

supports the activity by offering a list of employability skills to browse from or to add the skill to the repository 

allowing other users to access it. This activity aims to facilitate the evaluation process of skill through 

reflection. The add option depicted by the (+) sign provides an option to add a new skill as shown in Figure 3 

part (a). Users can assess their skill level as per the level of expertise as shown in Figure 3 part (b) below. 

Figure 3 part (c) shows an overview of the skill profile saved by the user. In the skill profile, a skill card shows 

information regarding skill level in terms of stars, number of experiences associated with skill and number of 

artifacts that support as evidence of the skill. 
 

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Add skill activity where (a) shows the option to add skill to user profile, (b) shows the evaluation of skill into 

skill level and © shows an overview of skills added to profile 

The crowdsourced repository not only supports users to browse from the list of skills available through the 

GES App, but also enables users to identify the learned skills by acquiring more information about the skill 

through definitions and examples. The screenshot from the crowdsourced repository in Figure 4 part (a) shows 

the list of skills stored in the repository from which users can search for skills. If the skills are not in the skills 

repository, the user can add a new skill to their profile and the crowdsourced repository which can be accessed 

by other users as well. Descriptions of skills are also stored in the repository as shown in Figure 4 part (b) 

defining skills with examples for learning. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Cropped screenshots of crowdsource repository in design where (a) shows the list of skills available in 

repository and (b) shows definition and examples of the selected skill 

Document evidence of skill: Documentation of the evidence of skills allows the user to assess what has 

helped them to acquire the skill and how they can showcase the skill. This activity along with the skill 

assessment in the light of reflection encourages the sense of skill development process in user. The skill 

evidence documentation is integrated in application design by allowing the user to record experiences, artifacts 

they may have developed and a referee that could voucher for the experience. 

Documentation of Experience: As defined in the conceptual framework, the experience is recorded as 

evidence that shows the implementation or acquisition of skill through any process. The app design enables 

the user to record the experience regarding the skill as shown in Figure 5 part (a). The process of acquiring 

skills can be academic like projects, seminars, courses, etc., or practical in terms of internships, projects or job 

as shown in Figure 5 part (b). For experience evaluation App design enables the user to assess skills from a 

role perspective. Assessment of experience in terms of these skills enables the app to substantiate the execution 

in 5 level metrics that correspond to “Very good”, “Good”, “Moderate”, “Poor” and “Very poor” and can be 

summarized in terms of points as shown in Figure 5 part (c).   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. A cropped screenshot of adding experience as evidence in the app where part (a) shows the option to add 

experience (b) shows the option to select if the experience is academic or practical (c) shows the experience evaluated in 

terms of quantity 

Documentation of artifact: The following activity provides evidence for skill as a potential output of 

experience. The GES app design enables the user to document the artifact in terms of different types of elements 

such as a tangible object, online or multimedia content, image, link, repository, video, or a note, etc. The 

recorded artifact can be used as evidence to support multiple skills in the user’s profile. The recorded evidence 

along with the skill level assessment can be viewed in the skill card as shown in Figure 3 part (c). 

References record: The component of reference is used in the framework to support skill through 

validation by human resources. The design allows the user to record the details of the reference for verification 

of skill however, consent of reference is required for this purpose. One reference can validate one to many 

skills of the user and added references are visible in the skill card as shown in Figure 3 part (c). 
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5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Students are usually assessed based on what they have learned during their academic life that often lacks the 

depiction of real-life challenges which not only influence the way they practice their competencies but also 

obstruct the process of employability skill development because of lack of awareness (Bass & Eynon, 2009).  

It has become evident from the literature review that reflection supports the process of self-assessment (Boud 

& Falchikov, 1989; Yan & Brown, 2017). Using this concept in the GES App development project along, with 

requirement analysis of gathered data, enabled us to explore the probability of enhancing the element of 

awareness for employability skills, supporting it with the relation between reflection and self-assessment while 

utilizing the affordances of mobile technologies in learning related activities. 

The two activities defined in this paper (add skill and add evidence) are designed to promote the  

self-assessment process in the user while reflecting on an employability skill they have acquired. The activity 

of adding skills is not only designed for users to add known skills to their profile but also prompt them to think 

if they have any skills that they are not aware of due to ignorance or lack of knowledge, as previous studies 

have proven to be effective when students develop ePortfolios (Johnsen, 2012; Ring, Waugaman, & Brackett, 

2017). For this purpose, a crowdsourced repository has been used that provides a user with the list of common 

employability skills, with descriptions of the skills. In addition, if a desired skill is not available in the skills 

repository, the user is also able to add and share the skill through the skills repository. The self-assessment 

process is initiated while adding a new skill to the user’s profile, where the user needs to determine their skill 

level. This process also stimulates reflection upon their skills and experiences that led to the skill. The reflection 

process is further enhanced while documenting the evidence of the skill in the form of experiences, artifacts, 

and references. The self-assessment of experience allows users to reflect upon what they have done in the light 

of defined skills and enables users to recognize the need for learning or improving. Both activities play a strong 

role in the initiation of skill development by allowing users to understand the skills gap for their dream job. 
Based on the components of the skill framework, more activities are designed to encourage the process of 

skill development that enhance the overall compatibility with competency frameworks of different 

organizations while focusing on enabling users to determine their dream job and to realize the skills gap while 

facilitating them with learning resources to improve skills and employment readiness. The main limitation of 

this work is the lack of a full-scale user evaluation. We have conducted formative evaluations of some of the 

concepts and improved the design. The next step in our research is the evaluation of the design by university 

students in Norway, the UK, Poland and Greece, the partners in the project.  
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HEALTHY JOB. WORK AND HEALTH JUST A CLICK 

AWAY 
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ABSTRACT 

From a survey by the "European Agency for Safety and Health at Work" about 45% of the interviewees believe they accuse 

work-related stress, about 20% accuse of endure long and irregular working hours and over 59% complain of difficult 

interactions with their counterparts such as: customers, patients, students, etc. 

Healty Job, is the name of the new app to improve the experience of thousands of users struggling with the stress and 

inconvenience caused by their work and internal phenomena. 

The genesis of this app stems from the need to respond to the great change in the post-pandemic world of work, guaranteeing 

top quality services and support to accompany users to face all critical situations relating to psychophysical well-being 

within the habitual workplace. 

According to the creators themselves, thanks to a series of researches, they managed to extrapolate a great sense of 

dissatisfaction among workers. Workers who, every day, have to face all those situations in the workplace, typical of  

"work-related stress, stress related to work activity that occurs when the demands of the workplace exceed the ability of 

the worker to deal with them, or check them "(source INAIL 2021). 

This situation is due to the increasing pressures of work rhythms and incorrect attitudes, which in large and small 

companies, lead to inequality in the treatments that managers apply towards their subordinates. Last but not least, the recent 

pandemic emergency has brought about a major change in our working habitat which, transforming itself from corporate 

to domestic, has generated a great sense of inadequacy, due to often unsuitable and uncomfortable environments. 

KEYWORDS 

M.learning, Work, Health, Community, Co-working, Metaverse, Smartworking 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The pandemic and the consequent lockdown that we have suffered has transformed our habits, undermined our 

securities and undermined our certainties. In addition to hitting us from a human point of view, COVID forced 

us to change our approach to work. The long period of housewife constraint has accelerated a process of 

digitization of the world of work that has led to the use of more and more tools such as teleworking and smart 

working. Personally I spent 3 months in smartworking, alone at home. In this period I have reflected a lot on 

the world of work and above all on how this event had influenced and was perceived in a different way by each 

of us. I noticed this talking with colleagues, friends and acquaintances, each of them had different opinions on 

the issue and therefore also different inconveniences and benefits. Among the main changes in lifestyle we can 

talk about what has been an awareness on the part of workers, in fact, agile work has brought us back to discover 

the importance of affections and their private interests. In an Italian study, over 48% of respondents said, just 

3 months after starting work from home, that they have an extra hour a day off that they use for their loved 

ones and for their passions. Abroad, this phenomenon has led to the creation of the so-called "Quitting 

economy" or "Great resignation", that is, more and more workers are resigning en masse in order to devote 

more time to their loved ones and interests.  
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2. VISION 

HEALTHY JOB's vision is to help and assist the worker in dealing with all those situations that generate severe 

difficulties and the formation of pathologies deriving from the stress of work on a daily basis. The goal of 

HEALTHY JOB is to help respond to the targets required by Agenda 2030, and precisely to goal n ° 8 point 5: 

"By 2030, ensure full and productive employment and decent work for women and men, including young people 
and people with disabilities, and fair remuneration for jobs of fair value". 

We dream of a change, an inner and personal revolution that starts from enhancing self-awareness and what 

is happening around us, from self-learning of how to react and manage stress in the workplace. HEALTHY 

JOB wants to represent an easy to use and above all discreet tool, which helps those in difficulty to face difficult 

situations in the workplace, increasing their awareness through listening desks, mindfulness tools to manage 

anxiety and maintain work focus and a series of podcasts in detail designed to inspire and motivate a change 

in approach to the problem. A friendly service in which to take refuge, a sort of multimedia pampering that 

increases one's strength of spirit and connects the user with a community that understands him and shares the 

same difficulties until he feels welcomed in a SAFE area. An app that adds VALUE to people's lives and that 

increases the meaning of all that audience of applications engaged in social issues. 

3. THE CONTEST 

A survey carried out by the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work already shows worrying data from 

a research of 2019. The survey collects responses made to ordinary workers and therefore is an effective mirror 

of the feelings of the European working class. From the survey about 45% of the interviewees believe they 

accuse work-related stress, about 20% accuse of endure long and irregular working hours and over 59% 

complain of difficult interactions with their counterparts such as: customers, patients, students, etc. 

1. COWORKING.  

Shared workspaces are a reality that has become increasingly popular in recent years and allows to share a 

workspace with others.This work experience, as well as the obvious economic advantages given by the savings 

on renting an office, gives those who are part of it the opportunity to be contaminated and to collaborate with 

people with different professional skills that they would normally never have been so close to. It is an 

environment that facilitates the creation of new collaborations and the mutual influence of different subjects in 

a meltingpot of creativity and innovation.  

Shared work spaces are a reality that in recent years is gaining ground and allows to better reflect these 

characteristics in fact the coworking spaces correspond more and more to highly unconventional environments, 

the total absence of division between the various workstations, the presence of relaxation areas, informal rooms, 

gyms and rooftops for sharing represent the backbone of the philosophy of these places, where it is not difficult 

to find workstations where you can lie down to work and meeting tables where you can be side by side with 

complete strangers. We are not talking about the workplace but about Community. 

2. SMARTWORKING 

Smart working dictated by the recent health emergency has induced a strong change in our working habits 

and the rapid digitization process then imposed a change in our homes which very often our spaces were not 

ready to bear. Smart working brings both benefits and disadvantages. 

On the one hand, the lack of social interaction and the absence of separation between living and working 

spaces has often led to a feeling of discomfort in workers, while the greater availability of free time and greater 

working flexibility led many to prefer this system. Smart working is not a passing event, in fact large companies 

are moving towards a hybrid system that allows them to assimilate most of the advantages both from the 

company side and from the worker side.  

Surely this trend is changing in our spaces, our furnishings and also the way we choose the properties to 

buy by providing spaces that can be adequately dedicated to work. 

3. METAVERSE AND DIGITAL SPACES  

At the end of October Mark Zuckerberg (CEO of Facebook) on the occasion of the name change of his 

company launched an idea of the internet, the metaverse. Meta (new name of the Zuckerberg Group) has made 

it known that it is developing a digital and three-dimensional world that will be usable by all through augmented 

reality. 
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In this digital world, the US company promises to offer previously unthinkable possibilities, especially 

from the point of view of interaction. 

In fact, it will be possible to experience this world through avatars and interact with others thanks to digital 

tools in immersive spaces such as those of a video game, and work as if we were in close contact with our 

colleagues and not simply through a screen as in smart working. 

This will significantly change what the work experience is and will allow you to collaborate with people 

who are also very distant but without the coldness of a call or an email. 

Just think of what representation of normality would be to walk with a colleague to the meeting room of a 

completely digital space, show him graphics and digital prototypes, being able to "handle" them as if he were 

present. A new perspective where the biggest tech companies are heading and that will surely upset our work 

experience in the future. 

4. THE PROJECT HEALTHY JOB 

The functionalities of the new application are divided into three specific aspects of the psychology of work.  

The first function is that of the listening desk, where users can get in touch with professionals specialized in 

occupational psychology. Professionals, who will have the role of guiding users in a rehabilitation process; of 

acceptance and action towards one's work situation, dealing with issues such as bullying and the burnout 

syndrome.  

1. ASK 

Section dedicated to psychological support. In this area, users have the opportunity to get in touch with a 

team of professionals to help them cope with their moment of difficulty in the workplace.  

This activity can be carried out in two different ways: 

- video call  - live chat 

2. LISTEN 

Section dedicated to the app's podcast services. This is the section where the user can find hundreds of 

podcasts focused on the world of work, the psychological approach to the world of work and self-help and 

personal motivation. A series of stories, interviews and insights that aim to better understand the environment 

around us, the roles and one's attitude towards it. In this section it is also possible to find good practices for 

physical workers and activate notifications for the visual cooling of those who work at the video terminal. 

 Instead, we find a more didactic-cultural purpose in the second function; in fact, the app will allow you to 

access a mini podcast platform totally focused on content relating to the topic or preparatory to it. The 

collaboration of developers with the "leading" realities of the sector such as Spotify and Ted Talk is 

fundamental. 

3. MEDITATE  

Section to the world of mindfulness. In this part of the app we offer guides for performing easy mindfulness 

exercises with the aim of relaxing and maintaining concentration based on self-awareness and what you are 

doing. Last but not least, the third function which is the most interactive, as there is a section dedicated to 

mindfulness, a series of exercises to be performed in the headphones where a voice will guide the user to 

control his own breathing and to carry out micro-exercises that allow you to find immediate serenity, focus and 

inner peace. 

4. FORUM Another section of the app will be dedicated to creating a community where users with the same 

problems can get in touch through a dedicated forum.  

Moving on to a more objective analysis, some considerations must be taken into account: even if this 

service, as composed by the Italian company, does not yet have a full expression in the digital sector and 

therefore could be considered a pioneer in the field, there will be an answer in terms of subscriptions to this 

product? Are users ready to bring their personal problems into a digital context and thus give up that human 

interface they are used to? On the other hand, the creators argue that precisely the apparent detachment of the 

digital tool is the key to bringing people closer to this kind of issues, very often in fact the fear of opening up, 

and the idea of confiding in someone about their problems. it slows down those who are subject to it since in 

the first case shyness plays a fundamental role and can be overcome thanks to the detachment of the digital 

medium, while in the second case sometimes the acceptance of the problem itself is the main obstacle to be 

faced and the "light dress" ”Of this app would help in solving the problem. We live in an era of constant and 
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sometimes radical changes. Digital technology has an important impact in our daily life by completely changing 

the way we face new challenges from work to relationships, in short, our way of experiencing the world. The 

urgency is to acquire new understanding and new skills, as most jobs will undergo radical changes related to 

technologies. Work becomes sharing, of spaces of ideas also of lifestyles; a concept now known thanks to 

"Coworking", the professional completely overcomes the phase of isolation; since culturally speaking he does 

not necessarily come into contact with professionals in the same sector, this brings a great mental openness. 

The creators of this app ask nothing more than to reveal features such as flexibility, and more importantly 

the absence of hierarchies, and ultimately, a clear sense of innovation, which in this case is understood as the 

concrete application of a idea. The purpose of this app to be a first approach to self-help, an assessment tool 

that helps to take those micro actions that allow us to better relate to others and help us improve our self-esteem 

and start to divert from that road that leads to work-related stress disorders. On the other hand, the direction 

that the world of work is taking is that represented by the increasingly intense process of dematerialisation and 

the creation of virtual realities in which we would experience moments of leisure but above all moments of 

work, collaborations and cultural exchanges. The environments we will get used to will be a negative version 

of the phygital, where we ourselves will be the analog elements immersed in the digital world.  

5. THE MODALITY 

1. Compatibility: All videos are optimized for mobile devices. The fact that they are played correctly with 

computer's browser does not guarantee that they work correctly on mobile devices. 

2. Ease of use: mobile content scrollable, so you don't have to leave a page to interact with as many. contents 

and as many options as possible. 

3. Impact: high-quality images and carefully edit them to maximize detail, with particular attention to size 

specifications (even when shrinking to fit smaller screens). 

4. User Experience: All buttons on the screen are easy to use for mobile users. For this reason, reduced 

number of clicks required to complete an action. Focus on one action at a time, removing unnecessary screen 

changes or clicks.  

5. Attention to the device: not all the actions you normally perform on a PC are equally simple on a 

smartphone.  

6. Responsibility: a responsive template for everything, even for emails.  

7. Content Length: Short paragraphs with often intersperse text and images. 

8. Engagement: analyze how long users are likely to use their smartphone. According to one study, the 

average length of a mobile session is 10 minutes.  

9. Content Indexing: Simplify content formatting to make it easier to find the most useful information. 

Clear titles, bulleted lists, images and icons to attract attention. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The main tech companies are developing these new technologies with huge investments, and this puts us in the 

position of absolutely not being able to ignore this trend, a few months ago Facebook became the protagonist 

of a futuristic showoff presenting its vision of the world digital 

From this point of view, it is not surprising that Healthy Job represents a step forward in this direction, and 

expresses it in many aspects, interesting was the exposure of what will be the promotion and distribution 

channels, because, if it is logical to expect a promotion digital and social, it must be taken into account that the 

company's marketing offices have entered into agreements with the main trade union associations in order to 

use their channels to be proposed as a support and help tool to enhance workers' rights. 

This move was carefully designed to fill that portion of the public, which covers an age group that currently 

works but is not accustomed to social media and the internet, so the dissemination of the tool through the trade 

unions seeks that target audience. people who are attentive to their identity as a worker, as a member of the 

aforementioned lists, but who, due to lack of familiarity with IT means, would not have been able to access 

them. From a more traditional point of view, the app will benefit from sponsorship on the spotify podcast 

platform and, in collaboration with Ted Talk, will present a live youtube on the occasion of Labor Day next 
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May 1st. The event will be punctuated by the alternation of the airing of the most famous speeches presented 

over the years in the various TedXs around the world and targeted interviews with experts and professionals in 

the sector with a large representation of psychologists and developers of the Italian app. 

 There will be publications in magazines and newspapers nationwide and TV shows at strategic times for 

the chosen target. In terms of business, the social soul of the initiative is immediately evident. In fact, the app 

already in its free version will guarantee a minimum usability useful for users who, in exchange for the usual 

advertising, will have access to all sections of the app and will be able to request psychological consultations 

online at a price in line with the market. Surely, by subscribing to the subscription plan, you can get the most 

out of the app by having unlimited access to the podcast and the mindfulness section as well as being able to 

get a very interesting discount for the consultations mentioned above.  The hope is that the impetus towards 

such a delicate issue, on the part of the creators, represents a starting point and is taken as an example by more 

and more start-ups like this one that try to combine innovation with social utility every time. The creative 

ferment, which our startuppers demonstrate every day, really has a lot to offer to society, so let's hope that these 

initiatives also develop in the world of health, in policies in favor of social inclusion, in tools for the elderly 

and how repellent against bullying in our schools. If this necessarily implies the introduction of marketing 

systems and social logic that we are used to understanding as "questionable", then that's welcome! There is no 

innovation without compromise and we have a duty, as modern citizens, to interpret such systems as an 

indispensable form of patronage. We accept these innovations that the digital age, in which we are now 

immersed, offers us and we try to make the best of them for us and for future generations. 
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RECOGNITION OF ARM POSITIONS OF DEMENTIA 

PATIENTS VIA SMARTWATCHES USING SUPERVISED 

LEARNING 
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ABSTRACT 

Currently, about 46.8 million people worldwide have dementia. More than 7.7 million new cases occur every year. 

Causes and triggers of the disease are currently unknown, and a cure is not available. This makes dementia, along with 

cancer, one of the most dangerous diseases in the world. In the field of dementia care, this work attempts to use machine 

learning to classify the activities of individuals with dementia in order to track and analyze disease progression and detect 

disease-related changes as early as possible. In collaboration with two care communities, exercise data is measured using 

the Apple Watch Series 6. Consultation with several care teams that work with dementia patients on a daily basis 

revealed that many dementia patients wear watches. In this project data from the aforementioned sensors is sent to the 

database at 20 data packets per second via a socket. DecisionTreeClassifier, KNeighborsClassifier, Logistic Regression, 

Fast Forest, Support Vector Machine, and Multilayer Perceptron classification algorithms are used to gain knowledge 

about locating, providing, and documenting motor skills during the course of dementia. As a first step, arm position 

sequences are to be identified, from which different fine-granular activities are to be classified later.  

KEYWORDS 

Human Motion Analysis, Machine Learning, Dementia 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of demographic changes, there are far more new cases of illness than deaths among those already 

ill. If there is no breakthrough in prevention and therapy, the number of dementia patients will increase to 

74.7 million by 2030 and to around 131.5 million by 2050 according to population projections. In Germany 

alone, this corresponds to an average increase of around 40.000 dementia patients per year or around more 

than 100 per day, according to the German Federal Ministry for Health (Bundesministerium für Gesundheit 

2020).  

The shortage of junior staff due to the lower birth rate is leading to a decrease in population figures and a 

massive increase in people in need of care. This work deals with the machine tracking of activities during the 

course of dementia by means of sensor technology. Main part of this work is a system that is able to collect 

data from smartwatches in real time and send it to a server for further processing via a Web-Socket. 

In cooperation with several nursing communities, with this work the measurement of training data using 

Smartwatch starts. A consultation with various nursing teams that work with people suffering from dementia 

on a daily basis has shown that many patients wear watches. Smartwatches allow for an unobtrusive way of 

measuring data. These devices usually integrate the following: global positioning system (GPS), 

accelerometer, light sensor, gyroscope, magnetometer, ambient temperature sensor, heart rate monitor, 

oxymetry sensor, skin conductance sensor, and skin temperature sensor. 

This work answers the following question: Which Apple Watch sensor technology and which machine 

classification algorithms can be used to detect arm positions in dementia treatment? 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Health information technologies have been revolutionizing healthcare for years. The variety and range of 

software and hardware technologies as well as the number of applications has increased considerably. There 

is an increasing global demand for the implementation of health information technologies in hospitals, 

clinics, and homes according to Lau et al. (Lau et al. 2019). In their work, they investigate the current status 

of mobile devices and software in relation to health information. In contrast to traditional health interventions 

originating from clinical researchers, mobile health applications are often developed commercially with little 

input from clinical researchers or consumers. Portable devices such as smartwatches and fitness tapes are 

becoming increasingly popular in all demographic groups, from children to older adults. Reasons for this 

increase are fitness tracking and health monitoring. According to Malu and Findlater, detecting mental and 

physical disorders and supporting people with difficulties can significantly improve the health of users (Malu 

and Findlater 2016). Several of these applications are based on data collected by sensors on smartwatches, 

including heart rate monitor, GPS, accelerometer, and gyroscope. Various interaction techniques make 

smartwatches unique and ubiquitous as a data tracking device. The literature supports this statement in 

various works of the past years. 

Ravi et al. (Ravi et al. 2007) have successfully measured various human activities using an accelerometer. 

Shoaib et al. (Shoaib et al 2015) have used both smartphones and smartwatches together to identify various 

daily human activities. 

Dong et al. (Dong et al. 2013) as well as Ramos-Garcia and Hoover (Ramos-Garcia and Hoover 2013) 

have measured eating cycles of smartphones users. In these studies, accelerometers and gyroscope sensor 

data from smartphones were used. Da Silva and Galeazzo (Da Silva and Galeazzo 2013) obtained various 

data on eight daily actions using accelerometer data, using an EZ-430 Chronos smartwatch. It should be 

noted that the detection of general activities is possible using accelerometers and gyroscope sensors. 

However, it is necessary to realize these activities for the health-related data in a much more fine-grained 

way. A crucial point is the arm movement detection. In their project in which only inertial sensors of the 

smartwatch were used, Jose Manjarres et al. (Jose Manjarres et al. 2019) present the challenge of recognizing 

human behavior by means of arm motion detection and its possibilities. They were able to calculate the 

workload according to the Frimat method using trained random forest with an accuracy of 97.5% in 

validation and 92% accuracy in real-time tests with 20 subjects.  

Xu et al. (Xu et al. 2015) classified hand and finger gestures as well as characters from smartwatch 

motion sensor data. Similarly, Riaz et al. (Riaz et al. 2015) and Tautges et al. (Tautges et al. 2011) attempted 

to reconstruct body movements using several portable devices by comparing accelerometry data with the data 

generated from motion detection. 

The present work is most similar to the project of Serkan Balli et al. (Serkan Balli et al. 2018). In their 

work, using an accelerometer and gyroscope in a smartwatch, the authors extracted 14 features from the 

obtained sensor data, condensed them through a dimensionality reduction algorithm filter and tested several 

methods (C4.5, SVM, random forest and kNN methods) for classifying human actions on five subjects to 

identify the following activities: brushing teeth, walking, writing on paper, writing with the keyboard, and 

vacuuming. The study shows how well machine activity classifications can be realized using the sensor 

technology of smartwatches. For example, writing using the kNN method was rated with a success rate of 

over 98%. Random forest and C4.5 methods classifies the action walking with 100% accuracy. The present 

project extends the applied motion sensors (accelerometer and gyroscope) by the pedometer and heart rate 

sensors. The authors expect that this will represent an improvement beyond the state of the art. 

This work demonstrates the potential that smartwatches offer for the healthcare sector. In the following, 

the prototype is described. 

3. CONSTRUCTION – MACHINE LEARNING 

For this work, a standalone watchOS application for the Apple Watch Series 6 was implemented using  

state-of-the-art technology. The application communicates with a WebSocket that both outputs the watch 

data packets to a user interface and stores them in a MySQL database. The backup of the data is used for 

further machine processing. 
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The application provides methods for querying motion and health data, temporarily saving data in the 

smartwatch memory, labeling data, and an interface for exchanging sensor data with a web server via 

WebSocket. In case of complications, backup methods can trigger a resend of sensor data generated in a 

session. Instead of caching sensor data in a CSV file on an iPhone, this work enables direct reuse of sensor 

data on the server side in real time. 

The sensor technology in the focus of this work controls through the application in detail accelerometer, 

gyroscope, gravity, and heart rate sensor as well as the electrical heart sensor (ECG). Figure 1 provides an 

overview of the work. Accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer contribute to the mathematical 

calculation of the device orientation. The gravitational acceleration can be used to determine where south is, 

and the magnetic field vectors can be used to determine where north is from the device's point of view.  

 

 

Figure 1. Overview 

Rotation values of the gyroscope are integrated to estimate the deviation from the previous position. Thus, 

the combination of several sensors is used to calculate the attitude and to use the strengths of each sensor to 

compensate or minimize the weaknesses of each sensor. Since an acceleration sensor picks up any forces 

such as vibrations, this can cause unwanted noise. All movement and health data tracked by the realized 

application is first stored as arrays in a respective predefined structure and then encoded as JSON and then 

prepared for data exchange. 

The data per second does not represent a temporal progression, but only a snapshot of the sensors. The 

data we tracked is at the temporal frequency of 20 hertz (Hz). Each of the data packets tracked at intervals of 

50 milliseconds contains the following parameters: accelUserX, accelUserY, accelUserZ, attitudePitch, 

attitudeRoll, attitudeYaw, gravityX, gravityY, gravityZ, gyroX, gyroY, gyroZ, and heartrate. 

When creating the test and training data, it was agreed that the movement would be approximately six 

seconds long. With one data record every 50 milliseconds, this corresponds to 20 data records per second and 

thus 200 data records in total (20 data records/second * 10 seconds). It has been found that the prediction 

accuracy improves significantly if instead of averaging 200 data per label at 20 Hz for the 12 features  

(4 sensors * x, y, z), the amount of data per half second is averaged and a new feature is formed from each 

averaging. This results in 240 features with 20 data sets per second and 12 original features. The data was 

divided into blocks of 0.5 seconds, with the mean value over the values being calculated for each block. 

Thus, twelve values must be determined for each feature (20 * 0.5 seconds = 10 seconds). In the example of 

200 lines (= 10 seconds), the average of a block is thus formed over 10 lines. With a label duration of 220 

lines (= 11 seconds), this results in 12 lines (rounded down to 20). In order to include these in the calculation 

of the average, they are distributed to the individual data sets (in this case to the first eight data sets). This 

ensures that there are always exactly twelve features for a value (e.g., AttitudePitch1, AttitudePitch2, ..., 

AttitudePitch20). The actual duration of the labels is thus variable, while the number of features remains 

constant. In summary, the length of the label determines the number of features, and the amount of data per 

feature is determined by the frequence (Hz) of the sensor. 

4. RESULTS 

The previously described methodology was applied to different classification algorithms in a series of 

experiments. Five subjects were included, generating 60 labels per arm position sequence. Figure 2 shows the 

different arm position sequences of the subjects. 
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Figure 2. Arm position sequences 

Each sequence (A to D) consists of two arm positions, each held for 3 seconds. The measurement rate of 

20 Hz results in 4 * 5 * 60 * 20 = 24,000 data sets per test series. The subjects wore the watch on their 

dominant hand at all times. The test and training data were created separately, i.e. the data of one subject 

were compared with the data of the other four subject. The test series shows how the best classification 

algorithms perform with different sensors (cf. Table 1). 

Table 1. Predictive power of two classification algorithms with different sensors 

Algorithms Sensors / Prediction Sensors / Prediction Sensors / Prediction Sensors / Prediction 

Logistic R. Acceleration 65.56% Attitude 96.67% Gyro 85.24% Gravity 99.44% 

  Acceleration, Attitude  

96.94% 

Gyro, Acceleration  

89.44%  

Gravity, Acceleration 

100% 

   Gyro, Attitude 96.94% Gravity, Attitude 99.46% 

    Gravity, Gyro 100% 

Fast Forest Acceleration 97.5% Attitude 96.67% Gyro 98.33% Gravity 100% 

  Acceleration, Attitude  

99.72% 

Gyro, Acceleration  

98.33%  

Gravity,Acceleration  

99.72% 

   Gyro, Attitude 99.44% Gravity, Attitude 100% 

    Gravity, Gyro 100% 

 
An important finding are the clear results of the Gravity Sensor alone and in combination with any other 

sensor. It seems that by changing the gravity, the hand position can be clearly defined. 

The good results of the hand rotation detections represent another important finding. We initially assumed 

that heart rate and arm movements would provide clear data on respective activities; however, this 

assumption was wrong. Over 80 % of the performance are a result of hand movement and rotation detection. 

A visual comparison also confirms the high performance of the hand motion sensor technology. Figure 3 

shows the direct comparison of the data between the acceleration sensor on the right and the gravity sensor 

on the left.  

The differences in the movements are clearly visible with the Gravity Sensor, which also makes it easier 

for the classifier to classify them. This is a crucial piece of knowledge, hence the sensor technology must be 

given much more weight. It is the decisive factor that enables the recognition of very similar movements. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison Acceleration Sensor (right) and Gravity Sensor (left) – A: Turquoise, B: Orange, C: Blue, D: Red 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Based on our research, the interaction of the accelerometer, attitude sensor, gyroscope and G-sensor in 

combination with Logistic Regression and Fast Forest algorithms turns out to be the strongest combination 

for classifying arm position sequences. It should be noted that as a sole sensor, the G-sensor axes  

(Gravity - X, Y and Z) perform best. The magnetometer worsens the classification, and the heart rate plays a 

minor role in arm position sequences so far.  

This work answers the question about the classifier and the required sensor technology for the detection 

of arm positions using smartwatches: 

 

 Logistic R: G-sensor and Acceleration, G-sensor and Gyroscope 

 Fast Forest: G-sensor, G-sensor and Attitude, G-sensor and Gyroscope 

 

In the next step, based on this work, we will test the classification reliability of the favored algorithms 

with the four sensor systems on different frequency und on different activities, which in turn can only be 

recognized via the hand position. As one possibility, we will now try to classify very similar activities. For 

example, with the state of the art, movements such as drinking (bringing a glass to the mouth), eating 

(bringing a fork or spoon to the mouth) cannot be distinguished, since the sensory system hardly shows any 

differences due to the almost identical movement. It is these movements that we can now attempt to 

investigate using our work and the classifiers and sensors previously evaluated. 
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ABSTRACT  

Covid-19 pandemic that affects the whole world today. Local governments support all possible solutions to limit the 

exposure of its people to the disease. It promotes cashless and contactless transactions even in purchasing necessary goods. 

And since the government's strength comes from the revenues, refining the existing process is essential to survive this 

pandemic. 

The government imposes market tariffs to raise revenue, and many developing nations like the Philippines use taxes. In 

establishing trading hubs all over the country, the government also ensures income from market activities.  Urdaneta City 

Bagsakan market is one of the biggest trading hubs of agricultural products in Northern Luzon. 

This study is about developing an automated tariff payment collection system for agricultural products like fruits and 

vegetables and livestock. It primarily aims to provide cashless and contactless transactions in collecting tariffs at Urdaneta 

City, Pangasinan. Currently, the collection of tariffs is still in manual collection and process. Reporting is done afterward 

by encoding the daily reports on a spreadsheet and is not always on time. It also includes a large amount of workforce to 

facilitate collection.  Some anomalies always come up with the manual tariff payment, leading to the inaccuracy of reports 

affecting revenue. The system automates cash collection and produces reporting in real-time. It can also keep track of the 

list of traders that can facilitate the elimination of illegal trading. The system has two parts – (1) a mobile application to be 

used by traders, and (2) a cashiering system intended for market staff and administrators in the Bagsakan market. The 

mobile application for traders provides a contactless procedure of product valuation and tariff computation. It also has an 

electronic wallet to deliver a cashless transaction in tariff payment. The cashiering system for the market administrators for 

the following objectives: (1) provide support in loading the trader's app electronic wallet, (2) offer assistance to new trader's 

transactions, and (3) ensure valid transactions of tariff payment in trading hubs. 

KEYWORDS 

Agricultural Product Tariff System, Quick-Response (QR) Code, Cashless and Contactless Transactions, Electronic Wallet, 

Mobile Application Technology 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The existence of trading hubs in different provinces in the Philippines is beneficial to both traders and buyers, 

aiding farmers to sell their crops and other products. The government imposed market tariffs primarily to raise 

revenue. Many developing nations like the Philippines use tariffs as a way of raising revenue. In establishing 

trading hubs all over the country, the government also ensures gain from market activities.  

Currently, the collection of tariffs is in manual collection and process. Reporting is done afterward by 

encoding the daily reports on a spreadsheet and is not always on time. It also includes a large amount of staffing 

to facilitate collection. With the manual method of tariff collection, some anomalies always come up, leading 

to the inaccuracy of reports affecting revenue. At present, there is intense competition between bank wallets 

and third-party e-wallets for payment transactions (Teng, S., & Khong, K. W. (2021). 

This study focuses on developing an electronic wallet-based tariff collection system using Quick-Response 

(QR) Code for a cashless and contactless system for agricultural products in Urdaneta City 'Bagsakan' Market.  

Its specific objectives are: (1) Offer a cashless and contactless transaction in product tariff assessment and 
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payment; (2) Use Quick Response (QR) code in agricultural product tariff assessment; (3) Develop electronic 

wallet for tariff payment transactions; and (4) Deliver a solution in providing reliable government transactions 

through a mobile cashiering application. 

2. BODY OF PAPER 

Many of our daily transactions move to cashless systems. However, most of the implementations are seen only 

for essential goods and transportation. Other local government units also offer cashless systems but only for 

permits. The mobile tariff collection system, to be called marketIS is customized for the Urdaneta City 

Bagsakan Market.  

2.1 Project Problem Definition and Objectives 

This study focuses in finding solution to the following problems: 

1. What is the present process in Urdaneta City Bagsakan Market in terms of: (a) product tariff 

assessment; and (b) tariff payment? 

2. What technology-based solution can offer a cashless and contactless transaction of product tariff 

assessment and payment? 

3. How is Quick Response (QR) code technology be applied in the present market process of 

Urdaneta City Bagsakan Market in terms of: (a) of product tariff assessment; and (b) tariff 

payment? 

4. How mobile cashiering application can provide option to reliable government transactions? 

This project is also open and prepared for future system expansion to cover  central business district 

transactions to the Local Government Unit. As a mobile application, the marketIS will serve as a wallet-based 

tariff collection system. It has the following advantages and features: offer a cashless and contactless 

transaction in product tariff assessment and payment; use Quick-Response (QR) code in agricultural product 

tariff assessment; use Quick-Response (QR) code for transaction records; an electronic wallet for tariff 

payment transactions; provide real-time tariff assessment and payment transactions; and deliver a solution in 

providing reliable government transactions through a mobile cashiering application. 

2.2 Market Tariff Payment Solution  

This project is an offered solution for a cashless and contactless fulfillment of transactions. Due to the  

Covid-19 pandemic, traders in Urdaneta City Market are at risk. But to fulfill the needs of the government 

through revenues, market transactions must continue.  The proposed solution in collecting market tariffs in 

Bagsakan Market of Urdaneta City is an information system through a mobile application that automates 

market transactions. Market transactions that for automation are as follows: (a) product valuation and 

assessment; (b) traders' registration; (c) issuance of product tariff amount based from product valuation and 

assessment transaction; (d) tariff payment using the electronic wallet, and (e) mobile cashier application for 

market officials. 

2.2.1 Trader’s Identification Information using Quick-Response (QR) Code 

To be able to use the full feature of the system, the trader must download and install the mobile application of 

the system. It requires the trader to provide a valid identification cards, e.g Government issued ID to confirm 

the details inputted. If no valid ID is available, the trader can opt for certificates proving residency,  

e.g. Barangay Clearance, NBI Clearance and the like. 

Once, account has been created, the system will provide a Trader Identification ID card with assigned QR 

code. This code contains the information about the trader. Also, this Trader Identification card shall be used in 

all transactions related to the system. Figure 1 presents the Trader’s Identification Card with assigned QR code 

generated by the system. 
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Figure 1. Trader’s Identification Card as scanned by the system 

2.2.2 Automated Product Valuation  

The mobile application automates the valuation and assessment of agricultural products delivered in Urdaneta 

City Bagsakan Market. This mobile application shall be made available to every trader who wants to sell  

Urdaneta City Bagsakan Market. Using this application, any seller must register their names and contact 

information first. When the system confirms the trader's information, registration of kinds of products to sell 

follows. This registration will continue to product assessment by determining the type of agricultural product.  

2.2.3 Automatic Tariff Computation  

The mobile application automatically performs the tariff computation, and the application will then compute 

the total tariff to pay. Tariff payment has two (2) options: (1) payment using electronic wallet load, and  

(2) by using an account card for first-time users without prior registration as a market trader. 

This option shall result in the generation of QR codes for successful transactions as a receipt. The second 

option is by using a physical account card by paying directly to the City Market Office, and (2) mobile payment 

using the mobile application as an electronic wallet.  

2.2.4 Tariff Payment Using the Electronic Wallet 

Another essential feature of the mobile application is the electronic wallet function.  The traders' account with 

an electronic wallet holds a digital amount for paying product tariffs. Payment transactions are only possible if 

the electronic wallet has enough amount equivalent to the computed tax. Figure 2 presents the mobile 

application features for the trader.  

 

 

Figure 2. Mobile application features for the trader 

2.2.5 Mobile Cashier Application 

Market administrators will use the mobile cashier application. Market administrators are previously issuing 

stubs with the equivalent amount for product tariff. It is also the task of the market administrator to accept the 

payment and record every transaction.  
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Market officials shall use a separate mobile application that caters to the following tasks: (1) Loading station 

of electronic wallet for mobile tariff payment system, (2) Trader registration of arriving traders without mobile 

application, and (3) accepting payments of sellers without access to trader's mobile application.  

2.3 System Design and Discussions 

The tariff mobile collection system integrates Quick Response (QR) Code for Tariff Collection and Virtual 

Payment Transactions of agricultural products delivered by traders in Urdaneta City Bagsakan Market. 

Automated transactions are as follows: (a) traders' registration, (b) product valuation and assessment,  

(c) issuance of product tariff, (d) the electronic wallet, and (e) the Cashiering system. 

2.3.1 Trader's Registration 

A registration intent will be made for initial users to collect information about the trader's profile such as name, 

address, place of origin of products, products, and vehicle information used to deliver goods. Upon registration, 

each trader will have an assigned unique identifier to be used in transactions inside the Bagsakan Market. When 

a user is already registered, the app will default to a login intent. 

Since its application for a government transaction, the researchers included the issuance of a trader's card. 

The trader must present the card in every transaction in the Urdaneta City Bagsakan market, and this is to 

ensure security. Figure 3 presents the use-case diagram of the system for the two main actors, the trader and 

the market cashier. 

 

 

Figure 3. Use Case Diagram of the System 

2.3.2 Product Valuation and Assessment 

The mobile application will include a preset assessment of goods based on the usual procedure done. Product 

assessment determines the type of agricultural product. The trader can also view the current prices of goods in 

the application. 

2.3.3 Issuance of Product Tariff 

The system shall generate a Quick Response (QR) code reader for payment transactions. Each transaction will 

also be having corresponding timestamps, and these transaction details are reflected in QR code for verification 

later upon the trader's arrival in Bagsakan market. 

2.3.4 Using the Electronic Wallet 

The electronic wallet is one of the notable features of the project. Its primary purpose is to provide an automatic 

cashless and contactless payment after tariff assignment. Digital cash is used for tariff payment for cashless 

and contactless transactions. The mobile application also reflects all the transactions in real-time.  

Loading an amount to the electronic wallet was done through the cashiering system. This cashiering system 

accompanied the mobile tariff transaction system intended for market administrators assigned in tariff 

collection. 
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2.3.5 The Cashiering System  

The researchers included an accompanying automated system to support the project goal of providing a 

cashless and contactless transaction in Urdaneta City Bagsakan Market. This cashiering system is intended 

only for market administrators assigned to tariff collection. Mobile Cashiering system has the following 

features: (1)Loading for trader's electronic wallet ; (2) Generation of transaction details in QR code;  

(3) Registration of new traders; (4) Product valuation ; (5) Auto-Tariff generation for valuated products;  

(6) Checking of transactions history through QR; and (7) Transaction history viewing page. 

The cashiering system can also keep track of the list of traders.  This feature aids in the elimination of illegal 

trading. Then, a more secure collection of tariffs is assured, resulting in high revenue for the local government. 

Figure 4 presents the process flow of the system. 

 

 

Figure 4. System Process Flow 

2.4 Implementation 

This system is a product tariff collection system and virtual payment transaction from registered traders with 

QR coded Identification Card. The use of QR code helps in proper documentation of transactions. It also 

promotes transparency by providing real-time reports from the acquired transactions of the system. Figure 5 

presents the system architecture. 

 

 

Figure 5. Project System Architecture 
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3. CONCLUSION  

The researchers recommends the implementation of the automated tariff collection system for agricultural 

products. The system can benefit different agricultural trading hubs in the Philippines, where manual 

apportionment of tariffs is still in practice. Subsequently, this system also promotes cashless and contactless 

transactions and new standard practices amid Covid-19 pandemic.  

With the manual collection, anomalies always come up, leading to the inaccuracy of tariff collection, 

significantly affecting revenue. The system also offers a secure system collection of tariffs for assured 

government gain. Transactions log aids in providing reliable transactions. Also, collecting payment is directed 

towards the Governments's Treasury electronically for a more secure revenue collection. 

The electronic wallet can also expand applications in paying other transactions in local government. It can 

be extended to cover the whole central business district transactions to the Local Government Unit. 
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CITIZEN IDENTIFICATION: CONCEPTS, PRINCIPLES 

AND OPINIONS – THE CASE OF MOZAMBIQUE 

Paulo Maculuve and Luis Amaral 
School of Engineering, Centro Algoritmi, University of Minho, Braga, Portugal 

ABSTRACT 

Citizen identification system in a digital economy context is fundamental for the citizen but also for the State in its role as 

a public service provider. Even for the legal system, since justice cannot be enforced in the absence of accurate identification 

of the players, under the risk of punishing the innocent and glorifying the criminals. Therefore, indubitable identity is also 

a social justice element (Hoover, 1972). 

A variety of identification methods have been developed, throughout the years, to ensure indubitable identity. The use of 

biometrics has been effective and, with technological development, many innovative technologies have been used, such as 

smart cards that allow the portability of biometric information as part of Citizen Identification. 

The Mozambican citizen identification system (ID System) is evolving. In the context of several strategic reforms of the 

public sector in Mozambique, particularly e-governance, many initiatives were carried out to enhance the identification 

system. However, there are still challenges concerning interoperability, process alignment and the boosting of Information 

and Communication Technologies (ICT) potential.  

At the end of this paper, conclusions and recommendations focused on the rationalization, process alignment and 

enhancement of the ID System are presented, through the development of an Institutional and Logic Model of the 

Mozambican citizen Identification system, to ensure that the Information System concept (processes, people, and 

technology) is rationalized, according to the work systems theory (Alter, 2013). 

KEYWORDS 

Citizen Identification, Interoperability, E-Governance 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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Figure 1. Macro vision of the Mozambican citizen identification system 

Identification is the action and effect of identifying or being identified, and it is related to identity, which is a 

set of unique features of a person compared to others. Identity is the knowledge that a human being has 

regarding itself (dos Santos, 2013). 
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The human concern to identify people in a unique and distinguished way (indubitable, individual or distinct 

identity) dates back to years before Christ (BC). For instance, several methods to identify people have been 

developed (de Araújo & Pasquali, 2004). 

Figure 1 illustrates the Mozambican citizen Identification system, which comprises various subsystems, in 

which each has its process and database, to produce its respective documents in an isolated way, in a sort of 

“Island” systems or Information Systems silos (Amaral, 2021). 

It is worth highlighting that the objective of this article is focused on the citizen identification system, which 

is a responsibility of the state to create and/or maintain as part of its obligations towards the Citizen and          

vice-versa. 

In the context of an Electronic Governance (e-governance) strategy, the Mozambican government has been 

taking actions towards the implementation of a citizen identification model rooted in ICTs potentialities, among 

which, the following are distinguished: (1) creation of a multi-sectorial team, that developed the concept of 

Unique Citizen Number Identification Card (NUIC, in Portuguese acronyms); (2) introduction of new 

documents formats (ID, DIRE and passport/travel document), based on biometric elements (Decretos 11,12 e 

13/2008, de 4 de Abril); (3) revision of the Civil Registry Code (Lei 12/2018, de 4 de Dezembro), adopting the 

NUIC principle in the Civil Registry process, among others. 

Taking into account the current Mozambican ID system and considering ICTs potential, it is worth 

performing a study about the Mozambican citizen identification model that will respond to challenges like 

security, privacy and availability of citizen identification data in all its life cycle. As portrayed in Figure 2, this 

life cycle starts at birth (materialized in legal affairs, through Birth Registration).  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Simplified vision of the citizen life cycle under the identification point of view 

2. THE CONCEPT OF CITIZEN AND ITS IDENTIFICATION 

For a better framework of the subject of study, Mozambican citizen identification system, and to understand 

the philosophical foundations of the topic, it is essential to perform a bibliographic review of the concepts. 

2.1 Citizen Concept 

A key feature of a rule or law is its subjection to legal norms, since that is where the boundaries that determine 

the actions of its players - the government and the governed (the citizen) - are established through a set of rights 

and obligations, agreed as citizenship. 

The citizenship concept dates back to Classical Antiquity. The French Revolution, in 1789, rose the 

awareness of citizenship with the proclamation of the "Droit de L'Homme et du Citoyen" (The Declaration of 

the Human Rights and of the Citizen), which, in general, advocated the effective participation of an individual 

in each community, according to the duties and obligations established and to be observed by all members of 

that community (Palazzo, 2021). 

From that assumption, many states incorporated in their constitution and/or ordinary laws a variety of 

definitions alongside, for example: (a) In terms of the Portuguese Constitution (Constituição Da República, 

1976) all citizens are entitled to the rights and subject to duties assigned in the Constitution; (b) According to 

Melo (1998; p.78)1, it was verified that there was an evolutionary expansion of the citizenship concept, which 

 
1 In Dos Santos (2013) 
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was extended to civil, political and social rights, and more recently, duties regarding collective interests;            

(c) According to the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Brazil, (Constituição Federal, 2016) men and 

women have equal rights and duties in constitutional terms; (d) In terms of the Constitution of the Republic of 

Mozambique (Constituição da Republica, 2004), men and women are equal under the law in all scopes of 

political, economic, social, and cultural life. 

Therefore, according to the constitution, a citizen can be defined by a set of rights and duties that enable 

them to participate in political and economic activities (Furtado, 2010). 

For the identification system, according to our proposal, the citizen can be defined under two perspectives, 

namely, (1) citizen as a natural simple and pure person, and (2) citizen as a natural complex person, whereby: 

(a) A Citizen as a natural simple and pure person, reflects the individual as a simple person of legal 

relations. In this perspective, the citizen engages in social legal relations from its birth registration, where he 

or she is assigned citizenship and visibility before the legal system of a given country, reflecting its initial stage 

of life, gifted by rights, but exempted from exercising them directly and personally.    

(b) A Citizen as a natural complex person reflects his/her interaction with the complex legal environment. 

In this perspective, the citizen is empowered to exercise directly and personally, its rights and duties, 

contemplating several qualities acquired from its participation in multiple processes of life, namely: (1) health 

care user; (2) taxpayer; (3) voter; (4) driver; (5) social security system contributor or beneficiary; among others.  

2.2 Citizen Identification 

Establishing the identity of an indisputable person was a matter of concern of various generations in humanity. 

Identification is the action and effect of identifying or identify better. It is the action of recognizing someone 

as their own. 

For Federico Olóriz Aguilera (1855-1912)2, “identification is the most frequent and elementary act of a 

social life”. It makes use of all senses, vision, smell, hearing, tact, and taste to identify people and things. 

However, when there is a need for accurate identification, to “praise” or “accuse” someone, it is important to 

have an indisputable identification, which characterizes the difference from another similar person. A variety 

of methods were developed and adopted by different countries to promote indisputable identification along the 

development of humanity (de Araújo & Pasquali, 2004), namely:  

(a) Name is the oldest method used by human beings to recognize their peers and things that surround them.  

(b) Ferret, a method based on the use of an iron tool, warmed out to tag criminals, slaves and animals.  

(c) Mutilation is a method that consists in amputating parts of the body.  

(d) Tattoos are a method that consists of tattooing the internal part of the right forearm with letters or 

number. 

(e) Photography, the photographic method is used to complement other methods, such as the name. 

(f) Part of the body, identification system based on measures of the exterior part of the ear canal, using an 

instrument called “otometer”. 

(g) Dental Arch is a method used to identify people that committed civil and criminal activities 

(h) Anthropometry, based on the principle that the human skeleton does not change after 21 years, collected 

various processes and created a data basis with measures of different parts of the human body to compare with 

those from criminal cases reported at the time. 

(i) Papilloscopy, commonly designated "fingerprints" or currently treated by biometry, consists of 

differentiating people, based on biophysical characteristics that do not change with time and that do not 

replicate in other human beings. 

The use of some of these methods was limited due to their fragility or unhuman character, but also because 

they are difficult to file and search.  Initially, identification aimed to determine ownership of animals, slaves, 

and personal objects. Over time, the priority was to prove the identification of harmful people in society, and, 

with the evolution and modernization of humanity, each person must carry responsive identification (timely, 

security and availability) and Current challenges demand identification systems with specific characteristics, 

namely, security and privacy of citizen's data to face cyber-crimes.   

 
2 In Dos Santos, (2013) 
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Considering the need to exchange information there is also a requirement for a key (the Unique Citizen 

Identification Number) associated with biometric elements, as well as the use of data storage technology, 

commonly known as "chip", standardized by the International Standard Organization (ISOxxxx). 

3. THE CURRENT MOZAMBICAN IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM - STATE 

OF ART 

After this brief contextualization, in the current section, we describe the current Mozambican Citizen 

Identification System, obeying the two perspectives of the definition of Citizen (according to our proposal): 

3.1 The Citizen Identification: Citizen as a Natural Simple and Pure Person 

The citizen identification in this perspective is expressed by birth registration and civil identification. 

(a) Civil Registry, s subsystems that keeps birth registration information. The documents of this subsystem 

are (1) Birth bulletin; (2) Personal Ballot; (3) birth certificate. 

(b) Civil Identification, a subsystem that keeps the database about the identification of nationals or 

naturalized citizens (that acquire Mozambican nationality) or those who required residence visas. The resulting 

documents from this subsystem are: (1) Identification Document (ID); (2) Identification Document for Foreign 

Residents (DIRE); (3) Passport/Traveler Document. 

3.2 The Citizen Identification: Citizen as a Natural Complex Person 

Table 1. Macro vision of the attributes of several Mozambican identification subsystems 

 

 
3 The name structure and other elements are not standardized (for example, in some cases names and surnames are an unique name, in 

other cases the given names and surnames are different attributes). 
4 The structure of the document number is not uniform in deferments subsystems   
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The citizen identification in this perspective is expressed in the diverse subsystems, namely: (a) Health 

Identification maintains the citizen database that goes through the public hospital, assigning them the Patient 

Identification Number (NID) to access the clinical file; (b) Tax identification keeps citizens’ databases and 

entities in compliance with tax obligations. The essence of the subsystem is the assignment of the Unique 

Number Tax Identification (NUIT); (c) Military Identification keeps database from national citizens above 18 

years of age, eligible for military service. The documents required are (1) Military Ballot and (2) Military 

Identification Card; (d) Electoral Identification keeps a database from citizens with electoral capacity and the 

document used is the voter card; (e) Drivers´ Identification keeps a database from citizens enabled to drive 

motor vehicles and the document used is the driver´s license; and (f)Social Security Identification, database 

from (contributors and beneficiaries) of the social security, resulting in the creation of two identifiers, namely: 

(1) Contributor Identification Number and (2) Beneficiary Identification Number. 

Each of the identification subsystems holds its own attribute set. In Table 1, there is a macro vision of the 

attributes of the different subsystems of the Mozambican citizen identification.  

4. ANALYSIS OF THE MOZAMBICAN CITIZEN IDENTIFICATION 

SYSTEM  

ICT in an age of the knowledge economy, where the differentiating factor is digitalization, accurate 
identification of the citizen is crucial.  

The trend of the citizen identification systems is based on the smart card technology, which allows the 
portability of relevant information of an indubitable identity, which carries, at least: (1) Unique  Citizen 
Identification Number; (2) Database about the citizen registry; (3) Identification document based on a smart 
card; (4) Essential data visible in the identification document (photography, name (s), birth date and others;     
(5) Biometric data, digital signature and other information usually stored in the database and/or in chips, visible 
only with an appropriate reader;  among others. 

For Mozambican citizens, the birth registry is mandatory and free of charge in the first 180 days of the 
citizens’ life (Lei 12/2018, de 4 de Dezembro, 2018). However, many children, in rural areas, are not registered 
at birth for several reasons, emphasis on the following: (1) parents´ unawareness about the importance of the 
registry, they do so, when there is a demand, for instance, when a child is about to enroll in the first year of 
school; (2) in some cases, naming a child is preceded by traditional rituals, that in most cases delay the child 
registration. 

As shown in Figure 1, each institution manages its processes, from the collection, storage, and citizens´ 
database, spends vast resources (human, material and financial) maintaining common citizen's data, 
disregarding standard principles and/or interoperability procedures, resulting in the duplication of records in 
several subsystems, therefore, identification of the citizen becomes complex and generates huge waste. 

In general, exchange of information between ID subsystems is done manually, making it difficult and 
complex to develop new public and private services.  

Currently, the citizen acts as the interoperability enabler between different subsystems, by providing 
information about changes in its registry along its life cycle and lack of interoperability demands that the 
citizens go to countless Government Institutions to request several identification documents, contributing to 
high levels of bureaucracy and higher costs for both the citizen and the state.   

Most of the documents within the identification systems do not have a unique and common citizen identifier. 
Most recently, the inclusion of the ID number in passports and driver license was ordered. Thus, it is necessary 
to extend this procedure to all subsystems; the challenge is that the majority of the subsystems do not have 
biometric data, putting at stake the principle of indubitable identity.   

Given the situation, the development of studies about the Mozambican citizen identification system is 
crucial.  

5. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

According to Figure 2, from the citizen’s identification perspective, the life cycle begins in the Civil Registry 

(materialized by Birth Registry) subsystem, and ends in the same subsystem, through the issue of a death 
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certificate. Therefore, the Civil Registry subsystem is the foundation of all identity systems that is why all 

efforts toward modernization must ensure an accurate interconnection between this and other systems.  

The Mozambican citizen identification system portrays problems in two dimensions: (1) remarkably high 

and avoidable costs to the citizen; (2) it does not allow for responsive (safe, timely and available) information 

regarding citizen identification to help the state in its diverse administrative actions, including those that are 

harmful to government sustainability, namely, corruption, organized crime, and counter-terrorism.  

Recalling Table 1 and making an attribute analysis, we verify that some subsystem documents like, for 

example, the Civil Registry contains redundant information. Therefore, we recommend binding it in one, the 

Birth Certificate, with updated information, and automatically eliminate the rest (Birth Bulletin and Personal 

Ballot, as illustrated in Figure 3.) An enhanced study may determine the rationalization of other subsystems. 

 

Figure 3. Rationalization of the Civil Registry subsystem 

The Work System Theory (WST) demands interoperable information systems, which is absent from the 

Mozambican citizen identification system, making it dysfunctional, in a sense that it will not produce the results 

for which it was conceived efficiently (Alter, 2013). 

Taking into account the above description, a study about the citizen identification systems, developed in 

these two views, is recommended, namely: 

(a) The development of an interoperable Citizen Identification Conceptual Model to guarantee efficiency 

in the delivery of services in the public sector.  

(b) The creation of an institutional base for the management, maintenance and techno-legal control of the 

citizen identification system in a holistic vision and with a sustainable architecture (planned; developed; 

implemented and maintained). 

A concept study in the proposed view becomes important because a citizen identification system, founded 

in a modern and contemporary architecture that responds to current and next generations' challenges, will 

contribute to an efficient function of the public administration, as well as the democratization of the country 

and justice (Hoover, 1972).  
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ABSTRACT 

In mathematics education the learner’s own transfer of representations within the same as well as between different levels 
of representations is an essential indicator to develop understanding. Digital media have expanded the possibilities of 
representing, learning with representations, and transfer processes of representations. This opens up a new spectrum of 
representation (transfer) processes in which these possibilities must be identified, analyzed, researched, and evaluated from 
a mathematical educational point of view. For this characterization process we developed the model  
Representation-Transfer-Spectrum. As an example, the use of the model is illustrated with an arithmetic learning object. 
Based on the characterization of possibilities that are implemented in the application, an important question to be researched 
is, which realities can be identified during individual task processes with the application? The goal for research and teaching 
is a "specific sensitivity for media (use) in mathematics education", so that analogue and digital media can be analyzed in 
a potential-oriented way in order to orchestrate them for better teaching and learning.  

KEYWORDS  

Mathematical Concepts, Learning with Analogue and Digital Representations, Transfer of Representations, Cognitive 

Demands  

1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

With digital media, the possibilities of representation have developed fast with regard to temporal and local 
availability. They can be manipulable, dynamizable, connected and synchronous. In mathematics education, 
learning with representations and especially the learner’s own transfer processes of representations within the 
same and between different levels of representations, are seen as essential to develop understanding in the 
process of learning mathematics (Wittmann, 1981). For this purpose, new forms of representations, levels of 
representations, possibilities of combinations and representation transfer processes in teaching and learning 
contexts have to be 1. identified, 2. analyzed and 3. evaluated from a mathematical educational point of view. 
Thereby, the question arises, which cognitive demands are supported or replaced by digital media or are still 
placed on learners by learning mathematics (Huhmann & Müller, 2020, 2022a in press, 2022b in press)?  

Representing and representations pursue two basic intentions. In representing the focus is on doing, on 
externalizing one's own thinking for communication with oneself and with others. Representing for oneself 
takes place in order to relieve and support one's own thinking processes through what is (visually) represented, 
in order to orient oneself in one's own thinking and to shape the further thinking process. Representing for 
others is done to communicate one's own thoughts through what is (visually) represented. It also helps to 
explain where words are missing for oneself and for others. The (visual) information can support to get into 
exchange with others, to communicate about one's own thoughts and to justify findings about relationships and 
regularities with the help of what is represented (Duval, 2006). Representations serve for the process of 
representing as a tool to present one's own perceptions and ideas externally. So, the intention of representations 
is to document information which is volatile (Huhmann, 2013; Wollring, 2006). Representation transfer 
processes are always required when at least two representations are given. They have to be compared on one 
or between different levels of representation – the levels acting, iconic, symbolic (see Bruner, 1971).  
A representation transfer is also required when a new representation has to be constructed based on a given 
one. In both cases, given elements of one representation have to be related to given or to be constructed 
elements of another representation. A purposeful use of different representations can create learning 
opportunities to explore relationships between representations and to recognize basic structures (Kuhnke, 
2013). 
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Based on the models of acquisition and representation of knowledge (Piaget, 1972; Bruner, 1971), further 

models can be found for identifying and analyzing representation possibilities and representation transfer 

processes. Lesh et al. (1987) focus in their model on different analogue representation forms and associated 

representation transfers. The model is extended by a technological form of representation by Johnson (2018), 

with which digital media (e.g. manipulable and moveable pictures as further forms of representation) are 

basically covered. Further distinctions and specific features of representations with digital media as well as 

learning with these digital representations remain out of consideration. The model of multiple external 

representations according to Ladel (2009) is based on Bruners (1971) model and levels of representation - 

enactive, iconic, symbolic. It focuses on elaborated representation possibilities with digital and analogue media. 

However, it does not focus on the identification and analysis of representation transfer processes.  

In summary, we see a research desideratum in the model-theoretical identification and analysis of 

representing, representation possibilities, and representation transfer processes in learning with analogue and 

digital media. 

2. REPRESENTATION-TRANSFER-SPECTRUM 

Based on the models of Piaget (1972) and Bruner (1971) as well as on the extended new representation 

possibilities offered by digital media, we have developed an extended model as a representation transfer 

spectrum (cf. Figure 1). With this model we want to identify, analyze, and evaluate from a mathematics 

educational point of view learning in terms of perceiving and acting with analogue and digital media:  

1. Identify: In which levels are representing, the representations and the representation transfer processes    

located? 

2. Analyze: Which cognitive demands are associated with representing, the representations and the 

representation transfer processes? Which cognitive demands are placed on learners and which are 

replaced or supported by media? 

3. Evaluate: Which representing, representations and representation transfer processes are suited from a 

mathematic educational perspective?  

 

Figure 1. Representation-Transfer-Spectrum (Huhmann & Müller, 2020, 2022a in press, 2022b in press) 

Learning objects and activities can be located in the individual areas analogue, digital or analogue-digital. 

Within these areas, a further assignment to the different levels of representations takes place. We also include 

the intersections in the model under the term "levels of representations" because representations cannot always 

be assigned to just one level of representation. If representations contain elements from different levels of 

representations e.g. depictions and at the same time descriptions (Schnotz & Bannert 2003), they are to be 

placed in the corresponding intersection. 

With regard to the digital and analogue-digital area, there is an urgent need to research (Krauthausen, 2012, 

2020) possible representations of the learning objects, and the suitability of the  

representation-transfer-spectrum to identify, analyze, and to evaluate representation (transfer) processes from 

a mathematics education point of view. For the digital area, central questions arise: What are the characteristics 

of the different levels of representations, and what are the characteristics of the different representations? 

Which learning objects can be located in their digital representation on which level? The analogue-digital area 

forms a spectrum between the analogue and the digital area. This area is to be investigated with regard to the 

representations of learning objects and activities in terms of possibilities and their characteristics. This involves 

the identification and analysis of analogue-digital variabilities - in the sense of variable parts closer to the 
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analogue or digital level as well as with variable foci in or between the three diameters of the respective area. 

In this area, augmented reality and virtual reality applications, among others, are to be considered in a  

future-oriented manner. Representation transfer processes become visible in this model by connecting the 

activities located on the representation levels with arrows, so that the transfer from an initial representation, 

which is given to learners, to a final representation, which learners are supposed to construct by themselves or 

relate the both given ones, is recognizable. Representations become visible by dots in the levels. 

In order to answer the introducing question, we will visualize representation transfer processes for a selected 

activity from arithmetic lessons in elementary school. Therefore, we use the representation-transfer-spectrum 

and analyze the representation transfer processes with regard to the cognitive requirements placed on learners 

or taken over by the digital medium. 

Activity: Find all decompositions in two parts of the number 12 and document them. To find different 

decompositions, learners place chips in an analogue or virtual twenty frame (Urff, 2009). Discovered 

decompositions are documented. 

                      Implementation analogue:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Representation-Transfer-Spectrum - implementation analogue 

Cognitive requirements: Learners have to structure the number of chips of a color as an independent 

subset, recognize it and assign a symbolic number sign to the respective subset. With the assigned number 

signs, an addition term matching the iconic representation must be developed and represented by the learners. 

The assigned number signs will be defined as first summand and second summand and documented in writing. 

Learners must perform the cognitive requirements of structuring and of the representation transfer processes 

between the acting-iconic level and the symbolic level. 

 

 

Figure 3. Representation-Transfer-Spectrum - implementation digital 

Cognitive requirements: Learners place virtual chips in the virtual twenty frame. For each virtual action 

of placement, a symbolic addition term corresponding to the iconic representation is displayed, which is 

synchronously and automatically generated by the system. If red chips are added or removed, the symbolic 1st 

summand changes automatically. Accordingly, the 2nd summand changes automatically when virtual blue 

chips are placed. By tapping a placed chip, the color of this chip can be changed. For example, if there are 8 

red and 4 blue chips in the virtual twenty frame and the 3rd red chip is colored blue by tapping on it, the newly 

colored blue chip is automatically shifted in the entire arrangement so that the set is displayed structured as 7 

red and 5 blue chips. This means that the system automatically structures the set according to the color 

characteristic. Learners do not have to identify the quantity of chips of the same color in order to assign them 

to the symbolic numeral. A relation can be identified by a visual comparison of colors of chips and numerals. 

Likewise, this can take place via the comparison of impacts on the action-iconic-virtual or on the  
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symbolic-virtual level and of effects on the automatically synchronously generated representation level. By the 

color configurations given by the digital medium and by the connection of the representation levels also the 

definition and order of 1st and 2nd summands is fixed.  

The representation transfer processes described and the cognitive requirements are taken over here by the 

digital medium and do not have to be performed independently by the learner.  

With the digital implementation of the activity, new documentation possibilities and representation transfer 

processes arise. These possibilities are visible in the representation-transfer-spectrum by grey arrows and the 

corresponding points. On one hand, the decompositions found of the number 12 can be documented in an 

analogue written form. On the other hand, the digital media offers the possibility to create screenshots of the 

found decompositions, so that they are digitally documented in an active-iconic way. 

3. FINDINGS AND PERSPECTIVES 

The activity Find all decompositions served here as an example to demonstrate the use of the  

Representation-Transfer-Spectrum. First, we identified and made visible, which forms of representation exist 

at which levels of representation and which representation transfer processes are demanded.  

By comparing the implementation analogue and the implementation digital the different representation 

transfer processes became visible. Based on this the cognitive demands which are placed on learners and which 

are supported or replaced by digital media could be analyzed. We consider the suitability of the model from 

two perspectives: Can it serve as a model of thinking and analysis to make lesson planning and design decisions 

regarding a purposeful use and orchestration of different media? Can the representation-transfer-spectrum 

serve as a model of thinking and analysis for characterizing applications, for researching the applications with 

regard to the ways in which learners proceed with them, and for identifying, analyzing, and further developing 

analogue and digital representation possibilities with the help of applications? 

From the perspective of research possibilities of action and affordances (Gibson, 1977), that means 

possibilities of action implicit in the medium, where made visible with the help of the model. With this first 

step we can answer our research question: Which possibilities are implemented in the application? Now the 

second step is to find out which realities can be identified during individual task processes with the application? 

Therefore further research is needed.   

To summarize, with the help of the model, possibilities and realities of use are to be identified and made 

visible. The goal of this model is to characterize learning objects and their use in the context of (digital) media 

with regard to (new) forms of representation, (new) levels of representation and (new) representation transfer 

processes as well as (new) combination possibilities of representation.  

The future-oriented question is which significance the representation-transfer-spectrum may have as a 

model of thinking and analysis for learning with analogue and digital media, also in other educational 

disciplines. The associated goal for research and teaching is a "specific sensitivity for media (use) in 

(mathematics) education", so that analogue and digital media are analyzed in a potential-oriented manner in 

order to orchestrate them for better teaching and learning.  
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ABSTRACT 

Electronic participation has become more important than ever in the last two years. The pandemic in Europe since 2020 

has accelerated the transition of governments to e-governments. However, countries still face many challenges in 

developing e-government. One of the problems is a lack of understanding of e-participation civic actors. Since, Generation 

Y and Generation Z are important internet users, their attitude towards public e-services is a crucial influential factor. The 

purpose of this study is to identify areas of potential challenges of public e-administration that result from tax perception 

of Millennials and Z Generation. Cochran’s Q test examines the effectiveness equality of different proposals to change the 

perception of tax payment. Data were collected from 158 respondents through two questionnaire surveys. By understanding 

the main factors influencing citizens when paying taxes and premiums, e-government systems can offer suitable solutions 

when designing individual interfaces for citizens. A primary finding of this research highlights three critical influencing 

factors; firstly, knowing how and for what the levies will be used, secondary the option of choosing which public areas part 

of the levies will go to, and tertiary the importance of public finance transparency. The research identifies opportunities for 

considering citizens’ tax perception when designing an e-tax administration interface. By understanding the taxpayers, the 

government can improve the development of e-government systems. 

KEYWORDS 

E-participation, E-Administration, E-Government, Taxes, Taxpayers’ Attitude, Citizens’ Perception 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the high level of investments, long-term development of e-government systems and hight digital 

literacy, in some countries, it is still not possible to achieve the required level of its use by citizens. According 

to the Supreme Audit Office research published in 2020, only 0.5% of the total number of 8.7 million Czech 

citizens over the age of 18 used the citizen portal when communicating with the authorities (Supreme Audit 

Office, 2020). In the study about media coverage of e-tax portal, Zichová (2021) emphasizes the issue of tax 

administrative burden, notoriously problematic government public projects, and political distrust and influence. 

When developing an e-government project, it is essential to understand the ideologies and interrelated 

relationships of all the people involved (Kassen, 2020). 

The research focuses on the importance of user-centric transformation and user-friendly principles, which 

define citizens not only as taxpayers, but also as users, clients, and consumers (Wimmer and Holler, 2003; Yu, 

2008). States have a responsibility to develop high-quality e-services (Barnes and Vidgen, 2004) with 

a potential to increase e-participation (Kumar et al., 2007). A positive perception by citizens helps with the 

implementation and willingness to use the e-government projects (Abu-Shanab & Harb, 2019). Suki and 

Ramayah (2010) identified the main factors influencing the intention of using e-Government services to be: 

compatibility, perceived usefulness, approach, simplicity of use, interpersonal influence, external influence, 

self-efficacy, easing conditions, subjective standards and rules, and behavioural control. Fang (2002) describes 

successful features for a concept, practice, and development of the electronic government. He emphasizes 

a need for transparency, ease of use, and digital structure with an interface that simplifies transactions 

individually and the whole process of administration (Fang, 2002). Navigation facilities and accessibility of 

the tax e-administration were identified as important quality criteria of the e-government websites (Saha et al., 

2012). Additionally, Chen (2010) assesses the quality of a system and information according to its ease of use, 
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interactivity and accuracy focus, timeliness, and sufficiency of the information provided to citizens. Thanks to 

the simple design, appropriately selected functionalities, and website layout, users complete their tax-related 

tasks with minimal effort (Saha et al., 2012). Yeh and Lin (2008) examine the relationship between design 

elements and users’ feelings. 

Following the important role of citizens’ tax perception, the paper focuses on a subsequent research 

question related to the surveyed sample of respondents. What are the most common perceived factors 

influencing the relationship to the payment of taxes by Generation Z and Generation Y? In connection with 

this research question, the author lists some possible e-government responses in the discussion section. To 

assign the effectiveness of individual factors, a Cochran's Q test is applied with a null hypothesis H0, that there 

are no significant differences in effectiveness, and an alternative hypothesis H1, that there are significant 

differences in effectiveness. 

2. RESEARCH METHODS 

The research method consists of a questionnaire survey. Respondents took place voluntarily by self-collection 

using mailing and a snowball sampling on social networks. They chose any number of options within the 

multiple-choice question: What would change your perception of taxes? Eight predefined answers were 

selected based on a literature search (Grimmelikhuijsen & Meijer, 2012; Langella, C. et al., 2021; Kim and 

Lee, 2012; Brown, 1979; Dahlby 2002): (1) If the Czech Republic had a different current political situation. 
(2) If the Czech Republic had a different political past. (3) If the public finances were more transparent.  
(4) If I knew how and for what my levies would be used. (5) If I could choose which public areas part of my 
levy would go to. (6) If the Financial Administration offered more user-friendly support. (7) If the Financial 
Administration communicated more friendly. (8) If the employees of the Financial Administration 
communicated more friendly. Respondents could also check the option I don't know / I can't judge or write 

their further opinion in an open answer. 

Cochran’s Q non-parametric statistical test on the significance level of 0.05 is used to determine whether 

the proportion of successes of facilitating the perception of taxes is equal across eight groups mentioned above 

(1)-(8). H0: The proportion of successes is equal for all the groups. H1: The proportion is different for at least 

one group. Dichotomous variables are categorical variables with two categories or levels: Yes (It will change 

my perception of tax payments.), No (It will not change my perception of tax payments.). The continuity 

correction has been applied. Cochran's Q test is chosen to use, because it determines whether there are 

differences in effectiveness between related categories. Calculations were performed in Statistical Software 

XLSTAT. The 158 responses were adjusted in order to exclude illogical, unrelated responses and respondents 

from other age groups. The representative dataset of the questionnaire survey consists of 146 answers, 

nationally 81% Czechs, 15% Slovaks, and 4% others, demographically, 82% women and 18% men. In terms 

of a long-term residence, a relatively even distribution was achieved: 31% respondents of the capital city of 

Prague, 44% of the city (with a population of over 3,001) and 25% of the municipality (with a population of 

up to 3,000). For the interpretation of the results, it is also important to note the predominant answers of 

respondents aged 18–25 years (69%, older from Generation Z) and 26–41 (31%, Generation Y/Millennials) 

with completed secondary education by graduation (45%) and university education (43%). Age classification 

into generations corresponds to the analysis of the Pew Research Center (Dimock, 2019). 86% of respondents 

are not entrepreneurs. Of the remaining 14% of self-employed persons, 19% of respondents perform their 

activities for more than 5 years. 

3. RESULTS 

The following Figure 1 shows the different percentage of groups: (1) If the Czech Republic had a different 
current political situation. (2) If the Czech Republic had a different political past. (3) If the public finances 
were more transparent. (4) If I knew how and for what my levies would be used. (5) If I could choose which 
public areas part of my levy would go to. (6) If the Financial Administration offered more user-friendly support. 
(7) If the Financial Administration communicated more friendly. (8) If the employees of the Financial 
Administration communicated more friendly. 
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Figure 1. Percentage of the variables. Source author 

Table 1 describes frequencies of categories Yes and No. The results show the highest proportion of factor 

5. Respondents from Generation Y and Generation Z consider their free choice regarding the allocation of their 

taxes as a significant factor influencing their relationship to the payment of taxes. Transparency of public 

finances and knowing exactly what their fees are used for are also important to them. 

Table 1. Summary statistics. Source author 

Variable Categories Counts Frequencies % 

(1) No 77 77 59.231 

 Yes 53 53 40.769 

(2) No 116 116 89.231 

 Yes 14 14 10.769 

(3) No 66 66 50.769 

 Yes 64 64 49.231 

(4) No 65 65 50.000 

 Yes 65 65 50.000 

(5) No 62 62 47.692 

 Yes 68 68 52.308 

(6) No 77 77 59.231 

 Yes 53 53 40.769 

(7) No 97 97 74.615 

 Yes 33 33 25.385 

(8) No 102 102 78.462 

  Yes 28 28 21.538 

 

Cochran's Q test (Table 2) outcomes underline a different equality of effectiveness of the groups. As the 

computed p-value is significantly lower than the significance level alpha = 0.05, the null hypothesis H0 is 

rejected, while the hypothesis H1: The proportion is different for at least one group, is not rejected. This means 

there is sufficient evidence to assume that factors influencing the perception of paying taxes lead to different 

proportions of success to change the perception. 

Table 2. Cochran's Q test results. Source Author 

Q (Observed value) 104.024 

Q (Critical value) 14.067 

df 7 

p-value (one-tailed) <0.0001 

alpha 0.050 
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4. DISCUSSION 

The results of the research resonate with the public choice theory which emphasizes the equal status of state 

and taxpayer. According to taxpayer sovereignty, taxpayers react positively when they are allowed to allocate 

part of their taxes to a specific purpose (Brown, 1979). Other essential factors for e-government adoption are 

trust (Park, 2008) and transparency (O’Neill, 2006). Even though researchers have different opinions about the 

direction of the effect of transparency on trust, positive effects of transparency are mentioned more often. The 

attention to government transparency is inspired by the highlighting of the new management movement on 

making government more responsible (Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2004). 

The important question is how the government can learn from citizens’ tax perceptions. It is not just a 

technical solution, but it is necessary to examine the feasibility and impacts of the changes on other variables. 

To adapt the interface to different types of users, the interface must be simple and effective for all the different 

groups of users. The interface should be built on interaction models based on the results of testing user 

interaction. Developers should think about the extent of users' knowledge and try to adjust the systems to the 

standards of participatory design, user-centred design, and user innovation. Users of the system should actively 

take part in its co-creation to reflect their preferences (Simonofski et al., 2019). 

The public sector, unlike the private sector, usually has a lower motivation to develop customer-driven, 

resp. user-driven strategy. While private companies compete with several other competitors to gain customer 

loyalty, the public sector can remain more or less assured because it has its source of revenue secured by the 

state. The question remains whether private companies should replace the role of the Financial Administration 

and related tax departments. Why should not state organizations themselves design a system that is optimal for 

users and they do not have to search for it in different places on the internet for several life situations? An 

associated matter also remains the psychological effect on the motivation for the payment of taxes and the 

fulfilment of obligations to the state based on higher attractiveness and a certain degree of possible higher 

popularity of the user-oriented e-government interface. It would be possible to examine the influence of such 

a proposed interface on the psychological perception of legal obligations of citizens. Whether, for example, 

filing tax forms in a simple and clear form in conjunction with gamification and instructive explanation of 

obligations will have a positive effect on the tax perception. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper highlights the need to understand users to design e-government services that citizens will be willing 

to actively use. The purpose is to examine the factors influencing the perception of taxes by Generation Z and 

Generation Y and the level of importance of these factors. As the most commonly perceived factor was found 

the possibility of deciding where to allocate their taxes. Secondarily, the research points out the importance of 

education and providing information on what levies are used for. The government should also pay attention to 

assure public finance transparency. People pay more attention to the current political situation than the political 

past when they perceive taxes. User-friendliness of the system support is considered to be more influential than 

the friendliness of the Financial Administration communication. Cochran's Q test confirms significant 

differences in the effectiveness of eight influencing factors. 

Due to multiple responses and the nature of the variables, it was necessary to omit some statistical tests 

which would show other interesting findings. The question should be reworded in further research so that 

further facts about the investigated area can be ascertained. The dataset could be extended with more responses 

and analysed with a Delphi qualitative tool. A Cochran's Q test can have some theoretical and procedural 

limitations when blocks are not randomly selected from the population. The paper’s contribution lies not only 

in the results regarding the influencing factors when perceiving taxes but also in the discussion of the concept 

of the taxpayer as a respectable client of the state e-government system. E-government system users should be 

constantly engaged in improving it. Results can be beneficial for the future development and improvement of 

e-government projects and can bring new incentives to representatives, commissioners, officials, and other 

stakeholders. The study can be followed by assessing the applicability of changes in the e-government user 

interface based on citizens' preferences. It would be appropriate to go along with an additional quantitative 

survey focused on age-diverse respondents in order to ensure greater representativeness and applicability of 

the results. 
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SHARING STUDENT WORK IN DISTANT TEACHING 
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ABSTRACT 

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced us to conduct online lectures at universities. Regarding ordinal courses in which 

teachers give their lectures and students simply listen, migrating online took place easily in a relatively straightforward 

way with the help of online meeting tools, such as Zoom, Webex, Google Meet, and Microsoft Teams. However, we 

faced some difficulties in the online migration of practical training courses. Particularly, in software development 

courses, a teacher must be able to monitor student learning progress to help them correct errors, check student code, 

provide advice, etc. This paper presents two proposals for sharing student progress in distant teaching for software 

development courses.  

KEYWORDS 

Real-Time Sharing, Student Desktop, OBS Studio, Google Colaboratory 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many university teachers worldwide have been forced to provide lectures through the Internet in 2020 

because of the COVID-19 pandemic. There is no exception for teaching computer science classes (Brooks  

et al., 2021). Fortunately, online meeting tools, such as Zoom, Webex, Google Meet, and Microsoft Teams, 

have become widespread (Singh and Awasthi, 2020), and students have become accustomed to using them. 

Additionally, various tips shared among teachers (Sandars et al., 2020) have helped them conduct distant 

teaching. Overall, it is relatively easy to migrate lectures online for regular classes, where teachers give 

lectures and students simply listen to them. 

However, classes in universities are not limited to lectures. There are several difficulties in providing 

practical training courses online (Liu, W. et al., 2020). Particularly, for computer science classes, teaching 

programming is accompanied by practical training, such as writing appropriate code and testing software 

(Liu, A., 2020). In many cases, writing codes is necessary. Therefore, transitioning classes from offline to 

online for these types of courses is relatively complicated. 

To conduct online practical training for writing adequate code or testing software, a teacher must monitor 

students’ progress in their learning. This paper proposes two typical and straightforward methods that can aid 

in distant teaching, namely, sharing student desktops or notebooks, which are representative of student 

progress, among teachers and students. 

2. PROPOSED METHODS 

This section proposes two methods for real-time sharing of student working conditions. One method uses 

OBS Studio1 and Zoom2, and the other uses Google Colaboratory (hereinafter referred to as Colab)3. 

 
1 https://obsproject.com/ 
2 https://zoom.us/ 
3 https://colab.research.google.com/ 
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2.1 OBS Share: Sharing Student Desktops 

It would be helpful to use multiple monitors for student desktops when teaching for software development 

education is conducted. Various systems for sharing desktops have been proposed (Ohshima et al., 2017), 

and there is a simple method to realize desktop sharing using OBS Studio. OBS Studio is an open-source 

broadcasting software package, and many teachers utilize it to conduct online classes (Rosenthal and Walker, 

2020, Kristandl, 2020).  

The combination of OBS Studio with online meeting tools allows classroom participants to share their 

desktops in real time (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Overview of using OBS Studio to share student desktops 

On November 22, 2021, eight students and the author attempted to set up a distant teaching environment 

using OBS Studio and Zoom4. Installing OBS Studio seemed to be easy for the students and they did not 

encounter any significant troubles. Figure 2 shows the teacher’s desktop screen where the teacher monitors 

students desktop using Zoom’s gallery view mode. 

 

Figure 2. The teacher can monitor student desktops using Zoom’s gallery view mode in real time 

 
4 Zoom can be replaced with other online meeting software. 
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The preparation steps can be summarized as follows: 

1. Let every student install OBS Studio and start the program. 

2. Let OBS capture each student’s desktop by selecting capture screen as the source and begin sending it 

using a virtual camera by selecting start virtual camera from the control section. 

3. Start Zoom and connect to the meeting. 

4. Change Zoom’s camera source setting to the virtual camera provided by OBS. 

These steps allow students to share their desktop screen to Zoom, enabling the teacher to monitor what 

the students are doing in real time. During preparation, some students using Mac encountered minor issues, 

such as being unable to capture desktops or being unable to find OBS’s virtual camera in Zoom’s camera 

section. 

Several significant issues encountered in configuring the described environment and critical points for 

troubleshooting are outlined below: 

–  Selecting the option of “use as a virtual camera” in the configuration of OBS on its first use. 

–  Providing permission to access screen capture and other devices in the security configuration of the 

control panel. 

–  Starting Zoom after completing OBS configuration. Zoom will not find the camera provided by OBS 

if Zoom is started before OBS configuration is completed. 

–  Turning off Zoom’s virtual background. 

–  After all configuration steps are completed, the windows of OBS and Zoom should be minimized. 

2.2 MultiView: Sharing Student Notebooks 

The second option is to share student notebooks using software such as Jupyter Notebook 5 and Colab. 

However, this option has limitations in terms of language restrictions. Specifically, the notebook 

environment can host only Python and several other programming languages. 

For example, the case using Colab is illustrated here. Colab is a cloud service, and it runs on the cloud 

computing environment. Therefore, it should be suitable if the client machine does not have significant 

computational power. Although the setup of Colab also requires several steps, it is easier than that of OBS 

and Zoom. 

 
Figure 3. Configuration page of MultiView, which provides two methods for configuration 

 
5 https://jupyter.org/ 
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The essential component of this option is to share student Colab notebooks with the teacher. This allows 

the teacher to check student progress at any time. Additionally, the teacher can communicate with students by 

commenting on or modifying their code. 

MultiView was developed to capture a complete view of all student progress, rather than using the gallery 

view in Zoom with OBS. This is a simple program implemented using PHP and JavaScript. The source code 

for MultiView is available at https://github.com/iiojun/MultiView. 

Figure 3 presents a screenshot of the MultiView setup page. The MultiView system provides two setup 

options: one-by-one configuration and semi-automatic setup by uploading a configuration file. 

2.2.1 One-by-one Configuration 

The first option is the one-by-one configuration method. Initially, the teacher enters the student number and 

clicks the submit button on MultiView’s configuration page (see Section A. in Figure 3). Then, a page that 

contains a small section with the entered student number appears (see Figure 4 (A)). Each page is embedded 

as an inline frame, which is shrunk to half size. 

 

(A)

(B)

 

Figure 4. MultiView’s main page, which has a configured number of small sections 

Each block contains three buttons: load, reset, and open. In the initial stage, only the load button is 
enabled. Each page also has text fields to fill in the URL and name. After specifying the URL and name, a 
half-size webpage appears on the page section by clicking the load button. 

Figure 4 (B) shows that the teacher has configured two pages: Joe’s page as Student 1 and Bob’s page as 
Student 2. These pages are embedded in the main page. These pages are synchronous with student pages. 
Although there is a subtle time lag, the teacher can confirm the actual status of student progress. 

Specifying a student’s name is not mandatory. If the name field is empty, only the placeholder “Student 
#” is used. When the page is embedded, the load button is disabled, while the reset and open buttons are 
enabled. Pressing the reset button removes the embedded page and reverts it to the initial state. The open 
button opens the page in a new window in the browser. If a shrunken page is not suitable for teaching, the 
teacher can access a regular independent page by clicking this button. 
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2.2.2 Bulk Configuration 

To configure pages semi-automatically, MultiView has another option for embedding student Colab pages.  

If you select this option, you only need to prepare a CSV file that includes student names and the URLs of 

their notebooks in pairs on one line for each student, which are separated by commas, and upload it to the 

server. 

By specifying a CSV file using the file chooser on MultiView’s configuration page and uploading it  

(see Section B. in Figure 3), all web pages corresponding to the listed names will appear embedded on the 

main page. 

Note that a standard web browser cannot accommodate MultiView functions for security reasons (Huang 

et al., 2012). The user must implement the “Ignore X-Frame headers” addon6 for Google Chrome to enable 

MultiView’s functionality. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, two methods were proposed to share multiple student desktops or notebooks simultaneously. 

OBS sharing, which is realized using OBS Studio and Zoom, is independent of the choice of programming 

language. Therefore, it would be helpful not only for computer science courses but also for other fields. 

MultiView, which shares student notebooks from Colab on a web page, is suitable for programming 

education. It is highly dependent on the synchronization ability of the Colab page sharing function. 

This paper discussed how to implement the two methods mentioned above. These methods should be 

evaluated and compared in actual distant teaching scenarios. Experiments and evaluations for this purpose 

remain for future work. In addition, there are some other services to share the remote desktop. Comparison to 

such services should be considered. 
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ABSTRACT 

Industry 4.0 and digitization are nowadays important trends in the textile industry. The need for well-prepared 

professionals in software for the design and modelling of textile products requires the creation of up-to-date educational 

resources. Virtual learning supported by e-learning offers the instruments to continue education during pandemic 

restrictions. As such, six research and education providers on the European level have joined forces to create educational 

resources in e-learning format for students and professionals in textiles: the content is related to software for design and 

modelling of weaving, knitting, virtual prototyping of clothing, embroidery of e-textiles and experimental design, as well 

as technology transfer. The educational resources were implemented on the Moodle e-learning platform of the Erasmus+ 

project (www.advan2tex.eu/portal/) and will be further used to support classroom / virtual courses with students and 

professionals in textiles. The paper introduces the course and its foreseen impact within the current context. 

KEYWORDS 

E-textiles, Software, Design, Modelling, Higher Education Students, Professionals  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our paper presents Open Educational Resources (OERs) in the field of software for the design and modelling 

of e-textile materials. The resources are structured on six modules in relation to the leading textile 

technological fields: weaving, knitting, clothing, embroidery, and experimental design, plus a module on 

technology transfer. The resources are available in six European languages: Czech, Dutch, English, 

Portuguese, Romanian and Slovenian. The state-of-the-art of our OERs is based on three main pillars: 

1. The significance of e-learning for safety during a pandemic;   

2. The e-textiles as a future trend and niche of modern textile products; 

3. The software solutions for textile design. 

Aim of the paper is to present the prepared OERs as response to a current need from the world-of-work. 

1. E-learning is a well-established technique and has gained a new significance during the pandemic 

(Grosseck et al., 2020). A close link is related to the Emergency Remote Teaching Environment (ERTE), 

enabling online learning in critical situations, like the current COVID-19 pandemic. The main idea is to shift 

classroom learning towards virtual learning in emergency situations with a well-established conceptual 

framework (Whittle et al., 2020).  Many Vocational Education and Training (VET) schools and Higher 

Education (HE) universities have organized virtual teaching courses for the last two years in Europe and 

worldwide. The main challenge of online teaching was to keep the trainees connected to the course, bridge 

activities needing direct interaction with the tutor (such as support with direct questions), and evaluate 

assignments. E-learning courses could support part of these challenges, for they enable flexible learning 

hours with the possibility to study within the most convenient timeslots, it allows synchronous and 

asynchronous communication methods between tutor and trainee, such as Chat and Forum for Q&A, and 
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they permit precise evaluation of assignments via multiple-choice tests and questionnaires. Some other 

challenges where virtual learning and e-learning have drawbacks are a lack of interaction control. However, 

the e-learning resources with open access are of substantial support for improving the learning process in 

various disciplines and for different target groups. Such resources are called Open Educational Resources 

(OER) (Grosseck & Craciun, 2020). OERs have a content-centred approach focusing on creating and reusing 

resources (Ehlers, 2011). In recent years, the quality improvement of OERs has been a challenge for reaching 

a more practice-centred approach and a better interaction between tutors and trainees. The so-called Open 

Educational Practices (OEP) are the future trend and include the online teaching experiences and best 

practices within the educational resources as well (Grosseck et al., 2020). Looking at the field, we can 

conclude that e-learning brings valuable support to classroom and virtual learning and that it has reached 

more significance during the pandemic.  

2. E-textiles have emerged with the progress of spinning techniques by producing metallic yarns and with 

the progress of electronics by miniaturization of electronic components. Various descriptions and 

classifications of e-textiles have been proposed, depending on their subsystems (Carames & Lamas, 2018) or 

their integration techniques (Simegnaw, 2021). The subsystems of an e-textile are: sensing, actuation, 

control, communication, location, power, storage, and display subsystem. The possible integration techniques 

are: mechanical connectors, soldering, sewing and embroidering, hybrid solder and sewing, electrical 

conductive adhesive, inkjet, and 2D screen-printing, three-dimensional (3D) printing, stretchable electronics, 

and finally, the latest trend of electronic connections on threads (e-threads). Some of the main applications of 

e-textiles are: baby vest connected to a laptop (not wirelessly) for monitoring of vital signs, smart suit for 

elderly people for collection of physiological data – transmitted by Wi-Fi to a remote server, smart suits for 

athletes for collection of ECG and accelerometer data via Bluetooth and smartphone, etc. As such, e-textiles 

represent a future trend in the textile industry, in correlation with the European strategy in the textile field, 

which is focused on high value-added products.  

3. Software for textile design emerged with the evolution of IT in the early 2000 and now brings 

consistent support for designers. Textile technology is grouped on main techniques to manufacture fabrics, 

such as: weaving, knitting, clothing/garments, and embroidery. The available software applications are 

specialized in one of these technologies. The main added value of software is the possibility of virtually 

testing the properties of the designed textile materials and changing parameters without having to 

manufacture the products. Moreover, most modern weaving or knitting machines require software to control 

and manufacture desired fabrics. In the case of clothing, the 2D/3D patterns are of utmost importance when 

designing a garment on a human model, and software may predict draping and customizing problems. 

Knitting machines require specialized programming of patterns and can produce seamless garments. 

Embroidery is usually done on an existing textile substrate, and the software of the embroidery machine may 

lead to the desired pattern to achieve, e.g., an e-textile product with metallic yarns. Another possible 

application is using statistics tools, such as the experimental design, to conduct research experiments on 

smart and technical textiles (Tatu et al., 2012). In such a case, the use of the software is indispensable too. 

Some textiles software applications are proprietary; others are open-source and can be readily for educational 

purposes. 

2. THE ERASMUS+ OPTIMTEX SOLUTION 

The Erasmus+ project "Software tools for textile creatives" aims to offer a solution in this regard by 

providing educational resources in the e-learning format of software for textile design and modelling. Six 

European research and education providers have joined forces for tackling this objective:  

INCDTP-Bucharest, TecMinho / University of Minho – Portugal, Ghent University – Belgium, University of 

Maribor - Slovenia, Technical University Iași – Romania and University West Bohemia – Czech Republic. 

Main target group of the educational materials are students of higher education in fashion textile and 

technical textile fields as well as young professionals from the industry. The project has an implementation 

period of two years (Dec. 2020 – Nov. 2022). It is an ongoing project, with the creation of educational 

materials for the first year and the organization of courses and multiplier events for the second year. Courses 

of Intensive Study Programs are meant for students, and Multiplier events are meant for young professionals. 

Figures 1 a) and b) show the Erasmus+ and the project's logo. 
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Figure 1a). ERASMUS+ logo Figure 1b). PROJECT’s logo 

More information is available on the project's website (www.optimtex.eu).  

3. THE E-LEARNING COURSE 

The e-learning course of software for textile design was implemented on a Moodle e-learning platform 

(www.advan2tex.eu/portal/). This platform includes the OERs of four Erasmus+ projects, implemented 

during 2014-2022, with INCDTP – Bucharest as coordinator. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. PRINT screen of the six modules - English 

course 

Figure 3. PRINT screen of the first module on weaving 

software 

The OptimTex course has developed six modules in the field of design and modelling software for 

textiles. Each module tackles a textile technology field (figure 2) and includes 4-5 examples sets (figure 3). 

One example set includes: description of Example, the corresponding Theory, the available software 

Application, and the Multiple choice questions. The course is available in English and the five European 

languages of the partnership: Czech, Dutch, Portuguese, Romanian and Slovenian. A course category for the 

OptimTex educational resources was created on Moodle, with six courses in topic format for each language. 

Each course has one topic for the corresponding module. Book resources were implemented for each 

Example, Theory, and Application. The Books include navigation buttons and table of contents for a rapid 

selection of the desired element of the course. The Multiple choice questions were implemented as Moodle 

Quiz activities. The 20 questions per module were uploaded via Aiken format and some of them have 

images. A Forum and a Chat activity ensure the communication between tutor and trainee. Images and videos 

were embedded in the courses for the visual understanding of the materials. Figure 2 presents a print screen 

of the six modules of the English course and figure 3 presents the first module of weaving software and its 5 

examples. Table 1 showcases the specific sets of examples.  
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Table 1. THE EDUCATIONAL examples of the course 

Design and Modeling of woven 

structures 

Design and Modeling of knitted 

structures 

Design and Modeling of clothing, 

garments 

E1: Standard woven structures and 

Texgen 

E2: Complex yarns in woven 

structures 

E3: 3D Woven Structures 

E4: Simulation of Woven Structures 

with Abaqus 

E5: Complex weaving patterns and 

coloring 

E1: Knitted fabrics with normal loops 

E2: Knitted fabrics with modified 

loops 

E3: Spacer weft knitted fabrics 

E4: 3D shaped knitted fabrics 

 

E1: 3D human body scanning using 

the 3D photogrammetry 

E2: 3D human body modelling and 

reconstruction 

E3: Construction of a kinematic 3D 

body model 

E4: 3D virtual prototyping of 

personalized smart garments 

Design and Modeling of 

embroidered structures 

Research with experimental design Technology transfer of textile 

software solutions into the industry 

E1: Technical computerized 

embroidery 

E2: Design and digitizing of technical 

embroidery 

E3: Textile Based Heating Element 

E4: Illuminated fabrics 

E5: Textile based water leak sensor on 

fabric 

E1: Factorial design of plasma 

treatment for hydrophobic fabrics 

E2: Central composite design for 

optimizing plasma coated electric 

conductive fabrics 

E3: Factorial design of plasma 

treatment for hydrophilic textiles 

E4: Central composite design and 

bivariate analysis of process variables 

for EM shield development 

E5: Draping Simulation using Tensor 

Flow 

E6: FEM Analysis using Python 

E1: WeaveEXVBA - Academic 

software development for weaving 

E2: Spin-off UMinho TO-BE-GREEN 

- Screening and Business plan 

E3: IOTech a driver to Industry 4.0 - 

Business development 

E4: Protechdry® - Reusable 

underwear for urinary incontinence 

SWOT analysis 

 

 

In order to tailor the e-learning resources to the specific of these educational materials, the 

www.optimtex.eu website includes two additional resources: 

- The E-learning instrument with a HTML5 button of Example, Theory, Application and Quiz for 

each set of examples – programmed in JavaScript (TAB Instrument); 

- The Glossary of terms and definitions on the key terms within the modules in all languages of the 

partnership (CZ, NL, PT, RO, SI and EN), meant to support the students during the courses taught in 

English – programmed in PHP / MySQL (TAB Glossary). 

Evaluation of the educational performance of these two e-learning resources will be tackled in future 

work. 

4. DISCUSSION 

This project and the created educational resources started from a need of the textile industry: the need of 

professionals mastering software of knitting machines. Since the recent evolution of textile technology 

involves software for design and modelling patterns and structures, the OptimTex course is in line with the 

Digitalization trend of Industry 4.0. The overall need for IT specialists is increasing, since all domains 

require digitization. There is close compatibility between IT education and e-learning, due to the same 

technological profile and engineering structure (Radulescu et al., 2017).  

The educational resources of OptimTex project will be validated in 2022 by pilot courses organized by 

each partner with their own students and by three Intensive Study Programs with the mobility of 60 students 

and 15 lecturers. UGent has already organized a pilot courses with 19 students of the International Master of 

Science in Textile Engineering, as part of the practical part of the course Computation Sciences and 

Engineering Principles for Textiles. In all these settings, the OptimTex material was well received.   
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Several courses were already implemented during 2014-2020, within three Erasmus+ VET partnership 

projects. The courses were organized either as classroom courses combined with e-learning – the so-called 

blended courses, or as virtual courses and e-learning - during the pandemic. The courses were organized in 

the national languages of the partnerships (CZ, IT, NL, PT, RO, SI), and in our experience translation of the 

educational modules brings a lot of support to the learning process. The organized classroom and virtual 

courses had as objective a brief presentation of the modules and instructions for e-learning. These courses 

were followed by one week of e-learning for each module. Our Moodle e-learning platform has at this 

moment 933 users, including VET trainees and HE students, lecturers, professionals, stakeholders from the 

industry/associations and the project teams. More than 650 trainees followed one e-learning course.  

5. CONCLUSION 

An e-learning course in software for design and modelling textiles was created on the Moodle platform 

www.advan2tex.eu/portal/ . The course derives from the need to prepare textile creatives within the new 

digitization trend of the industry. The course includes state-of-the-art knowledge, based on three pillars:  

e-learning, design software, and e-textiles. This course will be validated within the second project's year 2022 

by three Intensive Study Programs. Our previous experience with classroom / virtual learning and support of 

e-learning depicts a viable solution for complementary education during pandemic restrictions. The course 

content will be adapted to the specific target group of students and professionals in textiles. Limitations are 

related to the course's relatively high level of knowledge when approaching the target group. Applications of 

the course are promising, since knowledge of software for textile design offers substantial competitive 

advantages within the world-of-work. Future work will be related to educational performance evaluation of 

the additionally tailored e-learning instruments for these specific materials: the e-learning instrument and the 

glossary of terms – available on www.optimtex.eu . 
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CHILD'S PLAY: TEACHING YOUNG CHILDREN HEBREW 

MORPHOLOGY USING E-LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES 
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ABSTRACT 

Hebrew words are known to be composed of roots, entities of three or four consonants that are combined in different 

patterns. Roots form an integral part of Hebrew morphology and the knowledge of extracting them is essential for  

high-school matriculation exams. Even though these skills are formally taught starting from second-grade, students still 

exhibit difficulties applying them. Hence, we created an innovative online root instruction program of five short video 

lessons that teaches 5- to 8-year old children to extract roots. Children significantly improved their root extraction skills 

after having completed our program. Furthermore, our program helped close the gap between the younger children and 

the older children who had already been introduced to the notion of the root in school. Using advanced technologies that 

allow the development of new teaching methods that are not traditionally used in schools, we managed to teach very 

young children a complex subject in morphology. 

KEYWORDS 

E-Learning, EduTech, Hebrew Morphology, Root Extraction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a Semitic language, Hebrew is known for its root-and-pattern morphology, which means that words are 

composed of three or four consonants, referred to as root, combined in a vocalic pattern, sometimes with 

additional affixes. The root carries the basic meaning of the word, while the pattern classifies the word into a 

specific category (Ravid and Schiff 2006). For example, the verb bišel ‘cooked’ is composed of the root b-š-l 
in the pattern CiC[C]eC (C stands for consonant), and the noun nasix ‘prince’ is composed of the root n-s-x 

in the pattern CaCiC.  

Root extraction is formally taught in schools in Israel from second grade on, and is essential for  

high-school matriculation exams, where students are required to extract roots of different words (Avinun 

1996, Bolozky 1999, 2003; Lipkin 1985, Ravid 1990, 1991, 2003; Ravid and Malenky 2001). However, 

students seem to demonstrate low achievements in this section. In light of that, we created an innovative 

online root instruction program that teaches young children to extract roots in only five short video lessons. 

Unlike school pedagogy which focuses on identifying roots in written words, the program does not require 

any literacy skills and is suited for young children starting from preschool. 

In this paper we present the effects of our program, as demonstrated by the improvement in children's root 

extraction abilities. In five short online video lessons, the children learned to extract roots from verbs, nouns 

and even pseudowords of different patterns in Hebrew. The children's prior knowledge was assessed in a  

pre-test, and after having completed the program, we examined their root extraction abilities in a detailed 

post-test. The whole experiment was conducted online, using various E-Learning technologies, and has been 

accessed from computers, tablets and smartphones. This allowed us to reach a large audience, drawing many 

participants from varied backgrounds. The program was suited for the challenges posed by Covid-19 that 

necessitated specialized distance education, yet it can be easily implemented in frontal instruction as well.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Technology and Method 

We prepared the videos using recorded audio text and avatars from SitePal.com ©, a dedicated commercial 

website that enables integration of audio files and animated avatars. As shown in figure 2, we used two 

cartoon-like avatars, which we named Tutty and Fuzzy, to address the appropriate age range. The recorded 

videos were uploaded to Youtube. 

Our new method develops the skill of actively identifying roots using oral instruction only. In the videos, 

the children are provided with a long series of structured examples of words and their roots. The avatar poses 

the question "what is the root of the word X?", then, after giving the children a few seconds to answer, the 

avatar provides the correct answer, adding a compliment after each set. The questions and answers are given 

in a rhythm that resembles recitation, and the cartoon avatars encourage active participation from the 

children, as the children decipher the roots alongside the avatars. This way, children learn to extract roots 

without any theoretical explanations nor literacy skills.  

2.2 Participants 

96 children took the pre-test and completed the first lesson, 84 completed the second, 73 completed the third, 

69 completed the fourth and 68 completed the fifth. The final analysis was performed on 64 children  

(32 males and 32 females) who completed both the pre- and the post-test and participated in the entire 

program. The children were preschoolers (n = 29), first-graders (n = 23) and second-graders (n = 12), aged 

5;3-8;9 (M = 6;11). All participants were native speakers of Hebrew: 55 monolinguals and 9 bilinguals with 

dominant Hebrew. Parents were requested to fill in a form of demographic and personal information, which 

indicated that participants were of different regions and varied backgrounds. 

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). 

2.3 Procedure 

An invitation to participate in the experiment was posted on social media and sent to potential participants 

individually. Parents who were interested in signing up their children to the experiment had to consent to 

participate, then fill in a form of demographic and personal information. First, the children had a one-on-one 

Zoom meeting with an interviewer, where they watched a short introductory video in which they were invited 

to join 'The root detective club', and provided with a short training of three examples of root extraction. Then, 

the children were asked to extract the roots of 13 words of different patterns. The interviewers were 

instructed to always give positive feedback to the children, regardless of the answer they provided. After the 

pre-test, the children participated in five different lessons, in which they watched five root instruction videos 

on Youtube in their free time. The duration of each video was between 6 to 10 minutes, and the overall 

duration of all lessons was approximately 40 minutes. After each lesson, the parents filled in a feedback form 

in order to get the link for the following lesson. Later, having completed all five lessons, the children were 

invited to another one-on-one Zoom meeting, in which, after a short video, they took the post-test. In the 

post-test, the children were requested to extract the roots of 34 words. The post-test contained all pre-test 

items and 21 additional items. It is important to note that the experimental items did not appear in any of the 

lessons and the children were not exposed to them prior to the test. 

2.4 Results 

We first analyzed the percentage of all correct words in the pre- and post-tests. As shown in Figure 1,  

two-tailed paired t-tests revealed that the percentage of correct answers in the post-test was significantly 

higher than the pre-test (Pre-test: M=0.1, SD=0.16, Post-test: M=0.73, SD=0.09. Pre-Post: M=0.62, SD=0.16, 

t(63)=30.95, p<0.01). Moreover, the percentage of correct answers out of the identical thirteen items of the 

pre- and post-tests, was significantly higher in the post-test, compared to the pre-test (Pre-test:  

M=0.1, SD=0.16, Post-test: M=0.72, SD=0.11. Pre-Post: M=0.62, SD=0.18, t(63)=26.99, p<0.01).  
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The roots of the extra 21 items that appeared in the post-test, but not in the pre-test were also successfully 

extracted (M=0.73, SD=0.12). These results were significant with comparison to the pre-test (Pre-Extra: 

M=0.63, SD=0.17, t(63)=29.65, p<0.01). 

As for demographics, two-tailed paired t-tests revealed no significant difference between boys and girls, 

bilinguals and monolinguals, and children of Jewish religious and secular education. 

In a one-way ANOVA, a significant main effect for grade in the pre-test has been found (F(2,61)=7.57, 

p<0.01). As demonstrated in table 1, post hoc tests revealed that second-graders performed significantly 

better than preschoolers in the pre-test (preschoolers: M=0.04, SD=0.08, second-graders: M=0.23, SD=0.24, 

difference: M=0.19, SD=0.05, p<0.01). However, no such difference was found in the post-test 

(Preschoolers: M=0.7, SD=0.09, Second-graders: M=0.77, SD=0.09. Difference: M=0.07, SD=0.03, p=0.08). 

2.5 Figures and Tables 

Table 1. Mean normalized scores by grade and standard deviation 

Grade Test Mean(SD) 

Preschool Pre 

Post 

0.04(0.08) 

0.7(0.09) 

First-grade 

 

Second-grade 

Pre 

Post 

Pre 

Post 

0.12(0.14) 

0.73(0.1) 

0.23(0.24) 

0.77(0.09) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Mean normalized scores 
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Figure 2. An image of the cartoon-like avatars, Tutty (left) and Fuzzy (right) 

3. CONCLUSION 

The results of the experiment show that children significantly improved their ability to extract roots of 

Hebrew words after having completed our program. As the results show, the average score increased 

drastically between the pre-test and the post-test from 0.1 to 0.73 (out of 1). The same items that appeared in 

the pre-test got a significantly higher rate of correct answers in the post-test. The extra items that appeared 

only in the post-test were also successfully extracted. Furthermore, the overall number of correct answers in 

the post-test was significantly higher than that of the pre-test. It is worth pointing out that not only did 

children succeed in extracting roots of common verbs, but they also successfully dealt with complex verbal 

forms, as well as nouns and pseudowords.  

Our program helped preschoolers reach the same level as the second-graders in their root extraction skills. 

The experiment was conducted in June, which is when the school year in Israel is almost over. By this time, 

second-graders had already been formally introduced to the notion of the root in school, while younger 

children were not at all familiar with it. Therefore, the second-graders' pre-test served as an ad-hoc control 

group in the experiment. After participating in our program, the significant difference that was found 

between preschoolers and second-graders in the pre-test was no longer present.  

Although our program is extracurricular, it can be easily implemented in schools in Israel, and with some 

modifications, also abroad, serving for instruction of Hebrew as a foreign language. As roots are typical of 

Semitic languages, we are currently working on a parallel research, examining our method on native Arabic 

speakers as well. The program provides younger children with a deeper understanding of Hebrew 

morphology. It may also facilitate the process of the acquisition of the lexicon, as children rely on the 

consonantal skeleton while identifying relationships between lexical entries and interpreting novel words 

(Bat-El 2017; Berman 1985, 2003; Clark and Berman 1984; Levy 1988; Nespor et al. 2003). This is of high 

relevance for the education system, as the program improves students’ linguistic competence, and teaches 

skills that are necessary for high-school matriculation exams. Our program is highly accessible to children all 

over the country, even in times of a global pandemic, and is compatible both for self- and group-learning, 

inside a classroom and out (see Levinson et al, 2020). 
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ABSTRACT 

With the massive use of new learning technologies, such as mobile learning through on-line platforms, or more “traditional” 

live classes taught through virtual meeting platforms, the interaction between students and teachers can be poor or limited.  

The professor can monitor the students’ reactions and appreciation with the use of polls, forms, and forums, but in general 

it is very difficult to understand how students feel, what they really like and how to give them an unforgettable learning 

experience, especially when they are many and in a heterogeneous environment. A method to automatically detect students’ 

needs, based on unsupervised machine learning techniques is proposed.   

KEYWORDS 

Professional Education, Educational Innovation, Higher Education, Ideal Environment 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In any kind of classroom environment, the student's experience is fundamental for the degree of learning 

obtained. In 1975 Mihaly Csiksentmihalyi introduced the concept of “flow” (Csikszentmihalyi, M. ,1975) to 

describe a particular emotional state of engagement during an activity which produces happiness. In this state, 

people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter and people feel strongly motivated. 

Csiksentmihalyi refers to this situation as “optimal experience” (Csikszentmihalyi, M. ,1990). Thinking to 

students in the classroom, it is believed that a student can get his optimal learning experience in such an 

emotional state. Therefore, it is important to create the ideal environment where students can live their “optimal 

experience”. This issue is particularly important in a “virtual” environment as the one we were obliged to use 

during the COVID-19 pandemic (Liu Y.C., Kuo R.L., Shih S.R., 2020), where engagement during classes is 

critical to maintain students’ attention. In asynchronous mobile learning it is even more difficult to monitor the 

engagement of students and understand their needs. Due to the complexity of class dynamics and 

inhomogeneity of students within the same classroom, creating ideal classroom conditions for all the students 

is a challenging task. The main question is – “How to create the ideal mobile learning environment”? In the 

following, a method based on sentiment analysis is presented.  

2. MOBILE LEARNING EVALUATION WITH SENTIMENT ANALYSIS  

2.1 Theoretical Background 

Sentiment analysis is a field of Data Science aimed to automatically identify and extract opinions, sentiments, 

psychological and emotional states from written text. The methods used in this kind of analyses are based on 

machine learning techniques which are grouped under the name of Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

algorithms. Sentiment analysis has been used as a powerful tool to improve didactic strategies in on-line 

platforms as “Coursera” (Rani, S., and Kumar, P., 2017), where the interaction between teacher and student is 

very limited. By the application of machine learning techniques to comments and answers to polls taken during 
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the course, it is possible to quantify the students’ appreciation (Esparza, G.G., et al., 2018) automatically. In 

general, using NLP techniques it is possible to detect sentiments and emotional states. As described in detail 

in (Kaur., W., Balakrishnan, V., Singh, B., 2020), the term “sentiment analysis” describes a kind of study where 

we aim to detect the polarity of a written text, i.e., if it represents a positive or a negative feeling. The analysis 

of emotions is an extension of sentiment analysis which tries to detect also if the person who wrote the text 

was happy, sad, frustrated, angry, or in other emotional states. With these kinds of analyses one can classify 

the opinions of the students and classify their feelings, but it is hard to retrieve what they really would like to 

receive from a class.  

2.2 Objectives 

The analysis presented here uses an NLP algorithm called Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), 

which is normally used to extract topics from collections of documents by grouping them by similarity 

(Hofmann T.,1999). The use of this algorithm was inspired by studies in the field of Social Signal Processing, 

aimed to automatically detect personality patterns, which make use of statistical and probabilistic algorithms 

of this kind (Judee K. Burgoon J. K., Magnenat-Thalmann N., Pantic M., Vinciarelli A.,2017). The main idea 

is to detect latent aspects among the words of the feedback comments written by the students, in order to find 

common characteristics or sentiments that they would like to experience during the class and sort them by 

importance. A similar approach has been used recently to analyze comments of hotel customers, as standalone 

method and in addition to Deep Learning techniques (Khotimah, D. A. K.  and Sarno, R., 2018, 2019).   

2.3 Data Collection 

In the present analysis the data are represented by a sample of 42 written opinions from university students of 

ages between 18 and 20. Students were asked to write their comments following specific instructions. They 

were asked to share the aspects that, in their opinion, make a professor the “ideal” professor. Students were 

asked, also, to describe which sentiments they want to feel during the class that make them feel strongly 

motivated and which characteristics the ideal class must have. We want to prove whether the algorithm can 

“extract” from the students’ comments these principal aspects which define the ideal learning environment. 

The data were taken in the period between August and December 2020. The participation was voluntary and a 

total of 42 comments was collected. The students’ comments were firstly collected through the “Padlet” 

platform (Padlet, n.d) anonymously and successively imported in a csv (comma separated value) file. The 

comments are written in Spanish. 

2.4 Methodology 

The PLSA algorithm “counts” the co-occurrence between words and documents (using Bayesian statistics) and 

divides the documents into groups. Each group is defined by a “latent” aspect (or topic) which is not known “a 

priori”. In the classical application of PLSA aimed to group, for example, articles by similarity, the latent 

aspects represent the different topics of the articles, such as science, economy, education and so on. In the 

analysis presented here, in principle, the number of latent topics is also unknown. Since the comments were 

written following specific instructions, we can guess that the number of topics is 3: one related to the 

professor’s personality, one related on the way of teaching and one related to the feelings the students want to 

experience. So, the number of topics was set to 3. The dataset, from the point of view of the algorithm, is a set 

of documents (the comments), each composed by a sequence of words. The full dataset is defined also as 

“corpus”. After running the analysis, one obtains two numerical results. The first is a number (between 0 and 

1), for each topic, representing how probable, or frequent, is the topic within the corpus. The second result is a 

list of numbers (between 0 and 1), for each topic, representing the probability within the topic of all the words 

of the corpus (i.e., the importance of the word in the topic). The “importance” of a word in the corpus is the 

frequency of the word in the corpus, i.e., among all documents.  Usually, NLP techniques require a big amount 

of data to perform well, due to statistical implications. In the presented analysis, however, the corpus is 

composed by only 42 comments and some uncertainties and instabilities of the result have been observed when 

running the analysis different times. However, the method should provide stable results when applied, as it is 

intended to, to analyze bigger datasets. 
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3. RESULTS 

The analysis was focused on the lists of probabilities associated to the words, topic by topic. For each topic, 

this list is a sequence of 312 (the number of words in the corpus) descending values representing the probability 

of each word in the topic. In Figure 1, on the left, a scatter plot of the list of probabilities for the first topic 

extracted is shown.  

 

 
a) 

 
 

b) 

Figure 1. a) Probabilities of the 312 words of the first topic extracted. A zoom for the 20 most probable words is 

shown on the upper right corner. b) First 20 most probable words associated to the first topic. The black circles represent 

the mean probability of the sample of words 

Considering the first 20 most probable words of each topic we can analyze the difference among the three 

topics detected. Figure 1, on the right, shows the first 20 words for the first extracted topic. The words are: 

“paciente” (having patience), “dinamico” (dynamic), “empatico” (empathic), “comprensible” 

(understandable),  “explicar” (to explain), “respetuoso” (respectful), “positiva” (positive, feminine), 

“inspirador” (inspiring), “actitud” (attitude), “confianza” (trust), “dinamica” (dynamic), “objetivo” (objective), 

“conocimiento” (knowledge), “materia” (subject), “temas” (topics), “tolerante” (tolerant), “interes” (interest), 

“amor” (love), “saber” (to know), “explica” (to explain). It is possible to infer to which aspect of students’ 

preferences each topic refers to by associating the corresponding words. Even though the interpretation could 

be somehow subjective, we can identify in this topic words mainly related to the personality of the professor.  

Figure 2 a) shows the 20 most probable words collected for the second topic. The words are: “clases” 

(classes), “dinamicas” (dynamic, plural feminine), “didacticas” (didactic, plural feminine), “tareas” 

(homeworks),  “materia” (subject), “rete” (that challenges you), “actividades” (activities), “todas” (all), 

“situaciones” (situations), “seguridad” (certainty), “salon” (classroom), “retar” (to challenge), “hacer” (to do), 

“habilidades” (abilities), “general” (general), “explicaciones” (explications), “bueno” (good), “aprender” (to 

learn), “apasionada” (passionate, feminine), “flexible” (flexible). The second topic seems to be related to class 

activities and way of teaching. The two first most probable words are “clases” and “dinamicas”, both plural 

and feminine, suggesting that they could be associated to form the description of the ideal class as a “dynamic 

class”. 

Finally, the probabilities of the first 20 words of the third topic are depicted in Figure 2 b). The words are: 

“area” (area), “sientes” (you feel),  “excelente” (excelent),  “flexible” (flexible),  “pasion” (passion), “bien” 

(good, noun), “transmitir” (to transmit), “transmite” (he transmits), “nuevas” (new, plural femine), 

“motivacion” (motivation), “mismos” (same, plural masculine), “humor” (humor), “gusta” (he likes or you 

like), “experto” (expert), “educado” (educated), “capaz” (able), “temas” (subjects), “manera” (way), 

“comprensivo” (understandable), “clases” (classes).   
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Figure 2. a)  First 20 most probable words associated to the second topic. b) First 20 most probable words associated to 

the third topic. The black circles represent the mean probability of the sample of words 

Even though in this last topic the words are more mixed, words such as “sientes” (you feel), “pasion” 

(passion), “transmite” (he transmits) and “motivacion” (motivation) suggest feelings that students want to feel 

o want the professor to transmit. The difference among topics can be visualized comparing the probabilities of 

the same word in the three topics. To do so, the first 10 words with highest probabilities of each topic have 

been chosen, for a total of 30 words. The comparison is shown in Figure 3 a). 

Figure 3. a) Word probability of the 30 most common words within the topics. b) Comparison between the probabilities 

of words belonging to the first topic in two runs of analysis. The bars represent the probabilities of the new run, the 

yellow circles represent the probabilities of the previous run 

Figure 3 a) shows that most words have a high probability in only one topic. Some words appear in two 

topics, as “clases” (classes), “flexible” (flexible), “materia” (subject) and “dinamico” (dynamic), with different 

probabilities. The word “confianza” (trust) appears in the three topics, being more probable in the third topic, 

than in the first and at last in the second topic. From this comparison we can conclude that the three topics are 

well “separated”, i.e., are characterized by different words. Also, one could guess the students’ preferred 

aspects in each topic just looking at the most probable words and interpreting the meanings. Looking at the 

word corresponding to the highest probability, we could conclude that the most important aspect for the 

students is “paciente” (having patience). However, due to the uncertainties of the algorithm due to the small 

statistics, the probability cannot be interpreted as the relevance of the corresponding student requirement, at 

least for the present dataset. As an example, the analysis was run a second time. Figure 3 b) shows the most 

probable words of the topic related to the personality of the professor and the probabilities obtained in the two 

runs of analysis. The bars represent the probabilities obtained in the second run and the yellow circles represent 

 

a) 

 

b) 
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the probabilities obtained in the previous run. It is possible to observe some fluctuations in the probabilities, as 

for the word “materia” (subject), which appears as most probable word of the topic in the second run while it 

had a much smaller probability in the first run.  Despite these uncertainties, the algorithm was able to detect 

the three aspects on which students were asked to write about in their comments.  

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The results presented above show the possibility to automatically detect students’ needs by analyzing the words 

written in their feedback comments. The limit of this method is that the interpretation of the results is somehow 

subjective and that there could be lack of reproducibility when applied to small datasets. On the other hand, 

since the result is expressed through words, the results are easily interpretable.  In the framework of mobile 

learning, by applying this method on a larger dataset of posts written, for example, by students following a 

course offered on-line through a smart-phone application, one could guess the students’ needs and preferences 

in real time during the course and change educational strategies to create the ideal learning environment.  

A further development of the present analysis could be the application, on a larger dataset, of other 

algorithms used for topic extraction, as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei D.M., 2003) and more recent 

techniques based on pre-trained models and Deep Learning (Angelov D., 2020). 
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ABSTRACT 

Mobile artifacts are the objects that increasingly surround us in life. They provide us with the opportunity to engage in 

activities outside the traditional context and at our own pace. In this article, we present the results of the tests of our 

mobile application intended for the learning of the French language with the concept of SPOC with a methodology of 

teaching pedagogy by project founded based on MIRTO by using the NLP tools.  

KEYWORDS 

SPOC, NLP, MIRTO, mLearning, SPOC+, FLE  

1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of our research, we have set up a new platform, SPOC+. This platform is a FLE (French language 

learning) system based on SPOC (Small Private Online Course) integrating NLP (Natural Language 

Processing) tools and the MIRTO
1
 project (Antoniadis and Ponton, 2004) on mobile artifacts with a 

personalized follow-up for each learner. As described (Asgari and Antoniadis, 2021), our platform, SPOC+, 

is modular and allows for the incorporation of new features resulting from scientific progress in the field of 

NLP as well as technological innovations, such as virtual reality and augmented reality. We have developed 

the SPOC+ learner interface only on smartphones, to enable learning anytime and anywhere. SPOC+ covers 

all skills of language learning: listening, reading, speaking and writing. SPOC+ is based on the same 

principles that founded MIRTO (Antoniadis and Ponton, 2004), simplicity, modularity and user-friendliness. 

Simple, because NLP tools are designed for teachers who have little or no computer skills. Modular to be 

able to integrate new NLP functionalities as its tools develop. User-friendly because of the users who use our 

system, the generation of thumbs. 

2. CONTEXT 

In the test phase of our application, we tested SPOC+ with 25 non-French adult learners inform Iran where 

French is not an official language. As Wang and his colleagues point out, gender and age variants of learners 

have no impact on mobile learning (Wang et al., 2009). We do not distinguish gender differences in the 

selected learners. We limited the number of learners per class to allow the teacher a personalized follow-up, 

which is one of the significant differences between MOOC and SPOC (Asgari and Antoniadis, 2020). 

According to the study conducted by Lui and colleagues, prior knowledge in SPOC does not influence SPOC 

usage and learning performance (Lui et al., 2017) by new learners. The 25 learners had never been used or 

participated in SPOC courses. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 In French Multi-apprentissages Interactifs par des Recherches sur des Textes et l'Oral 
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We defined two selection criteria. The first criterion for selecting the 25 learners is based on their level of 

knowledge of French language. The learners in our system, in this phase, have all previously reached level B1 

according to the CEFR (Europarat, 2011) global scale. Our second selection criterion concerns the learners' 

mobile artifact. Our mobile application is available for smartphones with an operating system from Android 5 

and IOS 11, our learners all had a smartphone with an Android operating system higher than version 5 with an 

internet connection.  

As presented (Asgari and Antoniadis, 2020), our system consists of two websites and a mobile application. 

Our survey is formed of 30 questions and sent to all 25 learners who were using our mobile application. They 

had followed courses for 8 weeks (at a frequency of one session per week). During these 8 weeks, we covered 

the verbs in the imperfect tense and possessive adjectives for level B2 according to the CEFR (Europarat, 2011) 

global scale with the main theme, the Louvre Museum. With an interval of two weeks after the last lesson, the 

learners received a notification on their smartphone to participate in our survey. The questionnaire could only 

be validated and sent if all questions had been answered. All learners answered our questionnaire. We present 

our analysis results in detail in the following sections. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

Our questionnaire is divided into two sections. The first section consists of 10 questions related to learners' 

subjective views and ease of use of SPOC+. The second section of the survey asks learners 20 questions about 

their satisfaction with using SPOC+ in their French language learning process. In order to obtain correct 

answers, we translated the questionnaire into the learners' native language. As Sharples advocates, the 

assessment of mobile learning is not inherently different from other forms of learning, in that we want to 

understand the individual and collective processes of knowledge acquisition and the resulting changes in 

knowledge, skills, and experience. Learning that is both initiated and structured through the use of mobile 

technologies can be assessed in different ways, including Likert scale questionnaires (Sharples, 2009). 

Cronbach's alpha test (Cronbach, 1951) was used to assess the reliability of the questionnaire. As recommended 

by Kline (Kline, 2015), the Cronbach's alpha coefficient of our questionnaire with a threshold of 0.94 confirms 

sufficient reliability of our questionnaire. Our questionnaire consists of two sections. The first part contains 10 

questions to assess the satisfaction and ease of use of SPOC+ and the second part to measure learners' 

satisfaction with using the SPOC+ app on their smartphones for online French language learning. We present 

our approach in the following sections. In order to analyze the first section of our questionnaire, we use 

Brooke's method (Brooke, 1986) and for the analysis of the second section, we use the statistical analysis 

software SPSS. 

3.1 Section One 

In order to collect learners' opinions on the usability of our system, we chose the System Usability Scale (SUS) 

satisfaction questionnaire, as it is practically technology-neutral (Brooke, 2013). This questionnaire is easy to 

understand, fairly short with easily interpretable scoring. The SUS scale consists of 10 items in the affirmative 

form, so every other item is reversed (the answer requires answering the opposite of the previous item). The 

goal is to have learners read each question and make an effort to think about whether they agree or disagree 

with it (Brooke, 2013). Scoring starts from 1 to 5, with 1 representing "strongly disagree" and 5 representing 

"strongly agree." As Brooke points out, SUS yields a single number, representing a composite measure of 

overall satisfaction with the system under study, so the scores of individual items are not significant in 

themselves (Brooke, 1996) and we cannot analyze them individually. The SUS score for SPOC+ is 79.8 out of 

100. Using a 0-100 scoring system typically leads to a percentage interpretation, which is not the case with 

SUS (Brooke, 2013). We interpret the SPOC+ SUS score in three different forms. First, using the six adjectives 

proposed by Bangor and colleagues (Bangor et al., 2009), second, with the five grades presented by Sauro in 

this research (Sauro, 2018), and third using a degree of acceptability consisting of three different levels from 

the scientific work of Bangor and colleagues (Bangor et al., 2008). 
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3.2 Section Two 

The second section of our questionnaire is based on the work done by Sulaiman and Dashti (Sulaiman and 

Dashti, 2018), consisting of 19 questions with a yes or no answer and 1 question with the possibility to give us 

possible feedback from the learners. These 20 questions concern technological aspects (communication and 

interaction tools, app usability, availability), didactic aspects (content and resources, teaching and tutoring, 

course organization, clarity of learning objectives, assessment methods), and overall evaluation of the user 

experience (originality compared to traditional courses and pedagogical methods, learner satisfaction, other 

positive/negative aspects that we may not have anticipated, as well as suggestions for improvement). 

4. RESULTS 

According to Bangor and colleagues' classification (Bangor et al., 2009), the score of 79.8 is above "good" but 

not yet "excellent." According to Sauro's research (Sauro, 2018), with the results we obtained, SPOC+ has a 

grade of "C". As shown in the work of Bangor and colleagues (Bangor et al., 2008), a score above 70 is 

"acceptable," which is the case for SPOC+. Figure 1 represents the SPOC+ SUS score in three different forms 

of interpretation that we have discussed. 

 

Figure 1. SPOC+ SUS Score rating scale, from (Brooke, 2013) 

On the 6 questions of the scope of the tools made available in the SPOC+ application, the distribution of 

the answers reveals that 30.7% of the learners were dissatisfied, while 69.3% expressed their satisfaction 

regarding these tools, which may indicate the level of satisfaction of the learners regarding the tools made 

available in the SPOC+ application. To improve learner satisfaction with our tools, it is important to properly 

integrate tools that are closer to the tools that the learner’s generation are used to using.  

According to the learners' responses to the 5 questions about "mobile artifacts", it was found that 30.4% of 

the learners were not satisfied with the use of mobile artifacts in teaching while 69.6% expressed satisfaction. 

This shows that mobile artifacts are overall appreciated in the learning process. 

According to the learners' answers to the 8 questions, it was found that 29% were not satisfied with this 

type of training while 71% expressed satisfaction with this type of training. Although SPOC is a new learning 

method, we found that with a satisfactory percentage, learners enjoyed this new method that we integrated on 

their smartphones through our SPOC+ application. 

As it is previously presented, the last question of the second questionnaire is open-ended. This question 

allows us to have the learners' opinions, gives them the means to express their opinion about the SPOC+ 

application and the French language learning process. We did not require a minimum or a maximum number 

of characters for the comments in this question. All 25 learners responded with different degrees of length. 

One answer among the 25 is not usable and we cannot conclude any result. This is the case of learner 

number 16, his answer "سپاس", which is translated into French as "remerciement" (Parsayar, 2005) does not 

allow us to clearly rule his point of view towards our system. In Iranian culture, this word does not reflect 

agreement or disagreement. Learner number 11 states that he has no idea about the SPOC+ application, we 

consider the response of learner’s numbers 11 and 16 as neutral. Among the 25 learners, 19 learners are satisfied 

with the SPOC+ application and have demonstrated their satisfaction with the use of the SPOC+ application in 
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learning the French language. They described SPOC+ as a practical and interesting application that allowed 

them to discover a new learning method. According to the answers to this last question and the analysis of the 

other 19 questions of our 2nd section questionnaire, it was found that in general learners were satisfied with 

the SPOC+ application in the process of learning the French language on their smartphone. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We were able to test SPOC+ with a group of 25 French language learners. As the analysis of the results of our 

questionnaire shows, with a SUS score of 79.8 according to two interpretive scales, learners' satisfaction with 

SPOC+ is "good" and "acceptable". Using a questionnaire with sufficient reliability, more than 70% of these 

same learners showed their satisfaction with the use of SPOC+ in the French language learning process. The 

results of our test showed us that the implementation of an online FLE course on smartphones with the SPOC 

concept is possible. In order to better analyze the satisfaction of learners with SPOC+ it would be useful to 

have the results of a larger number of learners in our future tests.  

On the technological aspect, we will have to improve our chat and forum tools to allow better collaboration 

between the teacher-learner and the group of learners. On the didactic side, we can improve our pedagogical 

content through better cooperation with teachers. To better realize project-based learning, we are considering 

integrating GeoLearning on our platform. 
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ABSTRACT 

The authors developed, implemented, and evaluated a digital simulation game for media education in teacher training. The 

aim of the simulation game is to simulate decision-making processes in schools for the implementation of hybrid teaching 

in the context of the pandemic. The question is whether the participation in a digital simulation games initiates reflection 

processes that change or deepen students’ attitude towards hybrid learning concepts. For this purpose, N=300 students who 

participated in 12 simulation games were surveyed by means of a questionnaire as part of a pre-post design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In German-speaking countries, simulation games are increasingly used in the context of university teaching 

(Meßner, Schedelik and Engartner 2018). Due to the COVID19 pandemic, face-to-face formats had to be 

dropped or converted into digital formats at universities. The authors therefore developed, implemented, and 

evaluated a digital simulation game format for media educational teacher training. The main purpose of a 

simulation game is to initiate experiential and action-oriented learning in a constructed situation that is modeled 

after real processes (Meßner, Schedelik and Engartner 2018). The objective of the developed simulation game 

is to replicate decision-making processes in schools for implementing hybrid teaching in the context of the 

pandemic. The pedagogical learning objectives were formulated as: (1) an associative introduction to the design 

of hybrid teaching and learning formats in schools, as in many cases no own experiences with this format have 

been made in the school context, (2) the training of professional competencies (planning of hybrid teaching 

concepts considering digital inequality) as well as (3) the testing of the methodological arrangement digital 

simulation game. The question arises whether the use of the digital simulation game caused reflection processes 

among the students that changed or deepened their attitude towards hybrid teaching concepts. 

The findings on learning effects through (digital) simulation games are still limited. However, concerning 

the phases of a simulation game, which are divided into (1) preparation (2) implementation and (3) reflection 

(Capaul and Ulrich 2010), it is evident that the reflection phase is of great importance with regard to learning 

success (Kriz and Nöbauer 2015). Therefore, quantitative questioning was used to find out to what extent the 

perception of multiple perspectives and digital inequality as well as the planning of hybrid teaching caused 

reflection processes among the students. Methodologically, the conducted simulation games were evaluated by 

means of questionnaires in a pre-post design. N=300 students who participated in 12 simulation games were 

surveyed. The aim of this paper is to reflect on the potential of digital simulation games for (hybrid) university 

teaching. 
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2. SPECIFICS OF THE SIMULATION GAME 

Digital simulation games offer the possibility of action-oriented learning in constructed situations. These 

situations are modelled on everyday situations in a virtual world (Pappa and Papadima-Sophocleous 2018). In 

the case of the present media-educational simulation game, for example, a situation from everyday school life 

is simulated. Of course, the simulation cannot be compared 1:1 with the everyday situation. Rather, it is reduced 

to certain decision-making situations that the players have to deal with. Nevertheless, the constructed situations 

still contain the characteristic structures and possibilities for action of the everyday situation (Meßner, 

Schedelik and Engartner 2018; Von der Weth et al. 2018). Simulation games are characterised by the following 

dimensions, which are also omnipresent in everyday situations (Imhof and Starker 2020):  
 

(1) Uncertainty and the pressure to act or make decisions.  

(2) Openness to the future, in the sense that the players can decide and act in different ways and thus    

      encounter and change situations.  

(3) Development options, in the sense that the decisions made have a perceptible effect.  

(4) Interconnectedness, in the sense that the actions can also have an effect on the other roles.  

(5) Dynamics, in the sense that a spiral of emotions can be set in motion.  

 

The process of simulation games can be described using a certain phase structure (Reinhardt 2016). As part 

of the introduction, the learners receive materials for preparation, from which a situation description, tasks, 

rules and role descriptions emerge. In the following phase of information, the focus is on the examination of 

the materials, the learners prepare for their roles and finally take them. The phase of deciding and planning 

offers the players space to organise themselves within group structures by analysing needs, wishes and conflicts 

arising from the role description. In the course of the interaction, the different group structures meet and come 

together with different, sometimes opposing positions; the exchange and negotiation begins. The final phase 

of evaluation - also called reflection phase in the following - is connected to the game and allows the learners 

to reflect on what they have experienced by taking up and discussing procedures, conflicts that have arisen and 

possible solutions that the learners have experienced within their roles. Likewise, a reference to reality is 

established and a transfer of what has been learned to this very reality is aimed at (Fischer and Reinhardt 2018). 

If we condense this fine-grained structure, the phase structure basically always comprises introduction, game 

and reflection. 

The form of simulation games can vary and differs above all in the role-based interaction phase of the game. 

This can take place, for example, in an analogue learning environment, within the framework of a board game 

or also in a digital learning environment. There can be methodological overlaps and parallels between the 

simulation game method and other teaching-learning arrangements. In principle, simulation games are 

characterised by their reference to institutional mechanisms of function and effect and complex issues, thus 

distinguishing them from role-playing games. In the context of role-playing games, the focus is much more on 

dealing with and processing the immediate living environment (Fischer and Reinhardt 2018). Accordingly, 

differentiations can also be found in the role descriptions: In simulation games, roles of functionaries often 

appear, whereas in role plays, life-world roles are central (Petrik 2017). Both in a case study and in a simulation 

game, learners have to deal with a case or a scenario in which abstract and complex contexts are shown on a 

concrete person-related level, and to understand this case or scenario. However, the scenario of the simulation 

game provides role-based, partly institutional, guidelines for action and rules that require attention from the 

players and provide a framework (Fischer and Reinhardt 2018). Thus, the learners experience the 

interrelationships as well as the complexity from the dynamic model-based game events (Schwägele 2015). 

Learning in case studies, on the other hand, takes place primarily through the development of questions that 

should lead to making the complex interrelations visible and understanding them. Only then are action and 

solution strategies formulated and discussed (Fischer and Reinhardt 2018). 

Didactically, the implementation of a simulation game always makes sense if the learning objective is to 

deal with complexity (Riberio 2019). Digital simulation games make it possible to encounter the complexity 

of a specific everyday situation in a virtual, protected space and to deal with one's own actions and the available 

options for action within the framework of playful action and later joint reflection in the group (Adipat et al. 

2021; Vasmatzoglou and Ní Chiaráin 2020). 
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3. SCENARIO OF THE SIMULATION GAME 

In the developed simulation game "Hybrid Teaching in Times of Pandemic. Challenges and Possible 
Solutions", the complexity is reduced to the aspect of planning or designing hybrid teaching during the 
pandemic, with different levels of digital inequality becoming perceptible during the game (such as unequal 
equipment, access, user experience or media literacy). Each simulation needs its specific scenario and specific 
roles. In the present scenario, typical roles were developed for teachers, student representatives, parent 
representatives and school management and were given to the players digitally in the form of an individual 
role description for each. Roles can be, for example, the "innovative principal" or the "media-critical teacher". 
How the media-critical teacher behaves, whether he voices his criticism aloud, tries to boycott digital 
instructional design or simply does not support media innovations, is a matter of interpretation for the players. 

The spatial scenario was chosen so that the simulation begins at a fictive school. School management, 
teachers, parent and student representatives initially meet in an assembly hall. The vacations are over and the 
school management informs about new ministerial requirements. Due to the pandemic, purely face-to-face 
teaching is currently not possible on site and classes must be held hybrid for the time being. First, the 
homogeneous status groups start planning or exchanging ideas in virtual rooms: the teachers develop concepts 
under pressure on how they can design their subject lessons hybridly from now on; parent representatives and 
student representatives exchange ideas on dimensions of digital inequality that make hybrid teaching more 
difficult. Afterwards, the status groups mix and go into the discussion of the developed concepts in a new 
composition. In the virtual rooms, for example, discussions take place between teachers and student 
representatives, different levels of digital inequality are pointed out and their consideration in the concepts is 
insisted on.  

4. EVALUATION 

The implementation of the simulation game "Hybrid Teaching in Times of Pandemic. Challenges and possible 
solutions" was additionally evaluated and the results will be presented in the following. Participation in the 
pre- and post-survey was completely anonymous and voluntary. The allocation of data from the pre- and  
post-survey was carried out using personalised complex codes that did not allow any conclusions to be drawn 
about the individuals. First, the students took part in the pre-survey, then in the simulation game and after the 
simulation game in the post-survey in the sense of a pre-post design. Of the total of 300 participating students, 
N = 221 students took part in both the pre- and post-surveys. 23 (10.4%) of the 221 participants had already 
taken part in a simulation game before. Of these 23, 20 (87%) had participated in a face-to-face simulation,  
2 (8.7%) in a digital simulation and 1 (4.3%) in a hybrid simulation. In the simulation, 107 (48.4%) took on 
the role of teachers, 45 (20.4%) the role of parent representatives, 16 (7.2%) the role of headmasters or  
vice-principals and 53 (24%) the role of student representatives. 

The students went into the simulation in a positive frame of mind, even though most of them were not sure 
what to expect (see Table 1). They also stated that they were more sceptical about digital simulation games 
than face-to-face simulation games. In addition, they believed that the simulation game would provide them 
with both an increase in competence and opportunities for reflection. It was striking that 181 (82.7%) of the 
221 students stated that they knew different arguments for and against hybrid teaching, but only 85 (38.5%) 
had a firm opinion on hybrid teaching. Of these 85 students, 40 (47%) are sceptical about the digitisation of 
face-to-face teaching. Finally, the pre-survey revealed that the students largely perceived themselves as 
competent, both critically-reflexively and in the conception and implementation of digital or hybrid teaching 
lessons. 

Table 1. Mean values of items in relation to expectations and attitudes towards digital simulation games 

Item M SD 

I prefer a digital simulation game over the offline version. (N=221) 2,71 1,31 

I am uncertain about what to expect from a digital simulation game. (N=220) 3,71 1,13 

I’m looking forward to the digital simulation game. (N=218) 3,67 ,98 

I expect to learn something by participating in the digital simulation game. (N=220) 3,90 ,89 

I expect the digital simulation game to encourage reflection about the topic. (N=221) 4,02 ,92 

Notes: M = mean (with 1 = fully disagee, 5 = fully agree); SD = standard deviation. 
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The simulation game as a whole was predominantly evaluated positively (see table 2), it seems to have 

been fun for most students. The cooperation with other students was viewed positively for the most part. The 

reflection phase that followed the simulation was also considered useful for the most part. Although some 

students stated that their own attitude did not match the attitude of the role they had to play, most stated that 

they found it easy to play their role. This indicates that the role descriptions and the tasks set were clear and 

not overwhelming, but at least that the handouts on the simulation and the support can be rated as helpful. 

Table 2. Mean values of items describing the effects and evaluation of the digital simulation game 

Item (N=221 for all items) M SD 

The simulation helped me to better understand arguments for and against hybrid learning. 4,15 ,82 

I enjoyed the digital simulation game.  4,31 ,75 

The digital simulation game got me thinking about hybrid learning. 4,19 ,76 

I learned something through the digital simulation game.  4,00 ,86 

My expectations of the digital simulation game were met.  4,04 ,83 

My opinion of hybrid learning has become more positive as a result of the digital simulation game.  2,84 ,95 

I felt comfortable in my role in the digital simulation game.  4,11 ,95 

The attitude of my role also corresponded to my own attitude.  3,17 1,34 

It was easy for me to "play" the attitude of my role.  4,06 1,01 

I made an effort to slip into my role as authentically as possible.  4,05 ,90 

I can imagine using a digital simulation game in my classes someday.  4,14 ,953 

I would like to play the digital simulation game again.  3,50 1,11 

The reflection period was useful.  4,03 ,95 

The cooperation with other players worked well. 4,52 ,62 

Things also got a little emotional in the digital simulation game.  2,03 1,07 

I felt activated by the simulation.  3,90 ,89 

Notes: M = mean (with 1 = fully disagee, 5 = fully agree); SD = standard deviation. 
 

It is worth mentioning that the simulation obviously stimulated reflection processes about hybrid teaching 

in the students and they also noticed an increase in learning, but this did not automatically translate into a more 

positive opinion towards hybrid teaching.  

Overall, the feedback was predominantly positive (see table 3). Both gather.town as a platform for the 

digital simulation and the support provided by the game leaders were predominantly rated positively. Although 

the students had a certain basic scepticism towards digital simulation games, they stated that their expectations 

were largely fulfilled and that they perceived an increase in knowledge. 

Table 3. Mean values of items describing the students‘ feedback 

Item (N=221 for all items) M SD 

How do you rate the user interface design in gather.town? 4,34 ,65 

How do you rate the support before and after the simulation by the game management? 4,48 ,64 

How would you rate the role description/manual for the simulation? 4,42 ,66 

How well were your expectations of the simulation met? 4,12 ,71 

How has the simulation impacted your growth in knowledge about hybrid teaching and learning? 3,87 ,71 

How well is the knowledge acquired through the digital simulation game suited for transfer to reality? 3,97 ,67 

Notes: M = mean (with 1 = very bad, 5 = very good); SD = standard deviation. 

5. CONCLUSION 

There are still few didactic concepts for the implementation of simulation games in the field of media education 

- although the concept is particularly suitable for this field because it enables to deal with digitality at different 

levels.  
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An evaluation of whether the learning objectives of a simulation game have been achieved presents itself 

as a challenge (Spaude, Starker and Imhof 2016), because there is the difficulty of measuring how the acquired 

knowledge or competences from the digital simulation game are transferred into practice or how the reflection 

is to be evaluated. Due to the quantitative data collection carried out in the context of this simulation game, no 

statement can be made about the quality of any knowledge and competence growth. The results of this 

evaluation therefore point to the need for further analyses and the addition of qualitative data in order to be 

able to present and measure the effects of the digital simulation game in a more differentiated way. Based on 

the quantitative evaluation, it can only be stated that reflections took place and were perceived as enriching.  

A more in-depth methodological and didactic examination of the simulation game method in the area of teacher 

training as well as media education appears to offer added value. 
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DESIGNING A READING COMPREHENSION APP USING 
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ABSTRACT 

Microlearning has increased its popularity for course designs in eLearning environments due to short attention spans and 

time constraints. The objective of this designed-based research is to describe the multiple iterations of design, development, 

and revision of a general framework for creating a microlearning reading mobile application. First, we present the 

components from the perspective of users and for the execution of a software architecture that allows a modular approach. 

Understanding the pedagogical features of mobile learning: personalization, authenticity, and collaboration are included as 

part of the IPAC framework to create it. This app was developed in different phases: Analysis and exploration, design and 

construction, evaluation and reflection, redesign and reconstruction and final critical reflections.The findings link  

design-based research (DBR) as a methodology that allows engaging in theory building and development of reading 

applications. It also reveals engagement in reading skills, satisfactory usability ratings and a rise in students’ awareness 

towards new types of texts. 

KEYWORDS 

Microlearning, Usability, Mobile Technology, Design-Based Research, Reading Comprehension 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Critical reading is necessary for university students to develop skills that will make their academic work easier 

since reading does not receive enough attention in primary and secondary education. Several studies in Latin 

American contexts claim that university students lack strategies that allow them to understand a text and cannot 

organize information into summaries or different texts (Garcia, Nájera & Téllez, 2014).  

In Colombia, in recent years, national tests administered to students have revealed significant weaknesses 

in critical reading in both languages (Spanish & English). Only 1% of students were top performers of levels 

5 and 6 in the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) reading test. Based on these needs, a 

framework to develop mobile applications was defined to create a reading comprehension app called 

Entrelíneas due to the unavailability of Spanish/English technological mediations for undergraduate students 

who pursue this learning outcome (Vásquez et al., 2019).   
As a response to this issue, a technique called microlearning in which people learn with small chunks of 

information during short periods was applied (Hug, 2007; Jomah et al., 2016). Micro-learning has three 

objectives: 1) reduce the quantity of information the students need to access by organizing it into bite-size 

pieces, 2) redefine the learning process and the environment in which the students learn, and 3) motivate the 

students to personalize the way they learn (Trowbridge, Waterbury & Sudbury 2017; Mohammed, Wakil  

& Nawroly, 2018).  The type of text that matched with microlearning characteristics was aphorisms because 

of the challenges implied based on its concise content and short length, that might involve students in more 

complex reading comprehension strategies such as inferences. The inference procedures become especially 

relevant in textual understanding (Shihab, 2011). Aphorisms are defined as "a concise statement of a principle, 

a short, pointed sentence expressing a wise or clever observation or a general truth" (Morson, 2003, p.409).  
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The aphorisms help students interpret topics critically, recognizing the relationship with their historical, 

social, and cultural context (Hui, 2019; Lobo, 2017). Recently, researchers have adapted new eLearning 

methodologies for new users using microlearning. New generations of students prefer to access information 

digitally, use visual representations, and receive short chunks of data (Zhang & West, 2020). Some research 

has found that students can remember content learned using microlearning strategies longer than traditional 

approaches (Mohammed et al., 2018). The following example illustrates the type of aphorisms that students 

find in Entrelíneas app: Beauty is worse than wine, it intoxicates both the holder and beholder. (Aldous 
Huxley.) Mobile apps are convenient, low-cost, and downloadable global information and communication 

technology pieces that are innovative (Islam & Mazumder, 2010). Apps suit different purposes, and their 

characteristics can become tools to mediate in different scenarios, such as learning and teaching critical reading 

in Spanish and English. To design it, three pedagogical features of mobile learning distinguish from the 

sociocultural theory perspective were implemented: personalization, authenticity, and collaboration. These are 

part of the IPAC framework, which gives opportunities for learners to control their learning process. It also 

provides contextualized tasks in collaborative networked environments (Bano, Zowgui & Kearney, 2017). 

There are also pedagogical affordances involving planning, imagination, and creativity. This opportunity serves 

as the basis of usability testing (Burden & Atkinson, 2008) and creating learning objectives.  
This paper defines a new view of the dimensions that influence the satisfaction of micro-learning students. 

From that point, it presents a DBR framework for developing mobile applications that use microlearning in an 

eLearning environment, focusing on course design and technology dimensions to influence students and try to 

improve engagement and decrease dropout. It also attempts to answer the following research questions: 

1. What are the characteristics of a framework design for a reading comprehension microlearning mobile 

application? 

2. What is the students’ performance after using the reading comprehension microlearning mobile 

application? 

1.1 Reading Framework Components 

The students' side shows the components that the mobile application should implement. They build from 

gamification to encourage participation and adherence to the app, which has previously demonstrated 

effectiveness (Caro-Alvaro et al., 2017). Some strategies include reward systems, use of levels, and immediate 

feedback such as success messages when challenges are accomplished (Atkins et al., 2017). The components 

of this side of the architecture are the following: 

 -Microlearning activities: this is the core of the mobile application. Activities may include short 

videos, readings, or any concise bite-sized information the student can learn (Bothe et al., 2019).  

 -Players challenging: this is where gamification is shown the most and implements the leaderboards 

strategy or point systems (Atkins et al., 2017).  

 -Discussion: this component has the purpose of engaging interaction between students. Previous 

research, such as the one presented in (Saade & Huang, 2009), has proven the impact on learning processes 

when students are encouraged to participate in online forums.  

 -New content co-creation: the purpose of this component is to encourage students to create their 

content to share as a micro lesson. Previous work has also shown the importance of allowing students to 

develop and design content, as shown in (Nahar & Cross, 2020), who proposed a Student-Staff Partnership 

(SSP) to encourage students to participate in the process.  

 -User progress: it allows the students to see their progress in the points system and can provide 

feedback about their performance.  

 -Tutorials: this component provides users with digital content for help without interacting with 

educators.         

 -Data Analytics services layer: it allows designers to build their own data analytics services or select 

one of the many services available. 
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2. METHOD 

We followed the design-based research (DBR) methodology which is a flexible and systematized methodology 

that describes design research as a socially constructed and contextualized process (Bannan-Ritland, 2016; 

Papavlasopoulou et al., 2019).  This approach, characterized by three iterative phases: (1) analysis and 

exploration, (2) design and construction, and (3) evaluation and reflection, includes software design, 

professional development, and collaborations between research faculty and active participants (Edelson, 2002; 

Cochrane et al, 2017). (See Table 1). 

2.1 Sample 

28 Colombian undergraduate students between 16 to 20 years old participated. They had reading difficulties 

The group used the app Entrelíneas for four weeks and they signed the informed consent forms for the study. 

3. RESULTS 

To answer the research questions, we listed different abstract software components that could be implemented. 

A microlearning framework and the DBR approach to design the application effectively were demanded since 

educators´ participation was necessary. 

The findings revealed the potential of the tool. It is not intended to prove that through applications, students 

will have a very marked advance. However, the Entrelíneas application might increase the level of engagement 

towards these activities. Learners are more attracted when they work digitally (Ciampa, 2014; Stephen, 2020). 

The gamification process is emphasized. It is a recent concept that encourages learners to be active participants. 

Challenge, competition, and cooperation tasks can enhance motivation (Glover, 2013; Su & Cheng, 2015; 

Jayalath & Esichaikul, 2020). Entrelíneas application was designed taking into consideration, a previous DBR 

work that has exposed the importance of process of gamified mobile learning and the articulated pedagogical, 

administrative, and technical intervention in formal higher education (Jong, et al., 2021).  

4. CONCLUSION 

Teachers and instructional designers may need to consider DBR as a methodology because it has shown to be 

a helpful tool for building mobile applications for research purposes due to it allows the construction of a 

technological solution to reading comprehension. Given that the methodology works with cycling phases, we 

designed several versions of the framework and the mobile application prototype to test with users. Land  

& Zimmerman (2015) have used several iterations to achieve expected results. Another study (Wong et al., 

2011) used what the authors called a micro-cycle (Leinonen et al., 2016), incorporating DBR to design several 

learning applications. Our work used five phases, which were essential to evaluate how effective it was to 

develop a framework design for a reading comprehension microlearning mobile application, determine the 

perception of the usability and measure students’ performance after using the app. Some of the implications of 

this DBR are related to the credibility, confirmability and dependability applications which were crucial to 

obtain authentic results, triangulate the information from the instruments and organize the qualitative feedback 

accurately (Pool & Laubscher, 2016). 
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Table 1. App design phases 

Phases Analysis and 

exploration 

Design and 

construction of 

the app 

Evaluation and 

reflection 

Redesign and 

reconstruction of 

the app 

Final evaluation and 

critical reflections 

Purpose Observation, 

definition, gap, 

identify 

pedagogical 

features, 

affordances for 

reading 

Ideate / 

prototype 

Apps 

components 

and modules 

selection 

Testing 

/improvement 

Implementation 

of challenge and 

creative mode 

Refining adjustments 

Socialization and 

Teacher training 

Instrument iPAC rubric to 

evaluate 25 apps 

Pretest to 

evaluate current 

reading levels 

Framework 

component 

design for a 

demo app 

3 levels of 

reading 

comprehension 

selection 

Selection of 

aphorisms 

Categorization 

of aphorisms 

per level of 

complexity 

App 

implementation 

Usability test 1 

Focus group 1 

International 

advisor 

iPAC framework 

adoption 

Post test 

Usability test 2 

Focus group 2 

Credibility International 

validity from 

extensive trials in 

Australia and the 

UK 

 
Extensive time of 

the app 

implementation 

 
Detailed feedback from 

students 

Authentic responses 

from participants 

Dependability 
 

Aphorism’s 

coding 

  
Usability coding 

Confirmability 
  

Member 

checking 

 
Triangulation 

Member checking 
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ABSTRACT 

This study examined the influence of motivation and online self-regulation on students’ online learning satisfaction.       

A sample of 1649 middle school students participated in the study. The findings suggested that online self-regulation and 

motivation played a driving role in students’ online learning satisfaction and that motivation indirectly affected their online 

learning satisfaction through the three elements of a Community of Inquiry. These findings imply that both teachers and 

students should be targeted with interventions to improve students’ satisfaction with their online learning. Future research 

should consider the impact of the relationship between motivation and online self-regulation. 

KEYWORDS 

Online Self-Regulation, Motivation, Community of Inquiry, Satisfaction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of the Internet is becoming more and more prevalent in many fields. Studies have shown that online 

self-regulation strategies are the key to successful online learning and that students’ motivation levels will have 

an enormous influence on their learning state. As a significant indicator of online learning performance, online 

learning satisfaction can directly reflect the learning state of online learners. Studying the factors of online 

learning satisfaction can help to guide online learning in the post-epidemic era. This study uses structural 

equation modeling to explore how motivation and self-regulation affect students’ online learning satisfaction. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Description of Variables 

Many factors influence online learning satisfaction. Learners’ academic motivation is reflected in their effort 

into learning. In online course learning, the influence of students’ learning motivation can be summarized into 

cognitive, behavioral, and environmental aspects. The relationships between learners’ cognition, behavior, and 

environment are not linear. Self-regulated learning is the process of students actively regulating their cognition, 

motivation, and behavior. Puzziferro (2006) pointed out that meta-cognitive self-regulation is significantly 

correlated with learning satisfaction. Therefore, we speculate that online self-regulation is also vital to predict 

online learning satisfaction. The community of inquiry (CoI) framework consists of cognitive presence, 

teaching presence, and social presence (Kozan & Richardson, 2014). Joo et al. (2010) found that teaching 

presence and cognitive presence significantly influenced learning satisfaction, and social presence was closely 

related to learning achievement and satisfaction.  
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2.2 Hypotheses 

Studies have found that motivation and self-regulation ability influence students’ satisfaction during online 

learning and that the CoI elements of cognitive presence, teaching presence, and social presence also impact 

online learning satisfaction. However, there is still a lack of systematic and comprehensive exploration of the 

relationship between motivation, self-regulation ability, and satisfaction. Based on these considerations, we 

propose the hypothetical model shown in Figure 1. H1-H3: motivation has a direct and positive impact on 

teaching, social, and cognitive presence. H4-H6: online self-regulation has a direct and positive impact on 

teaching, social, and cognitive presence. H7-H9: teaching presence, social presence, and cognitive presence 

directly and positively impact satisfaction. 

3. METHOD 

3.1 Participants 

The participants were middle school students from nine schools in the province of Hubei in China. The 

questionnaires were administered to students online at the end of the school term. There were 1649 student 

participants, of whom 548 were in Grade 7, 531 in Grade 8, 16 in Grade 9, 530 in Senior 1, 12 in Senior Two, 

and 12 in Senior 3. 

3.2 Instruments 

The study used online questionnaires to measure the learning satisfaction of 1649 students during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The 78 questionnaire items were adapted from previous studies and measured six 

constructs: motivation (12 items), self-regulation ability (24 items), cognitive presence (13 items), teaching 

presence (13 items), social presence (9 items), and online learning satisfaction (7 items), with reliability 

coefficients are 0.929, 0.985, 0.954, 0.983, 0.985, and 0.930. The responses were given on a 5-point Likert 

scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree, and SPSS 22.0 and AMOS 23.0 were used in the 

data analysis.  

4. RESULTS 

 

Figure 1. Hypotheses model 
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Figure 2. Final model 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlation analysis 

 

 Mean SD MOT OSR TP SP CP SAT 

MOT 3.17 .79 1      

OSR 3.55 .85 .10** 1     

TP 4.08 .89 .43** .10** 1    

SP 3.75 .87 .61** .11** .74** 1   

CP 3.65 .92 .67** .11** .64** .89** 1  

SAT 3.37 .92 .88** .10** .50** .64** .67** 1 

**: Correlation significant at the .01 level (two-tailed). MOT: motivation; OSR: online self-regulation; TP: teaching 

presence; SP: social presence; CP: cognitive presence; SAT: satisfaction. 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

As shown in Table 1, students perceived a high level of motivation, online self-regulation, teaching presence, 

social presence, and cognitive presence—for example, the mean of motivation values on 4.08, followed by 

social presence values on 3.75. We conducted a correlation analysis to inquiry if there exist relationships 

between satisfaction and other variables. The results suggested that all the factors are significantly related. 

Uncommonly, motivation is most strongly correlated to satisfaction, the value of 0.88, followed by cognitive 

presence, the value of 0.67, and social presence, the value of 0.64, indicating that motivation may impact 

students’ satisfaction. 

4.2 Path Analysis 

The final model (Figure 2) shows that students’ academic motivation directly influences the satisfaction of 

students, as well as the teaching, social and cognitive presence, with the estimates respectively are 0.423, 

0.361, 0.202, and 0.778. In addition, motivation also has an indirect influence on satisfaction through the 

meditating of teaching, social and cognitive presences. These results indicted that motivation is a vital factor in 

this model, as it not only strongly determines the satisfaction of students but also may influence the experiences 

of students on learning and communication. 

However, there exists no direct relationship between online self-regulation and learning satisfaction. Online 

self-regulation only influences teaching presence, with an estimate of 0.064. Nevertheless, with the mediating 

of presences, online self-regulation may indirectly influence satisfaction (path A: OSR→TP→SAT and path B: 

OSR→TP→SP→SAT). 
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5. DISCUSSION 

The results of this study suggest that motivation is a strong affection of students in the online learning context, 

according to previous studies. Motivation is the most strongly potential predictor of satisfaction, teaching 

presence, social presence, and cognitive presence. It means that students' motivation, like interest, value, 

responsibility, and pressure, determined their satisfaction with the courses, which also predicted their intended 

behaviors. Although online self-regulation has no direct or significant impact on satisfaction, it does directly 

influence teaching presence, which could directly influence satisfaction or indirectly by having an impact on 

social presence and cognitive presence. Thus, in our study, we find that online self-regulation plays a regulated 

role, which revealed the mechanism of regulation—affecting the process of the online learning experience. 

There are a few limitations and implications in our study. First, we found that motivation is a very 

important role in online learning, but in our study, ‘motivation’ is an element. Therefore, more specific 

researches should be completed. Then, online self-regulation has a specific relationship with other variables, 

which need to be investigated deeply with more quantitative and qualitative data. In the future, researchers 

can focus on improving students’ learning motivation and online self-regulation and further explore the three 

presences of the CoI. As learners’ motivation and the dynamics of self-regulated learning processes appear to 

be more complex than expected, further research should determine the complicated relations between these two 

factors and the three presences to generate more meaningful instructional implications for educators. 
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DE-POLARIZING BY COLORING, REASONING  
BY CURATING 

Tsafrir Goldberg, Alan Wecker, Tal Tabashi, Joel Lanir and Iris Reinhartz-Berger 
University of Haifa, Israel 

ABSTRACT 

This short paper describes an early look at a project aimed at aiding students to understand various viewpoints through 
the advocacy of a museum visit. It aims to both improve historical reasoning and allow for more open-mindedness. This 
is done by combining a process of citizen curation with the use of de-polarization techniques. 

KEYWORDS 

Citizen Curation, Mobile learning, Active OPEN Minded Thinking 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Political and cultural polarization blights the public arenas in democratic societies posing ongoing threats to 
the social cohesion and the political process (McAvoy & Hess, 2013). Growing attention is focused on the 
role of social media and mobile assisted realms in promoting polarization. Algorithms driving social media 
and mobile information consumption increase individuals’ exposure to information enhancing preconceived 
opinions (Lee, Choi, Kim, & Kim, 2014). This creates “echo chambers” in which self-confirming evidence is 
adopted uncritically while opposing views are rejected as “fake news” and adversaries are demonized 
(Gillani, Yuan, Saveski, Vosoughi, & Roy, 2018). History education and heritage sites have also become 
arenas of polarized politicized debates. Interpretations of the past which shed doubt on a nation’s moral 
image or threaten to harm its esteem are deemed unpatriotic and ostracized while conservative and time 
accustomed historical symbols are criticized as colonialist and racist (Imperial War Museum, n.d.;  
T. Linenthal & Engelhardt, 1996).  

However, heritage sites may also offer trajectories for dialogue and pluralistic engagement. Thus for 
example, Dutch museums dealing with controversial heritage such as slave trade or collaboration with 
Nazism created activities in which visiting students take up the roles of various historical agents, research 
their lives and engage with other (Savenije, van Boxtel, & Grever, 2014). Mobile learning in museums can 
also offer visitors the chance of an individualized active engagement with historical artefacts, making 
meaningful personalized structuring and interpretation of the exhibits according to their opinions (Tselios  
et al., 2009). Still, it is unclear whether encountering another person’s opinion about the past or 
individualized interpretation of heritage facilitates depolarization (Bail et al., 2018). Debate with peers 
presenting opposing opinions may actually lead to entrenchment due to confirmation bias and face keeping 
(G. Lord, Ross, & R. Lepper, 1998). Similarly, tracing a personalized path and interpretation based on a 
mobile learning system may lead learners to establish their own polarizing echo chamber in the museum. 

Our study explores the effects of a project which aims at promoting both engagement with diverse 
opinions and depolarization or open-mindedness, using the opportunities that mobile learning in museums 
could offer.  We rely on Active Open-minded Thinking (AOT) theory both as a guideline and in tracing and 
assessing impact on student visitors (Baron, 2002; Stanovich & West, 1997). AOT centers on the ability to 
appraise evidence and claims regardless of prior opinion. It stresses both evidence based reasoning and 
considering the other’s perspective. Evidence based reasoning should help learners to deliberate controversial 
issues in a rational manner, allowing them to form an informed independent opinion and to critically appraise 
opposing claims and their reliance on evidence. In a museum setting the evidence is drawn from the exhibits. 
In the process the learner-visitor selects, prioritizes, interprets and structures relationships between exhibits;  
a set of practices which aligns to some degree with a curator’s role (Bruni et al 2020) (Mackay & Couldwell 
2004). This gives a prominent space for proponents to present their views, acknowledges their voice and 
affirm self-worth in a way which facilitates acceptance of challenging information or views (Crocker, Niiya, 
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& Mischkowski, 2008). However, buttressing your own stance or interpretation with evidence may also 
enhance certainty and entrenchment, impeding open-minded deliberation. Another approach to overcome 
entrenchment and promote open-minded engagement with differing opinions, derived from Constructive 
Conflict theory, is taking a turn at defending the opponent’s stance or part of it (Johnson & Johnson, 1988).  

Following these theoretical approaches, we developed an interactive mobile supported museum learning 
activity. Mobile learning is first used to engage learners in using exhibits in historical reasoning doing virtual 
curation. Consequently, the system is used to promote AOT and avoid selective exposure to self-confirming 
information using recommendations that inverts the common polarizing effect of social media, engaging 
visitors with opinions opposite to their own, and helping them deconstruct the opposing argument into parts 
they can accept or reconsider.  

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

In this section, we describe two processes based on the theoretical background above: (A) curation through 
gathering evidence to support opinions and (B) exposure and analysis of others opinions. These processes 
take place in a three phase activity at different locations: (1) Pre-visit which occurs mainly in a computer 
classroom, (2) Within visit which consists of activities both in a museum and in a computer classroom; and 
(3) Post visit which occurs mainly in a computer classroom. We concentrate here on the activities that take 
place during the second phase, at the museum. The system is a web application so theoretically can take in 
different venues including mobile phones. The activity took place in the Hecht Museum in Haifa Israel. 

2.1 Curation Through Gathering Evidence to Support Opinion 

During this process, the users are reminded of their previous opinions (regarding the museum exhibition 

topic). The users are then requested to take 4 pictures in the museum on their phones with an app which 

supports their arguments. On each picture they are requested to place tags and write a short paragraph  

(or two) why they chose the particular object to support the argument (Figure 1). In the museum the students 

discuss the various artifacts (photos, justifications) which they capture in the museum grouped by whether 

they were for or against the Rebellion. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Choosing an artifact by Visitor Employed Photography 
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2.2 Exposure and Analysis of Other Opinions 

In this process the users are first reminded of their own opinions (regarding the museum exhibition topic). 

They are then given two opinions in a serial order, depending on the experimental condition used.  

In particular, we examined two experimental conditions. In the first one, the visitors are given first one 

opinion which is similar to their opinion (based on own tagging of the own opinion1) and an opinion which is 

different from their opinion. The reasoning behind this experimental condition is that the first similar opinion 

opens the visitor up to future different opinions (inclusion then understanding). The second experimental 

condition is to expose the visitor to two differing opinions. The reasoning behind this experimental condition 

is that the more exposure to differing opinions the more likelihood of achieving understanding. 

The process itself is supported by three screens. In the first one, the visitors are asked to color the text 

based on 4 levels of agreement: I agree with the item, I understand the item but disagree, the item caused me 

to rethink my views and I am still formulating my response, and I totally disagree with the item. The visitors 

then select what their relationship to the view presented is (see Figure 2;). 

In the second screen (not shown in this paper), the visitors see what they colored in the categories of 

“understand but disagree” and “rethink”. They are asked to give reasons for each of these two colorings. In 

the third and last screen (also not shown here), the visitors see their coloring again and are asked: a) what are 

the values embedded in the view presented? and b) independent of your individual opinion, what is your 

evaluation of the historical arguments used?  

 

Figure 2. Analyzing others Opinions (first screen) 

 
1 In the future we intend to explore tagging through semantic analysis. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

As we have suggested above, mobile learning in the museum could serve as a meeting point for  

learner-visitors through citizen curation and exhibit-based debate. We still need to explore whether this 

engagement would enhance self-confirmation bias and entrenchment or allow for active open-minded 

thinking, overcoming polarization and echo chambers. We believe mobile learning systems may help counter 

the tendency for polarization and atomization the mobile supported social media aroused. This paper showed 

the direction of novel technique aimed at enhancing inclusion and social cohesion by encouraging historical 

reasoning and open-mindedness. Hopefully the museum atmosphere combined with the techniques 

mentioned above will contribute to the above goals. We started exploring the use of the system with actual 

students, measuring the changes they undergo through questionnaires and repeating some of the activities at a 

later point in school. 
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CYBERSTALKING IN INDIA:  

CHALLENGES ON THE SOCIAL SIDE  

AND THE UNDERLYING CONTRADICTIONS 
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ABSTRACT 

The ordeal of woman victims in India has rightly been given the term – secondary victimization and its outcome in the 

form of deindividuation. Arguably, the positioning of a cyberstalking victim in the Indian patriarchal society only belittles 

her existence and leads to deindividuation. The fear of loss of reputation, poor social perception and fragility of her 

womanhood make her a sitting duck for any cyber stalker; and the case is the same for even a male victim. In view of the 

contextual realities, the present research sets itself to argue the fact that, ‘conservative beliefs, lack of awareness and the 

patriarchal outlook seem to curtail women’s sovereignty and choices; this seemingly engenders a secondary form of social 

punishment victims endure’. It goes on to argue why the guilt and the blameworthiness are for only the victim to endure 

and why the victim has to keep quiet and fall prey to negative stereotypes of the society. Most importantly, the research 

tries to fill the gap on existing work by finding an answer to - what can possibly prevent deindividuation and secondary 

victimization of Indian women based on regulation, mechanism and enforcements on the social side? The assessment would 

be based on an integrative contextual analysis of the contemporary realities of cyberstalking in India. A solution is sought 

with in the domain of behavioral studies based on - neutralization theory, sexual solicitation of the society methods of 

monitoring and Zero FIR for influencing the motivators of the cyber-stalkers. 

KEYWORDS 

Secondary Victimization, Loss of Reputation, Routine Activity Theory, Cyberstalking 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A Contemporary reality on cyberstalking and the notion of a traditional Indian woman are just as aloof entities 
as the sun and the moon. Practically, cyberstalking is just as big a crime in India as it is for the rest of the world, 
but it seems to get bigger given the social circumstances of the country. All the prominent authors have 
identified (or defined) cyberstalking as an obnoxious activity carried out via the digital medium to limit the 
freedom or privacy and harm the victim by doxing, trolling, abusive messaging and threatening (Mehta, 2012). 
In fact, the digital medium further acts as its propagating ground where it gives the stalker more opportunities, 
convenience and anonymity to indulge more in the activity. India, specifically, adds more dimensions to this 
scandalous behaviour by providing circumstances where the stalkers exploit disproportionately the victim’s 
‘predicament’ of being a woman. One can see this with the fact that India ranks 2nd when it comes to sharing 
of sensitive private information between women on the online medium, but surprisingly it ranks exceptionally 
low in terms of the registered complaints on cyberstalking (New Delhi Television, 2017). This is despite the 
fact that the country shows a very high expected prevalence of stalking behavior (Thakur, 2016). The chief 
consultant of the cyber cell in India admits, ‘there is an ambiguity regarding the exact number of cases filed 
under cyberstalking as there is no stand-alone section under the Indian IT Act that defines online stalking as a 
crime’ (Times of India, 2021). What substantiates it further is the fact that Maharashtra, one of the progressive 
states in India, showed an exceptionally low conviction rate where only 56 of the 4500 plus detained offenders 
could be imprisoned (India Today, 2020). ‘No surprise that the numbers of cases on cyberstalking have 
increased by over 500% in the year 2020’, as what the chairperson of the National Commission for Women 
admits (Times of India, 2021). So, to say, there exists an anomaly in terms of the actual number of cases on 
cyberstalking in India and those which are truly registered. Compared to other countries, the social fabric of 
India can possibly be the factor which explains this anomaly more precisely than any other factor. 
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2.  CONTRADICTIONS ON THE SOCIAL SIDE  

2.1 Secondary Victimization and its Culmination into Deindividuation  

Practically, the social and cultural attitudes and normative beliefs affect the way cyberstalking is addressed in 

India. A big section of the researchers tend to believe that the socio-cultural values have a limiting effect on 

the way cyberstalking should be approached (Gupta, 2012). In fact, it is the victim who gets to see the bad side 

of the crime practice and the actual perpetrators go scot-free. Similar assessments have been made by Roy 

(2015) who claims that most of the cyber-stalkers in India are not brought to book as most often no formal 

complaint is registered against them. Rozatkar and Gupta (2019) connect this with a flawed imagination of 

Indian women as ‘Maa Durga’ where every woman is given the status of a demigod and is credited with all the 

moral undertakings of the society. The accomplishments lie with her role of a ‘giver’ who keeps sacrificing 

herself for the betterment of her family, people, and the society at large. This positioning of a woman in the 

Indian patriarchal society only belittles her existence as an individual. The fear of loss of reputation, poor social 

perception and fragility of her womanhood make her a sitting duck for any cyber stalker (Roy, 2015). This 

ordeal of woman victims has rightly been given the term – secondary victimization. This eventually leads to 

deindividuation which signifies a state of alienation that comes out of reduced sense of personal identity, 

inhibition, and lack of self-awareness. In a state of isolation, the victim tends to sunk further into his or her 

grief and distress. From a social perspective, the lack of sympathy or support from family and friends makes 

this further shocking.    

2.2 Social Constrain 

Nothing can be more satirical than a state where the woman victim is asked to marry her stalker just because 

the society feels that it was the woman herself who instigated the stalker and, owing to the incident, no one 

else is ready to marry the victim (Joshi, 2013). One can see a similar state of apathy when the parents asked 

their girl child to leave the college just because the stalker was the son of an influential politician and that he 

could tarnish the reputation of their family (Kashimiria, 2014). These are the cases which clearly highlight the 

fact where the liability is very easily placed on the female, and the male behaviour is largely excused. The fear 

of loss of reputation and social shame are so overriding on people’s mind that they tend to succumb to their 

fears and remain silent. Speaking of social contradictions, ‘conservative beliefs, lack of awareness and the 

patriarchal outlook seem to curtail women’s freedom and choices; this seemingly engenders a secondary form 

of social punishment victims endure’ (Kabra, 2013). 

2.3 Looking for a Solution 

The empirical studies have identified ‘habitual internet socialization’ as the most prominent factor on the recent 

rapid swell of cyberstalking (Rozatkar and Gupta, 2019). There are people who use the Routine Activity Theory 

(RAT) to conclude that minimization of internet socialization habits can possibly reduce the prevalence of this 

crime (Kalia and Aleem, 2017). However, the question that needs to be answered is why internet socialization 

should be proscribed among the women when the actual need is to identify the stalker and to convict them. The 

real action should ideally be to encourage women to use the internet productively and freely without observing 

any inhibitions on security breach and abuse of privacy. Apparently, the social scenario is to blame for, and 

one needs to find a solution within this complex mesh of social realities. A possible answer lies with behavioral 

studies that go deeper into what prompts ‘revenge porn’. Here, the elements of neutralization theory have the 

potential to trim down the rationalization of rule-breaking behaviour. Also, there are possibilities with sexual 

solicitation of the society towards accepting cyberstalking as a serious crime. Method of monitoring and Zero 

FIR are few such initiatives which might have its impact on the motivators of the cyber-stalkers. 
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2.4 Research Methodology to fill the ‘Gap’ 

Studying cyberstalking has already been done widely in the Indian context, but most of it has been on the 

technological and legal side. The problem is that the social realities are largely untouched or unaddressed. 

Given the studies, a significant effort has been made in highlighting the social realities that govern the 

patriarchal makeup of Indian society. There is a frequent mention of terms such as ‘reputational loss’, 

‘secondary victimization’, ‘secondary effects’, ‘family shame’, ‘traditional Indian woman’ and most 

importantly, ‘social stigma’. This all points towards the ‘culpability’ of woman and the negative stereotypes in 

a complex mesh of things. However, there is no effort made in terms of finding a solution to the impending 

problem of secondary victimization or talking about social reforms so that woman (or the victims of 

cyberstalking) of the society gets to see some justice on equitable terms. This research tries to fill this gap 

based on an integrative contextual analysis of the contemporary realities of cyberstalking in India. An effort is 

being made to develop a classification of cyberstalking theoretically and to use this for predicting cyberstalking 

behaviour within the society.  

The theoretical development of cyberstalking would be based on the theories: (1) rationale choice theory, 

(2) self-control theory, (3) neutralization theory, (4) self-control theory and (5) social learning theory. Together, 

the theories would be coupled with Lifestyle Routine Activities Theory (L-RAT) to explain deviant conduct 

under a sociological perspective. Lawrence E. Cohen and Marcus Felson (1979) talked about repetitive tasks 

principle based on 3 key factors – a desirable target, driven criminals, and the lack of a competent guardianship. 

A collision of these 3 factors in time and space lead to crime. Hindelang (1978) explains this with Lifestyle 

Exposure Theory (LET) where victimization is believed to be an outcome to repetitive behaviours and habits 

where competent guardianship is very weak and empowered criminals are very strong. The proposed 

integrative contextual analysis would therefore aim to perform a meta-analysis of the theoretical and empirical 

data so as to build a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon (Broome, 1993). The strategy would be 

to take a step-by-step process: (1) Problem Formulation, (2) Literature Search, (3) Data evaluation, (4) Data 

analysis and (5) Presentation (Jackson, 1980). The challenge would be combine diverse data sources to address 

a specific issue.  

3.  CONCLUSION 

This brings the discussion to a very important point – what can possibly prevent secondary victimization of 

Indian women based on regulation, mechanism and enforcements on the social side? The literature points out 

clearly that cyberstalking in India has serious secondary effects and it is very important for the country to focus 

on social reforms just as it did with its technological and legal framework. But the question is – how? Especially 

in the Indian context, it is very important to realize that it is a patriarchic society by nature and to curb 

cyberstalking is still a farfetched dream. The country might have all the technological and legal readiness to 

identify the perpetrators (offenders) and to put them behind the bars, but what if there is no formal complaint 

of FIR (First Information Report) lodged against the offenders. Most importantly, the notion of ‘the traditional 

Indian woman’ is a reality which puts the man of the society in absolute control of the things.  
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ABSTRACT 

Local media developed in Mongolia since the 1940s. Today, 126 local media operate normally. However, it is lacking 

research and study of their sustainability and existence way. This study tries to clarify local media theory based on “good 

neighbor” journalism norms, participatory journalism, and citizen journalism theory. Therefore, the study clarifies the 

following: 1) how the local media can simultaneously uphold regionality and cooperativity, and 2) the possibility of local 

media cooperating with citizen participation and, the method for future establishment and development of the local media 

in Mongolia through individual online participation. 

KEYWORDS 

Local Media, Online Platform, Citizen Journalism, Participatory Journalism  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Local media are "communication media that cover a certain local region," where local region is defined as "an 
entity that includes characteristics such as regionality, commonality, solidarity and cooperativity of people 
living there" based on spatial or geographical range (Takeuchi 1989, pp. 3–4). Mass communication, or mass 
media, closely relates to the "imaginary community," which transcends regional characteristics, and is linked 
to the cooperative formation of a nation-state (Anderson, 2006). It is certain that the local media, such as 
newspapers, radio, and television, have played a part as one of the mass media roles of cooperativity.  

Moreover, the local media have become widespread in human lives and, by creating relationships between 
people in the respective areas, they have activated the senses and expanded the realms of individual 
consciousness and memory. Thus, the local media attempt a national and global expansion of spatiality to 
transcend regionality; simultaneously, they are deeply involved in the regional reality, thus mediating people’s 
commonality and local characteristics and functioning as social memory (Battsogt 2017). In the concrete 
regional context of their activity, the ambivalent nature of local media — national, global, and local — is a 
topic that deserves closer analysis. This study clarifies the following: 1) the ways in which the local media can 
simultaneously uphold regionality and cooperativity, and 2) the method for future establishment and 
development of the local media in Mongolia through individual online participation. 

2. A SHORT HISTORY OF LOCAL MEDIA IN MONGOLIA 

In 1942, the “Jana Omir” newspaper was published in Bayan-Ulgii aimag (Zulkafil, 1997, pp. 13), and the first 
local newspaper factory was established in Arkhangai aimag in 1947 through a decision of the Politburo of the 
Socialist Party Central Committee (Norovsuren, 2001, pp. 177). In the 1980s, the establishment of a  
full-fledged system that included local TV and radio stations was a key event in Mongolian journalism 
(Norovsuren, 2001, pp. 12,78). Since 1990, following the collapse of the Soviet Union and Mongolia’s 
transition to a market economy, the media — which had previously been under the auspices of the state and 
directly transmitted party ideology — have faced significant challenges (Norovsuren, 2001, pp. 98). From 1990 
to 2000, the local media sector was financially unstable and lacked its own ideology; this phase can be 
described as a period of transition for the local media (Sharavdorj, 2006). In 2021, there are 126 local media 
outlets in Mongolia providing information to half of the nation’s population. 
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3. FEATURES AND DEFINITIONS OF THE LOCAL MEDIA 

As there is no common understanding of the classification of the theory of journalism, its constituent subjects 

are often ambiguous (Skinner et al., 2001; Berglez, 2003). For example, Siebert (1956) categorized the 

constituent subjects of journalism into four categories based on issues of press freedom and press 

responsibilities. There have also been comparisons between normative ethics and norms as “watchdog” and 

“good neighbor” journalism (Franklin, 2005). In recent years, not only has a media-based journalism model 

been seen (Poindexter et al., 2006) but a public journalism model between sender and recipient has also been 

witnessed (Nip, 2006). Nip’s five models have been widely cited since the mid-2000s, when the internet and 

SNS’s were classified based on the current prevalence (Rausch, 2012). 

The question arises as to which topics should be given more attention when discussing journalism tailored 

to the specifics of the local media. Ogawa asserted that the ideas, theories, and practices of “watchdog” 

journalism are not appropriate in small regions, such as rural areas (Ogawa, 2005). The “watchdog” journalism 

that has developed in Great Britain and in United States since the mid-18th century has been called the “Fourth 

Estate.” It has traditionally been compared to a “watchdog” for loudly exclaiming to others to control the 

government and the rule of law. Some researchers have noted that journalism focuses on minorities and lacks 

tools to make known the interests of the majority in the community. The local media must contribute to the 

well-being of the people and emphasize whether they influence the region (Richards, 2014). Heider suggested 

that the local media should help people find solutions to real-life problems, thus promoting “good neighbor” 

journalism instead of only providing information about one segment (minority) (Heider et al., 2005). 

Poindexter outlines the reason for high hopes regarding the “good neighbor’ local media (Poindexter et al., 

2006). A similar conclusion was drawn from a study on the local media in Japan (Etsushi, 2005). 

This section focuses on the specifics of the media and the relevance of local people as recipients of media 

information, as shown in Figure 1. This section attempts to identify appropriate media theories for local media. 

In Figure 1, the vertical axis represents the level of information dissemination to the public, while the horizontal 

axis represents the level of citizen participation. The lower areas can be classified as local or citizen media. 

The upper left corner of the Figure contains the most accessible media. The upper right section contains the 

main or traditional media. 

Source: Developed by author  

Figure 1. Features of the media and classification of citizen participation 

However, Figure 1 is a classification that depends only on specific characteristics of the media, the level of 

citizen participation, and the means of receiving information. In recent years, with the advent of the internet, 

the local media have been able to cross not national borders and create global networks. Cooperation with 

social networks such as Facebook and Twitter is difficult to describe in Figure 1. Furthermore, the local media 

cannot be directly interpreted as being separate from the traditional media. Figure 1 is merely an attempt to 

classify according to the levels of citizen participation and dissemination of information. 
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Comparing Nipp’s five categories of journalism, citizen journalism, and participatory journalism are shown 

at the bottom of Figure 1. Emphasizing citizen participation in the media is not only a factor in citizen 

development but also an engine of social progress (Habermas, 1984). The media is required to cooperate with 

the private sector and government authorities concerning news sources and the economy. Thus, by encouraging 

citizen participation, it is possible to strengthen independence from external influences and further improve the 

quality of news (Brown, 2021). 

4. VALUE OF LOCAL NEWS 

This section discusses the value of local news and its theoretical research approaches, which are the main 

contents of the local media. Local news often contains values of public goods (Nichols and Robert, 2010; Radu, 

2019), necessary goods (Ali, 2016), or public services (Mersereau, 2021). 

If local news is a public service, such as electricity, water systems, and postal services, public policy is 

essential to ensure the stability and development of the local media organizations that distribute it. If local news 

is considered public goods or necessary goods, it is possible to obtain assistance and support for the variable 

costs of disseminating and transmitting the news, not only from the government but also from foreign and 

domestic public organizations. In recent years, a nationwide online platform has been supporting the local 

media to highlight the value of local news, which will be expanded upon in the following section. 

4.1 Local News as Public Goods 

The concept of public goods has two basic principles: it is non-excludable and non-rivalrous. Public goods can 

be used by all consumers, regardless of whether they pay a price, such as a free rider (Holcombe, 1997; Suber, 

2009). Examples of this type of goods are the defense sector, police, and public streets. Regarding news, a 

group of commercial-based channels provides services that can be used at no cost. Most media platforms, such 

as newspapers and magazines, are unable to distribute public property without unrestricted competition. 

However, recently, with the proliferation of false news on SNS, it has become clear that the media should 

be made public. The Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard University conducted a systematic study 

on the value of news and produced a sub-report, entitled “News as Public Goods” (Nieman Lab, 2016). The 

World Bank’s report, “The Right to Tell: The Role of Mass Media in Economic Development,” states that the 

media should be responsible for the creation of public goods (Islam, 2002). Nobel Prize-winning economist 

Joseph Stiglitz has said that the value of news in many areas is reflected in the fact that it becomes a public 

good (Stiglitz, 2002, pp. 7).  

Table 1 classifies the media based on the principle of public goods, those that are non-excludable and  

non-rivalrous. Researchers have often noted that commercial channels, which generate revenue from 

advertising, have difficulty delivering accurate information to audiences (Lamarre, 2015). With the support of 

online platforms, the local media can disseminate local news that is socially owned. 

Table 1. The classification of media platforms based on public goods principles 

 EXCLUDABLE NONEXCLUDABLE 

RIVALROUS Newspapers and magazines Commercial channels 

NONRIVALROUS Public channels Local media ＋Online platforms 

Source: Developed by author 

5. COMMUNITY-BASED MEDIA 

Since 1999, the Press Institute in Mongolia has published reports on the quantitative changes in local media 

types. Local news websites have been included in this report since 2019. Local news websites are among the 

most powerful local media platforms, as shown in Table 2 (Press Institute, 2021, pp. 99 -100). 
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Table 2 presents measures of the degree to which local media platforms support citizen participation online. 

It summarizes the number of local media platforms and the number of local people who participate in media 

activities, such as news processing, editing, and publication. Some websites have news entry section, where 

citizens can participate. Such websites attempt to create and develop their own space in the media market by 

promoting citizen participation, and their numbers are expected to increase. In contrast, however, none of the 

traditional local media platforms have websites or use Facebook pages to interact with citizens and encourage 

their participation. Eighty-two local media outlets use Facebook pages, but only 22 are active and support 

citizen participation. Most media platforms in Ulaanbaatar, the capital city, have developed their own websites 

and Facebook pages that are open and interdependent (Press Institute, 2021). However, the citizen-participation 

activities of the local media platforms are insufficient (<50), which reveal both the inequality of digital 

technology and the huge differences in the development of the online media market nationwide. 

Table 2. Local media platforms’ citizen participation 

LOCAL MEDIA 

TYPES 

NUMBER SUPPORT CITIZEN  

PARTICIPATION 

NOT-SUPPORT CITIZEN  

PARTICIPATION  

 Year of 

2020 

Through 

Websites 

Through 

Facebook 

 

Newsletter 22 0 5          17 

Magazine 1 0 0 1 

Radio 19 0 2 17 

Of which: FM 

Radio 

17 0 0 17 

Television 64 0 15 49 

Site 20 8 6 6 

Total 126 8 28 90 

Source: Developed by author 

6. CONCLUSION 

The political, social, and cultural contexts created by the local media are complex and multilayered. The local 

media act simultaneously in local and global information fields. This study clarified 1) the possibility of local 

media that simultaneously plays the roles of regionality and cooperativity, and 2) the method for establishing 

and developing in the future through individual online participation in local media in Mongolia. 

This study highlights the lack of research, theories, and methodologies for local media development in 

Mongolia. Today, Mongolia has 126 local media platforms. However, only 30 local media platforms — that 

is, 25% of all local media platforms — are active through their websites and Facebook pages to ensure citizen 

participation. Defining the development of local media in line with the specifics of information delivery and 

the development of internet technology by promoting citizen participation may be the best option for sustaining 

the local media.  

However, this study illustrates only current citizen participation on local media websites and Facebook. 

Further analysis is needed to improve the effectiveness and quality of local media activities and understand 

other impacts on the local media. For example, we need basic research, including local media affiliation and 

program relevance and content analysis, and information about local media staff ideologies, such as journalists' 

perceptions, differences of opinion, and conflicts. Continued study of the image, future direction, and 

normative concept of phrasings, such as “local media theory” and “local journalism,” is needed. 
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ABSTRACT 

A social demand in today's digital society is digital literacy of citizens throughout their lives. That aim has to be done 

without any discrimination on the grounds of disability. It is necessary to motivate all citizens to participate on such 

literacy, particularly including the population sector on which we focus and designing educational strategies to include 

and motivate them. 

For this purpose, is proposed a learning methodology through the tMOOC, that is to say, massive online and open 

courses which prioritize the direct transfer of what has been learned to the working environment. It is needed a research 

on the real state of the problem and the possible effects and difficulties of the proposed training solution in case of disable 

students. The methodology to implement this research is presented as the result of a group of experts study, research and 

discussion.  

KEYWORDS 

tMOOC, Mobile Learning, Digital Competencies, Citizens, Disability 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This research focuses on digital literacy and its importance in ensuring access to technology in general, and 
access to services in particular, for citizens and, in a larger extent, for vulnerable people. The only intention 
of participating is not enough; one must also know how to participate and acquire the digital skills necessary 
to do so, responsibly and critically. In this sense, an unknown global scenario has been taking shape 
regarding media literacy for citizens, structured in a quite decentralized way, where MOOC (Massive Open 
Online Courses) is one of the main responses, taking into account two-way communication models for the 
construction of open knowledge (Osuna-Acedo et al., 2018). 

According to data from the World Health Organization, approximately one billion people  
worldwide - 15% of the population - suffer from some form of disability and, for one in five, this limitation 
has a significant impact on their daily lives. In the coming years, the ageing of the population and the 
increase in certain chronic diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and mental health disorders are 
expected to increase the prevalence of disability, since those who suffer from it will achieve poorer health 
and academic outcomes, lower economic participation and higher poverty rates than people without 
disabilities (OECD, 2019). 

In the framework of the VII Framework Program "Elearning Communication Open-Data" the project  
No: 621127 "ECO" was developed under the research leadership of UNED. The international relations 
resulting from the cooperation of up to 45 entities finally involved in the development of ECO, and its 
successful assessment by the European Union (EU), led to the creation of the spin-off ECO DIGITAL 
LEARNING led by UNED. Thus, a consistent, innovative and qualified digital platform is made available to 
the project to host the MOOC and to implement the proposed tMOOC methodology for disable people. 

2. TOWARDS MOOC ACCESSIBLE AND INCLUSIVE 

The social challenge to address with these educational tools, in a particularly critical situation due to the 
emergence produced by the COVID-19, is the acquisition of digital skills by citizens facing Europe today 
and, specifically, Spain. Digital skills are key to the construction of a digital economy. In this second 
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dimension, the EU recognizes its importance and measures the capacities of each country to take advantage 
of the potential that the digital world offers. 

Spain's position is worrying, both because it continues to lag behind the European average (position 17 
out of 28), and because of its poor performance since 2016. It is behind the most dynamic European 
economies. Far from narrowing, the gap with the leading countries on this indicator (Finland, Sweden, 
Luxembourg and Estonia) and with the European average has increased in recent years. 

Despite the relentless work of associations and foundations such as the ONCE Foundation, the Spanish 
Confederation of Physically and Organically Disabled People (COCEMFE) or the Institute of Elderly and 
Social Services (IMSERSO) and the development of specific plans such as the inclusion of Network, it is 
essential, under the auspices of Legislative RD 1/2013 approving the revised text of the General Law on the 
Rights of Persons with Disabilities. 

Even the MOOC is a useful tool for tackling the task of a long life learning for teaching digital skills, 
there is a long way to walk to improve nowdays models to be really useful for teaching digital literacy to 
people with especial needs. MOOC offer the possibility of acting as a means of training and dissemination 
because they offer the members of their virtual community a wide range of proposals for interaction and 
communication, valuing their applications in different ways according to the activities, resources, media, 
methodology, evaluation processes (Camarero Cano & Cantillo Valero, 2016) and interactivity. From this 
perspective, Berners-Lee (1996) coined the term inter-creativity to describe people's ability to create original 
and more productive elements in a virtual environment through citizen participation. 

Consequently, an unknown global educational scenario is taking shape, structured in a rather 
decentralized way, where MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) are one of the main solutions with  
two-way communication models for the construction of open knowledge (Osuna-Acedo et al., 2018). The 
social literacy of the MOOC allows to reach a number of people unknown by the conventional formal 
education and to extend the existing systems available to the population in terms of educational training. As a 
result of the digitalisation process, a significant and worrying discrepancy has emerged between 
technological development and citizens' skills, which reveals a growing digital gap between the training 
received and the qualifications required to face the labour and social challenges of the digital society (van 
Laar et al., 2017). As recent research has already shown (Pettersson, 2018), curricula in primary, secondary 
and higher compulsory education do not respond adequately to the demands of the new context, which are 
especially evident in the MOOC models. 

2.1 MOOC and tMOOC 

The evolution of MOOCs over the last decade has been constant and dynamic. They have moved from the 
first models of c-MOOC and x-MOOC to other post-MOOC modalities that foster digital interaction by 
means of the social networks (Martínez Pérez, 2016; Pei & Shen, 2017; Yousef et al., 2015; Zancanaro  
& Domingues, 2017). For the purpose of teaching digital literacy to people with especial needs, a new 
generation of MOOCs, the tMOOC (Transfer Massive Open Online Courses) seems to be more appropriate.  

One of the main conclusions posits that the tMOOC supposes a new generation of MOOC that promotes 
effective transfer of knowledge and of learning by means of opportunities for personal, professional and 
collective development. Open and Diversified Participation, everyone with their own skills, functionalities 
and interests is a very good possibility for the tMOOC framework. It is so because learning and improvement 
on that model is evaluated on the parameters of measurement used for social networks, not on the traditional 
academic criteria (where participation is not part of the equation).  

Authentic tasks, transfer of knowledge, pedagogic transformation, TRIC, transmediality, opened 
temporality, intercreative talent, collaborative toil, transnationalism and tolerance are the ten characteristics 
and values that sustain the inclusive approach fo tMOOC better than classic MOOC. Therefore, the model of 
tMOOC is proposed for this project Enter the text here. 

3. METHODOLOGY  

A research project with this philosophy has to be designed to study how to implement it on educational 
resources. For that purpose the group of experts methodology has been used to establish the required 
methodological steps. That group has been constituted with researchers belonging to the following entities: 

• SMEMIU (UNED Research Group on Social Media, Inclusive and Ubiquitous Media Education) will 
provide the research staff carrying out the academic training in the tMOOC. PI: Sara Osuna-Acedo. 
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• GICID (Digital Communication and Information Research Group of the University of Zaragoza) will 
support the project from the three axes that play a leading role in the communication process (senders, 
receivers and messages) in virtual and digital environments for the field of science. PI: Carmen Marta-Lazo. 

• ECOLEARNING (ECO DIGITAL LEARNING) offers its experience of hosting sMOOC courses in six 
languages. Research has shown and published in leading scientific journals that the empowerment of 
participants in their sMOOCs has increased the level of learning, involvement in sMOOC and interaction 
among participants. CEO: Vicente Montiel-Molina 

• UNIDIS (Centro de Atención a la Discapacidad de la UNED) will guide the adaptation of activities 
The expert group start the discussion from two big questions, the answers to which will mark the axes of 

this research: 
1. How can MOOCs help to develope digital competences of disabled groups? 
2. Why are the educational-communicative and methodological foundations of quality sMOOC and 

tMOOC necessary for the transfer of knowledge to the working environment of the disabled? 
Expert group proposed the following methodology:   
Research has to be held in three phases. In the first phase, a study of the accessibility characteristics of the 

MOOCs available in the target country has to be carried out. In this first phase, a documentary review will be 
used with natural language processing techniques, based on big data, of the scientific literature and sources 
that will allow to establish the basis of the state of the art. 

In the second phase, a study of the digital competencies of the target population with some kind of 
disability will be produced. It is also necessary to investigate with natural language processing techniques, 
based on big data, about the collaboration and interaction of the participants, the processes of co-creation and 
co-authorship, the social process of creative exchange and the social transfer of knowledge. 

In the third and last phase, a tMOOC will be designed and carried out in the ECO DIGITAL LEARNING 
portal, which will provide training to citizens, without any discrimination on the grounds of disability, on 
digital literacy. 

4. CONCLUSION 

As far as this is a big project, experts group suggested the following list of collaborative entities to implement 
and develop the three phases and three methodological steps. The following figures (figure 1 and figure 2) 
synthesize the proposed research methodology to study possibilities and conditions to implement tMOOC 
methodology for mLearning with an inclusive philosophy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Three phases project to implement mLearning with accessible tMOOC 
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Figure 2. Summary of principal project aims 

ECO DIGITAL LEARNING project is ready to implement this methodology at any interested 

educational institution and at any european country. The final result will be the development of a realm of 

tMOOCs contextualized to the particular citizens, topics and social priorities for digital literacy. Clearly 

indicate advantages, limitations and possible applications. 
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